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I
Arendt.
Foucault
interpretation
I
two
thinkers,
and
In this work, presentan
of
from
Kant
to
theory
tradition
thinkers
running
these
of
critical
within a
place
Nietzsche. The opposition between modernismand postmodernism,between its
for
has
been
Nietzsche,
Kant
overstated,
widely
and
philosophical sources,
Philosophical
by
in
The
Habermas
in
taken
the
polemical stance
example,
DiscourseofModenfity (1987). 1 am concernedto show that this way of mapping
does Foucault and Arendt an injustice. Foucault and Arendt accept Nietzsche's
Kant's
Western
thought
and
attack
official philosophy, an
and
of
reason
critique
Kant's
Yet
they
truth.
also
appropriate
reflection on the
philosophy
of
analytical
Enlightenment and revolution (Foucault) and his aestheticjudgment (Arendt).
More importantly, Foucault and Arendt embracepostmodernsensibility not as an
absolutegiven but as an attitude that must be - at the risk of inviting Nietzschean
is
based
For
them,
as much on
scorn- constantlycheckedand examined.
critique
it
is
interrogation
historical
on a
a serious and sustained
of
experience as
deconstruction of metaphysical philosophy. Recognizing the problems of
attachinglabelsto Foucault's work andthat of Arendt, I focus on the tensionsand
between
in
Foucault's
thought
There
their
tensions
complexity of
work.
are
discursive/extra-discursive theorization,
between
domination/resi
macro/micro perspectives,and
stancerelations as well as
There
detachment.
are also
ethical-political commitments and archaeological
tensions in Arendt's thought between creative rupture and exercise in retrieval,

totalizing/detotalizing

impulses,

between agonism and consensusas well as between existential engagementand
is
Critical
thought,
experiment as well as
philosophical withdrawal.
which
light,
In
I
field
live
this
tension.
of
problematization, must constantly
within a
for
that
these
tensions
the
argue
elements the uniquenessand coherenceof
provide
their work and that viewing these tensions as a source of flagrant contradiction
fundamentallydistorts their intentions.
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Chapter 1 Introduction: Why Foucault and Arendt?
1. Reading Foucault and Arendt Together

This work is about Michel Foucault and Hannah Arendt. Foucault and Arendt, I
feel, representthe most important contemporaryeffort to developa methodfor the
study of human beings, and to understand,to diagnose,to criticize the current
situation of our society.Although someof their works now belong to the classics
of the Westerntradition of political thought and social theory, they have always
remained outsiderswho are difficult to classify. In fact, the originality of their

ideas is itself not just a sourceof fascinationbut also of misunderstanding.
Foucaultand Arendt cannotbe simply characterized
in terms of the traditional
liberalism,andradicalism.Nor cantheir thinking be
categoriesof conservatism,
placedin termsof a starkoppositionbetweenmodernismandpostmodernism.
FoucaultandArendt do not want to build a systemof political philosophyor of
social theory, which raises problems for the commentators.Furthermore, they

havea kind of Nietzschean
from
distance
the unquestioned
themselves
to
capacity
assumptionsof the age.This ability is the sourceof embarrassmentand frustration
for thosetheorists, suchas Walzer (1987), who believe that the first duty of social

or political critics is to identify with the basicassumptions
or valuesof their age.
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But, Foucault and Arendt preserve this ability without abandoning active
in
engagement the concernsof the present.
In turning to a considerationof their ideas,I was facedwith a problem: whether to
being
in
I
the
worked out their writings, and to try to work
acce-ot standpoint saw
from
it;
to
someother, explicitly critical standpoint.I did not want
or work
within
to do the former, for refutation in any normal senseseemedsomehowimpossible
and pointless. To refute these writers one must presupposethe very canons of
logic they attack, so that every refutation necessarilybegs the question an
-

endlessword play.
I hopethat the readerwill readthis work in somethinglike the samespirit in
which I wrote it. I seeit as a "sympathetic"responseto the writings of Foucault
and Arendt. In this work, I aim to presentmy reinterpretation of Foucault and

Arendt,my direct dialoguewith themratherthancriticism,focusingon whatthey
havetried to say ratherthan on what they shouldhavesaid. Becauseit is my
belief that many of the interpretationsand criticisms of Foucaultand Arendt
previously advanced have been based on a general and uncomplicated
understandingof their thought and have therefore missedthe mark. Indeed,those

interpretationsand criticisms whethersympatheticcritiques or not fail to
-
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accountfor the complexity and the tensionsof their writings.
Foucault and Arendt never have been properly read together probably because
life
between
Foucauldian
difference
is
there the seeming
a
politics of everyday
however,
Foucault
In
Arendtian
the
sphere.
my
of
public
view,
conception
and an
between
Arendt
two similar types
non-penetrating
a
strange
case
of
represent
and
hides
fact
in
by
Nothing
that
the
thinking
very
similarity.
of a problem common
of
better than two similar ways of approachingit. I do not meanin any way that they
are talking about samethings. But when viewed in the light of the way in which

the problemappearsanddevelops,Foucault'smodeof problematization
andthat
of Arendtturn out to be moresimilarthanoftenassumed.
FoucaultandArendtdrawheavilyon Nietzschein orderto produce"genealogies"
in
both
historiography,
They
their own ways, at
of modem spirit.
perform a new

the crossroadwherephilosophyandhistory,ideasandevents,intersect.After all,
does
"What
haunts
is
The
Foucault
Arendt
thing
thought.
question,
one
and
", is the arrow fired by Arendt andthen againby Foucault.They
thinking mean?
is
history,
but
history
This
thought
why they call their work
write a
as such.
a
of
"studies of history" not "the work of a historian" (Foucault, 1992; orig. 1984: 9;
Arendt, 1994: 403). Foucault and Arendt suspect the kind of "universal
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intellectual" (Foucault, 1980: 126) who claims to speak with privilege for a
universal historical agent,andthey renouncegrand ideological visions and a statecentcredpolitics in favor of a more partial and localized "micro-politics". And
they are inspiredby thosewho exist at the political marginsof normal society.
Arendt's TheHuman Condition can be read a number of ways, for example,as a
phenomenologyof action, or as a contribution to public realm theory. Yet such
readingsbecomemisreadingsif they try to detachwhat Arendt has to say about
action or the public spherefrom her narrative about the "loss", "destruction", and

"disappearance"
of the public world in modemity.Whenviewedin termsof the
critiqueof modernity,Arendt's TheHumanCondition,to someextent,prefigures
Foucault'sbasicthemein Disciplineand Punish.Arendt'scritiqueof modernity
points us to the peculiarly modern threat to the public sphere- the rise of social.

With the emergenceof this hybrid realm in the modemage,the possibilityof
Moreover,the omnipresent
eithera genuinepublic or privaterealmis undermined.
functionalizationthat accompaniesthe rise of the social imposesits own
constraintson political action. As Arendt puts it:
It is decisive that society, on all its levels, excludesthe possibility of action,

which formerlywasexcludedfrom the household.Instead,societyexpectsfrom
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innumerable
imposing
behaviour,
kind
its
and
of
membersa certain
each of
its
them
"normalize"
to
to
tend
make
members,
all
of
which
various rules,
behave, to exclude spontaneousaction or outstanding achievement(Arendt,
1958: 40, my emphasis).

It is here that Arendt's concernsmost nearly intersectwith Foucault's. Once we
denatured
by
Arendt's
the
of
spontaneous
sphere
as
action
public
a
space
see
normalizing power of the social, we can make connectionsto the Foucauldian
story about the take-off of disciplinary power in the modem age. Arendt hardly
sharesFoucault's desireto develop a politics of everydaylife. Nevertheless,they

is
both
how
to
tell
the
the
sphere
are
concerned
premodernpublic
story of
colonizedby a new form of disciplinaryor socializingpower, a power that
substitutesan institutionally dispersedand normalizing regime of panoptic
logic
The
by
this
heard
for
in
is
of
all.
visibility
a space which action seenand
transformation,for both Foucaultand Arendt, is the better management
of the
be
from
line
drawn
direct
is
its
There
to
state'spreciousresource, populace.
a
Arendt's conceptionof the stateas "nationalhousehold"to Foucault'snotion of
biopower (Foucault, 1980: 140-143;1988e:47-85. cf. Agamben, 1998: 119-135).

Second,FoucaultandArendtarelinked,moreover,by a concernto preserveforms
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and space of popular, spontaneousaction (counter-power) from bureaucratic
structures.For example,Arendt's emphasison the spontaneous,popular natureof
revolutionary action in On Revolution is linked up with Foucault's defenseof
direct form of popular justice in Powerl Knowledge (Arendt, 1963, chap. 6;
Foucault, 1980: 27-32). Reading in this manner suggests that they present

complementarynarrativesabout the closureof the spaceof action in the modern
age. From this standpoint the Foucauldian concept of "resistance" - of local
struggleagainstpower/ knowledgeregimes- can be seenas a kind of alternative
concept to Arendt's notion of political action. Where the space of freedom is

becomes
usurped- whereactionin strict senseis no longerpossible- resistance
the primary vehicle of spontaneouspolitical action.

Third, Arendt'sapproachto actionandjudgmentdecenters
the political actorand
the judging agent in a fashion parallel to Foucault's decenteringof the subject.In

other words, the meaningof action and judgment conceivedby Arendt is
predicatedupon a twofold "death of the author". The disclosivequality of
political action comes to depend on the audience, conceived as a group of
deliberating agentsexercisingtheir capacity of judgment. Thus the
actor doesnot
createmeaningas the artist doesa work, or judging spectatorscannot redeemthis

6

is
free
This
they
themselves.
to
to
not
are able, someextent, get
of
meaningunless
to say Arendt's conceptionof political action andjudgment extinguishesthe self.
Rather,it is to say that self-coherenceis achievedthrough a decenteredprocess,
for both actor andjudge. Arendt's thought on judgment and Foucault's thought on
the self culminate in The Use of Pleasure's searing phrase, "to get free of oneself'

(Foucault, 1992: orig. 1984: 8). Foucault's path of the relation to oneself is
different from that of Arendt, but Foucault's focus on the constitution of the self
as an autonomoussubject and self-masteryand Arendt's focus on the exerciseof
the capacity of independent,autonomousjudgment convergeto the point where

the relationto oneselfbecomesa principle of internalregulationin relationto
politics and the moral code. Far from ignoring individuality or subjectivity they

assumethis independent,internal dimension,but only as a derivativeor the
productof one's relationwith others.As Foucaultand Arendt show,it is not a
projectionof "I", on the contrary,it is an interiorizationof the Other.It is not the
emanationof an "I", but somethingthat placesin immanencean "Othef". In a
wora, it is the other in me.
Finally, what Foucault shareswith Arendt is the effort to link Kant and Nietzsche
in order to overcome the analytics of truth without abandoning
philosophical

7

identify
him
in
his
later
Foucault's
Kant
the
to
turn
to
seriousness.
work enables
threadthat connectsKant with Nietzschewithin a trajectory of critical theory. The
Kant
Foucault
that
the
sees
of
present,
ontology
of
ourselves
and
which
critical
formulated by reflecting on the Enlightenment and revolution, is Foucault's
Kantian version of Nietzsche's ontological support of the moment against the flux

(cf
hand,
Beiner,
1982:
On
145).
Arendt's turn to Kant's
the
time
other
of
judgment
in
her
later
aesthetic
work enablesher to identify the thread to connect
Kant with Nietzsche,the thread running from Kant's objectivity, the "objectivity"
arisesfrom being able to "think in the place of everybody else" (Arendt, 1968b:
241), to Nietzsche'sperspectivalobjectivity, the objectivity born of using "more"'
and "different" eyes to judge and to interpret a thing (Nietzsche, 1989: 12; cf
Arendt, 1982: 43). The representativethinking made possible by disinterested

judgment through a free play of imaginationis Arendt's Kantian version of
Nietzsche'sperspectivalobjectivity.Their challengeto Kant and Nietzscheor
rathcr their Nietzscheanismwith a Kantian twist opens the possibility of
perspectivismtowards the reconstructionof critical theory.
Bearing their complementarity in mind, I wish to read Foucault and Arendt in
terms of critical thought running from Kant to Nietzsche.In order to do so, in the

8

been
have
I
that
of
made
this
various
readings
chapter,
examine
of
part
second
Foucault and Arendt in terms of modernism and postmodernism, of its
I
Then,
Nietzsche.
Kant
explicate their selective
and
philosophical sources,
(and
idiosyncratic
Kant,
their
way of accepting modernity
and
appropriation of
postmodernity) as an attitude, questioning the adequacy of the mapping of

Nietzsche.
In
I
Kant/
the
the
third
part,
present
of
postmodernism,
modernism/
hermeneuticdilemma that I am faced with and the methodologicalstrategythat I
employ to understandFoucault and Arendt. In the fourth part, I explain briefly the

contentsof this work.
2. Drawing the Map

Modernism vs. Postmodernism
While Foucault never adopted the discourseof the postmodem, his critique of

Although
humanism
thought.
him
modernityand
a sourceof postmodern
made
Den-ida points out that Foucault is trapped within "logocentrism", within the

Foucault
(Derrida,
1978:
35),
historical
bome
by
Language
Western
general
guilt
is generally regardedas an exemplaryrepresentativeof postmodernposition in his
thoroughgoing efforts to dismantle modem beliefs in unity and foundation, and

his celebrationof differenceandmultiplicity in theory,politics,andeverydaylife.
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According to Habermas,the postmodemcritique is inauguratedby Nietzschewho
carries out a systematicassault on modernity, including the Enlightenment and
reason.This irrational philosophical ethos was taken over in different ways by
Heidegger,Bataille andthe postmodernists.One tendencyextendsfrom Nietzsche
to Bataille to Foucault, while anotherbranchesfrom Nietzsche to Heideggerto
Derrida. In sum, Habermascriticizes postmoderntheory for desertingreasonand
modernity (Habermas, 1981: 3-14; 1987). Habermas appreciates Foucault's

critique of subjectivityand institutionsof modernity,but believesthat Foucault
hasno normativestandpointfrom which to criticizemoderninstitutionsandthus
hasno basisfor an ethics and politics (Habermas,1987: 238-293).Habermasalso
accusesFoucault of rejecting modernity and Enlightenment,at least in his earlier

work, thoughHabermasseesthat Foucaulteventuallycamearoundto a qualified
defenceof Enlightenment values in a late essayon Kant (Habermas,1989: 173-

179). In this regard,Habermasasks:"How doessuch a singularlyaffirmative
directed
to our own actualityand
understanding
of modernphilosophizing,always
imprinted in the here-and-now, fit with Foucault's unyielding criticism of
modernity?" (Habermas,1986: 106).
Against Habermas'reading of Foucault,there are the efforts that have been made
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to differentiate Foucault from the poststructuralisttheorists who, in the name of
post-enlightenmentand postmoderndiscourse,questionphilosophical seriousness
in general. Dreyfus and Rabinow (1983,253-264; 1986:109-121) attempt to show

that Foucault has been at pains to distancehimself not only from the heirs of
German philosophy such as Habermas,but from the French poststructuralist
theorists such as Derrida in terms of the relation between society, reason and

modernity
While Foucault is generally located in the postmodernhorizon, Arendt is read in
various ways. First, the early and standardview of Arendt maintainsthat Arendt is

a political philosopherof nostalgia,an anti-modernistfor whomthe Greekpolis
remainedthe quintessential
political experience.It is easythen to concludenot
but
is
only that Arendt'sthoughtis irrelevantto contemporary
also
she
concerns
an efitist reactionary (Kateb, 1984: 39; O'Sullivan, 1976; Pitkin, 1981; Bakan,
1979: 59; Wolin, R., 2001; Canovan,1978;Fuss, 1979).

A very differentreadingof Arendt hasbeenperformedby Habermasand others
working within the tradition of Critical Theory. These theorists locate Arendt
within the Kantian horizon, assimilatingher to a broadly modernist or universalist
position by emphasizingthe deliberative and intersubjective elements of action
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1983;
(Habermas,
judgment
the
ones
performative and agonistic
over
and
is
The
Benhabib,
1987,1992b).
this
1984,1986;
Bernstein,
reading
advantageof
her
baggage
Grecophile
theory
is
One
the
to
of
elitist
only
avoid
not
able
clear.
but
(1979)
(1978)
Fuss
by
Canovan
also to refute the charge of
and
raised
immoralism raised by Kateb (1984). This reading enables one to solve the

foundations.
problemof moral
However, many contemporarytheorists are attractedby the postmodernside of
Arendt's thought. The break with the paradigm structuring modem thought and
practice and the senseof discontinuity of the past make it possible to locate

Arendtwithin thepostmodern
horizon.(Bernauer,1987:10;Canovan,1992:278).
In the endskeptical,radicaldemocratsattemptto locateArendt'swork within the
Nietzscheanhorizon, assimilating Arendt to a broadly agonistic model of politics
for a radical democratic agenda(Conolly, 1998; Honig, 1993; Wolin, S. 1993;

Villa, 1992; 1996).Contemporaryagonistsare attractedby the fact that Arendt
(1958)givesa centralplaceto actionin her conceptionof the political.This setsat
interest,
liberal
focus
institutions,
the
and negative
procedures,
odds with
on
freedom,the freedom from politics (cf Barber, 1984). Also, they are attractedby
Arendt's endorsementof the agonal spirit, which she sees as animating all
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genuinepolitical action. Arendt's political and democraticversion of Nietzschean
heroic individualism dovetailswith what she calls "revolutionary spirit" (Arendt,
1963: 221) and the spirit of resistance (Arendt, 1963, chap. 6,1968b, Preface).

Her zxamplesare not great statesmen,but the spontaneousheroic action manifest
in the American Revolution, the Paris Commune of 1871, the 1905 Russian

Revolution, the FrenchResistanceduring World War 11,and the Hungarian revolt
of 1956. On this ground, Honig assimilatesArendt to "an activist, democratic
politics of contest, resistance, and amendment", emphasizing her passionate
refusal of docility (Honig, 1933: 77). Radical democratsare also attractedby her

for
anti-foundationalism,
showinghow the will to find a transcendent
ground
Arendt givesNietzsche's
politics can only be anti-politicaland anti-democratic.
anti-foundationalisma political and democratictwist by arguing for a groundless

politics of "opinions" (Arendt, 1968b:233).What makesArendt'sconceptionof
agonistic public sphere so attractive to radical democrats is that the
authoritativeness
of the basicinstitutionsis determinedby the clashof conflicting
interpretations. Therefore, the public sphere is, above all, an institutionally
articulated site of perpetualdebateand contestation.On this ground, Villa (1992)
arguesthat Arendt's public realm theory is less concernedwith the question of
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legitimation and consensusthan with the theorization of an agonistic political
(1992)
Isaac
Arendt's
In
explores
addition,
postmodernposition not
subjectivity
in terms of the agonistic side but in terms of an illuminating lessonsof human
agency in an age of ideology (for another postmodem approach, see Hansen,
1993; Disch, 1994).

Let's return to Habermas'reading of Arendt, here.The distinction betweenaction
(praxis) and fabrication (poiesis) posed by Arendt's theory of action enabled
Habermasto distinguish systematicallybetweencommunicativeand instrumental
action and to identify their respectivelogics of rationalization.Moreover, Arendt's

sketchesof the form of intersubjectivityin the practice of speechsupplied
Habermaswith a standardof ideal speechsituation (Habermas,1983: 174-175).
Thanks to Arendt's theory of action, the way to a theory of communicative
rationality was opened.

This makesit possibleto saythat,to someextent,Habermasis an Arendtian.But,
(Bernstein,
on the contrary,Arendt hasbeenreadas if shewere a Habermasian
1983,1986; Benhabib, 1987,2003). In fact, the clear opposition between Arendt
and Habermason the one hand and postmodernism,including Foucault, on the
in
large
has
been
thanks,
overstated
part, to the polemical stancetaken by
othei-
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Habermas in Yhe Philosophical Discourse of Modernity (1987). In that work,
Habermascreatesa stark oppositionbetweencommunicativeand subject-centered
reason,betweenthe paradigmsof mutual understandingor intersubjectivity and
that of the philosophy of consciousness(Chap. 11: 294-326). In his view, neither
Hegel nor Marx succeededin extricating themselvesfrom the "horizon of the selfknowing
the
and acting subject". But then, neither do such critics of
referenceof
the philosophy of consciousnessand the modem project as Heidegger, Derrida,
and Foucault. All remain, from the Habermasianperspective,either caught up in
the metaphysicsof subjectivity (Hegel and Marx with their demiurgic conceptions

of szoolf-externalizing
subjects)or endlesslytracing the transcendental/empirical
boundsof the "humanist"paradigm(Heidegger,Derrida,Foucault).Accordingto
Habermas,the postmodems,
fail to effectthe transitionto
like their predecessors,
"the paradigmof mutualunderstanding"
andremainlockedwithin an exhausted
episteme (Habermas, 1987: 295-96,310).

This mapping of the world of

theory neatly locatesArendt's work on the intersubjective
modern/postmodern
sideof the divide.
Critical Thinking in a Modernity-Crisis
The various readings of Foucault and Arendt described above have been
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Their
by
criticisms and
and
concerns.
complex sets of sensibilities
motivated
in
to
Arendt
but
diverse,
Foucault
their
attempts
seriously
and
all
read
goals are
is
ills
Furthermore,
path
the
whichever
of modem society.
come to grips with
be
directly
demonstrable.
I
is
it
textually
shall
not
concerned,therefore,
chosen,
be
has
Arendt
I
Foucault
and
right/ or wrong? shall
got
with the question,who
Foucault
Arendt,
however,
Habermas'
reading
of
and
and the
with
concerned,
danger around it, though this will certainly not be evident on every page. This
underlying intention is important becauseHabermaspresentsthe one-sided(in my
it
be
but
Arendt,
Foucault
and would
view)
equally powerful ways of reading
and
foolish to ignore his influence on the contemporaryFoucault scholarshipas well
as that of Arendt. I shall questionthe adequacyof Habermas'mapping,suggesting

in
harmonizes
Europe,
Arendtian
thatthe
project,a storyof pathologiesof modern
invites
This
Foucault.
a rereadingof
the
unexpectedways with
writings of
Foucaultand Arendt on their own termsand a rethinkingthe relation between
them.
I think that there is nothing more dangerous than to reduce a philosophy,

especiallyone so subtleandcomplexsuchasFoucaultandArendt,to a textbook
formula. All too often such readingshave wound up domesticatingone's thought
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or constricting one's thematic concerns. Furthermore, in order to read these
independentthinkers together,to discoverwhat is betweenthem, what binds them
together and draws them apart, we need to shake off a kind of mapping or
labelling aroundthem. As Fine puts it:
We should leave space for reading books which might be productive of
...
discoveries.
Social theory can never remain content with frozen
surprising
images Understanding is itself an activity which resists indoctrination and
...

furtherjustification(Fine,2001:2,3).
mindlessobedience
and
needs
no
...
Habermas' way of framing issue reminds me of what Foucault calls "the

blackmailof Enlightenment'(1984: 42) the insistencethat one takesa stand
"for" or "against"bourgeoisdemocracy,enlightenmentrationalityand so forth,
before delivering the specifics of one's critique. I am concernedto show that a

stark oppositionbetweenmodernismand postmodernismdoes Foucault and
Arendtan injustice.
Habermashasfailed to appreciate
the fact that Arendt'sthoughtis not a criticism
articulatedfrom within a traditionalframework,including a modernistone, but
from without that frame. For Arendt, the break with the tradition is more than a

theoreticalbackground.Her experienceof totalitarianismhauntsher treatmentof
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the modernist framework as well as her thinking about modernity as a whole.
Converting trauma into historical understanding, Arendt attempted to link
totalitarianism to the spirit of modem age. In doing so her theoretical response
was the sameas Water Benjamin's: to break the chain of narrative continuity, to
shatter chronology as the natural structure of narrative, to stress fragmentariness,

historical deadends,failures, and ruptures(Arendt, 1968a:193-206).
Even if, as Kateb notes, Arendt sees the story of modem Europe as a story of

pathologies,with Nazi and Stalinist totalitarianism as "the climactic pathology"
(Kateb, 1984: 66), she does not seetotalitarianism as a single metaphor or the

ultimate culminationof modernage. For Arendt the potentialdisasterin the
formative
various
modernprojectsis a recurrentone.In otherwords,only from a
falsely transcendentalperspectiveany specific crisis can be seenas the final one,

the definitivehistoricalturningpoint.
Throughouther work, from The Origins of TolalitariallisnIvia lhe Hunian
Con.-fitim to TheLife of the Mind and the Kant Lectures,Arendt consistently
emphasizedthe dissolution of modem Europe's moral groundwork, the "break in

our tradition" and "the loss of common sense". The basic conditions of
possibilitiesof thinking,action,andjudgmenthavebeendestroyedby "the moral
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315),
(Arendt,
1994:
breakdown
the
one
on
society"
of
occidental
and spiritual
hand, and the rise of mass culture, on the other. Arendt writes about action,
thinking, and judgment in a historical situation parallel to the one Socrates
(see
1982;
1984;
1990).
There,
in
Arendt,
Athens
too, traditional
confronted
morality had fragmented to yield a morality of success.The way out of this

is
for
Socrates,
Arendt
tradition,not a
no returnto a shattered
aswell as
situation,
but
to
action,
a radical questioning of all the "yardsticks" (Arendt,
simple call
1994: 321) for action, thinking and judgment. What is called for in such a

judgment,"thinking
situationis not activism,but criticalthinkingandindependent
in
banister"
(Arendt,
is
important
1979;
It
336).
to
without a
remember, this regard,

that Arendtwrote TheHumanCondition,her consideration
of the vita activa,not
in orderto stimulateactivism,but in orderto helpus "think what we are doing"
(Arendt, 1958: 5), which is indeed"a matter of thought,and thoughtlessness"
(Arendt, 1958: 5).

It is becauseof the modem crisis in action, thinking and judgment, of the
judge,
inability
that Arendt explicitly
to
the
staggeringgrowth of stupidity and
turns to Socratesas a model in 'Philosophy and Politics' (1990), 'Thinking and
Moral Consideration' (1984), and in the Lectures Oil Kalil's Political Philosophy
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(1982). In these texts, she poses Socrates as a model of "critical thinking",
Rather,
did
Socrates
his
indeed,
teach
anything.
not
quality.
emphasizing purifying
he exposed unexamined prejudgments to the "wind of thought", dissolving
in
23;
(Arendt,
81;
1984:
1990:
but
"truths"
their
places
no
putting
prejudices
1982: 37-39). Hence "critical thinking7 is an essentially destructive activity. It has

a "destructive, undermining effect on all established criteria, values,
for
in
good
and
evil,
short on those customsand rules of conduct
measurements
in
treat
of
morals and ethics" (Arendt, 1984: 24). The Socratic dialogue can
we

hardly be characterized
as deliberationaiming at decisionand action. Socratic
thinking is a public exerciseof reason,yet this kind of thinking suspendsall
"fixed habits of thought, ossified rule and standards".As Arendt put it at a
conferenceon her work in 1973:

I think that this "thinking7...- thinking in the Socraticsense- is a maieutic
function,a midwifery.That is, you bring out all your opinions,prejudices,what
haveyou; and you know that never,in any of the [Platonic] dialogues,did
Socrateseverdiscoverany child [of the mind] who was not a wind-egg.That
you remain in a way empty after thinking ... And once you are empty, then, in a
way which is difficult to say,you are prepareto judge (Arendt in Young-Bruehl,
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1982: 452).

The testing and examinationof opinions that is the heart of critical thinking is not
only practicedby Socratesbut also articulatedby Kant. As Arendt makesclear in
the Kant Lectures,"representativethinking" and "enlargedmentality" are not just
models for public deliberation. They are, rather,the necessaryvehicles of critical
thinking. They proceed imaginatively, drawing on the possible standpointsand
opinions of others in order to "abstract from the limitations which contingently
attachto our own judgment" (Kant in Arendt, 1982: 43). As Arendt puts it in the
Lectures:

The"enlargement
of the mind" playsa crucialrole in the CritiqueofJudgment.
It is accomplished
by "comparingour judgmentwith the possibleratherthan
the actual judgments of others, and by putting ourselves in the place of any

other man". The faculty that makespossibleis called imagination... Critical
thinking is possibleonly where the standpointsof all others are open to
inspection.Hence,critical thinking,while still a solitarybusiness,doesnot cut
itself off from "all others".To be sure,it still goeson in isolation,but by the
force of imagination it makesthe others presentthus moves in a
spacethat is
potentially public, open to all sides To think with an enlarged mentality
...
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imagination
(Arendt,
42-43).
1982:
trains
to
that
one
one's
go visiting
means
Dialogue in the agora, or the public use of one's reason, are good ways of
ccenlarging"one's mentality, of "training one's imagination to go visiting". But
have
(Arendt,
1968b:
421)
"enlarged"
"representative"
thought
nor
neither
decision or action as their raison Wetre. The "abstraction from contingent
limitatione' enables the attainment of a "general standpoint", which Arendt
characterizesas "a view point from which to look upon, to watch, to form
judgment, or as Kant himself says,to reflect upon human affairs" (Arendt, 1982:
44). It "does not tell one how to act". Rather,it enablesone to think critically, and

to judgeindependently.
What links SocraticdialecticandKantianenlargedthoughtfor Arendtis the way
both yield not the truth, but a more impartial, and hencemore valid, each
individual's opinion, doxa, his or her ,it appearsto me" (Arendt, 1990: 80-81;
1968b, 241-242; 1982: 37-40). Even if, as Beiner notes, there are two different

accountsof judgmentin Arendt,which correspondto two distinct phaseof her
thoughtabout actionand thinking, whosefocus "shifts from the representative
thought and enlarged mentality of political agents to the spectatorship and
retrospectivejudgment of historians and storytellers" (Beiner, 1984: 91), when
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in
light
judgment)
43;
"thinking
for
(Arendt,
(and
1982:
the
of
viewed
oneself'
71), her articulation of political (or representative)and critical (or Socratic)
thinking turn out to be more closely related than often assumed.If we view
Areiidt's thought in terms of broader perspectivism,the standpoint of the actor
different
kinds of thinking and judgment
two
not
as
emerge
radically
and spectator

(engagedand political vs. detachedand historical), but rather as two poles of
"self-thinking [selhstdenken]" (Arendt, 1978: 250; 1982: 71), "autonomous"
(Arendt, 1982: 55) "independent" (Arendt, 1978; 250) judgment. To be sure, the
46
general standpoint" of the impartial judge is different from seemingly more
vigorous standpointof the citizen's doxa, "it appearsto me". Yet, as Kant's great

enemyNietzscheremindsus," the moreaffectswe allow to speakaboutonething,
the more eyes,different eyes,we can use to observeone thing, the more complete

will our "concept"of thing, our "objectivity",be" (Nietzsche,1989:12).Impartial
judgment, as conceivedby Arendt, remainsperspectivalin character.It is opinion

in its highestfonn.

Riley's familiar portrait of Kant as a deontological theorist underlines the
selectivity and idiosyncrasy of Arendt's interpretation of Kant. Against Arendt,
Riley arguesthat Kantian politics is not about opinion or judgment: "Kant himself
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have
however
'general' or 'enlarged', can
that
never
said
would
moral opinion,
(Riley,
1987: 384). His point is that we cannot begin to
truth"
replace moral
understand Kant's

political

philosophy

unless we first

acknowledge the

fundamentalplace he reservedfor a priori moral truth. It is only in light of such
truth that we can make senseof Kant's universal republicanismand his hope that
legal
a constitutional
order would promotethe achievementof moral ends.
Yet, this criticism managesto miss Arendt's thrust. She does not deny that Kant
begins with the moral law and justifies republican government in terms of it.

Rather,her point is that this modeof proceedingbracketsthe realmof opinion,
plurality, and appearance,thereforedenaturesthe political. Arendt seeksan
unwritten political philosophy in the third Critique not becauseKant sought "a

judgment",but becausethe world of
new moralandpolitical doctrinein aesthetic
aestheticjudgmentis also the world of publicity, or politics (Arendt, 1968a:27;
1968b:219-220).

In order to appropriateKant for politics, Arendt feels she must ignore the
systematicintent that governsKant's political writings such as 'PerpetualPeace'.
As Riley correctly observes,Kant's "official" political philosophy gives pride of
place to his practical philosophy,to the ideas of moral truth and a pure (rational)
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is
be
doubt.
"official"
Kant's
There
a politics of truth, a
can
no
politics
will.
is
for
it
in
deductive
fashion,
from
derived,
Yet
this reason
an absolute.
politics
that Arendt dismissesit and looks elsewhere.The necessityof this searchflows
from her judgment that Kant's practical philosophy is "inhumaif', intrinsically
destructiveof the realm of humanaffairs and its essentialplurality:
Kant argued that an absolute exists, the duty of the categorical imperative
is
decisive
in
stands
above
men,
which
all human affairs, and cannot be

infringedevenfor the sakeof humanityin everysenseof that word. Critics of
the Kantian ethic have frequently denouncedthis thesis as altogether inhuman

and unmerciful.Whateverthe merits of their arguments,the inhumanityof
Kant's moral philosophy is undeniable.And this is so becausethe categorical

imperativeis postulatedas absoluteandin its absoluteness
introducesinto the
interhumanrealm which by its natureconsistsof relationships- something
that runscounterto its fundamentalrelativity.The inhumanitywhich is bound
in
Kant's
the
truth
clarity
up with
particular
conceptof onesingle
with
emerges
is
found
it
because
he
to
truth
work precisely
on practical reason;
as
attempted
though he who had so inexorably pointed out man's cognitive limits could not
bear to think that in action, too, man cannot behavelike a god (Arendt, 1968a:
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27).

The Kantian appealto suchan absolutetearsapartthe web of humanrelationships,
degradingopinion and plurality. Such effects, however,are not confined to Kant.
They follow any attemptto makean absolutethe organizingprinciple of the realm
(see
human
Arendt, 1968b: 91-141).
affairs
of

Like Arendt, Foucault also belongs to the generationof European intellectuals
who experiencedthe traumas of the twentieth century - Nazism and Stalinism,
and performs the critique of modernity and western thought. As Foucault

understandsit, modernity is not a specific historical event, but a historical
conjuncturewhich hashappenedseveraltimesin our history,albeitwith different
form andcontent:for example,the breakdownof the traditionalvirtuesin Athens
at the time of Socrates,the decline of the Hellenistic world, the end of
metaphysicsat the time of Kant. This breakdownresultsin a specific attitude
toward reality, which to differentiateit from a subjectivestate,Foucaultcalls
"ethos" (Foucault, 1984: 39). In a modernity-crisis, a taken-for-granted
understandingof reality ceasesto function as a sharedbackground in terms of
which people can orient and justify their activity. Therefore the modemist
responseis uc dly to face up to the collapseof the old order. In Foucault's view,
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in
Alexandria
Stoics
in
Greece,
and
Sophists
the
the
and
the
attitude of
such was
Kant, and, in my view, Arendt andFoucaultin the post-totalitarianmoment.
While Arendt's critique is developedin the form of fragmentary historiography
is
her
Foucault's
Benjamin
Walter
for which
critique
prime example,
was
developedin the form of archaeologyand genealogyfor which Nietzschewas his
is
discontinuity
historiography,
in
Unlike
seen as a
modern
prime example.
Arendt
in
Arendt.
While
to
Foucault
seeks
as
as
well
concept
positive working

framework
the
the
the
of any tradition,
of
meaningof
past outside
recover
Foucault attemptsto rethink the nature of power and self in a non-totalizing, non-

Habermas
In
shows
this
as
regard,
and anti-humanistscheme.
presentational,
(1987, chapters,5 and 6), Foucault is not following in the philosophical tradition

for
language
he
as a vehicle
of using languageto representreality,nor is using
he
is
Habermas,
abandoning
neither
undi3tortedcommunication.But, pace
himself to the free play of self-referentialsignifiers.Foucaultis not trying to
the possibilityof anymetanarrative.
constructa generaltheory,nor deconstruct,
What Foucault is trying to do is to suggestan "Introduction to the Non-Fascist
Life" in theory as well as in practice, that contains essential deindividualizing
individualization.
Here what Foucault
totalization
as
well
principles against
as
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but
Mussolini",
is
historical
fascism
Hitler
fascism
"not
by
also
and
of
only
means
"the fascismin us all, in our headsand in our everydaybehaviour", in "our speech
its
body",
buried
deep
"in
hearts
trace
pleasures",
and
our
our
and our acts,
brutally to expunge,"the fascismthat causesus to love power, to desirethe very
thing that dominates and exploits us" (Foucault, 1977b: xiii, in Deleuze and

Guattari, 1977). This task to confront the question of totalitarianism leads
Foucault to the problem betweenreasonand power once again,the reciprocal and
the inverse of the problem of Enlightenment: how is that rationalization leads to

the diseaseof powersuchasNazismandStalinism?In Foucault'swords,"how is
that the great movementof rationalization led us so much noise, so much rage, so

" (Foucault,1996:390).
muchsilenceanddismalmechanism?
In several essaysand interviews (Foucault, 1983a:208-226; 1984: 32-50; 1993:
10-18; 1996:382-398; 2000: 443-448),while still critical of Enlightenmentreason,

Foucault attemptsto positively appropriatekey aspectsof the Enlightenment
heritage- its acute historical senseof the present,its emphasison rational
its
He
dogma,
outlook.
now seesthe
critical
and
autonomy over conformity and
its
and
complete rejection as equally
uncritical acceptanceof modern rationality
hazardous:"if it is extremely dangerousto say that Reason is the enemy that
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should be eliminated,it is just as dangerousto saythat any critical questioningof
this rationality risks sendingus into irrationality (Foucault, 1984: 239). Beyond
"being for or against the Enlightenment" (Foucault, 1984: 45), he argues, critical

thought must constantly live within a field of tension: "If philosophy has a
function within critical thought, it is to accept this sort of revolving door of
...
rationality that refers us to its necessity,to its indispensability,and at the same
time, to its intrinsic dangere'(Foucault, 1984:249).

Foucault holds that our modernity begins with Kant's attempt to make reason
critical, i.e., to establishlimits and legitimate use of reason.But Kant's attempt to

show that this critical use of reasonis its true universalnatureis not what is
original and important for Foucault. Foucault does not deny that Kant is

attemptingto preservethe normativerole of reasonin the faceof the collapseof
metaphysics.But rather than seeing Kant as announcing a universal solution,

FoucaultusesKant's essayas a diagnosticof a particularconjuncture.What
Foucaultfinds mostdistinctiveandinsightfulin Kant's essayis a philosopherqua
philosopher realizing for the first time that his thinking arises out of and is an

attemptto respondto his historicalsituation:"How andin what respectsomeone
who speaks as a thinker, as a savant, as a philosopher forms a part of
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this process,and furthermore,how he has a certain role to play in this process,
...
figuring in it to sayat onceas an elementand as an actor" (Foucault, 1993: 11).
Foucault interprets Kant's linking of the historical moment, critical reason and
develop
lead
it
to
to
a
radically
new
version
of what means
society as a challenge
life:
a philosophical
The critical ontology of ourselves has to be considered not, certainly, as a
theory, a doctrine, not even as a permanent body of knowledge that is
accumulating;it has to be conceivedas an attitude, an ethos, a philosophical

life in which the critique of what we are is at once and the sametime the
historicalanalysisof the limits that areimposedon us andan experimentwith
the possibility of going beyondthem (Foucault, 1984:50).
This critical ontology has two separatebut related components,that is, work on

oneselfand respondingto one's time: "Modernity...is not simply a form of
relationshipto the present;it is also a mode of relationshipthat has to be
establishedwith oneself' (Foucault, 1984:41).

Furthermore,Foucault suggestsapproachingthe problem of Enlightenment "in a
meaningful enoughproximity with the work of the Frankfurt School" (Foucault,
1996: 389). He understandsthe problem of Enlightenment as a still existing
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historico-critical.outlook on the presentand on ourselves,which makesFoucault
"brothers with the Frankfurt School" (Foucault, 1996: 391). Foucault sees in
Kam's answer to the question 'What is Enlightenment? ' (Kant, 1970; orig. 1784)

and 'What is Revolution?' (Kant, 'The Contestof Faculties', 1970;orig. 1789)the
leading
through Hegel, Nietzsche, and Weber to
critical
ontology
of
a
origin
Horkheimer and Adorno. Foucaultaddshimself to this tradition:
Kant seems to have founded the two great critical traditions betweenwhich
...
modern philosophy has been divided One can opt for a critical philosophy
....
which is framed as an analytical philosophy of truth in general,or one can opt

for a critical thought which has the form of an ontology of ourselves,an
ontology of the present;it is this latter form of philosophywhich, from Hegel to
the Frankfurt Schoolby way of Nietzscheand Max Weber,has founded a form
of reflection within which I havetried to work (Foucault, 1993: 17-18).

Foucault and Arendt evade easy classification.They seem to occupy the
anonymousplace,which classicaltreatiesin philosophyreservedfor substance,
without location, or boundaries,they are everywhere and nowhere at the same

time. Thereis no doubt,however,that Foucaultand Arendt, in their respective
ways, embracepostmodernsensibility like never-endingpulsations.I believe that
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postmodemsensibility,what Lyotard calls "incredulity" (1984: xxiii), is necessary
to keep us honest as thinkers. But it is true that, for many contemporary
postmoderntheorists,this sensibility is not simply an inescapableelement of our
historical experiencebut a terminus of critical inquiry. In this regard, I value
Foucault and Arendt because they accept postmodern sensibility not as an

absolutegiven but as an "attitude" (seeFoucault, 1984: 39; 1996: 383) that must
be - at the risk of inviting Nietzscheanscorn constantlycheckedand examined.
They offer us a critical theory without comfort, without the guaranteethat modem
ideologies have typfcally purportedto provide. Like postmodernist,both thinkers

ize the Enlightenmentfaith that the transcendental
criti,7.
power of scienceand
Yet,for ArendtandFoucault,this critiqueis
reasoncouldbe savedandpreserved.
basedon a seriousandsustainedinterrogationof historicalexperienceasmuchas
it is on a deconstruction
is
Foucault
This
and
why
of metaphysicalphilosophy.
Arendt cannotbe wholly understoodby a stark oppositionbetweenmodernism
andpostmodernism.
I Methodological Observations

Foucault and Arendt are fascinated by history and the relationship between
personalexperienceand those eventsof which they are a part. I believe this is the
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desires.
Particularly, the experienceof totalitarianism
theoretical
their
nucleus of
haunts
disease
their
Stalinism,
they
critique
power,
of
modem
see
as
a
which
and
history
is
This
their
to
are only
on
say
writings
not
of modernity as a whole.
historical.
Because
contemporary
or
concernedwith actual experiences,whether
in
intertwined
"an
history
the
their writings on
are
with
exercise of oneself
(Foucault,
1984:
1992;
9), which opensup the spaceof
thought"
orig.,
activity of
itself,
in
for
The
Arendt
Indeed,
thinking
transformation.
them,
as
argues
possible
Life of the Mind, is like "Penelope'sweb" (Arendt, 1971: 88), constantlyundoing
its own construction.Furthermore,a tension betweentheir profound commitment

from the subjectmatter.continually
to politicalrealityandthe senseof detachment
in
in
in
However,
their
practice,
thesetensions theoryaswell as
complicates work.
for
the
life
the
in
elements
thetechniqueof
the
aswell as
politicalchoicesprovide
uniquework.
by
Foucault
As we shallsee,the historical-philosophical
and
approachperformed
Arendtis neithersubjectivenor objective.Rather,it is an unusualcombinationof
imagination, analysis and commitment. But equally, Foucault was very wary of
the analytic link betweena "philosophical conception7'and the "concrete political
attitude', between "what one is thinking and saying7 and "what one is doing7
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(Foucault, 1984: 374). Like Foucault, Arendt remainedintensely skeptical of the
ideal of a unity of thought and action, or theory and practice. In Arendt's view,
this ideal is a chimera and a dangerousone, becauseit grows out of and enforces
an instrumental configuration of theory and practice. As she once said, "I think
that commitment can easily carry you to a point where you no longer think7'

(Arendt, 1979: 308). Bearing these questionsin mind, we should read Foucault
and Arendt not only through their ideas, but also through Foucault's ethos and
Arendt's moral taste. We should perform the two readings,which are, on the one

hand,a scientificanalysisof their work, the ability to decipherFoucault's"ethos"
and Arendt's "judgment", on the other.This is in my view, the only spirit that can

take us alongtheir pathsin sucha way that we can understandthem,then can
indeedgo beyondthem.
Foucaultdid not think of writing asan aim or an enditself. He regardedhis work
as"tool boxes"(in Eribon, 1991:237) andchallengedthe notionof author,as he
" (Foucault,1977:
was fond of quotingBeckett,"what matterwho's speaking?
138). Nevertheless,he was inclined to see his own work as, to some extent, "a
fragmentary of

autobiography" (Foucault, 2000: 458). Regarding the

autobiographicalelementsof his work, it is important to acknowledgethat he is
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talking about not just his phenomenologyin the vulgar senseof the terms, but his
link
historical
"the
to
and theoretical analysis of power relations,
attempt
institutions, and knowledge,to the movements,critiques, and experiencesthat call
them into questions in reality" (Foucault, 1984: 374). His primary concern is
he
formulates
historical
that
problem
as always by using historical
always a
it
is
he
feels
And
that
a
problem
yet,
records.
very closely linked to what he is
experiencing. If Foucault's interviews form an integral part of his work,
furthermore, if Foucault's life, in itself, composesan intertextual space of his

his
books
work, it is becauseFoucaultextendsthe problernatization
each
of
of
into the construction of the present problem, i.e., madness, punishment or

sexualityAfter all, it is the questionof the presentandof ourselves:what do we
know? what can we do, "what are we?" (Foucault, 1983a:216), which obviously

from
threedimensionsof his thought:"knowledge,powerandself' (Deleuze,
stem
1988: 114). At the very heart of his analysis, it is critique, whose focus is "the
relationshipbetweentruth, power, andthe self' (Foucault, 1988b: 15).

For Foucault, in a deepersense,"writing" involves a double meaning.On the one

hand,in "What is an author?
", he definesthe writing subject,i.e., the author,as a
derivative,a function derivedfrom the discourse.To awakenthought from its
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humanist sleep, Foucault argues,"the subject must be analyzed as a complex
...
in
hand,
discourse"
On
function
(Foucault,
138).
1977:
the
other
of
and variable
Ae Care of the Setr (Foucault, 1990b; orig. 1984), Foucault sees writing as the

(Deleuze,
i.
In
Foucault's
"subjectivation"
1988:
101).
e.
oneself,
relation with
because
Roman
the
connects
self
culture,
writing
up
with
ethics
and
reading of
be
is
technique
the
or professionalskill which can acquiredonly through
writing
just
learn
living
by
the
training
as one cannot
art of
exercise
without a
oneself
oneself Writing is "not an exercise in solitude, but a true social practice"
(Foucault, 1990b;orig. 1984: 51), which meansthat it is not a psychologicalform

but an ontologicalform of the constitutionof the self as well as communication
with others.Also, writing is political practicebecausethe questionof writing and
the self convergeinto the goal of "the perfect governmentof the self -a sort of

As
Deleuze
246).
between
1983b:
(Foucault,
political relationship
self and self'
in
find
I
it,
the
do
I
other me"
understands
not encountermyselfon the outside,
(Del--Uze,1988: 98). The processof subjectivationis accompaniedby writing, or

i.
Far
is
the
subjectivation.
the
e.,
rather,writing
oneself,
relationwith
realnameof
from ignoring individuality or subjectivity, Foucault revisits the subject, but only

as "a derivativeor the productof a subjectivatiorf'(Deleuze,1989: 101).The
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is
"subject"
(Foucault,
in
Foucault,
1983a:
209)
the
therefore,
not a
of
return
return to a humanistor phenomenologicalconceptof the subjectendowedwith an
inner essenceor original will that proceedsand standsfrom the social.The subject
is still discursively and socially conditioned for Foucault, and still theorized as
situated within power relations. As Foucault says:

in the way in which the subjectconstituteshimself in an
If I am interested...
active fashion, by the practice of self, these practices are neverthelessnot
somethingthat the individual inventsby himself They are patternsthat he finds
in his culture and which are proposed,suggested,and imposed on him by his

culture,his societyandhis socialgroup(Foucault,1988a:11).
For Arendt, writing about totalitarianism and about somethingwith the
breakdown of tradition presentedprofound historical dilemmas. Historiography

It is the
originateswith the humandesireto overcomeoblivion andnothingness.
attemptto save,in the faceof the frailty of humanaffairs,something"which is
even more than remembrance"(Arendt, 1994: 402). Although the structure of
traditional historiography describedas it is in chronological sequence,servesto
46
preserve" what has happened by making it seem inevitable, necessaryand
justifiable, for Arendt, the first dilemma posed by the historiography of
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totalitarianism was the impulse to destroy rather than to preserve:"Thus my first
problemwas how to write historically about something- totalitarianism- which I
did not want to conservebut on the contrary felt engagedto destroy" (Arendt,
1994:402).

Her responseto this dilemma was the fragmentary historiography embodying a
discontinuity betweenpast and present,which Arendt is indebted to Benjamin's
notion of "profane illumination". This historiography is comparedby Arendt to

the activity of the pearl driver who brings to the surfacethe pearlsand corals
hidden in the depthsof the sea.Just asthe pearl driver recoversthesetreasuresby

delves
into
historian
extractingthemforcibly from their surroundings,
this
so
new
the depthsof the past, not to resuscitateit the way it was or to glorify past ages,
but to recover from forgetfulnessthose thought fragments that are still able to
illuminate our present (Arendt, 1968a: 205-206). This method of fragmentary

historiographyis the way of discoveringthe pastwithoutbeingenslavedby it, in
particularwithout havingone's historicalimaginationsuffocatedby argumentof
historical necessity
Arendt maintained that there was a special relationship between historical
understandingand what Kant had called imagination (Arendt, 1994: 404). Both
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were exercisein reproductiveimagination.In eachcase,one had to re-createfrom
the evidence a new concept, a new narrative, a new perspective.For historical
understandingcould never be the mere reproduction of past historical actors. To
pretend that historical understandingwas complete empathy was an act of bad
faith that servedto disguisethe standpointof the narrator or the historian. Arendt
distinguished
"judgement"
from
painstakingly
empathy(Arendt, 1968b:220-221).
The historical narrator was no lessthan the moral actor and had to engagein acts
of judgment, for understandingis a form of judging - certainly not in the juridical

or moralisticsenseof the deliveryof a value perspectivebut in the senseof recreating a reality from the standpoint of all involved and concerned.Historical

judgment revealedthe perspectivalnature of the world by representingits
plurality in narrative form. It is the ability "to take the standpointof the other"

(Arendt, 1968b:241), which doesnot meanemphasizingor evensympathizing
with the otherbut re-creatingthe world asit appearsthroughthe eyesof othersin
me.
In re-creatingthis plural and perspectivalquality of the world, the historian could
accomplishhis or her task only so far as his or her faculty of imagination was not

limited to oneof theseviewpoints.Arendtdrawsa fine line betweenthe
practice
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of judgment by the historian on the one hand and the moral dilemmas of
objectivism and relativism on the other. The commitmentto representin narrative
form every perspective may appear as the equivalent of God's eye view of the

feed
illusion
It
the
universe. may
of total objectivity. Equally, the more pluralized
and fragmentary social and historical reality appears,the more one can gain the
conviction that there is no sharedright or wrong at all but that all our moral
concepts are smoke screens for our perspectives and preferences. It is a
consequenceof Nietzsche,whose perspectivalistepistemologycertainly inspired

Arendt.

Arendt'scritic hadpraisedherwork aspassionate
it
denounced
assentimental
and
(Arendt, 1994: 403). Arendt's responseto this was that she had parted quite

consciously"with the traditionof sine ira et studio" (without passionand study)
in her analysisof totalitarianism,for not to expressmoral indignationwhen
writing abouttotalitarianismwould havebeenequivalentto moralcomplicity:
To describethe concentrationcampssine ira is not to be "objective",but to
condonethem: and such condoningcannotbe changedby a condemnation
whichthe authormayfeel dutyboundto addbut whichremainsunrelatedto the
description itself

I think that a description of the camps as Hell on earth is
..
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is,
"objective",
that
more adequateto their essencethan statementsof a
more
purely sociologicalor psychologicalnature(Arendt, 1994:404).
Arendt faced this historiographicaldilemma when reflecting upon totalitarianism,
but there is little questionthat this method of writing history in defiance of the
traditional canons of historical narrative is also what guided her controversial
in
book,
Eichmarm
her
the
account
account of the French and American
Revolutions in On Revolution, and an archaeologyof modernity in The Human
Condition.

4. Contents

Recognizingthe problemsof attachinglabels to Foucault'swork and that of
Arendt, firstly, I wish to examinehow and to what extentthey developtheir
critiqueof modernityandhumanism.Secondly,I wish to examinetheir response
to the dangersincurredby modernity,namely,the developmentof new forms of
judgment(Arendt).
subjectivity(Foucault)andthe exerciseof independent
I do not readFoucaultas a postmodernist
tout court, but ratheras a theoristwho
combinespremodern,modern, and postmodernperspectives.I seeFoucault as a
profoundly subtle, sophisticated but not well-conceptualized thinker whose

thoughtis in tensionsbetweentotalizing/detotalizingimpulses,discursive/extra-
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discursive theorization, macro/micro perspectives, and domination/resistance
in
between
tensions
ethical-political commitments and
as
as
well
relations
is
flagrant
do
detachment.
Yet,
I
think
there
that
contradiction
not
a
archaeological
in Foucault's thought. Of course, as Habermas ironically points out, "only a
instructive
force
(1986:
but
107),
"the
thinking
contradictions
produces
complex
(1986:
it,
Habermas
for
108),
this
the
as
calls
contradictioW'
provides
elements
of
a coherent work. When viewed in terms of a three-fold circular (i. e., nontotalizing) reciprocity between knowledge, power and self, his thinking about

turn out to be moreclosely
powerandhis thinking aboutself,i.e., subjectivation,
relatedthan often assumed.In the courseof this work, I stepback and examine
Foucault'swork in context,andrelatethe earlierwork (in the 1960sand1970s)to
the later (in the 1980s), and show the underlying continuity in his thought on

knowledge,powerandself
Like Foucault,Arendtwasan 'antifoundationalist'longbeforethe term cameinto
use, doing her thinking "without a bannister" (Arendt, 1979: 336). However,
Arendt is neither a 'deconstructionist'per se, intent upon demolishing conceptual
thought, nor a political 'rationalist' with a systemof notions. I read Arendt as a

postmodernistavant a lettre but also as a theorist who combinespremodern,
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I
Arendt
as appropriating classical
see
perspectives.
and
postmodern
modern,
highly
in
in
Heidegger,
Kant,
Aristotle,
Nietzsche
a
particular,
and
philosophers,
Indeed,
displacing,
their
thought.
twisting,
and
reinterpreting
agonistic manner,as
Arendt's originality resides in her ability to see the political implications of a
body of work in a way that goesagainstthe grain of authorial intent. I seeArendt
is
in
between
tension
thinker
thought
whose
complicated
creative rupture and
as a

in
between
in
tension
and
retrieval,
agonism
consensus
as
as
exercise
well
between existential engagementand philosophical withdrawal. But again, when

in
viewed termsof a three-foldcircular(i.e., non-totalizing)reciprocitybetween
action, thinking and judgment, her considerationof the vita activa and the vita

contemplativa,her articulationsof political thinking in her earlierwork (in the
1950s and 1960s) and critical (or Socratic) thinking in her later work (in the

1970s) turn out to be more closely related than often assumed.Indeed,
interpretationsof political (or representative)
thinking as a methodof public
deliberation and decision-making (Habermas, 1983; Bernstein, 1984,1986;
Benhabib, 1987,1992b) fundamentallydistort Arendt's intention. In the courseof
this work, I stepback and examineArendt's work in context, and relate the earlier

later
to
the
work
and showthe underlyingcontinuity in her thoughton action,
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thinking andjudgment.
In this work, the tensions of their work I describeabove are not the target of
is
Arendt
What
Foucault
teach
but
us
the positive working concept.
and
criticism
Viewing
field
live
in
tension.
thesetensionsas the
thinking
of
that critical
a
must
from
far
horizon,
intentions.
In
distorts
flagrant
their
this
contradiction
sourceof
field
is
in
force
the
this
the
situated
also
other,
work
vindicating one against
in
deep
interpretive
by
tensions
these
my work.
run
which
created
This work is composedof two parts,three chapterson Foucault, two chapterson
Arendt. Two parts are irreducible, yet constantly imply one another. It is my

intentionthat someone
interestedin eitherFoucaultor Arendtshouldbe ableto go
Yet,
two
the
parts
to the relevantpart andreadit, with considerable
understanding.
do reinforce one another.Consequently,important aspectsof the treatmentof each

has
be
fully
if
the
will only
understood
reader readthework asa whole.
In Chapter2,1 beginwith a discussionof Foucault'scritique of modernityHis
he
historical
is
developed
in
form
which terms
the
approaches
critique
of new
'archaeology' and 'genealogy'. I

then explicate Foucault's postmodern

his
the
and
argument that the modem
perspectiveson
nature of modem power

is
subject a constructof domination.After analyzingthe political implicationsof
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Foucault's genealogicalmethod and his later studiesof ethics and techniquesof
In
in
his
I
the
tensions
as
a
whole.
the self, concludewith someremarkson
work
Chapter3,1 begin with somecritical remarkson criticisms that havebeenmadeof
Foucault's work. Against those critiques that fail to accountfor the complexity of
Foucault's work (not only the tensionsbut also the continuity behind them), I step
back, and relate his earlier studiesof knowledgeand power to the later studiesof
the self, and show the underlying continuity in his work. In Chapter4,1 examine
the conceptionof critique in Foucault' work. Then I relate Foucault's work with

his life to showhow his entirework as a form of critiqueis intertwinedwith his
ethics as an intellectual. In Chapter 5,1

examine Arendt's conception of

begin
life.
I
her
forms
modernityand
critique of modern
of social and political
This
hermeneutic
the
Arendt
past.
the
with
strategy that
employs to understand

includesthe methodof fragmentaryhistoriographyand that of deconstructive
key
features
I
the
Then
Western
of
examine
readingof the
philosophicaltradition.
Arendt's conceptionof modernity:world alienation,earthalienation,the rise of
the social,andthe victory of aninial laborans.I concludewith someremarkson
the tensionsin her critique of modernity and on criticisms that have been madeof

her critique.In Chapter6,1 reconstructArendt'sunfinishedwork on judgement.I
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begin with an examinationof the attempt madeby Arendt to connectthe activity
judging.
Arendt's
Then
I
to
that
thinking
appropriation
of
of
provide an account
of
different
judgment.
After
Kant's
two
theory
accountsof
examining
of
aesthetic
of
judgment, one from the standpointof the vita acliva, the other from the standpoint
back
later,
I
the
the
theory
to
the
and
relate
and
step
earlier
vita contemplativa,
of
show the underlying continuity in her thought on judgment. I concludeby briefly
her
historical
considering
understandingof totalitarianism, of the Eichmann trial,
in particular, as an example of independentjudgment. In Chapter 7,1 conclude

with a reflection on the relation betweentheir life and work, betweentheir
political commitments and theoretical detachment, reviewing the overall

theoreticaltensionsin the point of the pariahtheydistinctivelyhold.
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Chapter 2
Foucault: Archaeology, Genealogy,and the Critique of Modernity
Foucault's critique of modernity and humanism,along with his proclamation of
the 'death of man' and developmentof new perspectiveon society, knowledge,
discourse, and power, has made him a major source of postmodern thought.
Foucault draws upon an anti-Enlightenmenttradition that rejects the equation of
reason, emancipation,and progress, arguing that an interface between modern
forms of power and knowledgehas servedto createnew forms of domination.In a

series of historico-philosophicalstudies, he has attemptedto develop and
substantiatethis theme from various perspectives:psychiatry, medicine,
formation
human
punishmentandcriminology,the emergence
the
the
science,
of
of various disciplinary apparatus,and the constitution of the subject. Foucault's
projý-cthas been to write a "critique of our historical era" (Foucault, 1984: 42)

which problematizes
modemforms of knowledge,rationality,socialinstitutions,
and subjectivity that seem given and natural but in fact are contingent
sociohistoricalconstructsof power and domination.
While Foucault has decisively influenced postmodemtheory, he cannot be wholly
assimilatedto that rubric. He is a complex thinker who draws multiple sources
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If
himself
there are privileged
one.
aligning
no
single
while
with
and problematics
figures in his work, they are critics of reason and Western thought such as
Nietzsche. Nietzsche provided Foucault with the impetus and ideas to attack
Hegelian and Marxist philosophies.In addition to initiating a postmetaphysical,
Nietzsche
Foucault
thought,
taught
that one could write a
of
mode
posthumanist
Ggenealogical'history of unconventionaltopics such as reason,madness,and the
locate
their emergencewithin sites of domination. Nietzsche
subject which
demonstratedthat the will to truth and knowledgeis indissociablefrom the will to

power,andFoucaultdevelopedtheseclaimsin his critiqueof liberal humanism,
the human sciences, and in his later work on ethics. While Foucault gave

Nietzschea political democratictwist, he did acceptNietzsche'sclaim that
systematizingmethodsproducereductivesocialand historicalanalyses,andthat
knowledgeis perspectivalin nature,requiringmultiple viewpointsto interpreta
heterogeneous
reality.
Recognizingthe problemsof attachinglabelsto Foucault'swork, I shouldlike to
examinethe extentto which he developscertainpostmodernpositions.I do not
foul court,but ratherasa theoristwho combines
readFoucaultasa postmodernist
premodern,modem, and postmodemperspectives.I seeFoucault as a profoundly
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discursive/
between
is
in
tensions
subtle and complex thinker whose thought
domination/
extra-discursive theorization, macro/ micro perspectives, and
between
in
tensions
ethical-political commitments
resistancerelations as well as
his
discussion
begin
detachment.
I
of
critique
of
with
a
archaeological
and
historiographical
in
form
is
developed
the
This
of
new
critique
modernity
'genealogy'.
I
he
'archaeology'
then
terms
explicate
and
shall
which
approaches
Foucault's postmodern perspectiveson the nature of modem power and his
After
domination.
is
the
that
the
analyzing
construct
of
subject
a
modern
argument

political implicationsof ethicsandtechniquesof the self, I shall concludesome
remarkson thetensionsin his work asa whole.
1. Archaeology and Genealogy

Archaeology and Discontinuity

his position as an archaeologyof
In his initial books, Foucaultcharacterizes
knowledge.In Madnessand Civilization(1989;ofig. 1961),his first majorwork,
is
Foucaultattemptsto write the 'archaeologyof that silence'wherebymadness
historically constitutedas the other reason.He shows classicaland modern
discoursesconstruct oppositionsbetween saneand insane,normal and abnormal

that work to enforcenormsof reasonandtruth. In his next book, TheBirth of lhe
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Clinic (1975; orig. 1963), subtitled 'An Archaeology of Medical Perception',
Foucault analyzesthe shift from a premodernspeculatively-basedmedicine to a
mod-.rn empirically-basedmedicinerooted in the rationality of the scientific gaze.
Then, in 7"heOrder of 7hings (1994; orig. 1966),subtitled 'An Archaeologyof the
Human Sciences',Foucault describesthe emergenceof the human sciences.In his
analysis,Foucault uncoversthe birth of 'man' as a discursive construct. 'Man',
the object of philosophy as the human sciences (psychology, sociology and

literature),emergeswhen the classicalfield of representation
dissolvesand the
humanbeing for the first time becomesnot only an aloof representingsubject,but

also the object of modem scientific investigation,a finite and historically
determinedbeing to be studiedin its living, labouring,and speakingcapacities.
Having analyzed the birth of 'man', Ae Order of Aings concludes by

anticipatingthe 'death of man' as an epistemologicalsubjectin the emerging
posthumanist,
postmodemepistemicspace.
In this book, Foucaultprovidesa grid for the varietiesof modernhumanismby
identifying three forms of Man doublet (1994; orig. 1966: 318-335).First, there is

the transcendental/
empiricaldouble,in which Man both constitutesthe world of
empirical objects and is constitutedhimself, an empirical object like any other in
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both
is
in
Man
double,
is
Second,
there
the
the world.
which
cogito/ unthought
determinedby forces unknown to him and aware that he is so determined;he is
freeing
his
thereby
task
thinking
thus chargedwith the
own unthought and
of
himself Finally, there is the return-and-retreat-ofthe-origin double, in which Man
is both the originary opening from which history unfolds and an object with a
history that antedateshim.
Each of these three doubles contains a subject pole that suggeststhe autonomy,
infinite
rationality, and
value of Man. As the one who transcendentallyconstitutes
the world, Man is a meaninggiver and lawmaker.As thinker of his own unthought,

horizon
he becomesself-transparent,
free.
And
of
as enabling
unalienated,and
history,he is its measureanddestinyBut no soonerdoesthis subjectpole endow
Man with this privilege and value than it defines the opposing object pole that

deniesthem. As empirical object, Man is subject to prediction and control.
Unknownto himself, he is determinedby alien forces.And as a being with a
his
destiny
historythat antedates
him, he is encumbered
properly
own.
not
with a
Foucault's initial critique of the human sciencesis that they are premisedon an
impossible attempt to reconcile irreconcilable poles of thought and posit a
constituting subject.However, it is only in his genealogicalworks, aswe shall see,
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that this critique assumesits full importance as Foucault becomesclear on the
disciplinary
basis
humanism
implications
of
a
of
as epistemological
political
society
Finally, in TheArchaeology of Knowledge(1972a; orig. 1969), Foucault gives us
his
from
Drawing
the
methodologyunderlying
various researches.
on accountof
the work of French historians of science,Foucault announcesthat "this new form
is
develop
history
its
trying
to
of
own theory" (1972a: 5). From within this new
conceptualspacethe modernthemesof continuity, teleology, genesis,totality, and

subjectareno longerself-evidentandarereconstructed
or abandoned.
Unlike modem historiography,Foucault adopts discontinuity as a positive
working concept.He opposeshis conceptof generalhistoryto the conceptof a
total historythat he attributesto figuressuchasHegelandMarx. He summarizes
the difference in this way: "A total description draws all phenomenaaround a

singlecenter-a principle,a meaning,a spirit, a world-view,an overall shape;a
dispersion7'
(1972a:
history,
deploy
the
the
a
of
general
space
on
contrary,would
19).
The task of archaeologyis not just "to attain a plurality of historiesjuxtaposedand
independentof one another", but also "to determinewhat form of relation may be
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legitimately described between

different series [of things]" (1972a: 10) In
...

"philosophy
his
interpretation
he
of
the
a
of
work as simply
rejects
addition,
discontinuity" (Foucault, 1988e: 99-100), instead, he claims that he sometimes

is,
breaks
"for
to
historical
degree
that
the
pedagogical
purpos&',
of
exaggerated
historical
hegemony
theories
the
traditional
progress and
the
of
of
counter
include
breaks
Historical
111-112)
Foucault
(see
1980:
always
also
continuity
hence,
interaction,
(1990a;
1976:
149),
"overlapping,
orig.
what
echoes"
and
some
Foucault employ is not a philosophy of discontinuity but a spiral process of

continuityanddiscontinuity.
The Archaeologyof Knowledgewas the last work Foucaultexplicitly identified
rulesof
as an archaeologyand it marksthe endof his focuson the unconscious
discourseandthe historicalshiftswithin eachdiscursivefield.
Nietzsche and Genealogy

to genealogyand
In 1970Foucaultbeganto makethe transitionfrom archaeology
therebyto a more adequatetheorizationof materialinstitutionsand forms of
he
Language',
his
In
'The
Discourse
speaksof employing a new
of
power.
essay,
formation
discourse,
"the
of
whether within the
genealogicalanalysisof
effective
limits of control, or outside them7'(1972b; orig. 1971: 233) In a summary of a
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discoursehe gave in the Coll6ge de France (1970-1), he statedthat his earlier
be
"in
relation to the will to
conducted
studies
should
now
archaeological
knowledge" (1977: 201) andthe power effectsthis creates.In his essay'Nietzsche,
Genealogy,and History', he analyzesthe central Nietzscean themes that will
inform his new historical method,which appearsin mature form in his next major
book, Discipline andPunish (1991; orig. 1975).In this book, he characterizedthis
study as "a correlative history of the modem soul and of a new power to judge; a
gencalogy of the present scientifico-legal complex from which the power to

punishderivesits bases,judificationsandrules,from which it extendsits effects
by
it
its
(1991:
23)
and which masks exorbitant singularity"

Foucault articulates, in 'Nietzsche, Genealogy,and History', the notion of an

histographythat "disturbswhat waspreviouslyconsideredimmobile; fragments
...
imagined
heterogeneity
thought
the
of what was
what was
unified;... shows
knowledge
it
"as
doing,
itself,
(1977:
In
147).
affirms
consistentwith
so
impact
its
but
"objective"
truth
on
perspective",aimingnot at
ratherat a particular
readers.It thus functionsas "effectivehistory", breakingup a presentorderthat
has enjoyed the advantageof a historical legitimacy. As Foucault puts it, history
becomes"effective" when it "introduces discontinuity into our very being", when
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it "deprives the self of the reassuringstability of life and nature' (1977: 154).
Sucha history is in all respectsopposedto the extant order; it is "parodic, directed
againstreality, dissociative,directed againstidentity,... sacrificial, directed against
trutW' (1977: 160)
With regard to this final, sacrificial function, Foucault insists particularly on the

knowledge"
"will
its own "truth". Sucha
to
that arbitrarilyestablishes
notionof a
"trut.Y' is violent and coercivein character.In Foucault's words, "knowledge does

detach
itself
from its empiricalroots,the initial needsfrom which it
slowly
not
arose,to becomepurespeculationsubjectonly to the demandsof reason; rather,
...
it createsa progressiveenslavementto its instinctive violence" (1977,162-4)

While genealogysignalsa new shift in focus,it is not a breakin his work, but
rather a widening of the scopeof analysis.Foucault characterizesgenealogyas a

"the newhistorian"(1977:
newmodeof historicalwriting, callingthe genealogist
160) Both methodologiesattempt to re-examinethe social field from a
micrologicalstandpointthat enablesone to identify discursivediscontinuityand
dispersioninsteadof continuity and identity, and to grasphistorical eventsin their
real complexity

In the transition to his genealogical stage, however, Foucault places more
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in
defines
discourse,
he
terms of
the
material conditions of
which
emphasison
"institutions, political events,economicpracticesand processes"(1972a:49), and
domains.
discursive
between
the
and non-discursive
relations
on analyzing
Consequently,he thematizesthe operationsof power, particularly as they target
the body to produceknowledgeand subjectivity.This transition is not then a break
between the idealist archaeological Foucault and the materialist genealogical
Foucault, but rather marks a more adequatethematizationof social practices and
power relations.

Archaeology and genealogynow combine in the form of theory/ practice where
theory is immediately practical in character. As Foucault states (1980: 85),
" "archaeology" would be the appropriatemethodology of the analysis of local

discursivities,and"genealogy"would be the tacticswherebyon the basisof the
descriptionsof theselocal discursivities,the subjectedknowledgeswhich were
thus releasedwould be broughtinto play". Theoreticalactivity, then, is seenas
havingan entirelypracticalsignificance.In otherwords,theorydoesnot simply
tanalyze' or 'describe' reality, more importantly, it seemsto articulate strategies
by which what is extant may perpetuallybe overcome.This shift toward a notion
discourse
of
as praxis can be linked to the events of 1968 in France, and to the
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reactionthat those eventsoccasionedintellectual community.But at the sametime,
the shift was, in view of positions that Foucault had taken up in Madness and
is,
his
that
claims to be resurrecting the silent language of an
civilization,
oppressedmadness,a logical one.
In order to theorize the birth of modern disciplinary and normalizing practices,
facets
all
genealogypoliticizes
of culture and everydaylife. Following Nietzsche,
Foucault tnes to wnte the history of unknown, forgotten, excluded,and marginal

discourses.He sees the discoursesof madness,medicine, punishmentand
sexualityto have independenthistoriesand institutionalbases,irreducibleto
macrophenomena
such as the modemstateand economyHence,against"the
tyranny of globalizing discourses" (Foucault, 1980: 83), he calls for "an
insurrection of subjugated knowledges" (1980: 81), of those "disqualified"

discoursesthat positivistic scienceand Marxism delegitimatebecausethey are
deemedmarginalor non-formalizable.Genealogies
'anti-sciences',
therefore
are
because
they seekto "vindicatea lyrical right to ignoranceor non-knowledge"
not
and attack the conceptsand methods of scienceper se, but rather becausethey

contest"the [coercive]effectsof the centralizingpowerswhich are linked to the
institutions and functioning of an organizedscientific discourse"(1980: 84).
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In relation to Foucault's historiographicalproject, it can be said that Foucault has
History
the
the
of
as
aim of changing
present: as early
always written with
Madness,he had this obvious presentend in view. But therewas a tendency,in his
for
be
is
because,
This
this
to
of
as
much
obscured.
earlier archaeologicalwork,
Best and Kellner point out, "Foucault's archaeologiesprivileged analysis of
theory and knowledge over practices and institutions". (1991: 45) With the
genealogicalturn, however,Foucault is concernednot with the portrayal of a dead
but
forces
in
the
the present. Thereafter, he
past
rather with
active play of
emphasizesthe total insertion of his works into the context of a presentstruggle:
" Writing interestsme only insofar as it enlists itself into the reality of a contest,

it
instrument
be,
books
illumination.
like
I
to
tactics,
asan
as were,
of
of
my
would
lancets,or Molotov cocktails,or minefields;I would like them to self-destruct
historical
for
like
fireworks.
"
is
Foucault
It
analysis
after use,
asserts,
necessary,
to be a part'of "political struggle" - not that it attemptsto give such strugglesa
"guiding thread" or a "theoretical apparatus,
" but rather that it "constitutes" their
"possible strategies." (Foucault in Megill, 1985: 243) It is in Discipline and
Punish that this concernfirst comesfully into play. He tells us in this work that "I

havelearnt not so much from history as from the present'that "punishmentin
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body.
"
in
belong
the
technology
to
the
of
a political
prison particular
generaland
He goeson to saythat it is of the prison in its actuality "that I would like to write
the history," an enterprisethat he characterizesnot as"writing a history of the past
in terms of the present," but "writing the history of the present" (1991; orig. 1975:
30-31). At this point, we arrive at the essential core of Foucault's
historiographicalproject, that is, he is more interestedin changingthe way things
in
logical
historical
than
correctness.We can say that the object of
or
are rather
Foucault's genealogicalcritique is the statusof the present.It is in this sensethat
Foucault characterizeshis enterpriseas the "history of the presenf'. In this regard,
it must said that Foucault's genealogyis certainly not a masterschemepurporting

to govern.all possibleforms of historicalexplanationthoughit mayoffer thema
it
"What
dimension
has
As
Gordon
may
supplementary
noted,
of reflection.
historical
for
is
intelligibility
the
of
possibly provide a principle of
some...
insofar
knowledge
by
the
as these are
relations covered
category of power/
constituentsof an effect of progressivity/modernitý'. (Gordon, 1980:242)

Not only in his historical writings, Foucault's theoretical tendency toward the
present also appears in his interest in journalism, or rather precisely, in the

relationshipof philosophyto journalism.Indeed,journalismwas nothingnew for
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Foucault. He had been closely involved in launchingLiNration, and he had long
beena regular contributor to Le Nouvel Observateur.And he had conductedmany
'investigations' during his leftist period, particularly in working with the Group
d'Information sur les Prisons (GIP) (Eribon, 1991: 281). He describeshis notion
of reporting:

There are more ideas on earth than intellectuals imagine. And these ideas are
more active, stronger,more resistant,more passionatethan "politicians" think.

Wehaveto bethereat thebirth of ideas,theburstingoutwardof their force:not
in books expressingthem, but in events manifesting this force, in struggles

carriedon aroundideas,for or againstthem...This is the directionwe want
these"journalisticreport" to take.An analysisof thoughtwill be linked to an
journalists
is
happening.
Intellectuals
together
with
analysisof what
will work
at the pointwhereideasandeventsintersect(Ibid., 282).
' from
Similarly,he seesKant's 1784text on the question'What is Enlightenment?
As he emphasizes
it, "We mustnot forgetthatthis is a newspaper
this perspective.
journalism
is
A
be
done
to
the
to
of
philosophy
relationship
article. study yet
of
beginning with the end of the eighteenth century" (Foucault, 1996: 386). He
considers this text as "the question of the present as a philosophical event
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incorporatingwithin it the philosopherwho speaksof it" (1993: 11), and links his
concern for the historicization of the event in the present to the journalistic
approach:
I believe this question is also the basis of the journalist's occupation. The
is
happening
is
by the desire to
to
say
concern
what
not
so
much
prompted
...
know always and everywherewhat makesthis happeningpossible but, rather,
by the desire to make out what is concealed under that precise, floating,
mysterious,utterly simple word "today" (Foucault: 2000: 443).

2. Foucault's Postmodern Analytics: Power/ Knowledge/ Subjectivity

Power/Knowledge

Beginning in the early 1970s, Foucault attemptsto think the nature of modern
power in a non-totalizing, non-representational,and anti-humanistscheme.While

the bourgeoisrevolutiondecapitated
the king in the sociopoliticalrealm,Foucault
arguesthat many conceptsand assumptionsof the sovereign-juridicalmodel
continueto inform modemthought(for example,in liberal theoryandrepression
theories of power in general). He therefore attempts 'to cut off the head of the
king' in the realm of theory with a genealogicalguillotine.

Againstmodemtheoriesthat seeknowledgeas neutralandobjective(positivism)
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(Marxism),
Foucault emphasizesthat knowledgeis indissociable
or emancipatory
from regimesof power. His conceptof 'power/ knowledge' is symptomaticof the
postinodern suspicion of reason and the emancipatory schemesadvancedin its
between
The
power and knowledge is establishedin
circular relationship
name.
Foucault's genealogicalcritiques of the human sciences.Having emergedwithin
the context of relations of power, through practicesand technologiesof exclusion,
confinement, surveillance, and objectification, disciplines such as psychiatry,
sociology, and criminology in turn contributed to the development,refinement,
and proliferation of new techniquesof power.Institutions suchas asylum, hospital,

or prison functioned as laboratories for

individuals,
observation of

knowledge
for
experimentation
techniques,
and acquisitionof
with correctional
socialcontrol.
Foucaultviews all claimsto knowledgeas irremediablytied up with the exercise
of power.Thereis no suchthing as an "objective" knowledge,no possibilityof
retreatinginto the Cartesianpallium.Any claimsto objectiveknowledge,to valid
theory, are merely attemptsto exercisepower of one sort or another.The corollary
of this is that theory has no statusas theory; on the contrary, it is nothing other
than practice. In a conversationwith Deleuze, Foucault argues that after May
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1968 [popularly known asthe "events of May), the intellectual discoveredthat the
masses no longer need him to gain knowledge, and that intellectuals are
themselvesagentsof this systemof power, and that the idea of their responsibility
for "consciousness"and discourseforms part of the system.Foucault redefinesthe
"general intellectual" as a "specific intellectual" (see Foucault, 1980: 109-133) in

this way:
The intellectual's role is no longer to placehimself "somewhataheadand to the
side" in order to expressthe stifled truth of the collectivity; rather, it is to
struggle against the forms of power that transform him into its object and

instrument in the sphere of "knowledge", 11trutlf', "consciousness",and
"discourse" In this sensetheory does not express,translate,or serve to apply
is
This
it
is
it
is
local
But
totalizing.
a
practice:
practice.
and regional... and not

struggleagainstpower,a struggleaimedat revealingand underminingpower
that
whereit is mostinvisibleandinsidious.It is not to "awakenconsciousness"
we struggle... but to sap power,to take power... A "theorý' is the regional
systemof this struggle(Foucault, 1977:207-208).
On this ground, one might expect Foucault to engagein a "theoretical practice"
designedto advancethe interestsof someparticular classor group
within society.
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But he does not do so. His failure to adopt, generally,Marxist strategy derives
itself
interview
from
his
In
theory
rejection of
with a group of
an
ultimately
discourse.
forms
he
lyc6ens,
"Reject
theory
advises:
all
and
all
of
general
radical
This needfor theory is still part of the systemwe reject" (Ibid.: 231).
He perhaps best defines this radically critical position in 'A Preface to
Transgression'.Evoking Bataille, he here speaksof a "philosophy of nonpositive
is
"contest"
the existing order. "Contestation",
to
sole
aim
affirmatioW' whose
accordingto Foucault, "does not imply a generalizednegation,but an affirmation
that affirms nothing, a radical break of transitivity;

to contestis to proceeduntil
...

one reachesthe emptycore wherebeing achievedits limit and wherethe limit
definesbeing7(Ibid.: 35-6).
Foucault opposesthe existing order of things, strategicallyattacking it at what he

believesto be its weakestpoints.But hedoessoin the nameof no otherorderthat
he intendsor hopeswill replacewhat exists,Orderitself is broughtbeforethe bar.
As Foucaultsays,"to imagineanothersystemis to extendour participationin the
presentsystem" (Ibid.: 230). Or as he puts in the more authoritative The Order of
Things,thought "cannot help but liberate and and enslave" (Foucault, 1994; orig.
1966: 328).
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Sukiectivity

According to Foucault, the modem individual becameboth an object and subject
formed
but
the
"repressed",
knowledge,
within
and
positively
shaped
not
of
legal/
"scientifico-disciplinary
psychological/
mechanisms",
a
moral/
matrices of
fabricated
being
'carefully
to a whole technique of
according
medical/ sexual
...
force and bodies' (Foucault, 1991; orig. 1975: 217). As Foucault understandsit,
the term 'subject' has a double meaning:one is both 'subject to someoneelse by

by
identity
(their)
dependence,
tied
to
selfa
conscience
or
own
and
controland
...
knowledge' (1982a:212).

Againstmodemtheoriesthat posit a pregiven,unified subjector an unchanging
human essencethat precedesall social operations,Foucault calls for the
destructionof the subjectand seesthis as a key political tactic. "One has to
itself,
that's
to
dispense
say,
the
the
to
subject
of
get
rid
with
constantsubject,and
to arriveat ananalysiswhich canaccountfor the constitutionof the subjectwithin
historical
frameworle'
(Foucault,1980:117).Thenotionof a constituentsubject
a
is a humanistmystificationthat occludesa critical examinationof the various
institutionalsiteswheresubjectsareproducedwithin powerrelations.Takinghis
cue from Nietzsche, Foucault's task is to awaken thought from its humanist
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slumbersand to destroy "all concreteforms of the anthropologicalprejudice", a
task which would allow us "to renew contact with the project of a general
...
critique of reason" (Foucault, 1994; orig. 1966: 342). To accomplish this, the

subject must be "stripped of its creative role and analyzed as a complex and
discourse"
function
(Foucault,
1977: 138). Hence, Foucault rejects the
of
variable

active subject and welcomes the emerging postmodernera as a positive event
denuding
forms
the
of
agency
and
occurs
new
of thought can emerge
where
(Foucault 1989;orig. 1961:386).

As Dews (1987) notes, Foucault rejects the Enlightenment model which links

Nietzsche's
instead
follows
freedom,
consciousness,
claim
self-reflection,and
and
in YheGenealogyofMorals that self-knowledge,
form
in
the
of moral
particularly
consciousness,is a strategy and effect of power whereby one internalizes social

in
his
later
his
While
control.
early critique of modernityare sharplynegative,
impulse
in
he
the
work sometimesadoptsa morepositiveattitude,seeinga critical
modernwill-to-knowledgewhich shouldbe preserved.This leadshim, as I shall
later,
to modify his position that subjectivity is nothing but a construct of
show
domination.

3. Foucault's Political Fragments: Domination and Resistance
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Resistance

In Foucault's description, power is diffused throughout the social world,
knowledges
individual
their
and pleasures,
and
subjectivities
constituting
its
forces
inducing
itself,
body
the
obedience and
while
utilizing
colonizing
individuals
have
been
Since
the
caught within a
century,
seventeenth
conformity
judge,
disciplinary,
that
survey,
normalizing, panoptic powers
complex grid of
is
"What
Power
I
their
am
everywhere.
move.
every
correct
measure, and
degree
is
human
is
fact
to
to
the
that
a power
some
relation
every
attentive
(Foucault
"
1988e:
in
We
strategic
relations.
relation.
move a world of perpetual
168)

to the view
Consideringthis intensevision Ofoppression,
I amnot unsympathetic
detriment
the
Foucault
to
of
that
overly preoccupieswith the question of power
(1978),
by
Poulantzas
However,
the question of resistance.
the criticism outlined

domination
from
is
in
Foucault's
since
namely that
work there no escape
is
is
inscribed
predicted upon a clear
resistance always
within power,
in
Ironically,
Foucault
this
misunderstanding
addresses very
misunderstanding.
the following rhetorical manner:

Wherethereis power,thereis resistance,
this
and yet, or ratherconsequently,
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it
be
is
in
Should
in
to
resistance never a position of exteriority relation power.
it,
is
is
is
'inside'
'escaping'
there
that
there
no
one
always
power,
no
said
absoluteoutsidewhere it is concerned,becauseone is subjectto the law in any
case?Or that, history being the ruse of reason,power is the ruse of history,
always emergingthe winner? (Foucault, 1990a;orig., 1976:95).
The answergiven is that to do so is to misunderstandthe relational characterof
being
dependent
the
upon the existence of a
power relationship
power,
multiplicity of points of resistance.Thus Foucault arguesthat relations of force

requireoppositionor resistance
andthat thesearepresentthroughoutthe network
locusor sourceof
of powerrelations.In otherwords,thereis no singlenecessary
in
the
opposition; rather there are plurality of resistanceswhich can only exist

strategicfield of powerrelations:
Their existence[power relationships]dependson a multiplicitY of points of
in
These
the power
resistance
everywhere
are
present
points
of
resistance
...
network. Hence there is no single locus of great Refusal, no soul of revolt,
sourceof all rebellions, or pure law of revolutionary.Insteadthere is a plurality
of resistances,eachof them a specialcase(Foucault, 1990a;orig. 1976: 95-96).
Another misinterpretation of Foucault turns on a conflation between
power as
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omnipresent and as omnipotent. Fine (1984), for example, adds his critique in
terms of omnipotenceof power, that is, "power without people":
Foucault was not wrong to take off from themeswhich representeda revival of
left criticism about power and the state. However, around the kernel of truth
in
built
he
these
observations
contained
an elaborate mystical shell... Power
appearedas a self-sufficient entity, whose only purpose is the maintenanceof
its own mastery. This thesis was clearly apparent in his critique of prisons,
where he describedthe prison as an 'extreme form' of disciplinary power... For
Foucault, since the form of power is everything and power producesits own

reality,therecan be no obstaclesto its apparentefficacy:the prisonbecomes
the symbol of omnipotence( Fine, 1984: 191,196).
agree,to someextent, that Foucault hasneglectedanalysisof forms of resistance

and oppression,but it is a mistaketo seeFoucaultas a fatalist with respectto
socialandpolitical changefor his work canbe readanotherway As the inevitable
fate of classstruggleand conflict is not institutionalizationand neutralization,
there is no warrant for attributing a fatalistic position to Foucault.
While power is everywhere,it is indissociablefrom contestationand struggle: I
am just saying: as soon as there is power relation, there is a possibility of
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in
its
be
by
We
grip
resistance. can never ensnared power: we can always modify
determinateconditionsand accordingto a precisestrategy" (Foucault 1988e:123).
The common argument that Foucault presentssubjects as helpless and passive
his
fails
to
emphasis on the contingency and
observe
victims of power
in
his
he
describes
the
actual
and
places
work
where
of
power
vulnerability
1975:
1990a;
it.
(see
273ff.;
1976:
101).
Foucault,
1991;
to
orig.
orig.
resistances
Admittedly, such passagesare rare and the overriding emphasisof Foucault's
work is on the ways in which individuals are classified, excluded, objectified,

individualized,disciplined,and normalized.Foucaulthimself becameawareof
this problem and shifted his emphasisfrom "technologiesof domination"to
"technologiesof the self', from the waysin which individualsaretransformedby
othersto thewaysin which theytransformthemselves.
In sum, the emphasisin Foucault's work is on an unprejudicedexaminationof the

The
functioned.
has
exerciseof power
through
complexmechanisms
which power
and the mechanismsthrough which it functionsare conceptualizedneither as
autonomousof nor as subordinateto economicprocessesand relations of
production. Foucault does not deny that local struggles against power may be
relatedto strugglesagainsteconomicexploitation (1977: 216), but arguesthat the
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be
it
is
the
through
of
power
and
may
not
exercise
mechanisms
effective
which
theorized:or accountedfor in terms of capitalist exploitation and relations of
production.An analysisof the mechanismsthrough which power is exercised,and
between
the
struggle against power and against struggle against
of
relationships
from
be
derived
simply
an existing totalizing theoretical
may
not
exploitation,
system.Suchmechanismsand relationshipsneedto be analyzedin their own fight

historical
"eventsP,
than
to
rather
subordinated
existing
conceptions
of
global
as
processeswhich provesto be far from infallible.
Furthermore, Foucault's own interventions into political struggles and debates

would makelittle senseif he felt that the deadlockof powerwas unbreakable.
One might evenspeakof Foucault'soptimismthat issuesfrom his belief in the
contingencyandvulnerabilityof power:"There'san optimismthat consistsrather
in sayingthat thing's couldn't be better.My optimismwould consistratherin
bound
fragile
be
that
they
things
saying
are,
up more
so many
as
can changed,
with circumstancesthan necessities,more arbitrary than self-evident,more a
than with inevitable
matterof complex,but temporary,historicalcircumstances
anthropological constrainte' (Foucault 1988e: 156). Ultimately, this attitude
proceedson the belief that "Knowledge can transform us" (Foucault, 1988e:14) -
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hence the importance of archaeologyand genealogy as historical methods that
exposethe beginnings and developmentof current subjectifying discoursesand
practices.
The political task of genealogy,then, is to recover the autonomousdiscourses,
knowledges, and voices suppressedthrough totalizing narratives. As Marx
fetishism
break
in
the
to
spell
of
commodity
capitalist society,
attempted
Foucault's genealogy problematizes the present as eternal and self-evident,

domination
behind
the
neutral or
operations
exposing
of power and
working
beneficentfacades.In Foucault's words (1974: 171): "It seemsto me that the real

institutions
in
is
task
to
the
political
a societysuchas ours
working of
criticize
in
be
both
independent;
them
to
to
such a
which appear
criticize
neutral and
itself
has
that
the
obscurely
manner
political violencewhich
alwaysexercised
throughthemwill be unmasked,sothatonecanfight them".
Therefore,we haveto attemptto formulatesomeof thesereservationsas they
arisefrom Foucault'sdiscussionof power, strategyand resistance.As Gordon
suggestsit:

The contributionof the intellectualas historicalanalystendsand givesway to
the reflection and decisions,not of the managersand theoreticiansof resistance
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but of those who themselveschoose to resist. For the recent eruptions of
'popular knowledge' and 'insurrections of subjugatedknowledges' which he
celebrates,what Foucault may have to offer is a set of possibletools, tools for
the identification of the conditions of possibility which operate through the
obviousnessesand enigmasof our present,tools perhapsalso for the eventual
(Gordon,
1980:258).
those
conditions
of
modification

Power, Discourse and the Intellectual

In my reading,a Foucauldianmicropoliticsincludestwo key components:a
discoursepolitics anda bio-politics.Here,I shouldlike to limit my discussionto
discoursepolitics. In discoursepolitics, marginalgroupsattemptto contestthe
hegemonicdiscourses.In any society,discourseis power becausethe rules
determiningdiscourseenforcenormsof what is rational, sane,or true, and to
speakfrom outsidethese rules is to risk marginalizationand exclusion.All
discoursesare producedby power,but they are not wholly subservientto it and
for
canbe usedas"a point of resistance
anda startingpoint anopposingstrategý'
(Foucault, 1990a;ofig. 1976: 101). Counter-discoursesprovide a lever of political
resistanceby encapsulatinga popular memory of previous forms of oppression

andstruggleanda meansof articulatingneedsanddemands.
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At this point, let's relate Foucault's emphasison discoursepolitics to the question
of the political role of intellectual. There must be something obviously selfinterestedin raising the questionof discourseover and over again.Let us consider
Foucault's intellectual milieu - which is, in fact, the milieu of intellectuals,
intellectuals who take it as self-evident that they have a crucially important
political role to play. Descombesnotesthat the staking out of a political position
has been so important to philosophersin Francethat the "definitive meaning7of
even the most abstruse epistemological or metaphysical problems is not

consideredsettleduntil its implicationsfor the nextelections,or for the attitudeof
the Communist Party, have been disclosed (Descombes,1979: 7). In short, it is

distinct
intellectual,
intellectual
has
that
the
assumed
a political role to play as an
from his status as person and citizen. And it is assumed, too, that all his

intellectualwork will have some sort of political significance.In Foucault's
words:
The role of intellectualis not to tell otherswhat to do. By what right couldhe
do so? Remember all the prophecies,promises, injunctions and programmes

that intellectualshaveformulatedin the courseof the last two centuries,the
effectsof which we can now see.The intellectual'stask is not to shapethe
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fields,
his
in
it
is
by
to
own
of
others:
means
of
analyses
rather,
political will
habits
the
to
the
and ways of
assumed; unsettle
obvious and
reinterrogate
thinking and doing; to dissipateacceptedfamiliarities to re-evaluaterules and
institutions, and, on the basis of this re-problematisation(in which he exercises
his specific function as an intellectual), to participate in the formation of a
(Foucault,
1988e:
he
has
his
(in
to
as
a
citizen)
role
play
which
political will
265).

Given these assumptions,the question of the political role of the intellectual
becomesa standing problem. Not surprisingly, it is a problem that Foucault has

discussion
long
of
the
addressed
on a numberof occasions;onenotesespecially
his
1972
issue
in
Pasquino,
his
interview
Fontana
1977
and
the
and
with
1977:
126-133;
1980:
(Foucault,
Deleuze
conversationwith
on the samesubject
205-217). Many French intellectuals of the generation prior to Foucault's

intellectual
dered
be
the
intellectual
to
the political role of the
cons;
unambiguous:
form
"the
individual
figure
collective
was
clear,
of a universalitywhoseobscure,
is embodied in the proletariat" (Foucault, 1980: 126). But for Foucault this
peculiar form of Kantian theoretical universalism obviously will not do. We all

knowthat intellectualshavea politicalrole to play- but what is it? Theadvantage,
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here, of a discursive redefinition of reality is clear. For discourse is a matter,
finally, of words, and words are the peculiar concern of intellectuals. Hence, the
political importance that Foucault attributes to Nietzsche (Foucault, 1980: 133).
Although politics is not all about a matter of discourse, discourseis a form of
become
important
intellectuals
then
political agents:
power,
The political involvement of the intellectual was traditionally the product of
two different aspectsof his activity: his position as an intellectual in bourgeois
society, in the system of capitalist production and within the ideology it
producesor imposes... ; and his proper discourseto the extentthat it revealeda
particular truth, that it disclosed political relationships where they were

but,
forms
did
These
two
unsuspected.
of politicization not excludeeachother,
being of a different order, neitherdid they coincide (Foucault, 1977:207).
According to Foucault, as individuals, intellectuals may be specified in a variety

of ways; for example,in relation to their class position - "whether as pettybourgeoisin the serviceof capitalismor 'organic' intellectualof the proletariat"
(Foucault, 1980: 132) - or to the economicor scientific sectorin which they work.
Moreover, as individuals they may oppose relations of power, class and sex
domination in all of these dimensions. However, Foucault argues
it
is
since
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throughthe regimeof truth that their specificfunctionas intellectualsconnects
with the global system of power, it is this which must constitute their primary
political objective. It is at this point that they can practice an intellectual
subversionwith the potential to disrupt one essentiallevel of the generalstructure
and functioning of society:

Thereis a battle'for truth', or at least'aroundtruth' - it beingunderstoodonce
be
do
by
I
'the
to
truth
truths
that
of
are
ensemble
which
again
not mean

discoveredandaccepted',but rather'the ensembleof rulesaccordingto which
thetrue andthe falseareseparated
andspecificeffectsof powerattachedto the
true', it beingunderstoodalsothatit's not a matterof a battle'on behalf' of the
truth,but of a battleaboutthe statusof truth andthe economicandpoliticalrole
in
intellectuals
it plays.It is necessary
not
to think of the political problemsof
terms of 'science' and 'ideology' but in terms of 'truth' and 'power' (Foucault,
1980: 132).

Dreyfus and Rabinow (1983) note that whereas in his writings of 1963-69
Foucault dwelt almost exclusively on linguistic practices, in his post 1969
he
dealt
writings
with the social practices that fonned both institutions and

discourse.It is true, in particular,muchof Disciplineandplillisil suggestsa focus
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on actual social practices. Therefore, for Foucault in the 1970s, the essential
political problem for the intellectual is "not changingpeople's consciousnesses
-

or what's in their heads- but the political,economic,institutionalregimeof the
production of trutW' (Foucault, 1980: 133). The shift to the focus on technologies
of the self, ethics, and freedom in the 1980sleadsFoucault to restatethe position

in an interviewpublishedshortlybeforehisdeath:
My role is to show peoplethat they are much freer than they feel, that people
...

been
have
built up at a certain
truth,
themes
acceptas
asevidence,some
which
moment during historyýand that this so-called evidencecan be criticized and

destroyed.To changesomethingin the mindsof people that's the role of an
intellectual (Foucault, 1988b:10).

4. Ethics and Technologiesof the Self

Foucaultneverprovidedany conceptionof humanagency,andyet he did gesture
towards a positive reconstructionof subjectivity in a posthumanistproblematic.

This moveoccursin his laterworks the secondandthird volumesof his history
of sexuality and various essaysand interviews from the 1980s- and it movesinto
the forefront of Foucault's thought a concernwith ethics and technologiesof the

self.
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Explaining his motivations in an 'auto-critique, Foucault says:"If one wants to
into
has
in
Western
Civilization,
take
to
the
one
subject
analyzethe genealogyof
One
but
domination,
the
techniques
techniques
self
of
also
of
account not only
hasTOshowthe interactionbetweenthesetwo types of self When I was studying
insisted
I
too much on techniques of
asylums, prison, and so on, perhaps
domination I would like, in the yearsto come,to study power relations starting
...
from techniques of the self' (Foucault and Sennet, 1982c: 10). Furthermore,

Foucaultsituateshis work as a whole in the context of "not power but the
the
been
to
has
"It
elaborate
the
nor
to
of
power,
phenomena
analyze
not
subject":
foundationsof suchan analysis.My object hasbeento createa historyof the
...
Thus
differentmodesby which, in our culture,humanbeingsaremadesubjects
...
it is not power,but the subject,which is the generalthemeof my researcif'.
(1982a:208-9)

Foucault definestechnologiesof the self as practices"which permit individuals to

effect by their own meansor with the help of others a certain number of
being,
bodies
their
thoughts,
and
conduct,
way
of
so
operationson
own
and souls,

as to transformthemselvesin orderto attaina certainstateof happiness,purity,
wisdom, perfection, or immortality" (1988c: 18) Given this new emphasis,
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longer
is
describedas a reiried construct of power; the
subjectivity no
deterministicview of the subjectis declined,impersonalexplanationsgive way to
individuals
how
can transform their own subjectivities through
a study of
longer
is
form
in
Discipline,
these
techniques,
the
the
no
techniquesof
of
self.
issues
domination.
instrument
Furthermore,
concerning the
of
viewed as an

freedomandautonomyof individualsemergeascentralconcerns.
These changesin Foucault's work were influenced by his study of Greek and

ftee
by
(slaves
RomanCUltUTes
the
techniques
males
self,
as
practiced
of
where
field)
from
the
providedmodelsof the practice
ethical
andwomenwereexcluded
Care
Ae
freedom.
Use
1984)
7he
Pleasure
(Foucault,
1992;
In
and
of
orig.
of
of
the Seff (Foucault, 1990b;orig. 1984),Foucault analyzeshow Greek and Roman

defined
key
intense
desire
citizensproblematized
moralconcernand
asan areaof
domainsof experience(diet, family relations,and sexuality)as areasrequiring
immediately
Greeks,
For
moderationand self-control. the
especially,ethicswas
boundup with "an aesthetics
of existence".
Unlike Christian morality, Greek and Roman morality aimed not at abstinenceper

but
se,
at moderationand self-control;it was not a questionof banishingor
stigniatizingdesireand pleasure,but of their proper use. Moreover,where in
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Greek and Roman culture moral problematizationswere ultimately the
responsibilityof eachindividual who wished to give style, beauty,and graceto his

existence.
In Foucault's readingof Greco-Romanculture, ethics is the relation an individual
has with itself This is not to say that there is no social componentto ethics, for
masteryof and caring for the self is inscribedin a nexusof social and pedagogical
relations and aims at developingoneself as a better ruler over oneself and other

people.Whereasotherformsof ethicssuchasKantianismfocuson the dutiesand
obligationsa self hasto others,the Greco-Roman
modelholdsthatthe freedomof
individuals (definednot as free will or in oppositionto determinism,but in
relation to masteryof one's desires)was essentialfor overall good of the city and

state,andthatthe personwho couldbestrulehimselfcouldbestrule otherpeople.
Onthis model,ethicsis "the liberateform assumed
by liberty" (I 988a:4), andthe
basisfor a prolongedpracticeof the selfwherebyoneseeksfor a "constitutionof
ourselvesasautonomous
subjecte'(Foucault,1984:43).
However, Foucault is adamant that the Greeks do not offer an c-Lalternative7'
(1983b: 231) for contemporarysociety, only an example of a
non-normalizing

moralitywhich modemcultureswill haveto developthemselves:
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In this regularly repeatedreturn to the Greeksthere is a sort of nostalgia, an
atiempt to retrieve an original form of thought and an effort to conceive the
Greek world outside of Christian phenomena Trying to rethink the Greeks
...
today does not consistof setting off Greek morality as the domain of morality
par excellencewhich one would needfor self-reflection. The point rather is to
see to it that European thinking can take up Greek thinking again as an
experience which took place once and with regard to which one can be
completelyfree (Foucault 1988e:249).
Hence, the genealogicalimportance of Foucault's historical inquires into ethics

would seemto involvethe valorizationof a form of ethicalpracticethat is nonuniversalizing and non-normalizing, attentive to individual differences, while

individualliberty andthe largersocialcontextof the freedomof the
emphasizing
self. This is not to say that ethics is separatedfrom politics for, the struggle
againstdisciplinary institutions within eachone of us is an important political act

and on this accountethics can be seenas an extensionof Foucault'searlier
micropolitical concems.
5. Concluding Remarks

There is the third shift in Foucault'swork, from the archaeologicalfocus
on
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in
knowledge
the 1960s,to the genealogicalfocus on modalities of
systemsof
in
in
focus
freedom
1970s,
the
to
the
technologies
the
on
self,
and
power
of
ethics,
the 1980s.Where earlier it could be said that Foucault privileged political issues
relating to the themeof power, in his later work (in the 1980s)he statesthat "what
interests me is much more morals than politics or, in any case, politics as an
ethice'(1984: 375).
One important shift in Foucault's later work involves a revaluation of the
Enlightenmentin terms of its positive contributionsto a critique of the presentera
and his identification of his own work with a trajectory of critical theory running

from Kant to Nietzscheto the Frankfurt School.The secondmajor difference
involves a qualified turn to a problematicof the creativesubject,which was
previouslyrejectedas a humanistfiction alongwith the useof the vocabularyof
freedom,liberty, and autonomy,previously eschewedby the theoristsof the death
of man. Foucault's concernis still a history of the organizationof knowledge and

subjectivity,but now the emphasisis on the knowledgerelationa self haswith
itself
Foucault begins to take up Kant's task, the problem of Enlightenment "in a
meaningful enough proximity with ... the work of the Frankfurt School" (1996:
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389) in the late 1970s, afler Discipline and Punisk In several essays and
interviews

(Foucault,

1983a, 'The

Subject and Power';

1993, 'Kant

on

Enlightenmentand revolution; 1996, 'What is Critique?'; 2000, 'For an Ethic of
Discomfort'; 1984, 'What is Enlightenment?), far from positing a radical rupture
in history, he draws key continuities between our current era and the
Enlightenment.While still critical of Enlightenmentreason,Foucault attemptsto
positively appropriate key aspects of the Enlightenment heritage - its acute

historicalsenseof the present,its emphasis
on rationalautonomyover conformity
and dogma, and its critical outlook. He now seesthe uncritical acceptanceof

modem rationality and its completerejection as equally hazardous:"if it is
extremelydangerous
to saythat its Reasonis theenemythat shouldbe eliminated,
it is just as dangerousto say that any critical questioningrisks sendingus into
irrationality" (1984: 249). Beyond "being for or againstthe Enlightenment"(Ibid.:
45), he argues,critical thought must constantlylive within a field of tension: "if

philosophyhas a function within critical thought,it is to acceptthis sort of
...
revoiving door of rationality that refers us to its necessity,to its indispensability,
and at the sametime, to its intrinsic dangers"(Ibid.: 249)
More importantly, Foucault uses Kant's essay as a diagnostic
of a particular
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historicalconjuncture.What Foucaultfinds distinctiveand insightful in Kant's
essayis a philosopherqua philosopherrealizing for the first time that his thinking
is
his
historical
to
to
situation. In other words,
arisesout of and an attempt respond
Foucault reinterpretsKant's linking of the historical moment, critical reasonand
society as a challengeto developa radically new version of what it meansto lead
a philosophicallife.
Is there a flagrant contradictionin Foucault's work? I think not. While eachstage

but
in
his
is
in
focus,
it
work
rather an
not a rupture
signals a new shift
his
has
Thematically,
the
work
overlapping and a widening of
scopeof analysis.

haveto be analyzed,"the
threeaxeswhosespecificityandwhoseinterconnections
1984:
48)
knowledge,
(Foucault,
the axis of power, the axis of ethice'.
axis of

Methodologically,his new modeof historicalwriting is a uniquecombinationof
archaeology and genealogy. "An archaeology of problematizatione' and "a
genealogyof practicee' (Foucault, 1992; orig. 1984: 13), he argues,are not the

levels" that developon the basisof oneanother,but the "necessarily
Itsuccessive
simultaneousdimensionsof the sameanalysis" (Foucault, 1996:397).

In this sense,the shift to ethicsdoesnot meanthat Foucaultabandonshis past
conceptsandmethods,for all three'axes' of his studiesoverlapin his later works
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intersects
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his
the
earlier political
of
techniques
a
rejection
self represents
of
analysis of
individuals
the
for
Foucault
the
against
of
struggle
suggests
positions,sinceethics
forcesthat dominate,subjugate,and subjectifythem.

Foucaultstill rejectsessentialistliberationmodelsthat assumethe self is an inner
He
its
from
liberated
be
contrasts
repressionor alienation.
essencewaiting to

liberationwith liberty,anddefinesthe later asan ongoingethicalpracticeof selfliberty
"the
He
ontological condition of
the
as
sees
self.
mastery and care of

Similarly,
4).
(1988a:
by
liberty"
form
liberate
"the
assumed
ethice' andethicsas
for Foucault, 'subject' means both 'subject to someoneelse by control and

dependence,
by
identity
his
tied
to
a conscienceor self-knowledge'
and
own
(1983a: 212). In this sense,the return of the 'subject' in Foucaultis not a return to

the
i.
humanist
of
subject
concept
a pre-archaeological
or
phenomenological
e.,
endowedwith an inner essenceor originarywill that precedesand standsapart
from the social. The subject is still discursively and socially conditioned for

Foucault,and still theorizedas situatedwithin power relations;the differenceis
that he now seesthat individualsalsohavethe powerto definetheir own identity,
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to master their body and desires, and to forge a practice of freedom through
techniquesof the self. What now Foucault suggests,therefore, is a tensional
relation betweenan active and creativeagentand a constrainingsocial field where
freedom is achieved to the extent that one can overcome socially imposed
limitations and attain self-masteryand a stylized existence.As Foucault says:"if I

am interested-in the way in which the subjectconstituteshimselfin an active
fashion,by the practicesof the self, thesepracticesare neverthelessnot something

thatthe individualinventsby himself Theyarepatternsthat hefindsin his culture,
his societyand his social group" (I 990b; orig. 1984: 11).
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Chapter 3
The Tensions and Continuity of Foucault's Thought: Knowledge,
Power, and the Self
1. Accusation? or Understanding?

Foucaultwasa committedphilosopherwho foughtagainstracism,sexismandall
but
the varietiesof injustice,not only throughhis booksandpublic manifestoes,
with his own physical person.In this regard,somereaderscomplain that the work
of this intensely political intellectual does not carry the equivalent signs of

had
because
Foucault,
On
the
who
commitment.
contrary,someare astonished
spokenof the deathof man,took part in political struggle.Then again,concerning

Foucault'sfinal works on the historyof sexuality,particularlyon the careof the
self, someraisea questionlike "how is it possiblethatthethinkerwho workedso
hardto convinceus of the deathof Man, of antihumanism
throughouthis career,
would in the endchampionthesecentraltenetsof the humanisttradition?" These
generalor even confusedreactionsarise from Foucault'sdeliberaterefusalto
adoptthe discursiveformsof adherence
to a particularrevolutionarytradition or
political position. These also lie behind the criticism that Foucault was always
shifting his interestsand positions.
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In this context, the heirs of Germanphilosophy such as Habermas(1986; 1987;
1996) attack Foucault for being arbitrary and ungrounded,on the contrary, the
French post-philosopherssuch as Derrida (1978), attack Foucault for not being
arbitrary enough. Besides,the most often made criticism of his work is that he
fails to define and defendthe implicit normative assumptionsof his analysesand
poliC,cs and hence provides no theoretical basis for his vigorous critique of
domination. (see Fraser, 1994; Rachjman, 1985; Taylor, 1986; Walzer, 1986;
Dcws, 1987;Habcrmas,1986,1987,1996)

In his critique of History of Madness,Derrida,points out that Foucault is trapped

" within the generalhistorical guilt bome by Western
within "logocentrism,
language.For whatever his claims to be resurrectingthe silent languageof an

oppressed
the languageof
madness,Derridaargues,Foucaultcontinuesto speakthevery reasonthat carriedout the oppression
in the first place.In short,Foucault
is still caught within the all-powerfiil order that he is seekingto evade.Thus, the

radicalismof Foucault'scritiqueof psychiatryis calledinto question.(seeDerrida,
1978:35)

Habermas,on the other side, highlights Foucault's seemingly arbitrary
position.

He points out what he takesto be an unresolvedtension,"which
resistseasy
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categorization,betweenthe almost serenescientific reserveof the scholarstriving
for objectivity on the one hand, and, on the other, the political vitality of the
intellectual"
(Habermas,
subjectively
excitable,
morally
sensitive
vulnerable,
1986: 103). Foucault's subtle, sophisticatedironic stancetowards the presentis
bound to look paradoxical to Habermaswho agreeswith Kant in identifying
maturity with acceptanceof limits on reason in order to preserve traditional
philosophical seriousness.Habermasseizes on Foucault's refusal to specify or

justify the normativevaluesthat implicitly informhis critiqueof modempractices
this is a problemwhich spoilsFoucault'spolitical
of domination.For Habermas,
from
believes
has
Habermas
Foucault
that
which to
criticism.
no standpoint
criticize modeminstitutionsand thus has no basisfor an ethics and politics.
Furthermore,Habermasalso accusedFoucault of rejecting modernity and
Enlightenment,at leastin his earlierwork, thoughHabermasseesthat Foucault
eventually came around to a qualified defenceof Enlightenmentvalues in a late

essayon Kant. In relationto Foucault'sanalysison Enlightenment,Habermas
asks: "how does such a singularly affirmative understanding of modem

philosophizing,alwaysdirectedto our own actualityand imprintedin the hearand-now,fit with Foucault's unyielding criticism of modernity?" (1986: 106).
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In similar context, Fraser(1994) arguesthat without the introduction of normative
is
Foucault
tell
us why struggle preferableto submissionand why
cannot
notions
domination ought to be resisted and what is wrong with the modem power/
knowledge regime and why we ought to oppose it: "Without a nonhumanist
his
Foucault
normative case against
make
good
cannot
ethical paradigm,
humanism. He cannot answer the question, Why should we oppose a fully
208)
"
(Fraser,
1994:
panopticized,autonomoussociety?

I shall not be directly concerned,however,with the question,who has got
fixed
have
does
Foucault
believe
I
Foucault right/ or wrong?
a
that
not really

If
in
favor
is
each
reading.
of
singlepositionandthat there sometextualevidence
the
stillnessof
themes
the
or
the
of
we are only concernedwith
sameness
However,
in
Foucault's
his
is
work.
perspectives
of
work, there a contradiction
when viewed in terms of a three-foldcircular (i.e., non-totalizing)reciprocity
between knowledge, power and the self, these dimensions are irreducible, yet

in
Foucault's
imply
back
If
work
and examine
constantly
one another. we step
is
(in
1980s),
later
the
the
there
the
the
to
context, and relate
earlier work

knowledge,
in
his
thought
power,andself
continuity
on
underlying
It is not the seemingcontinuityor the comfortingintegrity in the closespaceof
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description that matters.It is his perpetualconcern for things and words, others
and ourselvesand the relations betweenthem that put Foucault's work together.
Foucault always seeksto harmonize any description with any kind of "virtual
fracture which open up the space of freedom of possible transformation"
...
(Foucault, 1988e:36), of course,but it does not mean that his work is done in
disorder and contingency.He is unpredictableby reasonthat he is not seekingfor
he
but,
(or
the
contrary,
on
an ahistorical
mctahistorical)universalnormative rule,

is too systematicand rigid by reasonthat he maintainstheoreticaland practical
by
itself
limit,
he
training
takes
that
of
oneself
asa
coherence
and
writing
within a
oneself,requiringa vigorousrigor. In this relation,it is importantto remember
that Foucaulthas chosenas the title of his chair at the College de France,
Professorof the History of Systemsof Thought. He always dealswith systemsof

thought and practicesand gives us the systemsof categoriesfor analyzing
thoughts and practices. He knows very well that history of science doesn't

developin the sameway as socialsensibilityandthat thoughtmustobeycertain
criteria in order to be recognizedas scientific discourse.

More important,it is practicethat constitutesthe sole continuity betweenthe
historical analysisand the presentproblem, or, conversely,the way in which the
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present explains the past. If Foucault's interviews form an integral part of his
work, ffirthermore, if Foucault's life, in itself, composesan intertextual spaceof
his work-,it is becauseFoucault extendsthe problematization of eachof his books
into the constructionof the presentproblem,i.e. madness,punishmentor sexuality.
What is our "trutW' today? What powers must we confront, and what is our
in
for
bear
do
And
today?
capacity
resistance
we not
witness and even participate
the production of a new subjectivity? This is the present triple root of the
questions:What do we know, What can we do, "What are we?" (Foucault, 1982a:

knowledge,
216),whichobviouslystemsfrom threedimensions
thought:
power
of
and self We shouldseethroughthe systernaticityand generalityof Foucault's
thoughta bit beneathunpredictabilityanda bit behinddiscontinuity.
At bottorn,what obsesses
Foucaultis alwaysthought.Foucaultfires an arrow,the
" He writes a history, but a history of
question,"What does thinking mean?
thought.This is why he calls his work historicalresearchand not the work of a
historian. To think meansto experiment,to problematizeand to challenge.
Knowledge,power and self are the triple root of a problematizationof thought. He
sets up his observatory on the regions of living being where the traditional

distinctionsbetweenbody and soul,betweeninstinct and idea,seemabsurd,i.e.
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madness,crime and sexuality.He converts,or rather doublesthe thought and the
inside,
from
"the
"myself',
the visible
the
the
and
outside
othee'
and
unthought,
andthe articulable(knowledge)via the thought of the outside(power) through the
inside of thought (subjectivation).(seeDeleuze, 1988).He showsthat truth offers
itself to knowledge only through a series of problernatizationsand that these

is,
basis
ions
the
that
of
practices,
practicesof
on
probiematizat are createdonly
institutions,
discourseinvolvingstatements,
suchas
andpracticesof non-discourse
Nietzsche,
Marx,
Hegel,
Kant,
He
challenges
political events,economicprocesses.

Heideggerandthe FrankfurtSchool,thosewho diagnosetheir own timesin their
own ways,that is, thosewho constitutethe Zeitgeist.Foucaultencounterswith
themin a blind zone,by following linesof fragility in the present,in managingto
grasp "what are we today?" (Foucault, 1988d: 145), which is the permanentand

ever-changingquestionin the activity of philosophizingsince the end of the
free
himself
in
but
He
history
to
eighteenthcentury.
thinks the
order
of the past,

from what he thinks in the presentand be able finally to "think differently"
(Foucault, 1992; orig. 1984: 9) in the future. This is the way in which Foucault
brings the past andthe future into confrontationat the limit of the living presentin

the breachbetweensocialhistoryandthe historyof thought,at the crossroadof
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2. How to read Foucault?

Everybodyis freeto do with Foucault'swork what he/shepleases,andyet it does
theory.
the
in
just
of
order
within
that
anything
not mean any way
onemay say
Rather,a demandingand prudentattitude is requiredin order to recoverthe
bitter
have
had
I
Foucault
function.
Since
began
I
the
to
seriously,
read
critiral
' Foucaultpresents,in a preliminary way, four rulesof his work: Rulesof immanence;Rulesof
continualmariations;Rulesof doubleconditioningýRulesof tactical polyvalcnccof discourses
(Foucault, 1990a;orig. 1976:98-102),andyet he addsthat "'Ibcsc are not intendedas
at mostthey arc cautionaryprcscriptionr (Foucault, 1990a;orig.
methodologicalimpcmti-%-cs;
1976:98).
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feeling that Foucault had been ill-read and ill-understood. The point is that
conventional Foucault critiques mostly devote their energiesto the question of
"what Foucault should have said" insteadof seeking"what Foucault is trying to
say", for example,as HabermasaccusesFoucault,whose entire oeuvre is a revolt
againstuniversal and normativethinking, of not propoundinga normative theory.

This is nothingmorethanthe declineof the critical function.It seemsto me that
there is no longer any place where discussions,perhapsa rather lively debate
among unconventional or different ideas can be expressed. To read or to
understandan independentthinker shouldbe an exerciseone engagesin somehow

for oneself,for one'sprofit to change- or at leastto readyto change- oneself
Speakingwell of a thinkerthatonedo not like or trying to takeenoughdistancein
speakingof a thinker onelikes a bit too much,might be oneof the remediesfor
this impoverished situation. In a 1984 interview with Paul Rabinow, Foucault
expressedhis position about polemicsas follows':

A whole moralityis at stake,the moralitythat concemsthe searchfor the truth
andthe relation to the other. In the seriousplay of questionsand answers,in the

work of reciprocalelucidation,the rights of each person in some sense

2Foucaultdid not mcntion Habcrmasdircctlyhcrc. But tWs
statcmcnttook aim at Habcrmas's
unilatcral attackon Foucault(scc Habcrmas,1986;1987; 1996)by implication.
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immanent in discussion.They depend only on the dialogue situation.....The
polemicist, on the other hand, proceedsencasedin privileges that he possesses
in advanceand will never agreeto question.On principle, he possessesrights
authorizing him to wage war and making that struggle a just undertaking; the
personhe confronts is not a partnerin the searchfor the truth, but an adversary,
an enemywho is wrong, who is harmful and whose very existenceconstitutesa
threat (Foucault, 1984:381-382).

Although Foucault chose the "theory-as-tool-kit" approach,and challenged the
" (Foucault, 1977:
notion of author by saying that "what matter who's speaking?

138),whenI readFoucaultit is his specific,individualvoice andpresencethat
make an impression on me over and above his argumentbecausehe is speaking

out for his belief Thereis no suchthingasan isolatedsparklingvoice,but equally,
Foucault cannot be mistaken for an anonymousauthor function. His writings, it
seemsto me that, carry profound emotional undercurrentsunusual in scholarly

analyses- bleaknessin the Use of Pleasure,agonyin Discipline and Punish,
ridicule and hope in The Order of Things, fury and grief in Madness and

Civilization. As Foucaultonce said, "Everytime I have tried to do a piece of
theoretical work it has been on the basis of elements of my own experience:
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always in connectionwith processesI saw unfolding around me... eachtime was
fragment
of autobiography" (Foucault, 2000: 458).
partly a

I am talking about not just Foucault's phenomenologyin the vulgar senseof the
terms, but his attempt to link the historical and theoretical analysis of power
relations, institutions, and knowledge, to the movements, critiques, and
experiencesthat call them into question in reality. Foucault's philosophy is not
just to be soughtin his ideas,or to be deducedfrom them, but rather it should be
found in his philosophy-aslife, his philosophical life, what Foucault calls "an
ethoe' (Foucault, 1984:39).

Foucaultneverthoughtof writing asan aim or an endin itself.This is what makes
Foucault a great writer. In fact, he, on many occasions,challengedthe notion of

"
author.As he is fond of quoting Beckett - "what matter who's speaking?
(Foucault, 1977: 115). In an indifference like this Foucault discoversone of the
fundamentalethical principles of contemporarywriting, that is, to look on writing

not as "the finishedproject",but as "an ongoingpractice"(Ibid.: 116).It should
be noted that Foucault is concernedhere not with the discourseof individuals but
with the discourse of entire periods, that is, the underlying meaning of the
episterneitself As he puts it, "the subject(and its substitutes)must be strippedof
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its creative role and analysedas a complex and variable function of discourse"
(Ibid.: 138). Becausein our societiesthe circulation of discourseshave to yield to
limited forms imposed by notions of author, work, and commentary. In this
respect,Foucaultcould not isolate himself from the society in which he lived. He,
like everyoneelse,was forced to fulfill the "functione' he described.Foucault has
a clear position about the relationshipbetweenhis work and himself as an author.
He does not assumethat there is the writing subject, the real author who gives
instead
he
to
tries to explore the possiblecondition within
meaning one's work,
intertextual
is
is
Foucault,
For
the
this
an
space
which
condition
work produced.

is
which alreadytherebeforethe authorspeaks.
The subjectis constitutednot only in a symbolic system,but in real practices,that

is, historicallyanalyzablepractices.Thereis more.As Foucaultputsit, "Thereis a
technologyof the constitutionof the self which cuts acrosssymbolic systems
while using them" (Foucault, 1983b:250). Indeed,one of the studiesof The Care
of the Se#' (Foucault, 1990; orig. 1984) concerns the role of writing in the
formation of the self. In Foucault's readingof Romanculture, writing connectsup

with ethicsandthe self becausewriting is techniqueor professionalskill which
can be acquired only through exercisejust as one cannot learn the art of living
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by
training
without a
oneself
oneself This is not to say that there is no social
because
in the activity of writing, the work of oneself on
to
component writing,
oneself and communication with others are linked together. Writing is "not an
exercise in solitude, but a true social practice" (Foucault, 1990b; orig. 1984: 51),

that is, it is not a psychologicalbut an ontological form of the constitution of the
self Also, writing is a political practice becausethe question of writing and the
self converge into the goal of "the perfect government of the self -a

sort of

political relationship between self and self' (Foucault, 1983b: 246) - it being

understoodthat only free man can dominateothers.How could one claim to
governothersif onecouldnot govemoneself?The dominationof othersmustbe
doubledby a dominationof oneself.The relationwith othersmustbe doubledby
a relation with others. In a citation from Plato, Foucault says,"How can the eye

seeitself?... One cannotsimply look at oneselfin a mirror. Onehasto look into
anothereye. That is, one in oneself,howeverin oneself in the shapeof the eye of

the other" (Foucault,1983b:249).The processof subjectivationis accompanied
by writing of self, or rather,memory,contemplationor writing is the real nameof
the relation to oneself,the affect on self by self, i. e., subjectivation.It is here we

obtaina certaintheoreticalunderstanding
why to write is to resistandstruggleand
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is
become
to
to
write
while avoiding the philosophy of the meaninggiving
why
subject. We could even say that to write is to think, to find the others and the
outsidein oneselfand that the thought of the other andthe outsidein oneselfis the
thought of resistance.
What I have said so far is the effort to find a path to Foucault, or rather to avoid
obstacles that prevent us from grasping Foucault. In my reading, Foucault's
thought presentsnot the philosophy of agreementbut the philosophy of refusal.
As Foucault puts it, "Maybe the target nowadaysis not to discoverwhat we are,
but to refusewhat we are. We have to imagine and to build up what we could be

to get rid of this kind of political "double bind", which is the simultaneous
individualization and totalization of modem power structuresý'(Foucault, 1982a:

216). Foucaultdecentralizeshis own work with opennessand evasiveness.
I
maintainthat the very strengthsof Foucault'smethodalsobreedthe unpleasant
consequences,though I think that it is not theoretical flaws but procedural

problemsin the circulationof discourse.in otherwords,Foucault'swritings have
a potential utility, helping us to seethe world in ways that we might not have
thought of otherwise. Without presenting a normative theory nor addressinga
programof the future, they enableus to think and act by showing that we are freer
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than we feel, andthat the so-calledtruth, that we acceptastruth, is not eternaland
self-evident but can be criticized and destroyed. However, they also have a
potential pitfall of misuse including sterile rhetoric or justification, whether it is
intended or not. It is dangerousto reduce Foucault's philosophy, which is so
subtle and complex, to a textbook formula. In this sense,work on Foucault today
should be focused on the removal of margin for misunderstanding,however
imperfectly, ratherthan on understandingitself This is, in my view, the only spirit
that can take us along Foucault's path in such a way that we can understandhim,

thencanindeedgo beyondhim.
In Foucault'sview, knowledgeis not scienceandcannotbe separated
from even
the experienceof perception,the valuesof the imagination,the prevailing ideasor

commonlyheld beliefs.Thingsandwordsdesignate
the two polesof knowledge,
andthereareonly practices,or positivities,which areconstitutiveof knowledge:
the discursive practices of statements, or the non-discursive practices of

visibilities. This is Foucault'spositivismor pragmatism.He has neverhad any
problem concerningthe links betweenscienceand literature, or the imaginary and

the scientific,or the known andthe lived, becausethe conceptionof knowledge
impregnated and mobilized perception, imagination and ideas. He
poses a
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let
domains
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1971:
234).
is
felicitous
1972b;
(Foucault,
orig,
mood oneof
positivism
On the other hand, as Habermaspoints out (Habermas,1987: 238-265), it is true
that he is not following in the philosophical tradition of using language to
represent reality, nor is he using language as a vehicle for undistorted
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communication.But, pace Habermas,neither is Foucault prepared to abandon
himself to the free play of self-referentialsignifiers. Foucault hasbeenat painsto
himself
distant
from French anti-thinkers,those who in the name of
criticize and
post-enlightenmentand postmoderndiscourse,questionseriousnessin generaland
but
language
desire.
In this respect,
the
of
understandnothing
subversiverole
and
Dreyfus and Rabinow remark that Foucault uses texts as clues to other social
practices,rather than deconstructingtexts to reveal their attempt to concealtheir
self-referenceto their own textuality: "Like the pre-Platonicrhetoricians,Foucault
uses languageto articulate an understandingof our situation which moves us to
actiorf' (Dreyfus and Rabinow, 1986: 114). He positively embracesthe effect of

language"as a meansfor movingus to concertedaction." (DreyfusandRabinow,
1986: 115) This is why Foucault does not propound a normative theory, yet as
Habermas points out (1986: 107), Foucault's work certainly has a normative
thrust.

Foucaultis not trying to constructa generaltheory,not deconstruct
the possibility
of any metanarrative,rather, he is offering us an analytic of our current situation.
It is Foucault's unique combination of genealogy and archaeologythat enables
him to go beyond theory and yet to take problems seriously. The
practitioner of
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he
is
himself
is
he
by
that
realizes
studying,
genealogy
produced
what
he
can never stand outside. The genealogist sees that cultural
consequently
practicesare more basic than any theory and that the seriousnessof theory can
be
history.
The archaeologicalstep
as
part
of
society's
on-going
only understood
a
back that Foucault takes does not mean that he considers these practices
meaningless. Since we share cultural practices with others, and since these

have
footing
from
have
somecommon
which
practices
madeus what we are,we
to proceed, to understand,to act. But that foothold is no longer one which is
universal,guaranteed,verified, or grounded.

Foucault's approachconsistsin identifying what he takes to be our current
problem,describingwith detachmenthow this situationaroseand, at the same
in the
time, using his rhetoricalskills to reflect and increaseshareduneasiness
faceof the omnipresentdanger.Thusthe tensionbetweenFoucault'smethodand
his insight into the impossibility and undesirability of offering a theory justifying

his action only seemsa contradiction,however,this very tensionprovidesthe
elementsfor a uniquework.
What I am trying to say is that Foucault's approachis not as subjective nor as
objective. Rather, "it is an act of imagination, analysis, and commitment".
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(Dreyfus and Rabinow, 1983: 253) Although presentedwith detachedobjectivity
(Foucault'shappypositivism), the shifting boundarybetweenreasonandunreason,
healthand disease,scienceand pleasurecould not be singledout asthe basic issue
in
interest
by
But
Foucault's
time
writing
equally,
of our
any objective method.

history from the perspective of these concerns could not be taken to express
merely his personalsituation.
The key to Foucault, therefore, is to graspthis subtle, sophisticated,but not well

knowledge
ironic
towards
as well as practice, the
stance
conceptualized
techniquesof life as well as political choices.Foucault should not be regardedas

an authority,but as an animatoror as a diagnosticianof the relationof power,
knowledgeand the body in modern society.With a constantalertnessin mind, we

shouldreadFoucaultnot only literally but ironically.
3. Foucault's Thought: Rupture or Continuity?
In severalessaysand interviews (Foucault, 1983a,'The SubjectandPower'; 1984,
'What is Enlightenment?'; 1988b,'Truth, Power, Self; 1992,7he UseofPleasure,

'Introduction'), Foucaultrevealsthe structureof his work as a whole. On this
ground, it is generally understoodthat there is the third shift in Foucault's work,
from the archaeologyof knowledgein the 1960s,through the genealogyof power
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in the 1970s,to a hermeneuticsof the subjectin the 1980s.The axis of knowledge
Ae
Archaeologý
Order
Things
Clinic,
Yhe
in
The
Birth
the
and
of
of
was studied
Yhe
Punish
in
Discipline
Knowledge,
and
the axis of power was studied
and
of
Will to Knowledge and the axis of ethicswas studiedin Ae Use of Pleasure and
The Care of the Self In Madness and Civilization, all three axes were present,
If
the
the
in
middle, and
early,
compare
we
manner.
albeit a somewhatconfused
Then,
discontinuities
the
the
later,
surface.
on
there are continuities and
the
his
in
it
terms
Is
postmodernist
of
a merely arbitrary shift
question arises:

Or,
disabused
toward
order?
given
any
attitude
sensibility,which manifestsa
integration
differentiation
is
it
both
of the sameanalysis,which are
and
rather,
irreducibleyet constantlyimply one another?In a word, is it a real ruptureor
continuity?

kind
fact
this
that
be
Let me clearaboutmy purposehere.I amawareof the
once
in
have
is
it
into
degenerates
alreadywitnessed
of question posed,
slogans,as we

Marx's case.It is not the responsibilityof any onepersonin particular,ratherit is
the slice of our reality that philosophicalthought, or a sociological issue,becomes

kind
is
important
it
Nevertheless,
to
this
confront
of questionat
a consumeritem.
it.
it
ignoring
Also,
than
avoiding or
should be rememberedthat
any risk rather
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this kind of challengemeansaddedresponsibility for peoplewho speakandwrite.
In Michel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism and Hermeneutics (1982; 1983,

SecondEdition), Dreyfus and Rabinow suggestthat while Foucault in the 1960s
was caughtwithin "the illusion of autonomousdiscourse",in the 1970she worked
himself free from this enclosure, turning to a "genealogy of the modem
individual" that strivesto articulatean "interpretive analytics of power, truth, and
the body". In Dreyfiis and Rabinow's view, whereasin his writings of 1963-69
Foucault dwelt almost exclusively on "linguistic practices", in his post-1969
writings he deals with "the social practices that formed both institutions and

discourse"(Dreyfus& Rabinow,1983: 101,viii). In the secondedition of this
book, they add "Foucault's interpretive analytic of ethics" (Ibid.: ix), still they

maintainthat Foucaultdevotedthe last decadeof his life, from the 1970sto the
1980s,to rethinking and rectifying his earlier position in the 1960s.
In Ae Philosophical Discourse of Modemity (1987), Habermas suggeststhat

while Foucaultfocusedon "the critiqueof reasonasan unmaskingof the human
sciences"in the 1960s,in the 1970she turned to "some questionsconcerningthe
theory of power" (Habermas,1987: vi). Habermasseesthat this conversionwas
causedby the very aporia immanentin Foucault's problematic itself, and that each
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attemptinevitably endedin failure. In addition, in his article, 'Taking Aim at the
Heart of the Present' (Habermas, 1986), Habermas highlights a fundamental

rupture betweenthe earlier Foucault and the Foucault in the 1980s,particularly
'.
the incompatibility betweenMe Order of Ihitigs and'What is Enlightenment?
On the contrary, Deleuze (1988), Efibon (1991), Flynn (1988), and Negri and

Hardt (2000) interpret Foucaultotherwise.SeeingFoucault's work in continuity,
they arguethat while there is internal tension betweeneach shift, eachmove is
alreadyanticipatedandcomprisedin the earlier.
In Roucault(1988),Deleuzesayscryptically that Foucaultshouldbe seennot as a
historian,but as a new kind of "cartographer"(Deleuze,1988:44) - mapsmade
for use not to mirror the terrain but to mirror the diagram of power. Seeing
Foucault'swork in continuity,DeleuzetracesFoucault'sthoughtfrom knowledge
throughpowerto subjectivationin termsof "the thoughtof the outside"(Ibid.: 43).
To think in the field of power involves a dice throw. What the dice-throw
representsis that thinking alwayscomesfrom the outsidewherethe force belongs.
The dice-throw doesin fact expresschance,the simplestpossiblepower relation.
Chancesworks only in the first dice-throw,while the secondcaseoperatesunder
conditions that are partially determinedby the first. This is the outside that
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link
in
dependency'
to
up
random
events
a
mixture
continues
of chancesand
Obviously,the knowledge/power relationshipin Foucault's earlier work appears
in the form of the thought of the outside.Then, how is it possibleto explain his
later work on subjectivationin the line of the thought of outside?The thought of
the outside, Deleuze argues,should not be completeduntil the outside in itself
constitutesa coexistensiveinside. A techniqueof knowledge and a politics of
inside
folding
by
be
led
to
to
so as to
outside
power can
an ontology of self only
be self-action,the affect of self by self Therefore,subjectivationin his later work
is not a refusalof the thought of the outside,rather it is the inside of the thought,
i. e., the deepeningandthe final stageof the thoughtof the outside.
In 'Foucault as parrhesiast' (1988), Flynn argues that the power-knowledge

is
in
but
his
focused
turn translated
is
relationshipof
earlierwork not only
upon
by the relation of subjectivationin his later writings. Here, he uses the term,
"transiatioif' ratherthan "mediation7consideringFoucault'shostility to Hegelian
dialectic. As Flynn understandsit, Foucaultintendshis project to be a three-fold

'"The world of effective history knows only one kingdom, without pro,%idcnceor final
cause,
there is only "the iron hand of necessity shaking the dice box of chance". Chance is not
%Nhcre
simply the drawing of lots, but raising the stakesin every attempt to master chancethrough the
will to power, and gKing rise to the risk of an even greater chance.The world Nvcknow is not this
ultimately simple configuration -*%here
eventsare reduced to accentuatetheir essentialtraits, their
final meaning, or their initial and final value. On the contrary, it is a profusion of entangled events"
(Foucault, 1977: 155, my emphasis).
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circular (i. e. non-totalizing) reciprocity betweentruth, power and subjectivation,
for it is the only way to escape the philosophy of the (meaning-giving) subject

while chartingthe adventof the modemsubject.
In Empire (2000),Negri andHardt suggestthat Foucaultdid not reversehis earlier
position in his work of the ethical care of the self, rather that he was always so
insistentaboutthe continuity of his discourse.As Negri and Hardt seeit, Foucault
raisesin his final work a paradoxicalandurgentquestion:What is humanismafter
the deathof Man? Or rather,what is an antihumanist(or posthuman)humanism?
In addition,they point out that misunderstanding
aboutFoucaultderivesat leastin

"
partfrom a terminologicalconfusionbetweentwo distinctnotionsof humanism.
If we areto conceiveMan as separatefrom nature,this recognitionis preciselythe
deathof Man. On the other hand,if we consideran antihumanist(or posthuman)
humanismand the revolutionaryspirit of Renaissancehumanismin terms of an
attackon transcendence,
thereis a strict continuitybetweenboth projects.In other
words, the religious thought that accordsa power abovenatureto God is simply
transferredto the modem secularthought that accordsthe same power above
nature to Man. The refusal of transcendence,for Foucault, is the condition of
" For moredetailednotionsof humanismin Foucault, Fraser(1994).She
see
Foucault's
c.x-an-dned
refusalof humanismon threegrounds:on conceptualandphilosophicalgrounds;on strategic
growids;on normativegrounds.

III

possibility of thinking this immanent power, a sort of anarchic basis of
philosophy:neitherGod, nor master,nor Man.
The humanism of Foucault's final works, then, should not be seen as
contradictoryto or evenas a departurefrom the deathof Man that he proclaimed
earlier. Foucault's attempt in his final work is, Negri and Hardt argue, not about

the refusal of the death of man but about humanismafter the death of man, the
continuousconstituentprojectto createandre-createourselvesand our world.
In what follows, I should like to developa sort of anatomypursuingthe naked
skeleton of Foucault's thought. What interests me is the way in which the
problematicappearsand developsin eachparticulartheoreticalformation.
Knowledge

Foucaultcontinuedto be enchantedby what he saw as much as what he heardor
read. He enjoyedarticulating statements,only becausehe also had a passionfor
seeing.It is knowledge that is made from things and words, from seeing and
speaking,from the visible and the sayable.In other words, "words and things"
(Foucault, 1972a;orig. 1969:49) aretermswith which to designatethe two poles
of knowledge.Foucaultdefinesknowledgein 7heArchaeolpSD7
of KnoWedgeas

follows:
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This group of elements,formed in a regular mannerby a discursive practice,
indispensable
to the constitutionof a science,althoughthey are
are
and which
not necessarily destined to give rise to one, can be called knowledge.
Knowledgeis that of which one can speakin a discursivepractice,andwhich is
specifiedby that fact: the domain constitutedby the different objectsthat will
or will not acquire a scientific status... Discursive practice does not coincide
with the scientific developmentthat it may give rise to; and the knowledgethat
it forms is neither an unfinished prototype nor the by-product to be found in
daily life of a constituted science(1972a; orig. 1969: 181,182,184).

Knowledge is not scienceand cannot be separatedfrom the various thresholds
including "the threshold of Positivity", that of "epi sternologizat
ion", that of
64
scientificity", and that of "formalization" (1972a;orig. 1969: 186-187).Ideology
is not exclusive of scientificity, rather "the hold of ideology over scientific
discourseand the ideological functioning of the science"are articulated"where
scienceis articulatedupon knowledge"(1972a;orig. 1969: 185). In fact, there is
nothing prior to, and behind knowledge, for knowledge is defined by the
combinationof things and words that are unique to each historical formation.
Knowledgeis a practicalassemblage,
a mechanismof statementsand visibilities,
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and exists only according to certain widely varying thresholds.There are only
practices, or positivities, which are constitutive of knowledge: the discursive
forward
distinction
Foucault
the
or
non-discursive
practices.
practices,
puts
a
between two types of practical formation: the one "discursive" involving
involving
"non-discursive",
the
statements,
other
environment. Here, "nondiscursive"environmentincludes"an institutionalfield, a set of events,practices,
demographic
and political decisions, a sequence of economic processes
...
fluctuations,techniquesof public assistance,manpowerneeds,different levels of
unemploymenf' (Foucault, 1972a;orig. 1969: 157).Naturally, environmentsalso
fact
But
just
determine
the
produce statements,
environments.
as statements
remainsthat the two formationsareheterogeneous,
eventhoughthey may overlap.
The history of knowledge,in Foucault'sview, is neithera history of mentality,nor
of behavior. It is a history of the conditions governing everything that has a
mental existence,i.e., the systemof languageand a history of the conditions
governingthat hasa visual existence,like asylumandprison. Speakingandseeing,
or rather statementsand visibilities, are pure elements,a priori conditionsunder
which all ideasare formulatedandbehaviorsdisplayed,at somemomentor other.
Moreover,from the beginning,one of Foucault'sfundamentalthesesis that there
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is a difference in nature betweenthe visible and the articulable although they
continually overlap.

NViththis epistemologicalframework in mind, what is Foucaulttrying to show in
the field of knowledge?He attemptsto seek,in the first place,the whole picture
of the relationshipswe haveto truth throughscientific knowledge,to truth games,
in the secondplace,the vaguedraft of the relationshipswe haveto othersthrough
strategiesand power relationshipsin the sensethat power is presupposedcauseof
knowledge.A seriesof questionsfor knowledgeconstitutethe problem of truth.
Moreover, the process to pose those questions constitute "games of truth"
(Foucault, 1988b; 15). Throughout his work, Foucault shows that truth offers
itself to knowledge only through a series of problernatizationsand that these
problernatizationsare createdonly on the basis of practices,practicesof seeing
and speaking, of things and words, of non-discourseand discourse. These
practices,the processandmethod,constitutethe proceduresfor truth, "a histoty of
trutlf'. 77zeUseof Pleasuredraws out the conclusionsof all his earlier books as

follows:
I seemto havegaineda betterperspectiveon the way I worked on this project,
...
whosegoal is a history of truth. It was a matterof analyzing,not behavioursor
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ideas, nor societiesand their "ideologies," but the problentalizalionsthrough
which being offers itself to be, necessarily,thought - and the practices on the
basis of which these problernatizations are formed. The archaeological
dimensionof the analysismadeit possibleto examinethe forms themselves;its
gcnealogical dimension enabled me to analyze their formation out of the
practicesand the modificationsundergoneby the latter (Foucault, 1992; orig.
1984: 11-12).

In Madnessand Civilization, thereis a problematizationof madnessand illness in
social and medical practicesthat define a certain pattern of "normalization". In
Ae Order of 77fings,there is a problernatizationof life, language,and labour in
discursivepracticesthat confonn to certain "epistemic!' rules. In Discipline and
Punish, there is a problematizationof crime and criminal behaviour in certain
punitive practicesthat conformto a "disciplinary" model. In Me Useof Pleasure,
there is a problernatizationof sexualactivity and sexualpleasurein practicesof
the self that bring into play the criteria of an "aestheticsof existence".
Now, it is necessaryto point out some theses about the relation between
knowledge and power so as to move from knowledge to power, from
epistemologyin the field of knowledgeto strategyin the social field. Firstly, it
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knowledge
be
doesnot mergewith power andthat knowledgeis
that
should noted
not a simple maskof power.In a word, knowledgeis not power.As Foucaultsays
it: "Having madethem [power and knowledge]identical, I don't seewhy I would
havetakenthe troubleto showthe different relationsbetweenthem.What I setout
to show was how certain forms of power that were extremelydifferent both in
their object and in their structure... Thosewho say that for me knowledgeis the
(Foucault, 1988e:
mask of power seemto be quite incapableof understanding7'
264-265).

Secondly,it shouldbe notedthat knowledgerelationspresupposepower relations,
and that power relationsimply knowledgerelations.Power is presupposedcause
of knowledge,but conversely,power implies knowledgein orderto becomean act.
As Foucault puts it: "There is no power relation without the correlative
constitutionof a field of knowledge,nor any knowledgethat doesnot presuppose
and constitute at the sametime power relatione' (Foucault, 1991; orig. 1975: 27).

Thirdly, however,it shouldbe noted that knowledgeis not equivalentto power,
that is, there is a primacy of power over knowledge,or of power relationsover
knowledgerelations.If we considerin the abstract,no doubt power neither sees
nor speaks.Rather precisely,it doesnot itself speakand see,it makesus speak
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27),
knowledge"
1975:
(Foucault,
1991;
"Power
orig.
which
produces
and see.
it
in
far
in
knowledge,
truth,
to
that
makesus
as
so
power produces
relation
means
seeand speak.In a word, power producestruth as a problem.
Power

What is power? Foucault's definition is a very simple one that power is "the
force
Naturally,
1976:
92).
force
(Foucault,
1990a;
orig.
relations"
multiplicity of
is never singular but essentiallyexists in relation with other forces,that is, force is
forces,
between
is
In
therefore
this
sense,power a relation
already a relation.
'
94).
1976:
(Foucault,
is
but
1990a;
"power
orig.
relation7
power nothing

'Foucault doesnot adequatelyspecifythe meaningof the termsforce, power,force relation,
forces".
between
"a
He
dcfines
(power
powcr-relation,and resistance.
relation) as relation
power
He also characterizesresistancenot as cxteriority but as immanencein relation to power.For
Foucault,eachforce hasthe power to affect and to be affectedsuchthat eachforce implies power
do
diffuse,
These
local,
not
and
relations.
unstable,
power relations,which are simultaneously
"from
from
but
locus
move
one
emanate
a centralpoint or unique
of sovereignty, at eachmoment
it
is
In
the
in
field
forces,
turns.
a
word,
to
twists,
point another" a
and
of
maldngresistances,
instability of power relationswhich provokesa certaincapacityfor resistance.In orderto
understandwhat a "microphysicsof power" is about,we shouldinvestigatea relationalconceptof
power.
The text in which Foucaultfirst presentsa -microphysicsof power" is Discipline and Punish
(199la; orig. 1975:23-31; 195-228).In this work, power is not conceptualizedas a possessionor a
privilege; ratherit is consideredto be exercisedthroughdispositions,tactics,and techniques.
Powerrelationsare not localizedin confrontationsbetweensocialclassesor betweencitizensand
the state;ratherthey are conceptualizedas existing at the most elementallevel of the social
domain.Rcductionistanalyses,which locatethe origin of power and its effectswithin a structure
or an institution, at a center,arc rejected,and insteadit is proposedthat power relationsshouldbe
conceptualizedin termsof innumerablepoints of confrontationor instability, eachof which
constitutesan irreducibleevent.Sucha "microphysicsof powce' revealsthe poverty of political
analyseswhich assumethe possibility of overthrowingan existing power,either by seizing or by
destroyingthe apparatuses
throughwhich power,conceptualizedas a possession,is exercised.
Foucault'sconceptionaddressesthe presenceof power relationsin the thresholdsof social order,
indeed,its limit point is consideredto be equivalenceof power relationswith sociality itscIL
A "microphysicsof power" is developedfurther in The 11711
to Knowledge(1990a;orig. 1976:92102).Wherea positive conceptionis advancedit takesthe form of a descriptionas a multiplicity
of force relations,as a process,and as a strategy.Poweris presentedas the appropriateterm for the
unstablestatewhich emergefrom the inequalitiesinherentin the highly mobile field of force
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In addition, it is important to understandthat power is not a form, such as the
forms,
between
does
lie
two
that
the
as
power relation
not
state-form, and
knowledge lies between the discursive form and the non-discursive form.
Foucault's argument on power develop under following headings (Foucault,
1990a; orig. 1976: 94-96):

betweenforces.
is
Power
a
relation
from
innumerable
is
Power
points.
exercised
in
interplay
is
Power
the
of
relations.
exercised
-

binary
is,
is
there
below,
from
Power
rather
there
that
opposition,
no
comes
forces.
the
are manifoldrelationshipsof
In termsof the relationalcharacterof power,resistanceis not exteriorto power,

relation; or put the mattermore simply, poweras a propertylocatedin institutions,social positions,
the
force
emergent
of
relations,
the
or within a social classis comprehended
of
mobile
effect
as
multiplicity of force relations.
The further characteristicof Foucault's conceptionof power shouldbe noted.The very existence
forms of resistance,not as an externalcffect or consequence
of the
of power relationspresupposes
exerciseof power,but as an inherentfeatureof the power relation. If we acceptthe view that
is
in
just
is
is
it
follows
there
that
present
everywhere
there
as power
where
power
resistance,then
the social field so is resistance.Thusbroadcleavagesin the socialorder,massivebinary divisions,
constituteat bestpossiblefleeting momentsin the history of a societyin the heartof plurality of
irregular resistances.
While Foucaultarguesthat powerbreedsresistanceand on occasionpoints to tactics of resistance,
thereis no specificdescriptionof resistance,the scope,detail, and rigor. To put it anotherway, a
genealogyof resistanceremainsto be written as a full-scale studyand historical perspectivein its
own right Interestingly,in his later essay'Subject and Power' (1983a;orig. 1982),Foucault
proposesan alternativemethodsof studyingpower relationsfrom the perspectiveof resistanceto
power ratherthan the exerciseof power.However,Foucaultnevercarriedthroughthis proposal.In
his later work, he might havetheorizedpolitical resistanceas a form of technologiesof the self, as
a creativeresponseto coercivepractices,but he couldn't makeit
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but it is immanentin, and is relatedto power.In other words, power relation exists
in relation to "a multiplicity of points of resistance"(Foucault, 1990a;orig. 1976:
95). As Foucault puts it:

These points of resistancepresent everywhere in the power network. Hence
there is no single locus of great Refusal, no soul of revolt, source of all
rebellions, or pure law of the revolutionary. Instead there is a plurality of
forming
dense
by
Just
the
a
of
power
relations
resistances
as
network
ends
...

being
institutions,
that
through
exactly
and
passes
apparatuses
without
web
localized in them, so too the swarm of points of resistancetraverses social

stratifications and individual unities. And it is doubtlessthe strategic
codification of these points of resistancethat makes a revolution possible,

somewhatsimilar to the way in which the state relies on the institutional
integration of power relationships(Foucault, 1990a;orig. 1976:95-96).
In order to graspwhat power relations are about, it is necessaryto investigatethe

' Moreover,
forms of resistanceand attemptsmadeto dissociatetheserelations.

6 In 'Ile Subjectand Power' (Foucault,1983a;orig. 1982:211-212),Foucaultpresentsthe
six
particalar featuresdisplayedby contemporaryforms of resistance.Especially,the 'transvcrsality'
of presentstruggles,seemsan ideacommonto Foucault,Gilles Deleuzeand Fdlix Guattari(see
'Intellectualsand Power', Foucault,1977;Deleuze,1988;Delcuzeand Guattari, 1983; 1987;
GuattariandNegri, 1990).In Foucault,thereis an echoof the interpretationof 'Italian New Lcft'
aboutMarxism. For example,it is similar to the proposalof Antonio Negri (1984) who analyzed
classstrugglefrom the perspectiveof the 'self-valorization' of workers againstcapital.
For a critique of monolithic dominationmodelsof the Frankfurt Schooland the alternative
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is
decentered
sincepower
and plural, so in turn mustbe form of political struggle.
Now, two important questionsremainto be thought in the field of power: the one,
"discourse" and the other, the "bio-politi&'.

Because, in the first place, it is

discoursethat links power and knowledgetogether,in the secondplace, it is 'bioin
politics'
which power clashes with life and struggles with it. Firstly, in
discoursepolitics, marginal groups attempt to contestthe hegemonicdiscourses
that position individuals within the straitjacket of normal identities to liberate the
free play of differences.In any society, discourseis "both an instrument and an
effect of power" (Foucault, 1990a;orig. 1976: 101)becausethe rules determining

discourseenforcenorms of what is rational, sane,or true, and to speakfrom
outside these rules is to risk marginalization and exclusion. And yet, Foucault

suggestsconsideringdiscoursenot as the dividedone betweenthe acceptedand
the excluded,or betweenthe dominantand the dominated,but as a multiple
discursiveelementsin variousstrategies,
that is, as"tactical elementsin the field
force
of
relations" (Foucault, 1990a;orig. 1976: 101-102).In this respect,it is an
overstatementto say that Foucault identifies discoursewith power, moreoverthat

he deniesthe possibilitiesof counter-discourses.
The point lies in a twofold

perspectiveof 'Italian New Left' theoristssuchasNegri and Tronti who focus on workers'
resistanceto capital, seeCleaver,1979.
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discourse,
in
discourse
the
of
appearance
of
a
of power
other
operation
words,
formation
it,
discourse.
"reverse"
As
Foucault
the
a
puts
of
made
possible
also
"We must make allowance for the complex and unstable process whereby
discoursecan be both an instrument and an effect of power, but also a point of
...
resistanceand a starting point for an opposing strategy.Discourse transmits and
it
it,
it
it,
but
also underminesand exposes renders
producespower; reinforces
fragile and makesit possibleto thwart it" (Foucault, 1990a;orig. 1976: 100-101).
This is to say that discourseis not wholly subservientto power or oppositeto it.

Within this limit, counterdiscourses
could providea lever of political resistance
by encapsulating
a popularmemoryof previousformsof oppressionandstruggle
and a meansof articulating needsand demands.

Secondly,whenthe diagramof powerbecomes
the 'bio-power'or 'bio-politics' of
the modelof
populations,controllingandadministeringof life, whenit abandons
sovereigntyin favourof a disciplinarymodel,it is indeedlife that emergesasthe
new object of power.Accordingto Foucault,"What was demandedand what
servedas an objectivewas life ... It was life morethan the law that becamethe
issueof political struggles,even if the latter were formulatedthrough affirmations

concerningrights.The 'right' to life, to one'sbody,to health,to happiness,
to the
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f

judicial
'right'
this
the
of
needs
satisfaction
classical
which
system
was
...
...
incapable
of comprehending... " (Foucault, 1990a; orig. 1976: 145).
utterly

At this point, law renouncesthe symbol of sovereignprivilege, the right to put
someoneto death(the deathpenalty),but allows itself to producemore hecatombs
and genocides,not by returning to the old law of killing, but on the contrary in the
nameof race, territory, conditions of life, and the survival of a population.Now a
population believes itself to be better than its enemy,and treats its enemy not as

thejuridical enemyof the old sovereignbut as a toxic agent,a sort of biological
danger.The deathpenaltytendsto be abolishedand holocaustsgrow for the same

reasons.Whenpowertakeslife as its object,in turn, life becomesresistanceto
power, to the systemthat controls life. In other words, when power becomesbio-

becomesthe powerof life. Becausethe powerof life, this vital
power,resistance
powercannotbe confinedwithin speciesand environment.In this sense,it is in
man himself that we must liberate life, since man himself is a form of
imprisonmentfor man. Life is, in the end, nothing but the capacityto resist
against power, therefore, it is here that power is connectedwith subjectivation,
sincewhat resistanceextractsfrom man is the force of a life.

In addition,it is this samechangethat Foucaultis observingin the statusof the
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intellectual. Foucault explainsthat the intellectual could claim universality during
from
long
the eighteenthcentury to the SecondWorld War, for example,
period
a
to Sartre,by way of Zola and so on.' This was to the extent that the uniquenessof
the writer coincidedwith the position of a 'jurist' or 'notable' who could produce
an effect of universality. If the intellectual has changedthe role including the
function of writing, it is becausehis very position has changedand he now tends
to move from one specific place or point to another producing effects not of
universality but of transversality.In this way the intellectual or eventhe writer can
least
in
at
potentially
participate
more
current struggles and resistance.
-

Therefore,in Foucault's view, questionsof life should be consideredmore
importantthan a referenceto man'suniversalrights, includingin the realm of
pure law. However, I think that speakingthe languageof law is as important as

speakingof languageof life, and that the point shouldlie not in resistanceof
transversalitybut in resistancethat connectsuniversality with the local, the minor,

the hereandnow. Strugglesfor universalright is still efficacious,indeeddoubly,
becausethereare,on the one hand,still-extantforms of premoderndomination,
the forms of administratively rationalized domination describedin Discipline of

' On the 'universal' intellectualand the 'specific' intellectual,
see'Truth and Power' (Foucault,
1980: 109-133).
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Punish, on the other (seeHabermas,1987;Fraser,1994).
Self

Up until now, we have encounteredtwo dimensions:the one, knowledge, the
forms of discursivepractices;the other, power, the relationsbetweenforces.Now,
we shall see how Foucault surfacesa new axis, different from the axes of both

knowledgeandpower.I think that this third axiswas presentfrom the beginning
Foucault just as power was presentfrom the beginning in knowledge. Foucault
felt it necessaryto carry out a generalreorganizationin order to elucidatethis path
which was so tangled up in the others that it remained hidden. It is this

forward
in
introduction
The
Use
Foucault
the
to
reconstruction
which
puts
general
of Pleasure:

To speakof 'sexuality' as a historically singular experiencealso presupposed

the availability of tools capableof analyzingthe peculiarcharacteristics
and
interrelationsof the threeaxesthat constituteit: (1) the formationof sciences
(savoirs) that refers to it, (2) the systemsof power that regulateits practice, (3)

the forms within which individuals are able, are obliged, to recognized
themselvesas subjectsof this sexuality (Foucault, 1992;orig. 1984:4).

In orderto analyzethe advancement
knowledge,
Foucaultexaminedthe form
of
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ideology.
discursive
dilemma
the
practices,while escaping
of
of scienceversus
Then, in order to analyze the manifestationsof power, Foucault examinedthe
manifold relations,the open strategies,and the rational techniques,while escaping
the alternative of power recognized as domination or exposed as an illusion.
Finally, in order to analyze what is termed the subject, Foucault examinesthe
forms of the relation to self by which the individual constitutes and recognizes
himself qua subject,while escapinga relapseinto 'the philosophyof subject' such
as Sartrianexistentialism.According to Foucault:
I think that from the theoreticalpoint of view, Sartreavoidsthe idea of the self

idea
is
is
From
the
that
the
to
assomethingwhich given us...
self not givento us,
I think that there is only one practical consequences:we have to create

ourselvesas a work of art I would like to sayexactlythe contrary:we should
...
to the kind of relationhe has
not haveto referthe creativeactivity of somebody
to himself, but should relate the kind of relation one has to oneselfto a creative
activity (Foucault, 1983b:237).

Although Foucault increasedthe focus on the subject in his last work, it is a

thatFoucaultwasgrowingsoft on subjectivism.Thereis no
mistaketo understand
indication that this was the case.As Deleuze(1988) has shown, he maintainsthe
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thought of the outsidethroughout his careerby reasonthat subjectivation,i.e., the
theme of the inside is not somethingother than the theme of the outside, more
is
into
inside
the
the theme of
that
the
outside, which converged
of
of
precisely,
the double. The ground work was alreadyin place for a genealogyof the modem
subject, only at this stage, the relation of subjectivation comes to the surface
through a power-knowledgeinterlocking. In his 1980 Howison Lectures at the
University of California, Berkeley, he insists that "if one wants to analyze the
genealogyof the subject in Westernsocieties,one has to take into account... the
interactionbetweenthosetwo techniquesof domination and of the self." Earlier in

the sametalk he remindsus that "all the practicesby which the subjectis defined
and transformed are accompaniedby the formation of certain types of
knowledge." (Foucault, 'Truth and Subjectivity', Howison Lecture, Berkeley,
California, October20,1980).

Here, I must quoteMadnessand Civilization and Me Order of lhings becauseI

feel eachbook involvessomethingthat concernsFoucault'strajectory(of whole
life as well as) of whole thought. On the subject of Renaissancemadmanwho is

putto seain his boat,Foucaultwrote:
Navigation delivers man to the uncertainty of fate; on water, eachof us is in the
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hands of his own destiny; every embarkation is, potentially, the last The
...
madman'svoyageis at oncea rigorous division and an absolutePassage.In one
it
develops,
sense, simply
across a half-real, half-imaginary geography,the
liminal
madman's
position on the horizon of medieval concern -a

position

symbolizedand madereal at the sametime by the madman'sprivilege of being
confined within the city gates: his exclusion must enclosehim; if he cannot and
have
must not
anotherprison than the thresholditself, he is kept at the point of
passage.He is put in the interior of the exterior, and inversely... He is a prisoner

in the midstof whatis the freest,the openestof routes:boundfastat the infinite
crossroads.He is the Passengerpar excellence:that is, the prisoner of the

And the landhe will cometo is unknown- as is, oncehe disembarks
passage.
the land from which he comes.He has his truth and his homelandonly in that

fruitlessexpansebetweentwo countriesthat cannotbelongto him (Foucault,
1989;orig. 1961: 11).

In this description,the madman'spassageis no other than the odysseyof
Foucault's work, which started from 'knowledge'
half
imaginary
half
real,
-a
geography,i. e. the strata of the archives - and passedthrough 'power' - the
uncertainty of fate on water, i. e., the contingency of power - and finally
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culminated in 'self', in 7he Use of Pleasure's phrase, "to get free of oneself'
(Foucault, 1992; orig. 1984: 11) - being a master of one's boat as interior of the

i.
exterior, e., subjectivation.
In all his work, Foucault seemsto stick to the theme of an inside which is merely
[the] fold" (Foucault, 1994;orig. 1966:341) of the outside,as if
"the hollow of
...
the ship were a folding of the sea.In this regard, although Foucault surfacesthe
theme of an inside in his last work, this inside should be seenas an operation of
the outside. In other words, the ship controls herself not to be wrecked only by
following the movement of the sea, and yet, the sea is not a fixed thing but a

folds andthe ship,consequently
the ship,
movingthing animatedby movements,
this inadmanin the ship,i.e.,the inside,is not externalto the sea,i.e., the outside,
but lies at the very heartof the seawhich doublesor hollowsout the outside.In a
word, as Deleuze interprets (1988), the question of subjectivation in Foucault
constitutesthe inside of thought of the outside.

Foucaultcontinuedto pursuethe themeof inside/outside,anddevelopedit into
the theme of double. In 7he Order of Aings, he wrote, " It [the analytic of

finitude] is alwaysconcerned
how
the Other,the Distant,is alsothe
with showing
Near and the Same" (Foucault, 1994; orig. 1966: 339). Foucault describeshow
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knowledge
both
'Man'
constructs
philosophy
of
modern
object and subject
doublet,
is
'doublets'.
First,
there
the
a
series
of
within
unstable
cogito/ unthought
in which Man is determinedby externalforces yet awareof this determinationand
able to free himself from it. Second,there is the retreat-and-retum-of-the-origin
doublet, in which history precedesMan but he is the phenomenologicalsource
from which history unfolds. Finally, there is the transcental/empirical doublet, in
both
is
Man
constitutesand constitutedby the external world. In each of
which
these doublets, humanistthought attemptsto recover the primacy and autonomy

is
initial
it.
Here,
Foucault's
the
thinking
to
that
to
of
subjectand masterall
other
critiqueof the humansciencesis that they, like philosophy,are premisedon an
impossible attempt to reconcile irreconcilable poles of thought and posit a
constituting subject.

In fact, sinceKant, asFoucaultproperlypointsout,"the wholeof modemthought
is imbued with the necessityof thinking the unthought of reflecting the contents
-

of the In-itseq'in the form of the For-itself' (Foucault,1994;orig. 1996:327).
Then, we shouldthink about whetherFoucault is free from thesedoublesand thus

providesa genuinealternativeto the scienceof man.I think that, althoughbeyond
talk of man, Foucault's attempt runs into problems similar to those Foucault so
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in
is,
interminable
drift
double
the
that
science
a
system,
sees
of
man,
of
clearly
an
however through an opposite detour. And yet, it is utterly important to
double
implies
in
Foucault and thus to what
the
theme
acknowledgewhat
of
extent he detaches himself from those very difficulties Foucault criticizes.
According to Deleuze:

The themewhich has alwayshauntedFoucaultis that of the double.But the
double is never a projection of the interior; on the contrary, it is an
interiorization of the outside.It is not a doubling of the One,but a redoublingof
the Other.It is not a reproductionof the Same,but a repetition of the Different.

It is not the emanationof an T, but somethingthat placesin immanencean
alwaysotheror a Non-self It is neverthe otherwho is a doublein the doubling
process,it is a self that lives me asthe doubleof the other:I do not encounter
myself on the outside,I find the other in me (Deleuze,1988: 97-98).
As we have seen, Foucault prefers to show the limits of the present by

juxtapositionwith a differentand strangepast,not with an ideal.Perhapsthis is
he
had
to go back to the Greeks.Foucault seemsto be attractedto the fact
why
that Greek (and Roman) cultures inspire contemporaryindividuals to retrieve an
original form of freedom, that is, a sort of nostalgia for a lost world or a past
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in
to
the present.In other words, Foucault seemsto use the
reproduce
experience
Greek experiencefor a path "to promote new forms of subjectivity" (Foucault,
1983a: 216) without inventing the subject. However, Foucault claims firmly that
the Greeks do not offer an "alternative" (Foucault, 1983b: 23 1) for contemporary

society, only an example of a non-normalizing morality which modern cultures
have
develop
to
themselves:
will
Trying to rethink the Greeks today does not consist of setting off Greek
domain
the
of morality par excellencewhich one would needselfmorality as
reflection. The point is rather to seeto it that Europeanthinking can take up

Greekthinking againas an experiencewhich took placeonceandwith regard
to which one can be completely free All of Greek experiencecan be taken up
...

in nearly the samemannerby eachtime taking into accountdifferencesof
context and by indicating those aspectsof the experiencewhich could be
salvaged and those which could, on the contrary, be abandoned(Foucault, 0
1
1988e:249).

For Foucault, the novelty of the Greeks emerges through a double
"differentiatiorf' (Foucault, 1992;orig. 1984: 77) when the "exercisesthat enabled
one to govern oneself' (Ibid.) become detachedboth from power such as a
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relationwith others,andfrom knowledgesuchascodeof virtue.Onetheonehand
there is a "relation with oneself' (Ibid.: 63) that consciouslyderives from one's
relation with others. On the other hand there is equally "the art of the self'
(lbid.: 77), i. e. "the

constitution

of oneself'

(Foucault,

1983b: 247) that

derives
from
the moral code as a rule of knowledge.
consciously
The relation with oneself, what is called "enkrateia7'(Foucault, 1992; orig. 1984:
63), is an attitudewhich is necessaryto the ethics of pleasureand desire,therefore,
it is characterizedby self-masteryresisting, struggling, and achieving domination
in the areaof desiresand pleasures.In addition, this self-masteryand the mastery

of othersare consideredashavingthe sameform: "Governingoneself,managing
one's estate,and participating in the administrationof the city were three practices
of the sametype." (Foucault, 1992;orig. 1984:76)

More importantly,self-masteryis relatedto, andis identifiedwith the notion of
freedom.This freedomthat is morethana nonslavement
is
andan emancipation,
"a powerthat onebroughtto bearon oneselfin the powerthat oneexercisedover
others" (Foucault, 1992; orig. 1984: 80, my emphasis)to the point where the
relation with oneselfbecomesa "principle of internal regulation7'(Foucault, 1992;
orig. 1984: 81) in relation to the constituentpower of politics, the family, and even
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is
This
a Foucauldian version of the Greeks, his interpretation of the
virtue.
doubling -a differentiation that leads to a reflection. While other forms of ethics
focus
Kantianism
such as
on the duties and obligations the self has to others,the
Greek model definesfreedom not as free will or in oppositionto determinism,but
in relation to masteryof one's desiresand pleasures.In this regard,the use of the
freedom,
liberty,
and autonomy, along with the creative subject
vocabulary of
should be regardednot as a turn to Renaissancehumanism but as a pursuit of
"humanism after the death of maif' or rather, "antihumanist or posthuman
humanisnf' (Negri andHardt, 2000: 9 1).

In the Greek model, the relation to self that constitutesthe final goal of all
practices of the self belongs to an ethics of control, which is governed by

4C
relationsof forces- the force againstwhich one must struggleand over which
the subjectis expectedto establishhis dominatioe'(Foucault,1990b;orig. 1984:
67). In this sense,the care of self to transform,to develop,and to rejoin oneself
-

is
intensification
in
but
"an
not
an
exercise solitude
of social
appearsas
relationsý'(Foucault, 1990b; orig. 1984: 53). What the Greeksdid is therefore to

bendthe outside,througha seriesof practicalexerciseswhich includewriting,
reading,abstinences,
memorizations,examinationsof conscience,meditations,
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silence, and listening to others. The Greeks are the first doubling. Force is what
belongs to outside, since it is essentially a relation between other forces. It is
inseparablein itself from the power to affect other forces (spontaneity)and to be
affected by others (receptivity). But what comes about as a result is a relation
force
has
itself,
which
with
a power of self on self. Following the Greek model,
free
dominate
only
men can
others, thus free agentsand the "agonistic relation"
(Foucault, 1992; orig. 1984: 65) in and betweenthem are its characteristics.But
how could they dominate others if they could not dominate themselves?The

dominationof othersmustbe doubledby a dominationof oneself.The relation
with othersmustbe doubledby a relationwith oneself
This is what the Greeksdid. They folded forces from the outside into the inside.

Theymadeit relateto backto itself Far from ignoringinteriority,individualityor
su. ectivity they inventedsubject,but only as a derivativeor the productof a
subjectivation.They discoveredthe aestheticexistence- the doubling or relation

with oneself,the facultativerule of free man.Indeed,if we do not regardthis
subject as a derivation, and especially if we look for it on the level of obligatory

rules, then we must say that there is no senseof subjectivityin the Greeks.
Foucault'sfundamentalidea is that of a dimensionof subjectivityderivedfrom
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knowledge
without being dependenton them.
power and
What is Foucault ultimately trying to say? How can we transform the classical self

into the modem subjectthat is unique to our own social field? What can we say
it?
from
to
oneself
our
own
contemporary
modes
and
our
modem
relation
about
Here, it should be noted that what interestsFoucault has been always not "I, as a
in
but
(Foucault,
216)
1983a:
the
and
subject"
unique
universal
unhistorical
Cartesianterm, but 1, "in a very precisemoment of history" (Ibid.) for the self is

determinedby the processof subjectivationwhich is itself basedon particular
featuresthat vary accordingto eachage. Foucault doesgo back to the Greek, yet

this is not a returnin a strict sense,sincethereneveris a returnin his lexicon.He
clarifies this point that the struggle for a modem subjectivity passesthrough a

resistanceto the two present forms of subjection,the one consisting of
individualizing ourselveson the basis of constrainsof power, the other of
attra,,
-.ting each individual to a known and recognizedidentity, fixed once and for

be
different and they underline
"On
hand,
the
to
the
all:
they assert right
one
everything which makes individuals truly individual. On the other hand, they
attack everything which separatesthe individual, breaks his links with others,

splitsup communitylife, forcesthe individualbackon himselfandties him to his
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own identity in a constrainingway" (Foucault, 1983a:211-212).The strugglefor
subjectivity presentsitself, therefore,as the right to difference.It is not exactly for
individual
but against both the "government of individualization"
the
or against
(Ibid.) and government of totalization. Becausein the modern power structures,
there is such a tricky combination of individualization techniques, and of
totalization procedures:"Maybe the target nowadaysis not to discover what we
are, but to refusewhat we are. We have to imagine and to build up what we could
get rid of this kind of political "double binds," which is the simultaneous
individualization and totalization of modem power structur&' (Foucault, 1983a:
216).

In Yhe Use of Pleasure and 7he Care of the Seff, Foucault does not discover the

subject.In fact, he hadalreadydefinedit as a derivative,a functionderivedfrom
the discourse.To awakenthought from its humanist sleep,Foucault argues,"the

subjectmust be... analyzedas a complexand variable function of discourse"
(Foucault,1977: 138). But he definesthe subjectnow as "a derivativeof the
outside" (Deleuze, 1988: 106) giving it - this relation to oneself -a

new

irreducible dimension that is neither knowledge nor power. As Foucault

it, the term "subject"hasa doublemeaning:one is both "subjectto
understands
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by
by
identity
dependence,
his
tied
to
control
a
else
someone
and
own
and
conscience or self-knowledge" (Foucault, 1983a: 212). According to Dews

(1987:144-170), Foucault rejects the Enlightenment model which links
consciousness,
self-reflection, and freedom,and insteadfollows Nietzsche'sclaim
in ThegenealogyofMorals that self-knowledge,particularly in the form of moral
consciousness,is a strategyand effect of power by which one internalizes social
control. Although, in this book (1987), Dews only deals with Foucault in the
1960s and the 1970s, from The Madness and Civilization to 7be Will to
Knowledge,his view is valuable for understandingFoucault's whole project, since
Foucault's concern is always a history of the organization of knowledge and
subjectivity, only in the 1980s,the emphasisis on the knowledge relation a self
has with itself With regard to Enlightenment value, however, I should like to

point out that Foucaultdoesnot seeEnlightenmentor modernityas a specific
historicalevent,but as a historicalconjuncturewhich hashappenedseveraltimes
in history, albeit with different form and content. Therefore,for Foucault,
vocabularieslike freedomand self-reflection are not a legacywhich belongsto the

both
endof metaphysics
at the time of Kant, but components
of
relationshipwith
oneselfandto the presentin eachage.In otherwords,for Foucault,freedomand
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self-reflection are understood in terms of the relation with oneself, and are
connectedwith a specific attitude or practiceto imagine and to transform toward
in
is,
for
in
Stoics
Greece,
Sophists
the
the
the
reality, which
example,
attitude of
Alexandria, of course,Kant.
In my reading, in all Foucault's work, there is primacy of relation over substance.
No doubt nothing in Foucualt is really closedoff. Furthermore,the whole group of
relationsappearsin the form of 'the thought of the outside'. According to Deleuze,
"Foucault's general principle is that every form is a compound of relations
betweenforces. Given theseforces,our first questionis with what forces from the

into
they
outside
enter
a relation.And then what form is createdas a result"
(Deleuze, 1988: 124). Hence, with this relational character in mind, we should

approachdelicatequestionssuchas resistance,subjectivity,and freedom.In a
word, every relation is connectedfrom one point to another,thus, there is no
power relation that does not include certain relatively free or unbound points,

pointof creativity,changes,andresistance.
"What I am attentive to is the fact that every human relation is to somedegreea

powerrelation.We move in a world of perpetualstrategicrelatione' (Foucault,
1988e:168). It may soundlike the intensevision of oppression,but it is a mistake
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to seethat Foucault is a fatalist with respectto social and political changeor that
Foucault presentssubjects as helpless and passivevictims of power. We should
forget
not
at any momentthat, for Foucault, humanrelation is madeup of not only
the relation with others but the relation with oneself Similarly, there is a
(see
Fine, 1979; 1984) that starts from a conflation. between
misinterpretation

power as omnipresent and as omnipotent. While power is everywhere, it is
indissociablefrom contestationand struggle, resistanceand freedom: "I am just
is
there
saying:as soonas
power relation, there is possibility of resistance.We can
be
never
ensnaredby power: we can always modify its grip in determinate
conditions and according to a precise strategy" (Foucault, 1988e: 123). As
resistanceis not exterior to power, freedom is never in a position of exteriority in
relation to power. In order to define freedom more clearly, Foucault also

distinguishesbetween power and domination, seeing domination as the
solidification of power relations such that they become relatively fixed in
asymmetricalforms and spacesof liberty and resistancethus becomelimited
(Foucault, 1988a:12). According to Foucault:

Wherethe determiningfactorssaturatethe whole there is no relationshipof
power; slaveryis not a power relationshipwhen man is in chains.(In this caseit
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is a question of a physical relationship of constraint.) The relationship
...
betweenpower and freedom's refusal to submit cannot thereforebe separated.
The crucial problem of power is not that of voluntary servitude(how could we
seek to be slaves?). At the very heart of the relationship, and constantly
freedom.
intransigence
it,
the
the
of
are calcitrance of
provoking
will and
Rather than speakingof an essentialfreedom, it would be better to speakof an
"agonism" - of a relationship which is at the sametime reciprocal incitation
atid struggle; less of a face-to-faceconfrontation which paralyzesboth sides
than a permanentprovocation(Foucault, 1983a:221-222).

Foucault'sperspectiveto seepower not in termsof a binary antagonismbut in
terms of a "multiplicity of force relationsý'(Foucault, 1990a; orig. 1976: 92)

i
certainlyallowshim to elucidatethe enormousrichnessandcomplexityof power
relations in contemporarysociety and, more important, the richness and
complexity of resistanceto power. However,the richnessand complexity remains

the richnessof a still photograph,or of a painting.It is as if Foucaultwere a
painter who blends in with the splendorousstyle and the political content without
assuminga single center of movement or a unity in the relations of power. If
Waitingfor Godot is an allegory of Samuel Beckett, then one can imagine an
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it
being
Godot
Foucault's
Running
understood
allegory of
project entitled
after
that Godot will not allow himself to be caught, if he exists at all. In Foucault's
is
but
host
integral
there
to
there
no
are a
power,
analysis,
of resistanceswhich are
intention of emancipation. While resistanceis central to Foucault's approach,
particularly in his later work, the notion of emancipationis ruled out as being
absurd, thus he only describesvigorously an endlessly shifting constellation of
power-and-resistance.Foucault believes that it is necessaryfor the analysis of
power and resistanceto be a real part of political struggle- not that it attemptsto
give such strugglesa guiding thread or a theoretical apparatus,but rather that it

their possiblestrategies,
constitutes
andenablesus to think andact.
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Chapter 4 Foucault: Exile, Engagement, and Critique
1. Exile, Engagement, and Ethos

Foucault haswritten three kinds of books, thoseconcernscientific thought suchas
Ae Order of Things, those concern social principles and institutions such as
Discipline and Punish, those concem private life such as Ae Use of Pleasure.

Thetheoreticalhasbecomethe materialandthe political,andthe materialandthe
been
has
deciphered,
have
become
A
then once again
the
personal.
cipher
political
has been enciphered.It is as if Foucault were a modern version of Penelope,
he
by
day,
by
or rather, raveling and unraveling at
unraveling night what
weaves

the sametime, ashewaitsfor a modemversionof Ulysseswho mightnevercome
home.

An irony penetratesFoucault's work throughout. In the study of irony,
Kierkegaardnotesthat the ironist "must always be understoodat a distance"
(Kierkegaard, 1965: 85). In other words, we must not allow ourselvesto become

We mustratherstepback.We must
too caughtup in the individualbrushstrokes.
open ourselves up to the effect of the canvas as a whole. To be sure, each
brushstrokecontributesto this effect, but only through our 'reading' it in relation

to somethinglarger.It is the samewith Foucault.In addition,andmoreimportant,
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between
in
distinctions
the
traditional
cage
must
not
ourselves
we
a spacewhere
the personal and the political, between despair and hope, between passion and
intellect, betweenexile and engagement,seemclear. We must allow ourselvesto
acceptanything exceptthat of coming to rest at an orthodoxy In a word, we must
free ourselvesfrom the intellectual blackmail of being for or against,of being in
or out.

I believe that what is true for life and for a love relationshipis true also for writing.

Theintellectualwork is worthwhileinsofaraswe don't knowwhatwill be the end.
Besides,to make senseof it, or to make fun of it, is not the task of an original

but
dare
I
that
to saythat to producea book
author,
afterwards.
of commentators,
is a rather minute event as against an endless play of repetitions, imitations,

interpretations
Eachreadinggivesa book a uniquebodythat
andreinterpretations.
variesaccordingto eachage.The book changes.Therefore,an author doesn't
haveto prescribethe correctdirectionof a booktoo muchto readersaswell asto
in the present-time.
What canwe seeand
oneselfTo readmeansto be embedded
what can we say about it today? But, to read also involves thinking of the past as
it is caughtup by an author. There is Foucault in me as the past, as a memory, or
Kant, Hegel, Nietzsche, Marx, Arendt and so on. We read the past against the
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free
in
but
in
favour
the
to
oneself
presentnot
order
presentand resist
of a return
from what one thinks and finally to think differently. In a word, reading,thinking
and writing enableus to bring the past and the future into confrontationwith the
present.
One of the difficulties in reading Foucault is not the absenceof focuses or

be
but
differentiation.
The
therefore,
their
shouldnot
positions
variationor
point,
their rapid successionbut their specitficiy and their interconnections.Although his
in
seeminglyarbitrary position, an extremesense,rejectsthe notion of coherence,
his whole project embodiesa coherent perspective.From a theoretical point of

view, unlike theoristssuchas Baudrillard,Lyotardor Derrida,Foucaultdoesnot
dissolveall forms of structure,coherence,
andintelligibility into an endlessflow
he
Having
the
of signification.
ground,
attemptsto grasp what forms of
cleared
do
regularities,relations, continuities really
exist. In addition, Foucault presentsa
cautiousdiscontinuity of discourse.While he appropriatesthe continuousshift to

attackthe traditionalway of beinga good academic,he rejectsthe interpretation
his
of
work as simply a "philosophy of discontinuity" (Foucault, 1988e:99-100).
For Foucault, discontinuity always includes some "overlapping, interaction, and
echoee' (Foucault, 1990a; orig. 1976: 149) between the earlier and the later,
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between the old and the new. He pursues an open series of questions from
knowledgethrough power to self, which are irreducible, yet constantlyimply one
historical
is
Foucault's
"permanent
to
era"
project
critique of our
another.
write a
(Foucault, 1984: 42) which problematizes modem forms of knowledge, social

institutions, and subjectivity, in search of "the art of not being governed"
(Foucault, 1996:384).

About the criticism that he was always shifting his interests and positions,
Foucault replies in 1969: "Do not ask who I am and do not ask me to remain the
in
it
leave
bureaucrats
to
that
to
order"
and
our
police
see
our
papers
are
samc:
our
(Foucault, 1972a;orig. 1969: 17). This statementis typical Foucault and resonates
throughout his work. It is important to recognizethat this statementconveys not

just a personalpleasurein beingdifferentbut alsoa cautionof the dangerposedto
intellectuallife by any subordinationto a professionalbureaucracyor evento
one'sown project.The attemptto balanceboth his own selfboodandthe demand
of publishingand speakingout in his professionalized
activity bringshim to the
questionof redefining the relation of the self to the self, of getting away from the

self, and finally to a more explicit understandingof what it meansto lead an
intellectuallife: "After all, what would be the valueof the passionfor knowledge
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it resulted only in a certain amount of knowledgeablenessand not in the
...
knower's straying afield of himself? " (Foucault, 1992; orig. 1984: 8). The nucleus

'the
involves
is
"straying
himself'
indeed
'wise
this
madness',which
afield of
of
be
knowledge'.
beyond
'the
to
to
not
governed'
will
will
A kind of intellectual nomadism motivatesFoucault's personalintellectual ethic.
Or, conversely,his personalintellectual ethic provides a rationale for the shifts of
emphasisand mode of analysiswhich characterizehis whole work. The opposite

in
be
dogmatic
one's
should
not
reducedto an
of a
persistence
position
intellectual
intellectual
tradition,
to
to
unconditionalrefusalof
or a subordination
trend. It is rather a consequence
of the concernto addressalways present
problemsandit requires"a studious,slow andarduousmodification,governedby
a constantconcernfor the truth" (Foucault, 1988e:264). The work of modifying

one's own thought and that of others,Foucault suggests,shouldbe seento
constitute"the intellectual's raison d'etre" (Foucault, 1988e:264).

Let's go backto Foucault'sfirst majorbook,Madnessand Civilization,here.In
this book, Foucault follows the images of woe-begotten yet holy lepers with
equally compelling description of the Ship of Fools, Narrenschiff. During the
Renaissancethe mad were loadedonto the ship and sentoff to sail down Europe's
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rivers in searchof their sanity. On this subject,Foucaultwrote: "He [the madman]
is put in the interior of the exterior, and inversely He is a prisoner in the midst of
...
is
He
is
freest,
infinite
fast
bound
the
the
crossroads.
openestof routes:
what
at the
the Passengerpar excellence:that is, the prisoner of the passage"(Foucault, 1989;
is
As
before,
in
description,
I
1961:
11).
the
this
no
passage
madman's
said
orig.
from
Foucault's
the seato the ship of the sea,
thought,
than
the
odyssey
other
of
inside
(power)
from
'the
'the
to
thought
the
of
of
outside'
or rather precisely,
thought' (subjectivation) (see Deleuze, 1988). But, there is more. It is, to some
extent, an analogyof his life as an exile.

I seeFoucaultasan exile not only becauseof his sexualitybut alsobecauseof his
ethos, his philosophical life. According to Young-Bruehl, "a self-conscious

pariah" is not only the themeof Arendt'sbook, Rahel Hirnhagen,but also the
theme of her exile years (Young-Bruehl in Hill, 1979: 3). 1 would rather suggest

is the themeof her work and
that for Arendtthe pariahor the exileconsciousness
life throughout.What is more,"in HannahArendt's lexicon real peoplewere
...
(Young-Bruehl,
is
This
1982:
the samewith Foucault. I think that the
pariahs"
xv).

is not limited to an actualcondition-a Jewor a
exile or the pariahconsciousness
homosexualandso on but linked to the philosophicalquestion,i.e. the ontology
-
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is
beings.
human
In
for
Arendt
Foucault,
this
the
of
context,
exile conscience
and
no other than the ethics of an intellectual.
It is possible to see that Foucault had to give sexuality a central position in his
it
work, since was central in his life, or that his last books in someways constitute
the personalethics he imposedupon himself by force of will. Nevertheless,one
is
by
his
homosexuality,
Foucault's
that
as
cannot pretend
entire work explained
imagining,
American
do
(see
Miller,
1993;
Lila,
2001),
certain
academics
is
be
discredit
it.
Of
Foucault
that
this
to
a
moreover,
enough
course
would
homosexual,but not all homosexualsare Foucault. It is interestingto seehow an

intellectualproject is bom in an experiencethat shouldperhapsbe describedas
primary. However, it is much more important to seehow an intellectual adventure

is createdin the struggleof individualandsociallife, not to remainstuckin them,
but to think themthrough,to go beyondthem,to problematizethem.In doing so,
Foucault ironically turns the question back on those who level it. Do you really

know who you are?Are you so sureof your reason,of your scientificconcept,of
your categoriesof your conception?

Foucaulttries to perforrathe philosophicaltask as an exile by taking the double
detourof literatureand theory.On the one hand,there is his fascinationwith
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writers who deal with 'transgression',the 'limit experience'.By reading Bataille,
Maurice Blanchot, and Klossowski, Foucault seeksto discoverthe possibility of a
mad philosopher(seeFoucault, 1977a,'A Prefaceto Transgression').On the other
hand, there is his examination at a historical level of the scientific status of
human
disciplines,
the
then
the
psychological
medical gaze, and
established
he
have
do
"Every
I
theoretical
time
tried
to
worle',
sciencesas a whole.
a piece of
basis
in
has
been
1981,
"it
the
said
of elementsof my own experience:always
on
in connectionwith processesI saw unfolding around me eachtime was partly a
...
fragment of autobiography"(Foucault,2000: 458).

Exile is one of the saddestfates. In premoderntimes, banishmentwas a
particularly dreadful punishment.There has always been an associationbetween

the ideaof exile andthe terrorsof beinga leperor a madman,a socialandmoral
And yet, it is true that in the ideaof exile,thereis, in a self-tortured
untouchable.
irresistible
following
the
temptation
the prescribed path. Originally,
way,
of not

is
exile an actualcondition,but it is alsoa metaphorical
condition.In otherwords,
the condition of exile is producednot only by the social and political trimming but
also by the censorship of conscience.As Foucault describes,the exile is put

ccacross
half-real,
half-imaginarygeography",from "a visible fortressof order"
a
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to the "castle of our conscience"(Foucault, 1989;orig. 1961: 11).
In Presentationsof the Intellectual (1994), Edward Said exploresthe role of the
intellectual. He seesintellectual as an exile, whose spirit is "in opposition, rather
than in accommodation" (Said, 1994: xvii), whose challenge is to be found in
"dissent againstthe statusquo" (Said, 1994:xvii). His diagnosisof the intellectual
in exile is derives from the social and political history of dislocation and
migration, for example, the widespread territorial rearrangementsof the post-

World War Two period,but his observationis not limited to it. Saidarguesthat
intellectuals
even
who are lifelong members of a society can be divided into

insidersand outsiders:those,on the onehand,who belongfully societyas it is,
those who can be called yea-sayers;and on the other hand, the nay -sayers, the

individualsat oddswith their societyandthereforeoutsidersandexilesso far as
privileges and power are concerned(Said, 1994: 52-53).
In this book, Said doesnot deal with Foucault as an example,but his diagnosisof

the intellectualin exile explainsFoucaultvery well. It is a matterof thinking of
the intellectual vocation as maintaining a stateof constantalertness,of a perpetual

willingnessnot to let the one and only truth or acceptedideasdominate.It also
involves a sense of the present, an almost athletic rational energy, and a
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complicated struggle to balancethe problems of one's own selfliood againstthe
public demands,an everlasting effort, constitutionally unfinished and necessarily
imperfect. The exile seesthings both in terms of what has been left behind and
in
is
here
is
double
things
there
that
sees
and now,
what actual
a
perspective
never
isolation. Also, the exile intellectual does not respond to the logic of the
conventionalbut to the audacityof daring, and to representingchange,to moving
on, not standingstill. In a very Deleuzianpassage,Foucault speaksfor himself: "I
dream of the intellectual who destroysevidenceand generalities,the one who, in

the inertiasconstraintsof the presenttime, locatesandmarksthe weakpoints,the
is
incessantly
lines
force,
the
openings,
of
who
on the move,doesn'tknow exactly
wherehe is headingnor what he will think tomorrowfor he is too attentiveto the
present"(Foucault, 1988e:124).

On this subject,however,therearea coupleof potentialpitfalls, which shouldbe
pointed out. Politics is everywhere.There canbe no escapeinto the realmsof pure

art and thoughtor, into the realm of disinterestedobjectivity or transcendental
theory. There is no real escape,even for the exile who tries to remain suspended,

itself
becomea rigid ideologicalposition.
sincethe stateof inbetweenness
can
Furthermore,
thereis a fine line betweenescapeandchallenge.For the intellectual
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in exile, there is a dangerof being irresponsibleand flippant under the disguiseof
for
In
intellectuals
individuals
any case,
marginality
are
with a vocation
commitment and risk, boldness and vulnerability, consequently, work on
intellectuals always involves a dilemma, not to be removed but to be embraced,
and it requiresa constantcheckingto balanceon the edgeof a judgement.
2. Intellectual and Critique
The intellectual, in my senseof the word, is someonewhosewhole being is staked
on a critical sense,a senseof being unwilling to accepteasyformulas, or readymadeclich6s, or orthodox party line, or fixed dogma,or the smoothconfirmations

of what the powerful or conventionalsay and do. I am againstbelief in a
theoretical god or a political god of any sort. In my mind, there are no rules by

intellectuals
which
can know what to say or do, nor are there any gods to be
worshipedfor unwaveringguidance.Of course,we haveconvictionsandwe make
judgements,but what strikesme as muchmoreimportantis how to keepa space
in the mind openfor doubtandfor the part of an alert, skepticalirony, also selfirony. It is "the ethics of discomfort" that consistsin revising certaintieswithout
renouncing convictions, in managing to change one's opinion and at the same
time to remain faithful to oneself It is Foucault's urging that one "never to
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consent to being completely comfortable with one's own presuppositione'
(Foucault, 2000: 448).

It is in a novel or a drama not the raw material for a sociologicalmonographthat
we can most readily see and understand what a critical sense means for
inteliectuals. For example, in A Portrait of the Artist as a YoungMatt, Joyce
explores the young modern intellectual, Stephen Dedalus, whose entire early
careeris a seesawbetweenthe blandishmentsof institutions like the church, the
professionof teaching, Irish nationalism, and his slowly emerging and stubborn
selfhood as an intellectual whose motto is the Luciferian non serviam [I will not

serve].The spirit of 'I will not serve',the rigorousconcernfor not beinggoverned,
I believe,is the nucleusof critical desiresfor intellectuals.
Theoretically,thoughKantianin its modemorigin, critiqueis the term that Marx
had made his own, fashioning'A Contributionto the Critique of Political
Economy' (Marx, 1970; orig. 1859). For both Marx and Kant, the purpose of

critique is to make explicit what otherwiseremain implicit, bringing to light
buried assumptionsto public examination. In Kant's work, critique reveals the

limits of reason,as well as the indomitableurge of the humanspirit to pass
beyondthoselimits. In Marx's case,on the otherhand,critiquerevealshow the
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categoriesof modemeconomicscorrespondto the conditionsandrelationsof a
definite, historically determinedmode of production.
Despite its archaeologicalstepback, Foucault's work is imprinted by engagement
through the style and choice of words. Critical gesturecontrolsthe theory as much
as the self-descriptionof the entire work as a form of critique. Thereby Foucault
distinguisheshimself, as Habermaspoints out, on the one hand, from the engaged
positivism of Max Weber,who wanted to separatea value basis from an analysis
carried out in a value-free way On the other hand, Foucault also distinguishes
himself from the ideology critique of Marx, who unmaskedthe humanistic self-

understanding
of modernityby suingfor the normativecontentof bourgeoisideals
(Habermas,1987:282).

Foucault describesgenealogyas researchdirected towards a resurrectionof
"local", "popular", and "disqualified" (Foucault, 1980: 82) knowledgesthrough

the productionof critical discourses.The function of such discoursesis to
interrupt the smooth passageof regimesof truth, to disrupt those forms of
knowledge which assume a self-evident quality, and to produce a state of
uncertainty in those responsiblefor servicing the network of power/ knowledge
relations.Therefore,at the very heart of genealogicalanalysis,there is the activity
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of critique, rather than, for example, the provision of programs, prophecies,or
policies. As Foucault observes:"Critique doesn't have to be the premise of a
deductionthat concludes,"this, then, is what needsto be done." It should be an
instrumentfor those who fight, those who resist and refusewhat is. its use should
be in processesof conflict and confrontation, essaysin refusal. It doesn't have to
lay down the law for law. It isn't a stage in a programming. It is a challenge
directed to what ie' (Foucault, 2000: 236). Foucault intends his work to enlist
itself into the reality of a contest,as an instrument of tactics, of illumination. It is
necessary,Foucault believes, for critical historical analysis to be a real part of
political struggle- not that it attemptsto give such strugglesa guiding thread or a

theoreticalapparatus,but rather that it constitutestheir possible strategies.
"Theory does not express,translate, or serve to apply practice; it is practice"
(Foucault, 1977a:208), which meansthat theory is not a totalizing instrument,but
one that multiplies potentialities.

In this light, the objective of Foucault's analysisis not the constructionor
preservationof a particular truth within theory, or a formulation of the processby

which theorymight be realizedin practice,or an elevationof theoryas the final
refuge of resistance.Rather, the objective is an analysis of the interrelationship
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betweenthe formationof domainsand objects(e.g. madness,sexuality,etc.) and
their articulation within discourse - itself subject to rules and procedures of
in
falsification
the
the
this
relationship
verification and
and
complex
effects
of
real. In brief, it is the politics of truth with which Foucault has been concerned:
"(1) What arethe relationswe haveto truth through scientific knowledge,to those
'truth games' which are so important in civilization and in which we are both
subjectand object? (2) What are the relationshipwe have to othersthrough those
strange strategiesand power relationships?And (3) what are the relationships
betweentruth, power, and seIP" (Foucault, 1888b: 15).

While the Frankfurt Schooltheorists,who have remainedbroadly within the
Young Hegelian Marxist tradition, treat "all dominant and socially ratified forms

knowledge
of
as masksand instrumentsof oppressiorf'(Gordon, 1979: 28),
Foucault'sanalysesare situatedbeyondgood and evil, in a concernwith the
historical interconnectionsbetween relations of power (positive and productive

ratherthanrepressive)andknowledge.On this ground,Gordon(1979:28) argues
that the interpretationof Foucault's analysisof power and knowledgerelations as

a form of ideologycritique comparableto the work of the Frankfurt Schoolis
misleading. Thus, Gordon concludes,Foucault's conception of the relationship
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between power and knowledge is the very antithesis of that to be found in the
work of critical theorists. I agree to the view that Foucault's conception and
analysis of power-knowledge relations is not equivalent, or reducible, to the
informs
i.
the
the
theorists,
which
e. the work of a
conception
work of
critical
relationship between knowledge and ideology. However, I argue,the concept of
critique has at least two different meaningsin the work of the critical theorists,
humanly
these
on
and while one of
undoubtedly signifies a processof reflection
produced illusions, distortions, and systems of constraints, i. e. 'critique of
ideology', another, deeper sense,derived from the Enlightenment, is present in

critical theory, i.e. the work of critique as oppositional thinking against
It is this latter senseof critique, I believe,which constitutesthe
transcendence.
least commondenominatorbetweenFoucault andthe Frankfurt School.

In his essay,'What is CritiqueT, Foucaultsuggestsapproachingthe problemof
Enlightenment"in a meaningful enoughproximity with the work of the Frankfurt

School"(Foucault,1996:389).He understands
the problemof Enlightenmentasa
still existing historico-critical outlook on the present and on ourselves, which
makes Foucault "brothers with the Frankfurt School" (Foucault, 1996: 391).
Foucault seesin Kant's answerto the question 'What is Enlightenment?' (Kant,
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1970;orig. 1784) and 'What is the Revolution?' (Kant, 'The Contestof Faculties',
1970; orig. 1798) the origin of a critical ontology leading through Hegel,

Nietzsche,and Max Weber to Horkheimer and Adorno. Foucault adds himself to
this tradition:
Kant seems to have founded the two great critical traditions betweenwhich
...
modern philosophy has been divided... One can opt for a critical philosophy
is
framed
which
as an analytical philosophy of truth in general,or one can opt
for a critical thought which has the form of an ontology of ourselves, an
ontology of the present;it is this latter form of philosophywhich, from Hegel to

theFrankfurtschoolby way of NietzsceandMax Weber,hasfoundeda form of
reflection within which I havetried to work (Foucault, 1993: 17-18).

What makesFoucault'sown conceptof critiquedistinctiveis that he approaches
critiquenot as an instrument,but ratheras an "attitude",or a "virtue in general"
(Foucault, 1996: 383), defining it as "the art of not being governed" (Foucault,

1993:384). As Foucaultunderstands
it, the question'how not to be governed'
be
cannot dissociatedfrom the questionof governmentalization.It is on this note
that Foucault suggests:"if it is necessaryto posethe questionof knowledgein its

relationto domination,it would be first and foremoston the basisof a certain
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decisivewill not to be governed" (Foucault, 1996: 398). Thus the point lies in the
game of governmentalizationand critique, that is, the relations betweenpower,
truth and the subject:
If

governmentalization is... this movement concerned with

subjugating

individuals in the very reality of a social practice by mechanismsof power that

appealto a truth... critique is the movementthroughwhich the subjectgives
itself the right to question truth concerning its power effects and to question
power about its discourse of truth. Critique will be the art of voluntary
inservitude,of reflective indocility. The essentialfunction of critique would be

in the gameof the politics of truth (Foucault,1996:
that of desubjectification
..
386).

Foucaultclaimsthat the two dominantmodelsfor theorizingmodempower,"the
juridical, liberal" model and the economistic,"Marxist" model (Foucault, 1980:

88), areflawedby outmodedanderroneousassumptions.
The economisticmodel,
as maintainedby Marxists,is rejectedas a reductionisticsubordinationof power
to class domination and economic imperatives. The judicial model, his primary
target, analyzes power in terms of law, legal and moral rights, and political
sovereignty While the bourgeois revolution beheaded the king in the
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sociupolitical realm, Foucault arguesthat many conceptsand assumptionsof the
sovereign-juridical model continue to inform modem thought. He therefore
head
king
in
to
the
the
the realm of theory with a genealogical
cut
off
of
attempts
guillotine.
Foucault attemptsto rethink the nature of modem power in a non-totalizing and

be
He
to
that
theories
power
see
scheme. rejectsall modem
non-presentational
in
He
in
be
to
repressive nature.
anchored macrostructuresor ruling classesand

by
hold
that
to
characterized
power and
all
social
relations
are
continues
resistance (Foucault, 1988a: 11-12), but, in the later work, he distinguishes
I

betweenpoweranddomination,seeingdominationasthe solidificationof power
fixed
in
become
that
they
relations such
relatively
asymmetrical forms and the

become
limited
liberty
(Foucault, 1988a: 12).
thus
spacesof
and resistance
Consideringthe restrictedsenseof domination,it could be said that power
relations have been elaborated, rationalized, and centralized, that is,
institutions.
in
form
Dominationis a part of power
the
govemmentalized
of state
structure, at the same time it is a strategic situation. In this regard, Foucault
approachesto the question of the state not in terms of the unity of power but in

termsof the tacticsof government,which is at onceinternaland externalto the
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he
As
observes:
state.
The state is no more than a composite reality and a mythicized abstraction,
is
Maybe
importance
is
lot
limited
think.
than
what
a
more
many of us
whose
really important for our modernity - that is, for our present- is not so much the
6tatisation [nationalization] of society, as the 'governmentalization' of the
its
limits
be
in
its
The
on the
and
state can only
survival
state...
understood
basisof the generaltactics of governmentality(Foucault, 1991b: 103).
What Foucualt calls "governmentality" indicates his interest not only in the
in
its
but
political aspectsof government,
also
pedagogical,spiritual, and religious

dimensions.Trying to understandhow we havebeentrappedin our own history,
Foucualt beganto explore such questionslike how to govern oneself, how not to

be governed,how to governothers,etc. (see Foucault, 1988e;1991b).Early
moderntheoristsof government,Foucault argues,beganto combinetwo disparate
ways of thinking. On the one hand, secularphilosophershad approachedthe art of

governmentin worldly terms alone. Theologians,on the other hand, had
approachedthe art of government in terms that were explicitly otherworldly. It
was in the sixteenth century that these two ways of thinking came together in
practicefor the first time. In this process,political rationality took its standon the
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idea of "pastoral" power, then on that of "reason of state", correspondingly,the
form of power appeared as an "administrative", or "police state" (Foucault,
1988e: 77,82,85;

1991b: 103; 1983a: 214), which is organized through new

techniqueof pedagogyand political science.The result was a hybrid new art of
(Foucault,
individualization
"both
totalization"
and
government,concernedwith
1988e: 85), regulating and monitoring the outward and inward life of each and
finally,
development
Through
the
the
of political rationality,
everv citizen.
"governmentar' or "moderif' state(Foucault, 1991b: 103; 1983a:214) camein the
in
is
define
Foucault
the
that
tried
to
eighteenthcentury, which
regime of power
terms of bio-politics in the Will to Knowledge.

Foucaultrejectsthe view that the stateis a kind of political powerwhich ignores
individuals,representingthe totality of a class,or a group amongthe citizens.
Instead,he argues,right from the start,the statehasbeena kind of political power
is
"both individualizing and totalitariaW' (Foucault, 1988e: 84), and has
which

been developingto "a modemmatrix of individualization,or a new form of
pastoral power" (Foucault, 1983a: 215). This form of power applies itself to

everydaylife and makesindividualssubjects.In otherword, individualsbecome
subjectsby both individualizingandtotalizingpower.Here,the term"subject"has
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by
is
both
double
"subject
to
control and
someone else
meaning: one
a
dependence,and tied to [their] own identity by a conscienceor self knowledge"
...
083a:
(Foucault,
212). Therefore, liberation can be achieved by attacking, not
individualization or totalization separately,but political rationality's very roots.
As Foucault suggests:"The political, ethical, social, philosophicalproblem of our
days is not to try to liberate the individual from the state, and from the state's
institutions, but to liberate us both from the state and from the type of
individualization which is linked to the state.We have to promote new forms of

been
has
individuality
kind
this
through
the
refusal of
of
which
subjectivity
imposedon us for severalcenturies" (Foucault, 1983a:216).
Foucault's argumenton governmentlaitydelivers a certain irony of power effect

between totalization and individualization.On one side stands an almost
omnipotentmachineof government,while on the other side standsthe solitary
human being, its instinct for freedom pushed back, incarcerated. Foucault's

intentionis notjust to exposethe totalitarianeffectof govemmentalitybut to link
it with the idea of liberalism. Furthermore it leads us to the problem between

reasonand power onceagain,the reciprocaland the inverseof the problemof
Enlightenment: how is that rationalization leads to the diseaseof power such as
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fascism and Stalinism? In Foucault's word, "how is that the great movementof
dismal
led
to
rationalization
us so much noise, so much rage, so much silenceand
is
do
(Foucault,
is
"
1996:
Foucault
to
390).
In
to
trying
the
mechanism?
end, what
suggest an "Introduction to the Non-Fascist Life", that contains essential
deindividualizing principles. Here what Foucault meansby fascism is "not only
historical fascism, the fascism of Hitler and Mussolini," but also "the fascism in
in
heads
us all,
our
and in our everyday behavior," in "our speechand our acts,
" buried deep in "the body," its traces brutally
our hearts and our pleasures,
difficult to expunge,"the fascism that causesus to love power, to desirethe very
thing that dominates and exploits us." (Foucault, 1977b: xiii, in Deleuze and
Guattari, 1977).

In Madnessand Civilization, and Discipline and Punish, Foucaultevokesthe
totalitarianimplicationsof institutionsthat aim to rationalizethe techniqueof
government by detailing the horrors of Pinel's model asylum and Bentham's

modelprison.In Madnessand Civilization,Foucaultargue,the utopianeffort to
forge communities of "ethical uniformity" (Foucault, 1989; orig. 1961: 257)
trapped any human being who didn't conforra into "a relation to himself that was

in
of the orderof transgression,
and a nonrelationto othersthatwasof the orderof
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(Foucault,
1989:
261).
In
Discipline
Punish,
the whole notion of a
and
shame"
Visibility
is
to
spatial
and
metaphor
subjected
a penetratingexamination.
visual
itself, in the form of Bentham's project for a "panoptic" prison, is brought into
question. According to Foucault, the "major effect" of the Panopticonwas "to
induce in the inmate a stateof consciousand permanentvisibility that assuresthe
automatic functioning of power". The aim was "so to arrange things that the
surveillanceis permanentin its effect, even if it is discontinuousin its action; that
the perfection of power should tend to render its actual exerciseunnecessary;that

this architecturalapparatusshouldbe a machinefor creatingand sustaininga
power relation independentof the personwho exerciseit; in short, that the
inmatesshouldbe caughtup in a power situation of which they are themselvesthe
bearers"(Foucault, 1991a;orig. 1975:201)

Foucault'sargumentis not confinedto the prison. On the contrary,it is his
contentionthat we are all caughtwithin disciplinarysystems,systemsof micropower.Thesesystems,he asserts,exist throughoutbourgeoissocietyandcontrol
our behavior without our knowing it. Their functioning is dependenton a regime
of observation, surveillance, and inspection similar to Bentham's Panopticon,

eventhoughlessobviousin its working.The whole exerciseof disciplinewithin
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modernsociety presupposes,accordingto Foucault,"a mechanismthat coercesby
means of observation7' (Foucault, 1991a; orig. 1975: 170). This disciplinary power

"is exercisedthrough its visibility", yet, at the sametime, it "imposes on those
its
whom
subjects a principle of compulsory visibility"

(Foucault, 1991a; orig.

1975: 187). Interestingly, in an interview, Foucault goes on to link the Bentham's

project with Rousseau'sdream "of a transparentsociety, visible and legible in
each of its parts", the dream "of there no longer existing any zonesof darkness,
zones establishedby the privileges of royal power or the prerogative of some
corporatioif' (Foucault, 1980: 152). Foucault sees the Panopticon as a
combination of "Rousseau'slyricism and Bentham's obsession"(Foucault, 1980:

152),that is, Rousseau'slyrical noteof the Revolution,a dreamof a republicof
virtue, to be untrammeledexerciseof popular sovereignty,and Bentham's
obsession,the technical idea of the exerciseof an all-seeingpower. In an
important sense,Foucault engagesin a reversalof Rousseau,viewing as insidious

desirable.
andthreateningwhatRousseau
sawas
According to Machiavellian principle of "raison Atat"

[reasonof state] in Me

Prince, the state constitutedan end itself, regulatedonly by its internal structure,
and enjoying its own justification in terms of its successin increasingthe scope
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for
its
Liberalism,
by
is
method
andpowerof rule.
contrast, a new principleand
Foucault
'Governmentality',
In
the
analyzes
exercise
of
rationalizing
government.
that the novelty of liberalism lies in its break with the rival modern principle of
reasonof state.In other words, if the Machiavellian maxim is that one governstoo
little, the liberal maxim is that one alwaysgovernstoo much, or at leastto suspect
that one governs too much. As a consequence of this liberal principle,
his
be
Foucault
turns
exercised without a critique.
governmentality cannot
Still,
its
liberalism,
to
attention
modem
analyzing
character with sympathy.
Foucualt considers the positive freedom secured by law and institutions as

suspicious.What Foucault has in mind is an alternativeidea, of a negative
freedom,expressedin the demand"not to be governed".To some extent, it
freedom.
be
free,
in
To
Isaiah
Berlin's
this negativesense,
remindsme of
notion of

interfered
being
by
he
it,
"not
means,as onceput
others"."The wider the
with
area of noninterference", Berlin suggested,"the wider my freedom" (Berlin,

1969:123).Or, in Foucauldianterms,the lessdisciplineandbio-powerimposed
from above, the larger the scope left open for the individual's enigmatic, but

decisivewill.
I think that Foucault's position towards liberalism is not simple, particularly in
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his
connectionwith
wary, complicated, and intelligent attempt to get philosophy
it.
I
together.
therefore,
and politics
am arguing,
against nalive reading about
Theoretically, Foucault does not commit himself to

any conventional

jurist
liberalism.
liberal
identify
himself
does
He
the
or
understandingof
not
with
the Kantian philosopher,struggling to seethings impartially, from the perspective
of a universal subject. The idea of right, he cannot help but regard as a kind of

freedom,
political fiction. As he putsit, "all the formsof established
or demanded
all the rights that one asserte'find in revolt "a last anchorpoint", which is "more
solid and closer to experience than natural righte' (Foucault, 2000: 449).
Nevertheless,Foucault's political pronouncementson human rights are often

appealinglymodest,open, and undoctorinaire.He spoke on behalf of prison
reform, and the rights of homosexuals.He involved in efforts to improve the

the rightsof dissidentsaroundthe world. The
plight of refugeesandto safeguard
social crititic and political commitmentmust alwaysproceedwith cautionand
humility at the point whereideasandreality intersect.In this sense,he considers
that to defend the rights of the individual againstthe power of governmentis a
useful and worthy try, however incomplete it may seem to him. From the
Foucauldian perspective,political action is a matter not of "engagementin" but
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rather of "experiencewith" (Foucault, 2000: 445).
It is possibleto seehis political commitment to humanrights is basically tactical.
Or, it is possibleto seethat it only involves an act of will rather than a reasoned
argument. In fact, throughout his work, archaeology and genealogy are well
combined tactically in the form of theory/practice where theory is immediately
practical in character.However, I argue, his political commitment is not tactical
but antistrategic,and beyond the confines of a theory/practice combination. As
Foucault freely admitted, "my theoretical ethic is antistrategic:to be respectful
...
intransigent
singularity
when
revolts,
as soon as power violates the universal. A
job"
difficult
(Foucault, 2000: 453). What is necessaryand
simple choice, a
important for Foucault is unrelenting practice of critique. Facedwith any form of

government,whetherliberal or totalitarian,it is the vocationof the intellectualto
exercisea "decisivewill not to be governed",voicing concernsin public about
whatever appears intolerable. By withholding consent, the intellectual could

remindothersof their, what Kant calls,"self-incurredimmaturitý' (Kant, 1970a:
54), and also of their ability to emerge from this immaturity This is the reason

why Foucault took up Kant's task two centuries later (see Foucault, 1983a,
'Subject and Power'; 1993, 'Kant on Enlightenment and Revolution'; 1996,
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'What is Critique?'; 2000, 'For an Ethic of Discomfort'), and why this task of
Enlightenmentreturnsto us over and over again.We must be joined in an ongoing
If
in
to
theory
aswell as practice. we are all
effort challengeevery abuseof power,
in
then,
governed,one way and another,
as such,we are solidarity.
It is also Foucault's conviction that phenomenonof revolt is itself inherently
is
finally
it,
inscrutable.
he
As
"the
mysterious and
puts
man who rebels
inexplicable; it takes a wrenching away that interrupt the flow of history, and its
long chains of reasons" (Foucault, 2000:449). Therefore, the rationale for

rebellionor resistancecannotlie with outcomes,or with the achievementof a
final desirablestate.Rebellionor resistance,
whethera singlecry or a collective
one,is not meansto an end,but ratheran endin itself. His faith in revolt comes
in
Iranian
in
his
Revolution
1978. As Foucault
the
out very clearly
writings on

puts it, "peopledo revolt; that is a fact. And that is how subjectivity(not that of
greatmen,but that of anyone)is broughtinto history,breathinglife into it A
questionof ethics?Perhaps.A questionof reality, without a doubt" (Foucault,
2000: 452). The generosityof Foucault's responseto the Iranian revolution brings
to mind one of Kant's most famous remarks about the French Revolution, and
Camus'sremarksabout the FrenchResistance.
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The revolution which we have seentaking place in our own times in a nation of
be
filled
it
fail.
It
gifted people may succeed,or may
so
with misery and
may
atrocities that no right-thinking man would ever decide to make the same
it
hope
if
he
to
out
carry
experiment again at such a price, even
could
has
I
But
that
this
the
revolution
successfully at
second attempt.
maintain
in
aroused the hearts and desires of all spectatorswho are not themselves
in
caughtup it a sympathywhich borders almost on enthusiasm,although the
very utterance of this sympathy was fraught with danger. It cannot therefore

havebeencausedby anythingotherthana moraldispositionwithin the human
race (Kant, 1970b: 182).

What matters in the Revolution is not the revolutionary process,nor its special

content,nor its result whetherit succeedsor fails. What, on the contrary,does
havemeaningis the fact that, as Kant expresses
it, the Revolutionis surrounded
by ',(.a sympathy which borders almost on enthusiasd'. What matters in the

Revolutionis not the Revolutionitself, but what takesplacein the headsof the
peoplewho witness this revolution as an event.Enthusiasmfor the Revolution is,
accordingto Kant, the sign of "a moral dispositioW'of humanity. The Revolution

is an eventwhich can neverbe forgottenbecausesuch a phenomenonis "too
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humanity
intimately
interests
interwoven
too
the
and too
of
momentous,
with
be
for
in
its
influence
to
nations not
widespread
upon all parts of the worlds
remindedof it when favourable circumstancespresentthemselves,and to rise up
In
185).
kind
before"
(Kant,
1970b;
a
the
and make renewedattemptsof
same
as
word, it is the very existence of the Revolution that attests to a permanent
ignored.
be
cannot
virtuality which
An experienceof the FrenchResistance,Camusrecollected,left a "nasty wound"

force
be
beaten,
be
that
that
can
that "men discovered
one
can
right
and
still
...
is
its
times
that
there
own recompense"
are
overcome spirit,
when courage not
(Camus, 1946, in Wilkinson, 1981: 5). "Whatever our personalfailings maybe",

Camusaddedlater, "the nobility of our calling will alwaysgroundedin two
obligationsthat aredifficult to fulfill: the refusalto lie aboutwhatoneknows,and
resistanceagainstoppression"(Camus,1957,in Wilkinson, 1981:261).
For Kant, enthusiasmfor the Revolution is the sign of "a moral disposition7'of

humanity,which can be called freedom,for Camus,rebellion, or resistance
be
for
is
it
"the
like
Foucault,
to
constitutessomething
will not
an existential act,

governed",an expressionof the humanpotentialwhich escapesevery abuseof
power including the disciplinary techniquesof reason.
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3. Is it Uselessto Resist?

Foucault identifies himself as a "skeptical thinker" (Foucault, 1988e: 254). His

analysis manifests grim pessimism and despair penetratinghistory. As Foucault
puts it, "the fear of ridicule or the bitternessof history preventsmost of us from
putting side by side: revolution and happiness... or indeed, revolution and
pleasure" (Foucault, 1990a;orig. 1976: 7). And yet, at the sametime, Foucault
adoptsan activist stanceaffirming his faith in revolt. As he puts it, "revolts belong
to history. But, in a certain way, they escapefrom it. The impulse by which a
individual,
single
a group, a minority, or an entire people says,"I will not obey",

andthrowsthe risk of their life in the face of an authoritythey considerunjust
seemsto me to be something irreducible. Because no authority is capable of
making it utterly impossible" (Foucault,2000: 449).

The despairarisesfrom the "bitternessof history",but if thereis no resistance
to
that bitterness,the one-dimensionaldespair leads only to political depressionand

theoreticalclosure.Similarly, if the hope is not groundedfirmly in that same
bitterness of history, it becomesjust a one-dimensionaland naive expressionof

optimism.Preciselysuch a separationof despairand hope, of pessimismand
optimism is expressed in Romain Rolland's maxim, "pessimism of the
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intelligence,optimism of the will", which is madeby Gramsciinto somethingof a
programmatic slogan (Gramsci, 1971: 175, fn. 75). For Foucault, "pessimism of

the intelligence, optimism of the will" is the matter not of separationbut rather of
differentiation or doubling. It is Foucault's optimism inside of pessimismthat
issuesfrom his belief in the contingencyand vulnerability of power: "There's an
optimism that consistsrather in saying that things couldn't be better.My optimism
fragile
be
in
that
things
as they
would consist rather saying
so many
can changed,
bound
are,
up more with circumstancesthan necessities,more arbitrary than self-

than
evident,more a matterof complex,but temporary,historicalcircumstances
with inevitable anthropologicalconstrainte' (Foucault 1988e:156).

I am againsta separationof optimismand pessimism,for despairand hopeare
irreducible, yet constantlyimply one another.Critical thought must constantlylive

in a field of tensionandits functionis to acceptandtheorizea kind of revolving
door of despair and hope, and to show "how the Other, the Distant, is also the

Near and the Same7'(Foucault, 1994; orig. 1966: 339). As Arendt argues,
c4progress
and doom are two sides of the same medal" and "both are articles of
superstitions,not of faitif ' (Arendt, 1951: vii). Furthermore,asErnst Bloch puts it

in the forewordto his Principle of Hope, written largely during his exile from
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Nazi Germany,it is precisely in such a fearsomeworld that "it is a question of
learning hope" (Bloch, 1986:3).
We can't have a perfect world, therefore,to someextent, intellectualsare "men in
dark timee' (Arendt, 1968a)as well as dreamers.To live in a threateningworld
that haveto change,that haveto lead to anotherworld, for better or worse, means
to spendone's life in the night, waiting for dawn. Whether it is passivelysubdued,
dream
intellectual
has
kind
in
of
of
a
or actively expressed public, every
Apocalypse, however different it may be. Confronted by ongoing crisis,

intellectualscould end in a quietism,in an attitudeof letting beingsbe, or could
be
in
to
an unendingcritiqueof the
adoptan activiststance,engaging what seems
latter.
different
From
it
is.
Foucault
the
to
a
slightly
point
choose
world as
seems

of view, intellectualsin the crisistendtowardan idealpast,the nostalgicside,or
imaginative
invent
future,
Of
division
to
the
this
the
side.
seek
course,
a myth of
betweenthe imaginativeandthe nostalgicis by no meansabsolute,for the ideal
pastandthe ideal future havein commona critical sensetowardsthe present.In
Foucault's case,the nostalgic side appearsin Yhe Useof Pleasureand TheCare of

the Setf by returningto the Greek,while the imaginativeside appearsin The
Order of Aings by anticipating a "future thought" (Foucault, 1994; orig.. 1966:
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386). What fascinatesFoucault most, however, is not the past nor the future but
the question of today. Foucault tells us that "I have learnt not so much from
history as from the present" and that "I would like to write the history" not as
"writing a history of the past in terms of the present",but as "writing the history
it,
(Foucault,
As
Deleuze
1991;
1975:
30-31).
the
understands
orig.
of
present"
Foucault "frees a senseof time that fits the past into the inside, brings about the
future in the outside, and brings the two into confrontation at the limit of living
present"(Deleuze,1988: 119).
Foucault seesthe job of the intellectual as one of identifying the specific forms

interrelationships
have
in
history.
truth
taken
and specific
and power
our
which
His aim has never been to destroy every form of power nor to undermine every
truth claim but to use his analysisto throw light on the specific dangersthat each

specifictype of power/knowledgeproduces.He hasbeenat painsto criticizeand
distancehimself from thosewho speakthe truth againstpower as if truth and
powerwereself-evidentlyexternalto eachother,andfrom thosewho, in the name
of post-enlightenment and postmodem discourse, question philosophical
seriousnessin general. Foucault has never taken this position. Foucault wants to

changeour world. But he nevermournedthe defaultof god, nor lookedfor a new

diagnose
his
He
to
trying
task
to
offer alternatives. was
one, nor considered main
the contemporary danger, and in his last works, to provide the elements of a
is
dangerous,
If
as Foucault asserts,then we always
modern ethics. everything
have somethingto do. At every moment, stepby step,we have somethingto fight
but
is
firing
line
for
there
the
the
where we
not somewhereover
against
present,
but
leads
"my
here
As
Foucault
to
not apathy to
once said,
position
and now.
stand
'
(Foucault,
hyper-and
1983b:
232).
a
pessimisticactivism"
Although Foucault is adamantthat he does not intend to offer an "alternative"
(Foucault, 1983b: 231), 1 strongly believe that he presentshis own dream of

Apocalypse.But equally,I believethat it is not that importantwhetherthe dream
is
before
Apocalypse
Foucault
that
of
puts
us really one what we want to make

fact
he
in
interested
Rather,
I
that
the
offersus the possibilityof a
our own.
am
newway of thinking andactingasthe intellectual.What Foucaultmeansby irony
and maturity (see Foucault, 1984, 'What is Enlightenment?'; Dreyfus and

Rabinow,1986,'What is Maturity?') suggeststhat there is no suchthing as a
1In The UseofPleasure, Foucaultdescribesthe Greekvirtue of sophrosyneas a generalstatethat
ensuresthe individual will be moderateand will do "what is fitting as regardsboth god and mcif'.
While the Greekvirtue includesmoderationand prefersinsensitivityto excess,Foucaultchoosesa
"hyper- and pessimisticactivisnf' ratheram "apathy".
"The former [sophrosynelis characterizedin the NicomacheanEthics by the fact that the subject
deliberatelychoosesreasonableprinciples of action, that he is capableof following and applying
them, that he holds to the 'right mean' betweeninsensitivity and excess(a middle coursethat is
not equidistantbetweenthe two, becausemoderationis actually much further awayfrom excess
than from insensitivity), and that he derivespleasurefrom the moderationhe displaye' (Foucault,
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intellectual
intellectual,
is
intellectual;
that
the
there
and
private
nor
only a public
cannotbe reducedsimply to being a facelessfunctionary,nor a careful bureaucrat,
finally
that the role
nor a professionalpolitician, nor a strategicrevolutionary; and
being
intellectual
being
difficult
interplay
between
the
of
entails a
a spectatorand
is
life,
in
his
in
his
books
As
Foucault
there
a
and
a principal actor.
showedus
kind of ethical and intellectual integrity, which seeksto produce a new ethical

form of life of the intellectual.It is an abandonment
and
of traditionalseriousness
of postmodemfrivolity, while preservingactive engagementin the concernsof the
law,
is
in
justifications
It
terms
of
one's
of
religion,
a
refusal
of
actions
present.

science,or philosophicalgrounding,while maintainingimagination,lucidity,
humour,disciplinedthoughtandpracticalwisdom.

1992;orig. 1984:64-65).
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Chapter 5
Arendt:

Fragmentary

Historiography

and

the

Critique

of

Modernity
1. Introduction

HannahArendt is one of the great outsidersof twentieth-centurypolitical thought,

is
ideas
her
Indeed,
the
at onceoriginalandunorthodox.
exceptionaloriginalityof
itself a constant sourceof misunderstanding.Rejectedby the Left becauseof its
problematic analogiesbetween Stalinism and National Socialism, denouncedby
the Right for its irreverencetoward the polarizing thinking of Cold War camp, and
ridiculed by empirical political scientists for its journalistic, literary, and
philosophical generalizations, Arendt became one of the most controversial

political thinker in the twentieth century. Three decadesafter her death on
December4,1975, the interest in Arendt's work shows no signs of diminishing.
One can even note "a contemporaryArendt renaissance"(Benhabib,2003: xxxvii)
beyond disciplinary boundaries.In part this has to do with the fact that her work
always defied categorization,at least in terms of the usual Left/ Right or liberal/

labels.But it alsohasto do with the endof the Cold War,the demise
conservative
of authoritariancommunismandthe worldwideretreatof Marxisttheory.Arendt's
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thought has emerged,on the one hand, as the alternative critical political theory
toward Kantian bent, on the other hand, as the politics of resistancetoward
Nietzscheanbent. It is in this context that so many have turned to Arendt's work,
in
her,
"the
Seyla
felicitous
Benhabib's
the
thinker
postof
making
phrase,
totalitarian momenf' (2003: 198).

This current has been motivated by complex sets of sensibilities and concerns.
First, for the participatory democrat, it is Arendt's identification of action and
her
politics, and
reconceptualizationof citizenship, that open new prospect to
contemporary theory. As Sheldon Wolin (1960) and Barber (1984) point out,

Arendt'stheoryof actionreformulatespolitics in termsof continuousand direct
civic involvement.Shetherebychallengesour liberal preconceptions
aboutthe
natureof politics. Arendt (1958) assertsthat the essenceof politics is action. Laws

and institutions,which to the liberal mind are,the stuff of politics, for Arendt
supply the framework for action. The activities of debate, deliberation, and

participationin decisionmakingcometo occupycentralstage.Moreover,since
is
politics
action, we need to recast our notion of citizenship in a participatory
mode. Also, by dramatically distinguishing the political realm from the economic,
Arendt (1958: 22-78) restoresto politics an integrity and dignity, that is denied by
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the liberal tradition. Because the liberal tradition, according to Barber, views
4),
2003:
"the
for
(Barber,
conduct of public affairs
politics as,
private advantage"
that is, the chambermaidof private interests.
Second,a very different, but equally influential, appropriationof Arendt hasbeen
Critical
by
Habermas
the
tradition
of
and others working within
performed
Theory (Habermas, 1973; 1984; Bernstein, 1984; Benhabib, 1987). These
theorists,like their Frankfurt School predecessors,have been concernedwith the
threat posed by the universalization of technical rationality, in particular its
extensionto the political sphere.As areasof social existenceare subjectedto the

dictatesof instrumentalreasonand rationaladministration,the spaceleft for the
ideals
disappears.
Enlightenment
exercise of citizenship gradually
of freedom,

autonomy,and a rational democratic political order are underminedand
extinguishedby the processof economicand bureaucraticrationalization,in
Weber's words, the "iron cage" (1976: 181). Indeed, for an earlier generationof

criticaltheoristssuchasHorkheimerandAdorno,the"dialecticof enlightenment"
offered nothing but irony. The emancipatorypotential of the Enlightenment was

domination
revealedas a maskfor a reasonwhoseessence
was
on a globalscale
(Adomo & Horkheimer, 1972:3-42).
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While agreeing with Horkheimer and Adorno, and of course, Weber, that the
processof rationalization has been far more ambiguousthan Marx ever imagined,
Habermasand others of his generationhave beenunable to accepttheir totalizing
critique of reasonwith its accompanyingretreat to the aestheticrealm. In reaction
to Horkheimer and Adomo's negative dialectic, Habermashas struggledto show
that "rationalization" does not inevitably mean domination. The imperialism of
purposiverationality needsto be combated,and this can be done effectively only
in the name of an alternative rationality, the rationality that aims at consensus.

Habermasthinks that such a dialogical rationality is perhapsthe central
componentof our identityas modems.And while this rationalitymaybe covered
over by technocraticdoctrinesof decisionism,it remainsimplicit in the very
structureof communicativeaction (Habermas,1984; 1987,chaps.II and 12).

For Habermas,then, the important thing is to bring to light the consensual
rationality implicit in speech, to show the progress of this rationality toward

autonomythroughoutthe modemperiod,andto remindus of the claim that this
rationality still exercisesupon our political lives. However, this project cannot
even be formulated using only the conceptualresourcesof Marxism or Weberian

social science.Marx's notion of labor as praxis conflatesacting and making,
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blinding him to the specificity of the political realm and the peculiar structureof
denies
discourse.
the
Weber's
explicitly
practical
conception of rationalization
form
disenchanted,
of social action.
possibility of a
yet substantively rational,
Critical Theory thus found itself at an impasse, but it escaped,according to
Habermas, thanks largely to Hannah Arendt (Habermas, 1983; 1973: 42,286;

Benhabib, 1987:243-245).

The rigorous distinction between action (praxis) and fabrication (poiesis) posed
by Arendt's theory of action enabled Habermas to distinguish systematically

betweencommunicativeand instrumentalaction and to identify their respective
logics of rationalization.Whereasrationalizationin the economicsphereimplies
greater order, efficiency, and system coherence, the rationalization of
communicative action means increasing acceptanceof the principle. That is,

discursively
be
through a processof rational
redeemed
validity claims should
argumentation.Moreover, Arendt's sketchesof the form of intersubjectivity
ideal
in
Habermas
the
engendered
with a standardof
practiceof speechsupplied
speechsituation (flabermas, 1983: 174-175).Thanksto Arendt's theory of action,
the way to a comprehensivetheory of communicativerationality was opened.

Third, Arendt'stheoryhasbeenappropriatedby communitariancritics of liberal
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theories of justice. Sandel (1982; 1984), Taylor (1989), and MacIntyre (1981)
have all questionedthe Enlightenment effort to derive principles of political right
judgement
independentof any concrete,particularvision of the good.
and practical
Such a question is to be found in Arendt's theory of political action. Arendt's
theory identifies freedom not with an individual's choice of life-style, but with
"acting together" for the sake of the community (Arendt, 1958: 200-201; 1951:
474; 1972: 142-143).Her accountstresseshow suchacting together- "the sharing
of words and deede' - is in fact the medium through which the self is defined. A
community, a sharedworld, a common spaceof appearance,is the fundamental

conditionfor the achievement
of selfhood.Further,it is by "acting together"that
our senseof the world is developed.That is to say,it is throughpolitical action
that our senseof justice- of whatwe oweto our fellow citizensandto thosewho
comeafter us - is both articulatedandpreserved.Without a "communitysense",
justice becomesmere legality (Arendt: 1951: 465; 1963: chap. 3). Therefore,the

communitarians
seeArendtasplacingcommunityat the heartof politics, making
it the cornerstoneof selfbood,freedom,and justice. Arendt's theory of action
frees us from the anomie of the "procedural republic" and gives us a taste of the
"good in commoW'that only a healthy political life can deliver (Sandel, 1982:
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Finally, many contemporary political theorists (Wolin, S. 1996; Conolly, 1998;
Mouffe, 1996; Honig, 1993; Villa, 1992; 1996) have turned to a broadly agonistic

for
Arendt
by
Foucault,
Nietzsche,
a radical
and
model of politics articulated
democracy agenda. These theorists worry that modem democraciesare hardly
democraticat all and that the bureaucraticedifice of the statehas seizedthe space
of political, making citizens the passiverecipient of policy decisions.They also
debate
liberal
diminish
that
the
to
that
theory
and
or eradicate contest
seeks
worry
is the lifeblood of democraticpolitics by promoting a conceptionof politics which

is judicial/ administrative.
Contemporary agonists remind us that public sphere is as much a stage for

conflict and expressionas it is a set of proceduresor institutionsdesignedto
They also insist that ultimatevaluesare
preservepeace,fairness,or consensus.
alwaysin play and that the contentof basic rights and the purposeof political
associationare not the objects of a consensusbut are contestedeveryday
Therefore political agonism provides a return to the repressed essence of

democraticpolitics,thatis, conflict.
In BeyondGoodand Evil andOn the GenealogyofMorals, Nietzscheaddresses
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the problem of a modem, democratic culture that has inherited the prejudice of
slave morality againstheroic or individualizing action. Given Nietzche's coupling
his
democracy,
"herd
2000:
113)
the
aristocratic
and
animal"(Nietzsche,
with
of
fell
his
it
is
hardly
that
on
the
agonism
conceptionof
agonistic virtues,
surprising
deaf ears for so long. As Conolly (1991) and Butler (1990) have demonstrated,
Foucault's Discipline and Punish changedall that by showing how the modem
stateproduced"docile" (Foucault, 1991a: 135) subjectsthrough the proliferation
of "micro-physics of power" (Foucault, 1991a: 26). Quite self-consciously,
Foucault provided a Genealogy of Morals for the democratic age by

demonstratingthat rights and disciplinesare two sidesof the samecoin (see
Foucault, 1991a). From a Foucauldian point of view, our seemingly greater
freedom masks a more profound internalization of norms. Indeed, it is possible

only on thebasisof our becomingself-surveillingsubjects.
Foucault's analysis provides an essential touchstone for most contemporary

has
been
democracy
liberal
for
Their
too
that
agonists.
presuppose
call
resistance
0
diminishing
in
domesticating
its
successful
citizens,
or diverting their potentially
political energies.Foucault's unique contribution to this thematic was to suggest
but
discipline,
life
in
form
that
that
the
the
not only
power permeatedeveryday
of
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the very processof producing docile subjectscreatedresistanceand multiple sites
in
factories,
life
hospitals,
the
and prisons.
of struggle
margins of political
such as
Thus, when the agon seemedlike the most ancient of history, it reemergedin the
interstices of the welfare state itself (see Foucault, 1983a). Nietzsche's agonistic

subjectivity returnedin the democratizedform of the politics of resistance.
But Foucault's updating Nietzsche remained insufficient from the standpoint of
the radical democratic project. While generating a politics of everyday life, its
center of gravity was, in fact, ethical rather than political. Its foremost concernis

to resistthe impositionof identitieson groupsandindividuals.And for this reason
the radicaldemocratshaveturnedto Arendt'sexpresslypolitical reformulationof
Nietzsche'sagonism.

First, they are attractedby the fact that Arendt (1958) gives a centralplaceto
actionin her conceptionof the political. This setsArendt at oddswith the liberal
focus on institutions,procedures,interests,and negativefreedom,the freedom
from politics (see Barber, 1984). Like Nietzsche,she affirms the initiatory
dimension of all genuine action, and the contingency of human affairs (Arendt,
1968b: 151; 1958: 177; 1963: 21). Unlike Nietzsche, however, she insists action
properly occurs only in public spherecharacterizedby relations of equality. Citing
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Greekpolis, sheidentifies freedomwith (political) equality.(Arendt, 1963:30-31).
Human plurality - the existenceof diverse equals- is for her the sine qua non of
political action. Indeed,all genuinely political action is, in fact, an acting together
(Arendt, 1958: 188-189). Contra Nietzsche, rulership signals the end of political

action, its dissolution into the instrumental and fundamentally unfree activity of
commandand obedience.
Second,radical democratsare attracted by Arendt's endorsementof the agonal
spirit, which she seesas animating all genuine political action. Like Nietzsche,
Arendt turns to Greek in order to isolate the passion for "greatnessý'as the
specially political action. But while Nietzsche's agonistic stanceculminatesin a

heroicindividualism,Arendt'sexpresslypolitical versioncombineswith what she
calls "revolutionary spirit" (Arendt, 1963:221) andthe spirit of resistance(Arendt,
1963, chap. 6,1968b, Preface). Her examplesare not great statesmen,but the
spontaneousheroic action manifest in the American Revolution, the Paris

Communeof 1871,the 1905RussianRevolution,the FrenchResistanceduring
World War II, and the Hungarian revolt of 1956. This makes it possible and

plausiblefor contemporaryagoniststo assimilateher to "an activist, democratic
politics of contest,resistance,and amendment"(Honig, 1993:77).
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Third, radical democrats are attracted by the fact that Arendt draws out the
specifically political consequenceof Nietzsche's anti-foundationalism,showing
how the will to an extrapolitical ground in the modem age can only be nihilistic,
for
find
The
to
transcendent
ground
anti-political, and antidemocratic.
a
will
politics is a will to escapethe irreducible relativity of human agreementsand
opinions. It is the will to discover an immovable authority which will put an end
to the debateand contestationthat is democraticpolitics. Arendt gives Nietzschea
political and democratic twist by arguing for a groundlesspolitics of "opinion"
(Arendt, 1968b: 233). What makes Arendt's conception of an agonistic public

basic
democrats
is
that
the
the
to
sphereso attractive radical
authoritativeness
of
institutionsare detenninedby the clashof conflicting interpretations.
Therefore,
the public sphere is, above all, an institutionally articulated site of perpetual

debateandcontestation.
This is not to say,however,that radicaldemocratsbelievethat Arendtsucceeds
in
stripping agonismof its aristocratictrapping.On the contrary,SheldonWolin
(1994), Connolly (1998) and Honig (1993) take her to task for maintaining

distinctionswhich they view as either unjustifiably elitist or essentialist.Thus,
Wolin attacksArendt's distinctionbetweenthe socialandthe political, charging
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that her desirefor a "pure politics" unsoiled by economicconcernsand the needs
of the "massee' is, at base, deeply antidemocratic. An Arendtian politics of
deeds
by
Wolin,
is,
to
scarcely
memorable
performed
virtuosic actors according
compatible with democratic politics. Becausethe primary thrust of democratic
lif6"
into
is
lives
"extend
broad
to
the
public
politics
egalitarianismof ordinary
(Wolin, S. 1994: 290). Similarly, Conolly charges her with maintaining a
"political purism" parallel to Kant's moral purism. Becauseit purges"the social
question and body" from the public realm. The result is "bleached and
aristocratic" version of plurality to deprive important "dimensions of diversity
which might otherwiseenrich and fortify it" (Conolly, 1998: 170).

From a somewhatdifferent angle,Honig attacksArendt's distinction between
public and private, which she views as both arbitrary and self-defending (Honig,
1993: 118-123, see Pitkin, 1994). Arendt's conception of the public sphere,
formalistic.
is
It
Honig,
to
according
overly
also deeply conservativeinsofar as it

naturalizesthe public/ privatedistinction.It therebysealsoff inheritedrace,class,
gender,and ethnic identitiesfrom contestand reformulation.While Wolin sees
Arendt's conceptionof agonistic action as entailing the social/ political distinction,

Honig suggeststhat action as theorizedby Arendt is essentiallydestabilizing,
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boundless,and unpredictable.
The four main projects occupying the HannahArendt renaissancedescribedabove,
all draw heavily upon Arendt's theory of action in their attempt to come to the
but
diverse,
ills
the
Their
the
of modem politics.
grips with
criticism and goals are
former three readings of Arendt that they sketch are remarkably similar. They
locate Arendt's work within the Aristotelian horizon viewing it as "the systematic
latter
The
174).
Aristotelian
(Habermas,
1983:
the
renewal of
concept of praxis"
horizon.
hand,
locates
Nietzschean
Arendt's
the
the
other
reading,on
work within
The Aristotelian reading has transformed into a more Kantian reading of her

is
hope
The
that Kant -after Aristotle, the greatesttraditional
theory.
political
influence upon Arendt - provides an alternative way of reading Arendt to put

Arendt's Nietzscheansensibilityin perspective.Benhabiband Habermashave
broadly
Arendt
to
this
modernistor universalist
explored
a
vein, assimilating
position by emphasizingthe deliberative elements of her theories of action and

judgementoverthe performativeandagonisticones(Benhabib,1992b;Habermas,
1983).' The Nietzscheanreading, on the other hand, has attemptedto assimilate

Arendtto a broadlypostmodernist
la
her
avant
position,seeing asa postmodernist

1Berhabib (2003) characterizesArendt asa "reluctant"modernist in her book of the samename.
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leure. According to Villa, for example, Arendt becomesa "high modernist" who
insists "on politics for the sake of politic" (Villa, 1996: 55).2

Bearing this theoretical current in mind, I shall begin with methodological
observationsto clarify Arendt's philosophical intentions. I shall then explicate
Arendt's critique of modernity to show how shehas sharpenedher critical insight

into modemsocietyandits discontent.
2. The Fragmentary Historiography

Arendt did not want to build a systemof political philosophy,and did not engage
in methodological reflections. On the infrequent occasions when she made

its
her
her
to
and
statements
work sheemphasized tentativeness
about
approach
flexibility (Arendt, 1979: 338). More importantly, Arendt is not concernedto

between
inevitable
the pastandthe presentthat compels
establishsome
continuity
happen.
had
happens
Sheobjectsto this trapof historical
to
to
us seewhat
aswhat
andthat
understanding
andmaintainsthat the futureis radicallyunderdetermined,
in
inevitable
importantly,
the
to
more
continuitywith the pastwill
place present
result in a failure to recognizethe novelty of what hastaken place.

2From a different angle,a numberof recentinterpretationshaveattemptedto push Arendt's
thoughttoward a more postmodernbent. Isaac(1992,227-259),for example,hasexplored
Arendt's affinities with Albert Camusin relation to postmodempolitics. But he hasindicatedhis
disagreementwith any readingof Arendt in terms of "agonistic democracy"(1992:229). Seealso
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As Arendt understandsit, there is a dilemma in historiography Historiography
originateswith the human desire to overcomeoblivion and nothingness.It is the
attemptto save,in the face of the frailty of humanaffairs and the inescapabilityof
death, something"which is even more than remembrance"(Arendt, 1994: 402).
Although the structure of traditional historiography described as it is in
it
by
"preserve7'
has
happened
to
chronological sequence,serves
making
what
seeminevitable, necessaryand justifiable, for Arendt, the first dilemma posedby
the historiography of totalitarianism was the impulse to destroy rather than to

preserve:"Thus my first problemwashow to write historicallyaboutsomethingtotalitarianism- which I did not wantto conservebut on the contraryfelt engaged
to destroy"(Arendt, 1994:402). Her responseto this dilemmawas the sameas
Walter Benjamin's: to break the chain of narrative continuity, to shatter

chronology as the natural structure of narrative, to stress fragmentariness,
historicaldeadends,failures,andruptures(Arendt,1968a:193-206).This method
fragmentary
historiographydoesjustice to the memoryof the deadby the
of
telling the story of history in terms of their failed hopesand efforts. But also it is a
way of preserving the past without being enslaved by it, in particular without

Honig (1991), 'Declarationsof Independence:Arendt and Derrida on the Problemof Founding
Republic'.
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having one's historical imagination suffocatedby argumentof historical necessity.
Relating historical understandingto imagination, Arendt said: "Understandingis
faculty
to
that
closely related
of imagination which Kant called Einbildungskraft
and which has nothing in common with fictional ability. The spiritual exercises
are exercisesof imagination and they may be more relevant to method in the
historical sciencesthan academictraining realizee' (Arendt, 1994:404).

Arendt understandsthat historical understandingis exercisesin reproductive
imagination and that one has to recreatefrom the evidence a new perspective.

Sincehistoricalunderstanding
cannotbe the merereproductionof the standpoint
of the pasthistoricalactors,andto pretendto be objectiveonly servesto disguise
is
the standpointof the narratoror the historian.That is, historicalunderstanding
in nature,andonly revealsits plurality in narrativeforms.
perspectival
Arendt's work has beenseenas primarily an exercisein remembrance,
as the
recoveryof traditionalconceptsandthe recollectionof political events.However,
in my reading,the Arendtianterm 'remembrance'hasa doublemeaning.One is
thebrief memorythat comesafterwardsandis the oppositeof oblivion.The other
is the absolutememory, beyond the brief memory, which aims to intensify our
senseof "the gap betweenpast and future" (Arendt, 1968b: 13). This radical form

of remembrancebrings the fragmented past and the future into a whole at the
presenttime, since it is endlesslyforgotten and reconstituted.Then, all historical
writing is implicitly a history of the present.According to Deleuze:
Memory is the real nameof the relation to oneself,or the affect on self by self
According to Kant, time was the form in which the mind affected itself, just as

spacewasthe form in whichthe mindwasaffectedby somethingelse:time was
therefore 'auto-affection' and made up the essentialstructure of subjectivity
But time as subject is called memory.Not that brief memorythat... is opposite
...

is
of forgetting,but the 'absolutememory'which doublesthe present
one
and
...
forgetting
Time forces every presentinto forgetting, but preservesthe
with
...
...
whole of the past within [the absolute]memory.Forgetting is the impossibility

of return, and [the absolute]memoryis the necessityof renewal(Deleuze,
1988: 107-108).

Only if we are sensitiveto the specifictwist shegivesthis terni, then, Arendt's
historiographycan be seen as part of a larger project of 'remembrance'.
'Remembrance'as Arendt practices it, does not just seek to revive concepts or
events, but to "distill from them anew their original spirit", to arrive at the
69
underlying phenomenal reality" concealed by such "empty shelle' (Arendt,
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1968b: 15). The irreparable break in tradition requires, in Walter Benjamin's
leap
into
"a
tiger's
the pasf' (Benjamin, 1999: 253). This fragmentary
phrase,
form
in
be
by
the
the
to
the
tradition
approacheschews comfort
gained recasting
of dialogue,suchas Gadamer's"fusion of horizone' (Gadamer,1975).It takesthe
in
its
break
tradition
gap or
starting point, as the "non-time-space" (Arendt,
as
1968b:13), which is, in Arendt's view, the contemporaryconditionsof thought.
Arendt faced up this historical dilemma when reflecting upon totalitarianism, but
this method of writing history in defiance of the traditional canonsis also what

guidedher controversialaccountof the Eichmanntrial as well as her accountof
the French and American Revolution. Furthermore, this fragmentary
historiographyis also the unifying ftead of Arendt's political and philosophical

analysesfrom The Origins of Totalitarianismto the alternativearchaeologyof
in
modernity Ae HumanConditionandto 7heLife of theMind on 'thinking'. In
the closingstatements
of TheLife of theMind, Arendtwrote:
I haveclearlyjoined the ranks of thosewho for sometime now have been
attemptingto dismantlemetaphysics,and philosophy with all its categories,as
have
known them from their beginning in Greece until today. Such
we

dismantlingis possibleonly on the assumptionthat the threadof tradition is
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broken and that we shall not be able to renew it. Historically speaking,what
for
down
is
has
broken
Roman
thousandsof years
trinity
that
the
actually
is
lost
has
been
What
the continuity of
tradition
united religion, authority, and
...
the past as it seemed to be handed down from generation to generation,
developingin the processits own consistency What you then are left with is
...

its
has
lost
but
fragmented
the
certaintyof evaluation
past,
a
which
still
past,
(Arendt, 1971:212).

The fragmentationof the past and the loss of its relevancefor the presenthave
by
bridged
future.
long
between
For
time
this
a very
gap was
createdgap
past and

tradition,which "selectsand names,which handsdown and preserves,which
indicateswhere the treasuresare and what their worth W' (Arendt, 1968b:5). But

breakdown
the
with
of traditionwe mustmovewithin this gapwithout any secure
senseof direction, without the help of any establishedprinciple. Each new
generation"must discoverand ploddingly pave it aneAV'(Arendt, 1968b: 13),
since no precedent,no testament,no authoritativeinstructions have been
bequeathed
to us from tradition.In this situation,where,asArendtsays,"without
testament without traditiorf' (Arendt, 1968b: 5), her thinking seeksto preserve
...

the meaningof the pastoutsidethe frameworkof any tradition.The breakin our
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tradition has, in fact, become complete after the terrible events of the twentieth
century and the triumph of totalitarian movementsin East and West. In the form
of Stalinism and Fascism,totalitarianism has explodedthe establishedcategories
has
judgement,
thought
the
and
of political
and
accepted standard of moral
therebybroken the continuity of our history. Theseeventshave brought us to the
point where, in Arendt's words:
We can no longer afford to take that which was good in the past and simply call
it our heritage,to discardthe bad and simply think of it as a deadload which by
itself time will bury in oblivion. The subterraneanstreamof Westernhistory has

finally cometo the surfaceandusurpedthe dignity of our tradition.This is the
reality in which we live. And this is why all efforts to escapefrom the grimness

of the presentinto nostalgiafor a still intact past, or into the anticipated
oblivionof a betterfuture,arevain (Arendt,1951: ix).
Facedwith the realityof the Holocaust,we cannotgo backto traditionalconcepts
by meansof precedentsor
and values, so as to explain the unprecedented
understandthe monstrous by means of the familiar. "Comprehension", Arendt
says,"does not mean denying the outrageous It means,rather, examining and
...

bearingconsciouslythe burdenwhich our centuryhas placedon us neither
-
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denying its existence nor submitting meekly to its weight. Comprehension,in
short, meansthe unpremeditated,attentivefacing up to, and resisting of, reality whateverit may be" (Arendt, 1951: viii).
The burdenof our time must, therefore,be facedwithout the aid of tradition, or, as
Arendt once declared,"without a bannister" (Arendt, 1979: 336). Our inheritance

hasbeendissolvedunderthe impactof modempolitical events,andthe task now
is to re-establishthe meaningof the past outside the framework of any tradition,
is
has
its
It
the past, then not tradition that
since none
retained original validity
Arendt attemptsto redeemfrom the rupture in modern time-consciousness.Only

throughsucha redemptionof the past,we canhopeto restoremeaningto our lives
andthrow somelight on the contemporarysituation.In Arendt's words:

Theundeniablelossof traditionin the modemworld doesnot all entaila lossof
the past,for traditionandpastarenot the same,asthe believersin traditionon
one side and the believersin progresson the other would haveus believewherebyit makeslittle differencethat the former deplorethis stateof affairs
With the lossof traditionwe have
while the latter extendtheir congratulations.
lost the thread which safely guided us through the vast realms of the past, but

this thread was also the chain fettering each successivegenerationto a

be
It
the
predeterminedaspectof
past. could that only now will the past openup
to us with unexpectedfreshnessand tell us things no one has yet had ears to
hear. But it cannot be denied that without a securely anchoredtradition the
...
dimension
has
been
the
whole
of
past
also
endangered.We are in danger of
forgetting, and such an oblivion would mean that, humanly speaking, we
...

would depriveourselvesof one dimension,the dimensionof depthin human
existence.For memory and depth are the same, or rather, depth cannot be
reachedby man exceptthrough remembrance(Arendt, 1968b:94).
This exercise in remembrance, without the aid of tradition, embodying a

between
irrevocably
lost, is comparedby Arendt
continuity
pastandpresentnow
to the activity of the pearl diver who brings to the surfacethe pearls and corals

hiddenin the depthsof the sea.Justasthe pearldiver recoversthesetreasuresby
extractingthem forcibly from their surroundings,so anamnesticthinking delves
into the depthsof the past,not to resuscitateit the way it was or to glorify past
but
ages, to recover and savefrom forgetfulnessthose fragmentsthat are still able

to illuminate our situation. Arendt's indebtednessto Benjamin's notion of
cc
profaneillumination" is madeclear in the following passage:

Like a pearldiver who descends
to the bottom of the sea,not to excavatethe
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bottom and bring it to light but to pry loose the rich and the strange,the pearls
and the coral in the depths and to carry them to the surface,this thinking [of
Benjamin] delves into the depthsof the past - but not in order to resuscitateit
the way it was and to contributeto the renewalof extinct ages.What guidesthis
thinking is the conviction that althoughthe living is subject to the ruin of time,
the processof decayis at the sametime a processof crystallization, that in the
depth of the sea,into which it sinks and is dissolvedwhat oncewas alive, some
things "suffer a sea-change"and survive in new crystallized forms and shapes
that remain immune to the elements,as though they waited only for the pearl

diverwho onedaywill comedownto themandbring themup into the world of
the living - as -thought fragments," as something "rich and strange," and
perhapsas everlastingUrphaenomene(Arendt, 1968a:205-206).

For Arendt,thesethoughtfragmentshaveto be preservedagainstthe collapseof
tradition and againstthe obliterationof memory.In her view, it is no longer
possible,after the breakdownof tradition,to savethe past as a whole. We are
faced,rather,with the taskof redeemingfrom oblivion thoseelementsof the past
that are relevant to our present.To re-establisha linkage with the past is not, for

Arendt, an antiquarian exercise. On the contrary, without the critical
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reappropriation of the past our temporal horizon becomes disrupted, our
experienceprecarious, and our identity less and less secure. In Arendt's view,
therefore,it is necessaryto redeemfrom the pastthosemomentsworth preserving,
to savethose fragmentsfrom the past treasuresthat are significant for us. Only by
meansof this selective reappropriationwe can discover the past anew,endow it
the sourceof inspiration for a future yet to come.
Arendt's hermeneuticstrategy is also indebted to Heidegger's deconstructionof
Western metaphysics, the uncovering and subsequent displacement of our
philosophical categoriesby a mode of thinking that identifies and recoverstheir
determinations
(see Bakan, 1985: 224-247; 1987: 71-98). Heidegger
ontological
called this mode of thinking a "destruction" (Heidegger,1962: 44), since in order

to recoverthe original meaningof our categorieswe had to violence to the
philosophicaltradition in which they were embedded;the Westernmetaphysical
tradition,in his view, no longerto be trustedas a valid sourceof insight (see
Heidegger, 1962: 43-44). In an essay written on the occasion of Heidegger's
eightieth birthday, Arendt claimed that Heidegger's thinking has a peculiar
"digging quality":

He penetrates
to the depths,but not to discover,let alonebring to light, some
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ultimate, securefoundationswhich one could say had beenundiscoveredearlier
in this manner.Rather, he persistently remains there, ungrounded,in order to
lay down pathways and fix "trail marks"... On this deep plane, dug up and
cleared, as it were, by his own thinking, Heidegger has laid down a vast
network of thought-paths; and this single immediate result... is that he has

just asunderground
to
causedthe edificeof traditionalmetaphysics
collapse,
...
tunnels and subversing burrowings cause the collapse of structures whose
foundationsare not deeplyenoughsecured(Arendt, 1978a:296).
The undermining of the categoriesof the Western metaphysicaltradition is not,

however,a purelydestructiveenterprise.As Heideggerhimselfremarked,the aim
is to "stake out the positive possibilities of that traditioW' by recovering those

"primordialexperiencee'out of which it originated(Heidegger,1962:44). Once
liberated from the artificial and distorting incrustationsof the tradition, the
originalmeaningof our metaphysical
categoriescouldbe discoveredanew.It is in
this redemptivesensethat we must do violenceto the tradition, so as to recover
for the presentthe forgottenphenomenon.
Arendt herself madean interesting
comparisonbetweenHeideggerand Benjamin on this point: "Without realizing it,

Benjaminactuallyhad more in commonwith Heidegger'sremarkablesensefor
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living bones that had sea-changedinto pearls and coral, and as such could be
in
lifted
into
by
doing
to
their
the
context
saved and
present only
violence
interpretingthem with "the 'deadly impacf' of new thoughts,than he did with the
dialectical subtitlesof his Marxist friends" (Arendt, 1968a:201).
The "deadly impact" of new thoughts can thus re-establishour links with the past

in freshandnovelways,endowingit with an authoritythat issuesfrom a critical
reappropriationof its meaning.As Arendt put, "The cultural treasuresof the past,
believed to be dead, are being made to speak,in the courseof which it turns out
that they proposethings altogetherdifferent from the familiar, worn-out trivialities
they hadbeenpresumedto say' (Arendt, 1978a:295).

As we shall seeshortly, Arendt's writings on modernity have a disturbing capacity

to unsettleour fixed categories,
to shakeour inheritedconceptualhabits,andto let
in
light.
is
loss
And
her
do
the
to
this
see
phenomena
us
what enables
of
a new
tradition,the lossof the threadwhich safelyguidedus throughthe vast realmsof
the past, but which also constrainedour understandingof it. Arendt herself
maintainsthat only after the rupture introduced by modernity the past can "open
up to us with unexpectedfreshnessand tell us things no one has yet had ears to
hear" (Arendt, 1968b: 94). Indeed, the loss of authority in the modem age may
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by
look
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past with eyes undistorted
upon
great chance to
signal
Occidental
from
has
disappeared
directness
reading and
tradition, with a
which
hearing ever since Roman civilization submitted to the authority of Greek
'
(Arendt,
1968b:
28-9).
thoughf'
it is possible to see that Arendt's claims are, to some extent, hermeneutically

in
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by
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look
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uponthe pastwith eyesundistorted any
nalve.
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before"
had
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"to
though
ever read
nobody
readpast authorsas
words,
in
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that
204), goesagainstthe
principle
we are always alreadysituated
by
is
the
our present
that
mediated
tradition,
past always
so
our appreciationof
a

The
forestructure
its
of understandingand prejudgments.
standpoint,with
be
in
this
the
view, achievedonly
of
pastcan,
andreappropriation
understanding
by an effectivehistoricalconsciousness
that links past and present(or text and
interpreter),in what Gadamercallsa "fusion of horizone'.Any direct,unmediated
returnto the pastwould be excludedon methodologicalandontologicalgrounds
(Gadamer,1975).Arendt's intent,however,is not to do awaywith the notion of
tradition per se, but to make us aware that the extant traditions of thought and

' Also see,Arendt, 1968b:204.
"The task of preservingthe pastwithout the help of tradition, and often evenagainsttraditional
standardsand interpretations,is the samefor the whole WesternCivilization. Intellectually,though
not socially,America and Europeare in the samesituation:the threadof tradition is broken,and
we must discoverthe pastfor ourselves- that is, readits authorsas though nobodyhad ever read
thembefore".
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interpretation have been dissolved under the impact of the tragic events of the
twentieth century, so that we are left in the unprecedentedsituation of having to
'
hermeneutic
reconstituteour
standpoint.
ThereforeI arguethat Arendt's return to the original experienceof the Greekpolis
in Ae Human Condition representsan attempt to break the fetters of a worn-out

tradition and to rediscovera past over which tradition has no longer a claim.
Against tradition Arendt sets the criterion of genuineness, against the authoritative,
10

that which is forgotten, concealed,or displacedat the marginsof history.' Only in
this way the past can be made meaningful again, provide sourcesof illumination

for the present,and yield its treasuresto thosewho searchfor themwith "new

4In TheLife ofthe Mind, Arendt providessomeinsightsto show how this standpointcould be
reconstituted.In her view, the activity of thoughtand the exerciseofjudgement can rc-establislia
link betweenthe pastand the future, the former by operatingin the nunc stansof the present the
latter by reconciling us to time and, retrospectively,to tragedy.
"It [the thoughttrain] remainsboundto and is rootedin the present- an entirely humanpresent
though it is fully actualizedonly in the thinking processand last no longer than this processlasts.
It is the quite of the Now in the time-pressed,time-tossedexistenceof man; it is somehow,to
changethe metaphor,the quiet in the centerof a storm... In this gapbetweenpastand future, we
find our place in time we think that is, when we are sufficiently removedfrom pastand future to
be relied on to find out their meaning,to assumethe position of "umpire", of arbiter andjudge
over the manifold, never-cridingaffairs of humanexistencein the world, neverarriving at a final
solutionto their riddles but readywith cvcr-ncNvanswersto the questionof what it may be all
about... The gap [betweenpastand future] as a nunc stans,the "standing now"... is not a
...
historical datum;it seemsto be coeval with the existenceof man on earth.Using a different
metaphor,we call it the region of the spirit but it is perhapsratherthe path pacedby thinking, the
small inconspicuoustrack of non-time beatenby the activity of thought within the time-space
given the natal and mortal men.Following that course,the thought-trains,remembranceand
anticipation,savewhateverthey tough from the ruin of historical and biographicaltime. Ths small
non-time spacein the very heart of time... cannotbe inheritedand handeddown by tradition"
(Arendt 1971:209-210).See,Arendt 1968b:262; 1982.
' Genuineness
is establishedby the "deadly impact of new thoughts" w1iichliberatephenomena
from the incrustationof tradition. The lost or forgottentreasuresare redeemedby the savingpower
of remembranceandby the retrospectivejudgementof the historian. SeeArendt 1968a:198-201;
1971:216; 1982:77; Luban, 1994.
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thoughts" and savingacts of remembrance.
3. The Critique of Modernity

YheHuman Condition presentsArendt's phenomenologyof human activity. This
analysis,however, is interwoven with a narrative about the decline of action and
the public realm throughout the modem age. "The purpose of the historical
analysie', shetells us, "is to trace back modem world alienation, its twofold flight
from the earth into the universe and from the world into the self' (Arendt, 1958:
6). The story sheunfolds is not an optimistic one. The modem "rise of the social"

promotesthe absorptionof the public realmby householdconcerns,while honio
faber's utilitarianismresultin "the instrumentalization
of the wholeworld andthe
eartW' (Arendt, 1958: 157). In addition, the developmentsof modem science

provokethe tendencyto view the earth,which Arendtcalls"the very quintessence
of the human condition" (Arendt, 1958:2), as merely one more object, and
technologicalautomationleadsto thetransformationof work into a form of labor.
Theoverallresultis pervasiveandradicalworld alienation.
Worldlessness,a loss of the world, is "always a form of barbarism" (Arendt,
1968a: 13), and the forces released by modernity are, according to Arendt,
directly responsiblefor this stateof affairs. In other words, the forces of capitalist
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expropriationand accumulationof wealth, of modem science,and of technology
havecontributedintensivelyto the underminingof the world, then eventuallyto
an alicnationfrom the world.
For Arendt, the modem project of technologicalmasteryhas an ironic outcome.
Freedomis not enhancedby the extensionof control and the overcoming of
necessity.Rather,it is graduallyeliminatedasit losesits placein the world. In this
respect,Arendt seemsvery much on the terrain of the Frankfurt School. Her
critical thrust, however,is different from that of Adorno and Horkheimer.While
they emphasizethe dominationof natureand the ways it gets back on a subject
who is also nature(Adomo and Horkheimer, 1972: 54), Arendt stressesthe fact
that technologyassimilateshuman existenceto the natural.The problem is not
merelythe modemAill to expungeothernessand subjugatenature.What concerns
Arendt most is not the natural basis the
(Arendt,
but
-in-between"
the
of
self
1958:52) of the world, the integrity of the
world that standsbetweenhumanity

andnature.
Moreover,Arendt believesthat modemity rebels-against humanexistenceas it
hasbeengiven, a free gift from nowhere"(Arendt, 1958:2-3). It is driven by a
resentmentof finitude and limitation, that is, by the desireto exchangethe human
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(Arendt,
3).
himself'
1958:
for
he
has
"something
made
condition as a given
From the perspective of late modemity, the world seems to be a prison.
Technology presentsitself as the meansby which this prison can be removed.
However,technologyrevealsitself to be somethingmuch more than a means.It is
a world-destroying power that makesthe category of meansand ends irrelevant

throughits focuson process.
TheHuman Condition provides an accountof the modem project that focuseson
"the decay of.. [the] public realm7'promoted by the energiesof modernity. The

declineof the public realm,of the world, in the modemageraisesthe possibility
that "the survival of the speciee'will be securedat the cost of "humanity of
extinction7(Arendt, 1958:46), that is, at the cost of extinguishingthe capacityfor

actionthat makesus human.The paradoxicallogic of modernexistentialrebelis
that "the modemage" that "beganwith such an unprecedented
and promising
outburstof human activity" may in fact end "in the deadliest,most sterile
passivity history hasever known" (Arendt, 1958:322).
In what follows, I shall examine Arendt's critique of modernity in light of this
fear. Leading themesof her critique include world alienation, earth alienation, the
victory of animal laboram, the rise of the social.
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World Alienation

The world and its correlative condition, worldliness, are part of what Arendt
consideredto be the human condition; In contradiction to nature,the world is the
artificial environment of humanly created objects, institutions, and settings that
provide us with an abodeupon this earth,with a shelterfrom the natural elements,

andin so far asit is relativelystableandpermanent,
with a senseof belonging,of
being at homewith our surroundings.
What happensthen when this world is lost, when we find ourselves in that

condition that Arendt calls "world alienation7?The first and most important
is thatwe loseour senseof beingat homein theworld and,with that,
consequence
identity,
our
our senseof reality, and the possibility of endowing our existence
with meaning (Arendt, 1958: 248-257). Kateb (1984: 158) has claimed that

Arendt displaysherea religiouscommitmentto the notionthat we exist to be at
homein the world andthat our identity dependson it. Howevervalid, this claim
be
by another,namely,that in orderto live meaningfullives
must complemented
our human environment must present certain features (e.g. relative familiarity,
stability, permanence)that enableour expectationsto be satisfiedin a non-random

manner.The fact that our senseof belonging,of rootedness,
have
andof self may
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religious underpinnings does not therefore invalidate certain of our existential
predicaments.
Another consequenceof the condition of world alienation is that, lacking a world
in common,the individual is thrown back upon himself, into the private sphereof
introspection. Moreover, being thrown back upon ourselves means also losing

ourselves,losingthe faith in our sensesandultimately,in our reason,a condition
well be defined as self-alienation.The result is that, alienatedfrom ourselvesand

from others,we becomedoubtfulof our experience
andof the realityof the world
(Arendt, 1958: 273-284). Such a situation is conductive, in Arendt eyes,to mass
manipulation and totalitarian indoctrination, if only as a way of relieving
individuals of their anxiety and their senseof isolation.

Theseextremedevelopments
by anotherphenomenon
arealsoencouraged
arising
from world alienation:the restrictionor eliminationof the public sphere,of the
deeds
individuals
the
sphereof appearances,
and
where words
of
canbe preserved
for posterityand identity of eachdisclosedand sustained.Being at homein the
world is, in fact, one of the preconditionsfor the constitutionof a public realm;
with the loss of the world the framework for public activities can never come into

being.What remainsin commonis thenonly the barefact of life, the naturallife-
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human
lost
by
Having
the world,
the
cycle of
speciesgoverned sheeranimal needs.
left
are
with onlY naturein common.
we
Arendt identifies two main causesof world alienation: expropriation and wealth
accumulation.Expropriation is a processthat startedwith the Reformationand the
concomitant separationof church and state. All stable forms of landed property,
beginning with church property, were eliminated and replaced with an everincreasingaccumulationof social wealth. This, in turn, brought into existencea
laboring class directly compelled by life's necessities,simulated an enormous
increase of productivity, and generatedmore expropriation and further wealth

it:
describes
As
accumulation. she
Expropriation, the deprivationfor certain groups of their place in the world and

their naked exposureto the exigenciesof life, createdboth the original
accumulationof wealth and the possibility of transformingthis wealth into
capitalthroughlabor.Thesetogetherconstitutedthe conditionsfor the rise of a
capitalisteconomy...What distinguishesthis developmentat the beginningof
the modemage from similar occurrencein the past is that expropriationand
wealth accumulation did not simply result in new property or lead to a new

redistributionof wealth,but were fed back into the processto generatefurther
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expropriations, greater productivity, and more appropriation (Arendt, 1958:
254-255).

This remorselessdynamic of economic growth, which Arendt comparesto a
natural process in its compulsion and inexhaustibility, destroys all worldly
stability and durability; everything becomes an object of production and
consumption, of acquisition and exchange, and individuals are forced to
concentrateon their purely biological needs,that is, on laboring to producetheir
condition of existenceon an ever-expandingscale.All values attachedthe world permanence,stability, durability- are sacrificed in favor of the values of labor-

life, productivity,and abundance.The introductionof automationwould only
makemattersworse,since"the rhythmof machineswould magnifyandintensify
the naturalrhythm of life enormously,but it would not change,only makemore
deadly,life's chief characterwith respectto the world, which is to wear down
durability" (Arendt, 1958: 132).

Arendtthen sketchesthe later phasesof this processof expropriationandwealth
accumulation:having startedwith the uprootingof peoplefrom their land and
their transformationinto a classof wage-laborers,
it then substitutedmembership
in a socialclassand identitywith the nation-statefor their previousallegiances.
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But with the decline of the nation-stateand the integration of the world economy
bound
we have reached a stage where mankind as a whole replacesnationally
from
Far
limited
territories.
representing
the
state
societies,and the earth replaces
favor
in
development,
of a
this elimination of cultural specification
a progressive
by
Arendt,
is
since
apprehension
with
viewed
society
global and undifferentiated

in her view "men cannotbecomecitizensof the world asthey arecitizensof their
household
family
men
and
countries, and social men cannot own collectively as
6
(Arendt,
1958:
257).
own their private property"

Earth Alienation

"Earth Alienation7 representsan intensification of the trendsidentified with world
America
discovery
by
induced
It
the
and the subsequent
of
alienation. was partly

in
invention
in
the
the
and
airplane
of
explorationof the wholeearth,culminating
the conquestof space.This had the unintendedeffect of makingthe earthseem
is,
ball.
That
it
muchsmaller,to the point wheremodemmancouldsee asa mere
in
The
from
detach
himself
the
more
space.
a
point
earth
man could
and view
destroying
invention
Beside
however,
the
telescope.
the
of
proximate cause,
was
' It is importantto rememberthat for Arendt propertyis opposedto wealth, and is thus not to be
identified with the conventionalmeaningof the term. For her,property standsfor location, for a
privately held place.It is a privately owned shareof a commonworld, the necessarycounterpartto
the public realm, enablingindividuals to find refugeand shelterfrom the glareand the activity of
the public sphere.In her view, without a properestablishmentand protectionof this private space
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in
faith
the evidenceof the senses,it establishedan Archimedean
man's
from
standpoint
which the earth could be viewed as part of an infinitude universe.
This cosmic standpointnot only displacedthe geocentricworldview but enabled
manto view the universe,including the earth,as subjectto the sameuniverselaws,
so that nothing occurring in earthy naturewas viewed any longer as a mere earthy
happening.It also enabled a tremendousexpansion in knowledge and mastery
over nature, culminating in the ability of contemporary science to introduce
cosmic processesinto the earth - such as the splitting of the atom - and, in so
doing, to endangerthe survival not only of the human speciesbut of the earth

itself In Arendt's view, then, while world alienationdeterminedthe courseof
modernsociety,earthalienationhasbeenthe hallmarkof modemscience.But as
shenotes:"Comparedwith the earthalienationunderlyingthe wholedevelopment
of naturalsciencein the modemage,the withdrawalfrom terrestrialproximity
contained in the discovery of the globe as a whole and the world alienation

producedin the twofold processof expropriationandwealthaccumulationare of
minor significance" (Arendt, 1958:264).

Earth alienation epitomizes the desire to escapefrom the confines of the earth:

therecanbe no free public realm (Arendt, 1957:58-67).
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by
spurred
modern science and technology, we have searched for ways to
overcome our earth-bound, and thus limited, condition by setting out on the
exploration of space,by attempting to recreatelife under laboratory conditions,
by
and trying to extendour given-life-span.In doing this, we seemto be driven by
"a rebellion against human existence" (Arendt, 1958: 2) which we wish to
exchangefor something we have made entirely by ourselves. Earth alienation
representsthus, in the helpful formulation of Kateb, a resentmentagainst the
humancondition (Kateb, 1984: 162). The paradoxof this resentment,however,is
that it will not lead to liberation, a freedomfrom earthly constraints.Rather,it will

only leadus backto the prisonof our minds,sincewe will be ableto know only
those patterns that we ourselveshave created. Modem science and technology

thus makeit more and moreunlikely "that manwill encounteranythingin the
world aroundhim that is not man-madeand henceis not, in the last analysis,he
himself in a different disguise" (Arendt, 168b: 277). Moreover, the conquestof

spacecan only lead to an infinite regress,becauseonce we have reachedthe
Archimedeanpoint with respectto the earth,we would need"a new Archimedean

point and so on ad infinifum. In other words, man can only get lost in the
immensityof the universe,for the only true Archimedeanpoint would be the
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behind
the universe" (Arendt, 1968b:278).
absolutevoid
The Hierarchy of Human Activities and the Victory of Anintal Laborans

Arendt claims that in the tradition of Western philosophy, starting with Plato,
there occurred a shift away from the activities connectedwith political life, with
action and the striving for earthly immortality, in favor of the silent contemplation
of eternal truths. For Arendt, in fact, our tradition of political philosophy was
founded in explicit opposition to the polis and its activities, with the philosopher
turning away from politics and then returning to it in order to impose his alien
standards upon human affairs (Arendt, 1968b: 17-18; 1958: 14-17). This

debasement
of the valuesof the vita activa,andespeciallyof political action,was
continuedby the Christiantradition,in so far asit gavea religioussanctionto the
the sinfulnessof our worldly activities.The
activity of contemplationandstressed
by Christianity,the belief in the immortalityof the soul and in a
announcement
for the esteemand dignity of
world beyondthis one, had fateful consequences
politics.Politics was now no longer seenas the spherewhereindividualscould
performnobledeeds,reachagreement
on mattersof mutualconcern,andachieve
a measureof justice; it became,instead, the instrumentfor checking and
controllingmen's sinful nature,for punishingtheir evil conduct,and for looking
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after their earthly necessities.As Arendt puts it: "Political activity, which up to
then had derived its greatest inspiration from the aspiration toward worldly
immorality, now sankto the low level of an activity subjectto necessity,destined
to remedythe consequences
of human sinfulness,on one hand, and to caterto the
legitimate wants and interestsof earthly life, on the other" (Arendt, 1958:314).
What Platonism and Christianity achieved,then, was an elevation of the values
and concerns associated with the vita contemplativa and a corresponding

denigrationof thoseassociated
with the vita activa. Henceforthall the valuesof
the vita activa had to serve and be justified in terms of the values of the vita
contemplativa.
With the emergenceof modernity we witnessa reversalof this hierarchy,although

such reversalwas not straightforward.What it affected,in fact, was not the
relationof contemplationandaction,but that of thinking andmaking,of thought
and fabrication.Contemplation,in the original senseof silently beholdingthe
truth,wasaltogethereliminated,sinceit wasassociated
with a passivestateof the
mind, with the stillness required for the revelation or apprehensionof truth.
Thinking, on the other hand, was associatedwith a highly active state, with the

engagement
of the mind with itself, the inner dialogUebetweenme and myself
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Thus, when, in Bacon's well-known formulation, sciencebecamethe acquisition
of power over nature, it was thinking, and not contemplation,that becamethe
servant of making. And it became the servant of making becausewith the
it
became
scientific revolution
evident that our claim to knowledgewas restricted
to what we ourselvescould producewith our tools and instruments(e.g., through
the settingup of artificial experiments,through the invention of the telescope).
According to Arendt, the principle that we could only know what we ourselves
had produced was summed up in Vico's statementthat truth was a product of
making. Vico's claim, to be sure,was restrictedto history, sinceonly history could

be "made" by man. She argued,however,that the principle itself was already
establishedat the time of the discoveries of Galileo. Galileo's telescope had

demonstrated
the heavensin the belief that truth would
that merelycontemplating
discloseitself was no longer an adequateway to knowledge.Knowledgewas
arrivedat not throughcontemplationor passiveobservation,but throughmaking
andfabricating.As sheputsit, "it wasnot reasonbut a man-madeinstrument,the
telescope, which actually changed the physical world-view; it was not

contemplation,
observation,andspeculationwhich led to the newknowledge,but
the active stepping in of homofaber, of making and fabricating7 (Arendt, 1957:
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274). Thus the reversal in the modem age elevated homofaber to the position
previously enjoyed by contemplation, and channeledall human activities into the
pursuit of knowledgethrough making.
Furthermore,the knowledgewas no longer concernedwith the why or the what of
phenomena,with the causeor the substanceof things, but only with the how, that
is, with the processesof generationand development.To know somethingmeant
to know how it came into beings and to be able to reproduce its processes
artificially. One of the reasons for this shift, in Arendt's view, was that "the
scientist made only in order to know, not in order to produce things, and the
product was a mereby-product, a side-effect" (Arendt, 1958: 297). The result was
that in the place of the concept of Being we now find the concept of Process:

natureitself becamea processgovernedby immutablelaws, andit was not long
beforehistory too was viewedin the samelight. In Arendt'swords,"processes,
therefore,andnot ideas,the modelsand shapesof the thingsto be, becomethe
gwideof the makingand fabricatingactivitiesof homofaber in the modernage"
(Arendt, 1958: 300). One of the key concepts of physical science, that of
development,was in fact taken up by the historical sciences(Arendt, 1958;296).

For Arendt, then, the breakwith contemplationwas finally consummated
"not
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formerly
held
by
the
the
to
the
elevation
of
man the
man
maker
with
position
contemplator,but with the introduction of the concept of processinto making7
(Arendt, 1958: 301). This break had fateful consequences,insofar as it led to the
final reversal, namely, the elevation of labor to the highest position in the
hierarchical order of the vita activa, at the expenseof both fabrication (poiesis)

and action (praxis). Man as animal laboransnow becamethe standardagainst
which homofaber and man as zoon polilikon were assessedand found wanting.
And what permitted this to happenwas the focus of the conceptof processwith
the emergenceof modernity As Arendt points out:

It deprivedman as makerandbuilder of thosefixed and permanentstandards
and measurementswhich, prior to the modem age, have always servedhim as

guides for his doing and criteria for his judgement...For the mentality of
m3dern man, as it was determinedby the developmentof modem scienceand

the concomitantunfoldingof modemphilosophy,it wasat leastasdecisivethat
man beganto considerhimself part and parcel of the two superhuman,
allencompassingprocessesof natureand history, both of which seemeddoomedto
infinite
an
progresswithout ever reachingany inherent telos or approachingany
preordainedidea (Arendt, 1958:307).
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Submergedin the overall processof nature and later, with the rise of the historical
sciences,of history, man lost all contact with the permanentand durable features
of the world, and with the objects and standardsthat previously governed his
activities. Arendt finds an example of this loss in the transformation of the
principle of utility, characteristicof the worldview of homofaber, into Bentham's
principle of the greatesthappinessof the greatestnumber (Arendt, 1958: 308). In
the principle of greatest happiness all worldly values are replaced by the
su ective sensationsof pleasureand pain, which are geared exclusively to the
promotion of life and the survival of the species.Life, then, and not the world,

becamethe highestgood of man, and all activities previouslydirectedat the
constructionof a humanworld and at the establishment
of public spaceswhere
speechand action could flourish, were reducedto the single and monotonous
activity of labor.

Arendt maintainsthat the Christianemphasison the sacredness
life
of
partly
responsiblefor the obliterationof the ancientdistinctionswithin the vita activa,
since it viewed labor, work, and action as equally subject to the necessitiesof life
(Arendt, 1958; 316). In this respect, Christianity helped to free labor from the
contemptin antiquity, paving the way for its revaluation and eventualtriumph in

the modem age.But as we saw,the impact of modem scienceand the loss of trust
in the senseswere also contributing factors in the emergenceof the worldview of
animal laborans, insofar as both forced man to concentrateon processesas found
in nature or in the internal workings of the mind. The overall result was to make
labor, the endlessrepetitive cycle of man's metabolismwith nature,the highestof
man's capacities,and to elevatelife, or the preservationof our biological species,
into the highestvalue. In Arendt's word: "What was left was a "natural force", the

force of the life processitself, to which all men and all humanactivitieswere
if
it
had
equally submitted and whose only aim,
an aim at all, was survival of the

animal speciesman. None of the higher capacitiesof man was any longer
necessaryto connect individual life with the life of the species;individual life

becamepartof the life process,andto labor,to assurethe continuityof one'sown
life andthe life of his family,wasall thatwasneeded"(Arendt,1958:321).
A world whose chief values are dictatedby labor is a world whose private
activities,previouslyenclosedin the sphereof the household(oikos),havetaken
overthe publicrealmandturnedit into the oxymoron,i.e., "public household".In
this respect,the victory of animal laboranshascarriedforwardthe obliterationof
the distinctionbetweenthe public and the privatethat startedin the eighteenth
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century with the rise of the social. It has enabledthe activities connectedto the
necessitiesof life to appear in public and therefore the public (the polity) has
becomea function of the private (the economy).As Arendt puts it, "with the rise
of society,that is, the rise of "the household" (oikia) or of economicactivities to
the public realm, housekeepingand all matters pertaining formerly to the private
sphere of the family have become a "collective" concerW'(Arendt, 1958: 33).
This is indeedone of the major objectionsof Arendt againstthe modem age, since
the private's exclusive preoccupationwith economic matters has resulted in the
disappearanceof the public sphere,the creation of a society of job-holders, the

impositionof conformityand isolation,the enforcementof predictablebehavior,
andthe establishment
of bureaucraticformsof government.All thesephenomena
are connected,in Arendt'sview, to the rise of society,or more precisely,to its
mostextremedevelopment,
masssociety
The Rise of the Social and the Rule by Nobody

We know that the contradictionbetweenprivate and political, typical of the
initial stagesof the modem age, has been a temporaryphenomenonwhich
introducedthe utter extinctionof the very differencebetweenthe private and
both
in the sphereof the social(Arendt, 1958:
public realms,the submersion
of
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69).

Both the private and the public realm suffer from the threat of extinction; in the
in
former,
it
destruction
the
the
caseof
would mean
of a private space which to
find comfort and rest from the activities of work, labor, and action; it would also
blurring
loss
initiative
from
the
the
that
of the
mean
of
springs
necessity and

distinctionbetweenfreedomandnecessityIn the caseof the latter,it would mean
the elimination of a public spaceof appearancewhere our identities are revealed,

it
deeds
history
traditions
our
remembered,
our
renewedandour
preserved; would
also mean the loss of objectivity, the disappearanceof stability and permanence,

andthe destructionof freedomandplurality.
All theseharmful consequences
are seento follow the emergenceof masssociety

in the modernage.Sucha society,for Arendt,constitutesa novel form of living
together characterizedby the fact that individuals are united only by their
commonmembershipin the humanspecies,that is, by their commonbiological
needsof life andsurvival,andnot by a publicworld of actionandspeech.In such
society, people are expected to conform, to share the same private interests

(economicby definition),andto behavein a predictablemanner,ratherthanto act
in original anddistinctivefashion.Arendt claimsthat this form of living together
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for
forms
despotic
from
have
the more benign oneallows
of
rule which
varied
man rule of monarchicalabsolutismto the more terrifying forms of totalitarianism.
In the last chapter of Yhe Origins of Totalitarianism, 'Ideology and Terror',
Arendt writes:
Totalitarian government, like all tyrannies, certainly could not exist without
destroyingthe public realm of life, that is, without destroying,by isolating men,
their political capacities.But totalitarian domination as a form of governmentis
new in that it is not contentwith this isolation and destroysprivate life as well.
It basesitself on loneliness,on the experienceof not belonging to the world at

(Arendt,
all, which is amongthe mostradicalanddesperate
experiences
of men
1951:475).

Moreover,Arendt claimsthat, in Westerndemocracies,
this form of living has
In the following passage,
the rule by nobody,namely,a bureaucracy.
encouraged
Arendt mediatesNietzsche's critique of the ascetic regimes through which
individualsare tamed,and Weber'sdepictionof the bureaucraticpenetrationof
everyday life. Also, she prefigures Foucault's basic theme in Discipline and
Punish:

The rule by nobody is not necessarilyno-rule; it may indeed, under certain

circumstances,even turn out to be one of its cruelest and most tyrannical
versions.It is decisive that all society, on all its levels, excludesthe possibility
of action, which formerly was excluded from the household.Instead, society
expects from each of its members a certain kind of behavior, imposing
innumerableand various rules, all of which tend to "normalize" its members,to
behave,
them
to exclude spontaneousaction or outstandingachievement
make
(Arendt, 1958:40).

Thereforethis rule by nobody does not mean no rule. It only meansthat no one
appearsto be responsible,and that no one in particular can be blamed for certain
policies or programs.As sheremarks:"A completevictory of society will always
produce some sort of "communistic fiction", whose outstanding political

is that it is indeedruledby an "invisible hand",namely,by nobody.
characteristic
What we traditionally call state and government gives place here to pure
administration" (Arendt, 1958:44-45).

Moreoversuchform of rule is perfectlysuitedto a societythat, in Arendt'sview,
hasdoneawaywith all distinctionsof rank,status,or title andreplacedthemwith
mere function. This process started with the absorption of the family and its

economicactivitiesby largersocialgroups;thesegroups,in turn, expandedand
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becameconsolidatedas social classes;but with the emergenceof mass society
these classeshave themselvesbeen absorbedby society, and we are left with a
his
her
function.
Thus
individual
is
identified
by
only
or
every
situation where
with the establishmentof mass society the realm of the social "has finally, after
several centuries of development, reached the point where it embraces and
controls all members of a given community equally and with equal strength"
(Arendt, 1958: 41), and the reasonfor this is that no boundariesbetween public
individuals,
distinctions
among
and no world commonto them all,
and private, no
have
dynamic
In
to
their
the
of wealth
are allowed exist.
place we now
relentless

it,
fact
in
Arendt
"the
of
accumulationcharacteristicof a society, which, as
puts
mutual dependencefor the sake of life and nothing else assumespublic
significance,andwherethe activitiesconnectedwith sheersurvivalarepermitted
to appearin public" (Arendt, 1958:46).
As we have seen so far, Arendt's critique of modernity is very harsh. If so, it is

becauseof her concernthat the trendsshehasidentifiedin the modemagemight
become permanent,thereby impoverishing our existence. Her most worrisome
conviction is that the modem age, by restricting the opportunities for political

actionand allowing the unlimited expansionof the social,has underminedthe
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by
Furthermore,
of
possibilities
politics.
eroding the public world and

humanenergieson the unlimitedaccumulationof wealth,it hasleft
concentrating
individualsisolatedandvulnerableto political manipulation.As shearguedin her
essay 'The Concept of History', modem mass society stands for: "a society of

men who, without a commonworld which would at once relate and separatethem,
either live in desperatelonely separationor are pressedtogetherinto a mass.For a
mass-society is nothing more than that kind of organized living which

itself
automaticallyestablishes
amonghumanbeingswho are still relatedto one
but
have
lost
the world once commonto all thenf' (Arendt, 1968b:89-90).
another

And as we know from her writings on totalitarianism,thesecharacteristicsof
mass society carry serious political dangers, since "loneliness, the common

groundfor terror, the essenceof totalitariangovernment-is closely connected
with uprootedness
and superfluousness
which have beenthe curseof modem
massessince the beginning of the industrial revolution' (Arendt, 1951: 475). It is
important to stressthis connection,becausein Arendt's indictment of modernity
the novel and catastrophicevent of totalitarianism plays a crucial role. Without a
deepappreciationof this event and the impact it had on Arendt's life and work, it

is difficult to understand
the harshness
of her judgement.In her view the terrible
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originality of totalitarianism consisted in the fact that through its terror and
violence, and through the brutality of its ideology, and it constituted a radical
breakwith all the standardsand categoriesof our moral and political tradition. As
it
in
the essay'Tradition and the Modem Age': "Totalitarian domination
she put
as an establishedfact, which in its unprecedentedness
cannot be comprehended
through the usual categoriesof political thought, and whose 'crimes' cannot be
judged by traditional moral standardsor punishedwithin the legal framework of
our civilization, has broken the continuity of Occidental history. The break in our
tradition is now an accomplishedfacf '(Arendt, 1968b:26)

This tragic rupturein our historyforcedArendtto rethinkthe whole tradition of
political thought in the West and to refashion in the form of a phenomenological

anthropologyandthosecategories
of humancondition.
4. Totalitarianism and Modernity

Throughoutherwork, from TheOriginsof Totalitarianismto Ae Life of theMind,
Arendtwas extremelyskepticalof all causalexplanationsof totalitarianism.She
did not think that elements racism,imperialism,the declineof the nation-state,
antisemitism - caused it as a kind of logical consequence.Totalitarianism

remainedfor her a monstrous,unprecedented
event, one that "exploded our
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traditional categories of political thought (totalitarian domination is unlike all
forms of tyranny and despotism we know of) and the standard of our moral
judgement (totalitarian crimes are very inadequatelydescribedas 'murder' and
totalitarian criminals can hardly be punishedas 'murderers')" (Arendt, 1994:405).
However, Arendt, did see a connection, even if not a causal one, between

totalitarianismandthe spirit of modemage.
For Arendt, the modem age is boundless self-assertion growing out of a
resentmentof the human condition, a resentmentof all the limits that define
human existence(mortality, labor, and natural necessity,earth-boundedness,
etc).

Unwilling to acceptwhat he hasn'tmadehimself,modernmantransformsreality
by means of modern science and technology, in the hope of creating a totally

humanizedworld in which hecanbe at home.
What Arendt calls "the modem triumph of homofabeP' in TheHuman Condition

thusgivesbirth to the modernistfaith that"everythingis possible"- thatthereare
limits
no limits to humanity'scapacityto exploitnaturalprocesses,
thus
to
no
and
the reshapingof reality. It is this hubris - the hubris of homofaber, of "everything
is possible" - which finds expressionin the totalitarian project of "fabricating

mankind". This project consistsin the violent reshapingof availablehuman
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but
individuals
in
only
that,
the
exist,
end, neither classes,races,or
material so
incalculable
(Arendt,
In
1951:
475).
the
the
such a world,
specimensof
species
hasbeeneliminated.
One of the oddities of totalitarianism is that it couplesthis distinctively modern
hubris with an equally modern determinism. As Canovan points out, Arendt's
thought that modem man was tempted to "purchaseunlimited power at the price
hand"
(Canovan,
helping
forces
inhuman
of siding with
and giving necessity a
1992: 13). Totalitarian regimes demonstratewhat happenswhen human beings
its
"law
Submission
to
to
this
temptation.
of nature", with
a racist
surrender

imperativeof genocide,or historical"laws of motioif', which predictnot only the
extinction of capitalism but also classenemiesof the proletariat, createsa feeling

follower.
in
feels
leader
Each
be
themselves
to
the
totalitarian
and
of power
an
instrumentof superhumannecessity,a necessitymanifest in the historical laws of

motion.
7heHumanConditionturnsfrom the dangerof totalitariandynamismto consider
other "world-destroying7'forces that the modem age has released.Among these
are the tremendousgrowth in the forces of production and consumptionbrought
about by the rise of capitalism. This growth, with the hegemonyof the economic
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concern,threatenall other relatively autonomousspheresof humanactivity. Thus,
it promotesthe eradicationof humanplurality, freedom,anduniqueness.
The image of fragile "island of freedom" surrounded by a sea of automatic,
natural processesis a recurrent one in Arendt (see Arendt 1968b: 168). Both
totalitarianism and modem technological capitalism, with its transformation of

in
into
island
freedom
laborans,
the
this
processes
man
animal
put
artificeof
of destruction and reproduction. Arendt reminds us of the differences between
action, work, and labor in order to underline how dangerousit is to forget that an
individual's life is human to the extent that it has the possibility of a limited

In Arendt'sview, action- speechanddeedin
transcendence
of naturalprocesses.
the public realm - is the vehicle by which we achievethis limited transcendence

and a uniqueidentity To be deprivedthis opportunityis to be deprivedof the
chance of living a fully human life (see Arendt, 1958: 176). If the goal of
totalitarianism is to reduce human beings to mere examples of the species,

technologicalcapitalismhasa parallel,if lesshorrible,logic. Both aredamages
to
the human statusbecausethey strive to replace human plurality and spontaneity

with a kind of oneness,
while movingus closerto the law of natureandnecessity
On this point,thereis thetemptationto saythat Arendtviewscapitalistmodernity
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between
is
difference
kind
"soft"
For
the
totalitarianism.
of
as a
what
totalitarianism and capitalist modernity if the result is the same?The destruction
deed
freedom
the
the
and
common world,
of
eradicationof
understoodas speech
in the public realm, and the ultimate assimilation of human beings to nature and
necessityare commonto both the modem and totalitarian projects.In addition, the
emphasison resentmentof humancondition is commonto both projects.
However, Arendt herself was too far aware of the horrible originality of

totalitarianismto readit backinto somebroader,world-historicalmovement.Even
if, as Kateb notes, Arendt sees the story of modem Europe as a story of

"the
Stalinist
Nazi
totalitarianism
pathologies,with
as
and
climacticpathologý'
(Kateb, 1984: 66), she does not identify totalitarianism with capitalist,

technologicalmodernity,andshedoesnot seetotalitarianismasa singlemetaphor
or the ultimateculminationof modemage.Despiteher harshness
of her critique
of modemage, and despiteher convictionthat the rootlessness
of the modem
massesprovidedthe soil for totalitarianismto take root, there is no inner link
betweenthe worldlessnessof the modem age and the essenceof totalitarianism,

but "lawfulness,if law is the law of the
namely,"terroe',which is not lawlessness,
movementof some superhumanforce, Nature or History", including particularly
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"the law of killing" (Arendt, 1951: 464-465).
All we can say is that, for Arendt, the modem age creates unprecedented
loneliness;
loneliness
that
the
or uprootedness
and
alienation
experience of
deprivespeople not only of a place of the world, but their senseof identity and
their feeling for the world, i. e. their common sense;that deprivedof the sensethat

is
likely
individual
him
her
to
the
to
the
the
or
relates
world and
others, modern
turn an ideology which explains the past, presentand fifture by deductionsfrom
lost
his
fellow
Having
contact with
men and their public reality
single premise.
individual
him,
loses
both
the
the
thought and experience.
around
modem
capacity

Hencethe modemindividualbecomeseasilyinfectedwith totalitarianfictions.It
is in this sensethat totalitarianismis basedon the worldlessnessinherentin
loneliness,on "the experience
belonging
to theworld at all, which is among
of not
the most radical and desperateexperiencesof man7(Arendt, 1951:475).

The reflectionon the "worldlessnessý'
of the modemmassesin Me Origins of
Totalitarianismobviouslypreparethe way for the phenomenology
of actionand
the public realm in The Human Condition. Arendt moves from the most
pathological expressionof worldlessness-the intenselonelinessand the embrace

of totalitarianfiction - to a descriptionof how political actionon the public realm
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identity.
individual
the
the
recognitionand
endows world with meaningandoffers
What matters most to her in 7he Origins of Totalitarianism are the pathological
Me
Human
her
leads
by
loss
What
to
the
possibilities caused
of a worldly reality.
Conditioti is the desireto show how a strong senseof the public world manifests
itself in political action.
Both texts, Yhe Origins of Totalitarianism and YheHuman Condition, locate the
most basic threat to our political health in the loss of a senseof the public world
loss,
implications
far
fail
As
to
the
this
we will
confront
of
among people.
as we
fail to understandwhy racism, imperialism, antisemitism and totalitarianism had

suchenormousappealin the late modemage, and why they encounteredsuch
minimal resistance.We will be unable to understandthe peculiar mix of
"stupidity" and cynicismthat characterized
Europeansocietybetweenwars, and
that characterizes-our own contemporarypolitical culture (Arendt, 1994: 314).

Finally,we will be unableto "think what we are doing7aswe makepolitics,the
public sphere,andthe claimsof justice ever more subordinateto the demandof
the market,technology,andthe "national" - now international- household.
If Arendt's attempt to link totalitarianism to the spirit of the modern age
sometimesstrains credulity, we must remember her original goal of converting
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trauma into understandingin Yhe Orights of Totalitariatfism. That aim remained
in
her
unfuifilled,
view, so long as political theorists failed to confront the
potential disaster in the various formative modem projects to assimilatehuman
beings to natural processes.Rights, positive laws, constitutional framework, all
contribute to containing the tendencyto treat human beings as raw material. Yet,
from Arendt's perspective,liberalism fails to imagine or comprehendthe worst,
and therefore fails to seethat the preservationof rights and proceduralsafeguard
dependson worldliness. The "right to have right" to membershipin a political
community is more fundamentalthan the "rights of man7(Arendt, 1951:290-302).

This, at any rate, is the fundamentalconvictionbehindher political thought,and
the reasonwhy it will alwaysremain,for betteror worse,beyondthe frailty of
liberalism.

5. Conclusion

Arendt'scritiqueof modernityis very harshandshowsa sign of antimodernism.
However, Arendt's antimodernismdoes not entirely relapse into such
conservatismas that of Heidegger, nor attempt to design some sort of utopia.
Rather, her understandingof politics, her democratically motivated "love of the
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in
but
in
her
in
the
context
utopia
nor
antimodernismnot nostalgia,
world"' places
of

"criticism as well as experiment" (Arendt, 1968b: 14).

As she freely admitted (Arendt, 1979: 334), Arendt's purpose is not to praise
liberal bourgeois society. In this respect, she barely qualifies as even a
"antimodern modernist" (Benhabib, 1994: 113) or a "reluctant modernist"
(Benhabib, 2003: 198). Besides, George Kateb characterizesArendt as a "great
is
description
(Kateb,
1984:
183).
Yet
this
offered with polemical
antimodernisf'
intent. Kateb persuadesus to view Arendt as the kind of cultural critic who wishes
to see modernity undone. This way of understanding strikes me as a liberal

(Foucault,
1984:
blackmail
Enlightenment"
"the
Foucault
of
calls
versionof what
42) - the insistence that one should take a stand "for" or "against" bourgeois

delivering
before
democracy,
the specificsof
and
so
on,
rationality,
enlightenment
does
in
broad
is
Arendt
While
not share
sense,
she
antimodern
a
one's critique.
the conservative'swish, such as that of Heidegger, to return to the premodern.

Arendt refusesto deal in this type of nostalgia,and it is evidentthroughouther
theoreticalwork. Me Human Condition, in particular, is a multifacetedaccountof
why the structuresof meaning,and politics defining the premodernworld are no

7Arendt wantedto call her book,Amor Mundi [love of the world] insteadof TheHuman Condition
(Young-Bruel,1982:324).
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longer possible.
What is it, then, that makes Arendt's critique of modernity seem like an
antimodernist,or totalizing critique? Partly, as Kateb notes, it is her unyielding
focus on the downside of modernity (Kateb, 1984: chapter 5). She describesits
horror and pathologiesat length, but none of its greatness.In addition, her critique
of modernity develops explicitly on the ontological teffain, focusing on the
decline of the public realm. In this respect,her critique is different from that of
Hab,ý.rmas, who takes the Weberian concept of rationalization as its central
category of analysis, and who attempts to identify both the emancipatory and

repressive
aspectsof modemityý
Yet, ironically, Arendt believes that the modem era is a kind of progressin terms

domination.
her
initial
is
On
the
this
techniques
of
refinementof
of
point,
position
similarto that of Adorno,who speaksof the continuityof disaster"leadingfrom
the slingshot to the megatonbomb" (Adorno, 1973: 320), and that of Foucault,

who speaksof a kind of historical progressproceeding"from dominationto
dominatiorf' (Foucault, 1977a: 151). Like Horkheirner and Adorno (1972), and
Foucault (I 990a; orig. 1976; 1991a; orig. 1975), Arendt believesthat modernity is

a coerciveforce, but whereArendt focuseson the declineof the public realm,
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Horkheimer and Adomo focus on the colonization of nature, and the subsequent
repression of social and psychic existence, and Foucault concentrateson the
domination of the individual through social institution, discourses,and practices.
Despite Arendt's intensive focus on the public and Foucault's focus on the
individual, it is a mistake to seethat their argumentsare limited to the public (in
Arendt's case)or to the individual (in Foucault'scase).Arendt believesthat mass
society and loneliness, which are the categories in explaining the rise of

totalitarianism,threatenthe extinctionof both the public and the private realm
(Arendt, 1958: 69), therefore, the annihilation of othernessand plurality For

Arendt,the world is characterized
by two words,the term, "in-between"(1958:
52; 1968a:4) and the term, "plurality" (Arendt, 1958: 176,201 and passim; 1963:
175 and passim), since the world goes on among plural persons with space

betweenthem.In this context,the term,interest,asArendtpointsout (1958:182),
originally had nothing to do with the highly individualist meaningwe attribute to

it today.Inter-estmeans,literally,what is betweenus, what bindsus togetherand
drawsus apart. On this point, her final position is convergedinto that of Foucault,

individualization
who warnsof "political doublebind, which is the simultaneous
andtotalization of modem power structure" (Foucault, 1983a:216).
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The impressionthat 7he Human Condition is an exercisein "Hellenic nostalgia"
(Kateb, 1984: 39; O'Sullivan,

1976; Pitkin, 1981; Bakan, 1979: 59) is created

insert
Arendt's ontological concerns into a static phenomenologyof
when we
human activity The old hierarchy of the vita activa then appearsas the meansto
condemnthe new, i. e., modernity Yet this phenomenologyis not as conceptually
static as it first appears,and in fact, it relies upon an implicit historical ontology
Arendt reffised to reify the capacities and conditions of human existenceinto a
transhistoricalhuman "nature" (Arendt, 1958: 10). As her reply to Eric Voegelin

makes clear, she was intensely aware of the internal connectionbetween
individual capacitiesand the conditionsnecessaryfor their exercise(Arendt,
1994: 407-408). Thus, it is not simply a questionof the relative statusan activity

hasin the hierarchyof the vita activa.It is alsoa matterof the peculiarhistorical
reality the activity inhabits.Henceit is the matterof the possibilitynot only a
changein rank, but of a dis-essencingor transformingof the capacitiesthemselves.

Admittedly,Arendtshowssomequalificationsof her critiqueof modernity.In The
Human Condition, she writes, "the instrumentalization of action and the
degradationof politics into a meansfor somethingelse has of coursenever really

in eliminatingaction,in preventingits beingoneof the decisivehuman
succeeded
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experiences,or in destroying the realm of human affairs altogether" (Arendt,
1958: 230). Moreover, as her interpretation of modem political action in On
Revolution shows, Arendt believes that authentic political action is manifest in
selectmoment of revolutionary upheavaland resistance(Arendt, 1963,chapter6).
Yet, thesequalifications do little to transformthe pessimismthat runs through her
approachto modemity In The Origins of Totalitarianism, she emphasizeshow
totalitarian domination, as an incarnationof the modernistfaith that "everything is
possible", attemptsa refabrication of man that threatenshumanity (Arendt, 1951:
458-459). This nightmare haunts her thinking about modernity as a whole.

Arendt's analysis of the destruction of the common world, the rise of
technologicalautomatism,and the victory of the animal laborans implies that, the

modernproject,asa resentment
of humanexistence,will triumph.Modernitywill
attainits goalof not only remakingtheworld,but manalso.
This line of thought leads Kateb and others to question the validity of Arendt's

critique.From Kateb'sperspective,Arendt'scritiqueof modernityis totalizing in
the worst way. It leadsto a rejection of the energiesof the modem ageon the basis

of religiousconvictionthat humanityexist to be at home in the world (Kateb,
1984: 158). Arendt's emphasison the redemptive character of political action
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hinges, Kateb observes, on the possibility of a nonalienated existence. Thus,
"groups of people must be at home in the world first if the frame of memorable
deeds,the frame of political action, is to be securedand strengthened"(Kateb,
1984: 158). Modernity, however, cultivates human capacitiesthat produceworld
and earth alienation, and prevents us from being at home. Arendt condemns
modernity because it destroys the conditions that enable the existential
achievementof political action: "The hope is that humanity could be at home
rightly. The hope is dashedby modemity" (Kateb, 1984: 158).
Kateb is right to emphasizethe redemptiverole of political action in Arendt. Her

desirefor "reconciliatioif' comesfrom the tragic sensibilitysheshareswith the
Greeks, and it runs through her entire approach to modernity Yet, Kateb's

exclusive focus on the "existential achievement"of political action distorts
Arendt's critique of modernity For while Arendt idealizesthe Greeksas being
uniquelyat homein the world, shealsobelievesthatthereis no return.I think that
it is one of the reasonsfor her fondnessfor Rene Char's aphorism:"Our
inheritancewas left to us by no testament"(Arendt, 1963: 215); and Tocqueville's

epigram:"Sincethe pasthasceasedto turn its light uponthe Future,the mind of
man wandersin obscurity" (1968b: 7).
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If we, like Kateb, insist on seeing Arendt driven by the desire to overcome
alienation -a desire that transforms into theoretical grief, then Arendt's theory
Kateb's
hopes.
However,
be
would simply anotherunhappyexpressionof utopian
interpretation is insufficient, becauseArendt's critique of modernity is not just
for
hope
but
"religious"
the
reconciliation,
about the pagan value of
about
"worldlinese'. For Arendt, modem existential rebellion is bad not becauseit

be
"being
blocksreconciliation,but becauseit undermines
To
at
sure,
worldliness.
home"is oneof the qualitiesArendtattributesto a "worldly" - in Kateb'swords,
"unalienated" - existence.Yet, it is precisely the artificiality of this home that

Arendtis talking about.In otherwords,it is not alienationper sethat shecombats,
but world alienation.In this sense,Kateb'sidentificationof worldlinesswith the
is
absence
of alienation problematic.
do
Unlike Kateb,Habermasians,
democrats
communitarians,
andparticipatory
not
seeArendt's antimodernismis totalizing or rejectionist. Instead,they understand

Arendt'scritiqueof modernityin the light of ontologicalimplications.As we have
seenearlier, thesethree schools of thought wish to enlist Arendt in the project of
recovering a public sphere. Hence, Habermas appeals to her "intersubjective"

conceptof political action,the communitarianappealsto her worldly, "rooted"
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democrat
the
conceptionof membership,and
appealsto the tendency
participatory
toward civic republicanismin her text. Each school hopesthat the pursuit of one
just,
democratic,
Arendtian
bring
these
to
of
pathswill
us closer a genuine- more
and meaningful- public sphere.
The notion of a unitary or comprehensivepublic spherehas been the target of
criticism from Foucauldian,feminist scholarswho champion difference wishing
to expose the disciplinary techniques or the power relations implicit in the

inteisubjective accounts of discursive rationality Since Arendt's Greek
masculinist conception of the public sphere, to some extent, shows general

insensitivityof such concerns,and thereforedoesnot offer an accountof the
irreducibility of mechanismsof exclusionin any discursivecommunity.'

Intertstingly,what bindsArendt's contemporarycritics and admirerstogetheris
the unquestionedassumptionsthat she standsfor the recovery of a single,
institutionalizedpublic sphere. Of course, Arendt's work, particularly its
idealizationof the public realm of polis in Ae Hunian Condition and its
invocation of the "lost treasure" of the revolutionary tradition in On Revohilion,

invitesthis reading.However,I think that herfocuson the public spherecannotbe

' For an overview of thesecriticisný
seeFraser,1992.
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identified with her conviction of the recovery of the public sphere.Rather, her
implies
in
the
modem age
pronouncementabout the end of the common world
is
dark.
This
is
for
that the prospect
a comprehensivepublic sphere obscureand
is
it
is
Rather,
that
to
aware
she
to
say
not say she gives up on action and politics.
initially
how
the
open the possibility of a
energies of modernity, which
of
groundlesspolitics, end in intensifying the paradox of revolution and political
is
'
freedom
in
In
the
emerges also
moment which a spaceof
other words,
action.

The combinationof modernworld alienation
the beginningof its disappearance.
late-modem
the
escalation of the automatism makes the appearanceof
with
freedom"miracles" (Arendt, 1968b: 168).

It is not a question,therefore, of pretendingthat we can resurrectthe agora by

in
is
intersubjectivity,
deliberation,
What
to
or
acting
concert.
matters
appealing
far
for
functionalized
behavior
demand
to
to
the
as
and preserve,
our ability resist
independent
for
as possible, our capacity
agonistic action and spontaneous,

judgement.

' "If foundationwas the aim and the end of revolution, then the revolutionaryspirit was not merely
the spirit of beginning somethingnew but of starting somethingpermanentand enduring;a lasting
institution, embodyingthis spirit and encouragingit to new achievements,would be self-defeating.
From which it unfortunatelyseemsto follow that nothing threatensthe very achievementsof
revolution more dangerouslyand more acutelythan the spirit which hasbrought them about.
Shouldfreedomin its most exaltedsenseas freedomto act be the price to be paid for foundation?"
(Arendt, 1963:232).
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it is here that Arendt's concernsintersect more sharply with Foucault. Arendt's
theory of political action, so clearly at odds with a Foucauldian politics of
everydaylife, links up with Foucault's conceptof resistance.For wherethe space
in
is
it
is,
both
Arendt
Foucault
taken
argue
action the strict
and
of action
away,as
is
sense
no longer possible. Resistance becomes the primary vehicle of
spontaneity and agonistic subjectivity, a kind of alternative concept of action.
Similarly, critical thinking is not activism per se, but an effort to resist the
temptation to ground this faculty in a theoretical discourse, that is, thinking

banister"
habit,
in
"thinking
Arendt's
the
outsideof
conceptand
words,
without a
(Arendt, 1979:336). Also, in an agethat has witnessedthe withdrawalof the
political, and its dispersionthroughoutthe social body, asFoucault hasrecognized,

Arendt'seffort to think the specificityof the political is not an anachronism
nor
oppositeto Foucault.For where everythingis political, nothing is.

Arendt's critique of modernity evadeseasyclassification.It is too antinostalgicto

be premodernor rejectionist,yet too radicalto qualify as modemor immanent.
Among recent theorists, only Foucault can be said to match her Nietzschean

This
the
capacityto distanceherselffrom the unquestioned
age.
of
assumptions
ability is the sourceof embarrassment
andfrustrationfor thosetheorists,suchas
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Walzer (1987), who believe that the first duty of social or political critics is to
identify with basic assumptionsor values of their age. However, I think that an
attitude of theoretical detachment is not exclusive privileges for armchair
philosophers.To be suspiciousof grand projects doesnot necessarilymeannot to
address public issues or not to engage the historical experience or political
ironically
his
her
This
time.
the
struggleof
or
ability also clashes current misuse,
box7'
by
insists
kind
"tool
Foucault,
theory
raised
of
which
on viewing
as a
(Foucault in Eribon, 1991: 237), to be judged and deployedaccordingto strategic

While Foucaultintendshis work to enlistitself into the realityof a
considerations.
contest,he doesnot intendhis work to be the provisionof programs,prophecies,
or policies. From Foucauldian perspective,theory is not a totalizing instrument,

but onethat multipliestacticsandpotentialities.This "tool box7'statementshould
be
not understoodin termsof guiding threador theoreticalapparatus.Ratherit
should be understoodin the senseof detachmentfrom authorshippreferring
insteadto seehis work aspublic property,which canbe usedby anyone.Foucault
shares this unusual sense of detachment with Arendt: "Each time you write

somethingand you sendit out into the world and it becomespublic, obviously
everybodyis free to do with it what he pleases,andthis is as it shouldbe You
...
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have
hold
hand
happen
to
try
to
you
what
should not
your
now on whatever may
beenthinking for yourself You should rather try to learn from what other people
do with it" (Arendt, 1958:xx).
Arendt's central theoretical works are valuable not just becausethey offer an
illuminating lessonsof human agency in an age of ideology, as Isaac (1992) has
is
docility
(1993)
has
There
Honig
observed,or a passionaterefusal of
argued.
as
is
from
learned
What
Arendt
that all
totalitarianism
the
more.
experience of
human capacities - and particularly the capacity for action and judgement crucially dependon the conditions of their exercise,and that it is indeed possible

to u,,,
)root such capacities.The urgencyof her attemptto "think what we are
doing7 (Arendt, 1958: 5) in 7he Human Condition flows from this insight. What

Arendt suggestsis that totalitarianideologiesunderlying much of the modem
project may still succeed.For the exterminationof the human capacity for action
by peacefulmeansis the dangerthat appearsafter Auschwitz.

Arendt was profoundly pessimisticabout the prospectsfor a genuinepublic
spherein our time.Indeed,from the standpointof her critiqueof modemity,action
in the strict senseis no longer possible. It is precisely the impossibility of a

genuinepublic spherein postmodernitythat leadsArendt to stressagonismover
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consensus,resistance over docility, and the "defeated causes" of the
"revolutionary spirit" over the normalizing politics of representativedemocracy.
Her faith in action and her pessimistic prospectsfor a public sphere reflect a
continuing wonder at the fact that political action persistsin the various "defeated
causes".For some,this state of affairs may be a source of despair, for Arendt,
however, it signifies both loss and hope. Her point as a critic of liberalism and
modernity is similar to Foucault: it is not that everything is bad, but that
for
is
includes
innovations
dangerous.
This
those
modem political
everything
which she - and we - are necessarily grateful. Arendt's theoretical work

demonstrates
how man as a political being must refuseboth "the blackmailof
Enlightenment" andthe appealto a religiosity
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Chapter Six
Arendt:

Participation,

Independent

Judgment,

and

Critical

Thinking
1. Introduction

Arendt insistedthat "thinking and acting are not the same",that "they occupy two
entirely different existential positions" (Arendt, 1979: 304-305). This distinction
between thinking and acting underlies her phenomenologyof human activities,
providing the basic architecture for her consideration of the active life in The
Human Condition and mental activities in 7he Life of the Mind. Arendt believed

that action took place in the world, with others, while thinking involved a
withdrawalfrom theworld into the solitudeof an internal"dialogue...betweenme
and myself' (Arendt, 1971:185).This formulationof the gap betweenthinking
andactinghasfrustratedmanytheoristswho wantto link theoryandpractice,and
has driven her sympatheticcritics to her fragmentaryand unfinishedwork on
judgement (flabermas, 1983; Benhabib, 1992b; Gray, 1979; Miller, 1979;
Bernstein, 1986; Beiner, 1982; 1983). Their paths are diverse, but their hope has

beenthat her analysisof this facultywould providethe missinglink betweenthe
life of the citizen and the life of the mind. Arendt encouragedsuchhopesby
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judgement
faculty
"the
to
the
most political of man's mental
of
as
referring
her
Furthermore,
(1984:
36).
faculty
"the
abilities" and
political
par excellence"
description of political or "representative" thinking in several essaysfrom the
1960s, certainly seemsto show the faculty of judgement as a kind of bridge
betweenthought and action. Yet Arendt remained adamant about keeping them
distinct. Shecontinuedto insist upon the distinction betweenthinking and its "byjudgement
distinction
between
judgment,
(Arendt,
193)
1971:
as well as
producf'

'
andaction.
On the surfaceof Arendt's work, there are two different accountsof judgement,

As
faculty.
distinct
her
this
thought
to
two
about
phasesof
which correspond
Beiner suggests,it is quite plausible to speak of not one, but two theories of
judgement in Arendt (Beiner, 1982: 91). The first, earlier theory considers

it
judgementfrom the perspective
later
theory
the
considers
of vita activa; second,
from the standpointof the life of the mind. Thus, as we move from Arendt's

1In The Life of the Mind, Arendt statesthat "the faculty ofjudging particulars(asbroughtto light
by Kant), the ability to say"this is wrong7,"this is beautiful", and so on, is not the sameas the
faculty of thinking. Thinking dealswith invisibles,with representations
of things that arc absent;
judging alwaysconcernsparticularsand things closeat hand.But the two are interrelated,as arc
consciousness
and conscience.If thinking - the two-in-one of the soundlessdialogue actualizesthe difference within our identity as given in consciousness
and therebyresultsin
conscienceas its by-productýthen judging, the by -product of the liberating effect of thinking,
makes it manifest in the world of appearance,where I am neveraloneand alwaystoo busy to
be able to think. 'Me manifestationof the wind of thought is not knowledge;it is the ability to tell
right from wrong, beautiful from ugly" (Arendt, 1971: 193,my emphasis).Cf. Arendt, 1971:69,
70; 1984:37.
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her
in
her
1960s
1970s,
the
to
the
the
essaysof
accountof
emphasis
writings of
judgement "shifts from the representativethought and enlarged mentality of
political agentsto the spectatorshipand retrospectivejudgement of historiansand
storytellere' (Beiner, 1984: 91).

I don't want to deny this shift in emphasis.As both Beiner (1984) and Bernstein
(1986) have shown, it is textually demonstrable. Although perhaps more
pronouncedin the later writings, I do want to argue that Arendt's emphasison

in
independent
judgment
both
When
or autonomous
underlies
phases.
viewed the
light of "thinking (and judgment) for oneself' (Arendt, 1982: 43,71),

her

articulationsof political (or representative)
andcritical (or Socratic)thinking turn
out to be more closely related than often assumed.Indeed,interpretationsof
"representative
thinking7as a methodof public deliberationanddecision-making
fundamentallydistortArendt'sintention.
This judgment may be that of actor, of a "citizen among citizens", or it may be

that of the spaciallyor temporallyremovedspectator.It is always,however,each
individual's opinion, that is, the expressionof how the world and the things in it
(actions,events,phenomena)"appear to me" (Arendt, 1990: 80; 1968b:241-242;
1968a:26-27), "me", the engagedactor of enlargedthought, "me", the detached
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interpreterof impartial judgment. While judging is "one, if not the most important,
is
it
in
to
the
also the
pase',
activity
which ... sharing
world with others comes
for
discrimination
by
"taste"
capacity
our
our
moral
activity
which we express
In
223-225).
discernment
(Arendt,
1968b:
221;
and
- and chooseour company
Arendt's case,the expressionof her moral "taste" put her at odds with many who
fundamental
head
the
the
solidarity
placed
at
of
political virtues, who viewed
political commitments as entailing the abandonment of the privilege of
independentjudgment. Arendt clung fiercely to this privilege, holding it to be the

2
is
humanized
idea
human
dignit
defensible
Arendt,
For
the
of
coreof any
Y.
world
by
discourse"
(Arendt,
but
by
"the
1968a: 27), and the
not
consensus
unending
diversity of opinion.

' "SinceHegelandMarx,thesequestions[thequestionof judgement]havebeentreatedin the
thatthereis sucha thingasProgress
perspective
of Historyandon theassumption
of thehuman
race.Finallywe shallbeleft with theonlyalternativethereis in thesematters- weeither can say
ist dasWeligericht,leavingjudgmentto Success,
with Hegel:Die WelYgeschichte
or we can
maintainwith Kant the autonomyof the mindsof menand their possibleindependence
of
thingsasthey are or asthey havecomeinto being,Herewe shallhaveto concern
history which is Greekin originandderivedfromhistorein,to
the
ourselves
with
concept
of
...
...
...
inquirein orderto tell howit was But theoriginof this verbis againHomer herethenoun
......
...
histor C'historian7,
asit were)occurs,andthatHomerichistorianis thejudge.If judgmentis our
faculty for dealingwith the past,the historianis the inquiring manwho by relatingit sitsin
judgmentover it. If thatis so,we mayreclaimourhumandignity,win it back,asit were,from
thepscudo-divinity
but
namedHistoryof themodemage,withoutdenyinghistory'simportance
denyingits right to beingtheultimatejudge.Old Cato,with whomI startedthesereflectionsfiýnevcr
amI lessalonethanwhenI amby myself,neveramI moreactivethanwhenI do notl-dng"
has
left
in
implied
theenterprise
the
a
us
curious
phrase
which
aptly
sums
up
political
principle
He said..."Thevictoriouscausepleasedthegods,but thedefeated
of reclamation.
onepleases
Cato"(Arendt,1971:216,my emphasis).
Here,Arendt'ssympathies
arewith Catoratherthan
but in termsof historical
with Hegel,for Arendtseeshistorynot in termsof LogosandSuccess,
judgmentandthedefeated
For Arendt historicalunderstanding
is a form of judgingand
causes.
is no lessthanthemoralactorwhohasto engagein actsof
thehistoricalnarratoror thespectator
judgement
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2. Arendt's Thought on Judgment
Judgment: Two Models

Arendt's theory of judgment was never developedsystematically.Sheintendedto
complete her study of the life of the mind by devoting the third volume to the
faculty of judgment, but was not able to do so becauseof her untimely death in
1975.What sheleft was a number of reflections scatteredin the first two volumes
on 7hinking and Willing (Arendt, 1971, Thinking 5-6,69-70,76,92-8,111,129130,140,192-193,207-2090213-216; Willing: 59-62,217), a seriesof lectureson
Kant's political philosophy delivered at the New Schoolfor SocialResearchin the

fall of 1970 (Arendt, 1982), an essay entitled 'Thinking and Moral
Considerations' written at the time she was composing 7he Life of the Mind

(Arendt, 1984),and two articlesincludedin BeAveenpast and Future, where
judgmentand opinion are treatedin relationto cultureand taste('Tbe Crisis in
Culture') andwith respectto the questionof truth ('Truth andPolitics') (Arendt,
1968b: 197-226; 227-264). Thus, in order to reconstructher theory of judgment
we will have to follow and make use of thesewritings in place of the systematic

treatmentthat she was not able to complete.Moreover,thesewritings do not
presenta unifiedtheoryofjudgment,but rather,two distinctmodels,onebasedon
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the standpointof the actor, the other on the standpointof the spectator,which are
has
Arendt's
As
Beiner
Ronald
writings
noted,
at
odds
each
other.
somewhat
with
into
distinct
be
fall
judgment
to
two
the
theme
phases,an early one
can seen
of
on
in which judgment is the faculty of political actors acting in the public sphere,and
in
it
is
later
the privilege of non-participatingspectators:
a
one which
In her earlier writings (for example, in 'Freedom and Politics', 'The Crisis in
Culture', and 'Truth and Politics') Arendt had introduced the notion of
judgment to give further grounding to her conception of political action as a
formulation,
in
later
in
In
the
concert
a
public
space
plarality of actors acting
...

in
both
in
'Thinking
begins
Kant
Lectures
the
to
and
as
well
as
which
emerge
Moral Considerations'and the Thinking volume, sheapproachesjudging from a
(Beiner,
different,
1982: 93).
of
view
quite
and much more ambitious,point

In the laterformation,judgmentis locatedin the sphereof the vita contemplativa,
it is the faculty of the non-participation
historians,
primarily poetsand
spectators,
who seekto understandthe meaningof the pastandto reconcileus to what has
' Here, Arendt is no longer concernedwith judging as a political life as
happened.

' Arendt also endowsjudgment with the capacityto reclaim humandignity againstthosetheorists
that would posit a world-bistorical processwhoseonly criterion is "success".In the Postscripturn
to Thinking sheclaims that:
"Ifjudgment is our faculty for dealingwith the past the historian is the inquiring man who by
relating it sits in judgment over it. If that is so, we may reclaim our humandignity, win it back, as
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judgment
faculty
but
is
by
the
as a
with
which
actors,
such, as
exercised
componentin the life of the mind, the faculty which is exercisedby the privileged
spectators (cf. Bernstein, 1986).

Furthermore,Arendt did not clarify two of its philosophical sources,Aristotle and
Kant. As Benhabibhasobserved:
Arendt's reflection on judgement do not only vacillate betweenjudgment as a
faculty,
faculty,
judgment
moral
guiding action, versus
as a retrospective
guiding the spectatoror the storyteller. There is an even deeperphilosophical
perplexity about the statusof judgment in her work. This concernsher attempt

to bring togetherthe Aristotelian conceptionof judgment as an aspectof
phronesis with the Kantian understanding of judgment as the faculty of

"enlargedthought"or "representative
thinking7(Benhabib,1992b:123).
This attempt appearspuzzling insofar as the two conceptionsseem to stand in

tensionsto eachother,the Aristoteliantoward a concernwith the particular,the
Kantiantowarda concernwith universality.
It would appear, therefore, that Arendt's theory of judgement not only
incorporatestwo models,the actor's
in
the
to
spectator's
order
act
and
-judging
it were, from the pseudo-divinitynamedHistory of the modemage,without denyinghistory's
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judging
in
but
from
the
that
to
the
philosophical
order
collect
meaning
past
sourcesit draws upon are somewhatat odds with each other. I shall follow, then
step back, and relate them to each other, and will attempt to show that the two
is
functions
between
judgment,
but
them
two
the
tension
that
modelsarticulate
of
not a "flagrant contradiction" (Bernstein, 1968: 231), and can be read in terms of
the underlying continuity.
Judgment and the Vita Contemplativa
Arendt's concern with judgment as the faculty of retrospective assessment
originatedin her attemptto understandthe twin political tragediesof the twentieth

century,NazismandStalinism.Facedwith the horrorsof the exterminationcamps
and the Gulag, Arendt tried to understandthese phenomenain their own terms,

neither deducingthem from precedentsnor placingthem in someoverarching
in
Origins
The
schemeof historical necessity"Understandingý',
she wrote
of
Totalitarianism,

does not mean denying the outrageous,deducingthe unprecedentedfrom
by such analogiesand generalitiesthat
precedents,or explainingphenomena
the impact of reality and the shock of experienceare no longer felt. It means,

importancebut denying its right to being the ultimatejudge" (Arendt, 1971, Thinking: 216).
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has
burden
bearing
which our century
consciously the
rather examining and
its
denying
its
to
weight.
existencenor submitting meekly
placedon us - neither
Comprehension,in short, meansthe unpremeditated,attentivefacing up to, and
be
(Arendt,
it
1951: viii).
resistingof, reality - whatever may
This need to understandthese traumatic events is something to which Arendt
Politics.
'Understanding
Review
1953,
in
her
Partisan
and
essay of
returned
Understanding,she wrote, "is an unending activity by which we come to terms
...

(Arendt,
in
is,
be
home
the
try
to
that
to
world"
at
with, reconcileourselves reality,
1994: 307-308). However, faced with the horrors of totalitarianism, we suddenly

Our questfor
discoverthe fact that "we have lost our tools of understanding.
by
inability
frustrated
is
to originate
time
the
our
promptedand
meaning at
same
has
in
fact
"exploded
Totalitarianism
(Arendt,
313).
1994:
our
meaning7
judgment"
(Arendt,
for
thought
and our standards moral
categoriesof political
1994: 3

10). 4 We

by
this
evil phenomenon means of such
cannot make senseof

by
despotism,
tyranny,
meansof such
categoriesas
or authoritarianism,or
'
inherited
Our
depravity,
conventionalmoral standardsas vice,
or sinfulness.
4Cf. "Totalitariandominationasanestablished
fact,whichin its unprecedentedness
cannotbe
throughtheusualcategories
comprehended
of politicalthoughtandwhose"crimee' cannotbe
judgedby traditionalmoralstandards
or punishedwithin thelegalframeworkof our civilization,
hasbrokenthecontinuityof Occidentalhistory.Thebreakin our traditionis nowan accomplished
facf' (Arendt,1968b:26).
' Indeed,asArendtnotedin herreviewof 7heBlackBook.TheNaziCrimeAgainsttheJewish
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framework for judgment fails us "as soon as we try to apply it honestly to the
Even
309).
(Arendt,
1994:
our
time"
of
our
own
central political experiences

in
living
"we
ineffective,
has
become
judgment
are
since,
ordinary common-sense
by
by
the
find
abiding
our way
a topsy-turvy world, a world where we cannot
314).
(Arendt,
1994:
rules of what oncewas common sense"
judgment,
in
identified
is
in
The crisis
with a crisis
understanding therefore
insofar as understandingfor Arendt is "so closely related to and interrelatedwith
judging that one must describeboth as the subsumptionof somethingparticular
lost
have
Once
their
313).
(Arendt,
1994:
these
rules
under a universal rule"

is,
judge
that
longer
to
the
particulars,
ableto understandand
validity we are no
we are no longer ableto subsumethemunderour acceptedcategoriesof moral
believe
loss
does
however,
Arendt,
that
the
of these
not
and political thought.
judge;
has
brought
to
to
on the contrary,since
an end our capacity
categories
human beings are distinguishedby their capacity to begin anew,' they are able to

Thus:
judgment.
fashionnewcategoriesandto formulatenewstandards
of
In the light of thesereflections, our endeavoringto understandsomethingwhich
People,significantly entitled 'The Imageof Hell': "The Attempt of the Nazis to fabricatea
Such
beyond
did
flian
beyond
innocence
virtue.
nothing more
wickedness
establishan
vice
innocenceand suchwickednesshaveno bearingon the reality where politics exists" (Arendt,
1994: 199).
6Here, Arendt invokesthe principle of natality, expressedin the Augustiniansaying"that there
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hasruined our categoriesof thought and our standardsof judgment appearsless
frightening. Even though we have lost yardsticks by which to measure,and
is
being
to
the
essence
rules under which
subsume
particular, a
whose
beginning may have enough of origin within himself to understandwithout
preconceivedcategoriesand to judge without the set of customaryrules which
is morality (Arendt, 1994:321, my emphasis).
have
For Arendt, therefore,the enormity and unprecedentedness
totalitarianism
of
destroyed
destroyed,
judge;
have
to
they
not
strictly speaking,our ability
rather,
our accepted standards of judgment and our conventional categories of

interpretationand assessment,
whetherthey are moral or political. And in this
situation the only recourse is to appeal to the imagination, which allows us to

judge
to
themwithout the benefitsof a
view thingsin their properperspective
and
pregivenrule or universal.As Arendtputsit:
Imaginationaloneenablesus to seethingsin their properperspective to put
...
thatwhich is too closeat a certaindistancesothat we canseeandunderstandit
without bias andprejudice...to bridgeabyssesof remoteness
until we can see
andunderstandeverythingthat is too far awayfrom us as thoughit were our

might be a beginning,man was createdbeforewhom nobodywas" (Arendt, 1994:321).
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is
distancing
This
bridging
to
the
things
own affair.
abysses others
of some
and
part of the dialogueof understanding( Arendt, 1994:323).
The imagination therefore enablesus to createthe distancewhich is necessaryfor
impartial
judgment,
an
while at the same time allowing for the closenessthat
makes understandingpossible. In this way, Arendt notes, it makes possible our
reconciliationwith reality, evenwith the tragic reality of the twentieth century:
Without this kind of imagination, which actually is understanding,we would
never be able to take our bearingsin the world. It is the only inner compasswe
have If we want to be at home on this earth, even at the price of being at
...

homein this century,we musttry to takepartin the interminabledialoguewith
the essenceof totalitarianism (Arendt, 1994:323).

Arendt'sparticipationat the trial of Eichmannin the early 1960smadeher once
moreawareof this needto cometo termswith a realitythat initially defiedhuman
How could such an ordinary,law-abiding,and all-too-human
comprehension.
individual have committedsuchatrocities?In her encounterwith the personof
Eichmann Arendt had first to show the intelligibility of his actions, the fact that
they stemmed from a lack of thought and an absence of judgment, so that

ultimately we could come to terms with their enormity,with their absolutely
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unprecedentednature. Once Eichmann's deeds were rendered intelligible they
could bejudged, andjudged to be not only monstrousbut "banal".
The impact of the Eichmann trial forced Arendt to raise another problem
concerning judgment, namely, whether we are entitled to presuppose an
independenthuman faculty, unsupportedby law and public opinion. The conduct
of Eichmann was in fact typical of all those individuals who, during the Nazi
period, had abstainedfrom judgment, who hadblindly followed the ordersof their
leaders,and in so doing, committed the most unspeakableatrocities. Eichmann's
guilt resided in his banal thoughtlessness,in his failure to engagein responsible

judgmentwhen confrontedwith Hitler's ordersto exterminatethe Jews.Those
few individualswho refusedto carry out the ordersof their superiorswere thus
left cntirelyto their own resources,
that is, hadto be capable"of telling right from
wrong evenwhenall they [had] to guidethem [was] their ownjudgment,which,
moreover, happen[ed] to be completely at odds with what they must [have

regarded]as the unanimousopinionsof all thosearoundthem" (Arendt, 1965:
294-295).

In this respect,Arendt notes:
Thosefew who were still able to tell right from wrong went really only by their
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by,
be
judgment,
did
freely;
to
there
they
abided
so
were no rules
own
and
be
they
the
could
were confronted
under which
particular caseswith which
subsumed.They had to decide each instance as it arose, becauseno rules
existedfor the unprecedented(Arendt, 1965:295).
Judgment and The Wind of Thought

Arendt returnedto this issue in TheLife of the Mind, a work which was meantto
include the three faculties of thinking, willing, and judging. In the introduction to
the first volume she declaredthat the immediate impulse to write it came from
attendingthe Eichmann trial in Jerusalem(Arendt, 1971,7hinking: 3), while the

second,equally important motive, was to provide an accountof our mental
activities that was missing from her previous work on the vita activa (this was in

fact the title shehadchosenfor Germaneditionof TheHumanCondition).It was
Eichmann'sabsenceof thinking, his "thoughtlessness",
that struck her most,
becauseit was responsiblein her view for his inability to judge in those
circumstances
wherejudgmentwasmostneeded."It wasthis absence
of thinking",
shewrote,"that awakenedmy interest.Is evil-doing(the sinsof omission,aswell
asthe sinsof commission)possiblein defaultof not just "basemotives"...but of
any motives whatever, of any particular prompting of interest or volition? Is
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wickedness... not a necessarycondition for evil doing?Might the problemof good
and evil, our faculty for telling right from wrong, be connectedwith our faculty of
thought?" (Arendt, 1971,Thinking: 4-5)

The same question recurs in her essay of 1971, 'Thinking and Moral
Considerations',written during the sameperiod she was composingthe volume
on 7hinking, where she asked:"Is our ability to judge, to tell right from wrong,
beautiful from ugly, dependentupon our faculty of thought? Do the inability to

"
think and a disastrousfailure of what we commonlycall consciencecoincide?
(Arendt, 1984: 8)

Arendtattempteda replyby connectingthe activity of thinkingto that of judging
in a twofold manner.First, thinking - the silent dialogue of me and myself -

dissolvesour fixed habitsof thoughtandthe acceptedrulesof conduct,andthus
preparesthe way for the activity of judging particularswithout the aid of preestablisheduniversals.It is not that thinking providesjudgment with new rules for

subsumingthe particularunder the universal.Rather,it loosensthe grip of the
universal over the particular, thereby releasingjudgment from ossified categories

of thought and conventionalstandardsof behavior.Indeed,thinking "does not
createvalues,it will not find out, onceandfor all, what "the good" is, andit does
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not confirm but rather dissolvesacceptedrules of conduct. Its political and moral
fall
in
in
history
"Things
those
significance comes out only
when
rare moments
"The
hold;
is
loosed
Mere
the
the
when
apart;
centercannot
anarchy
upon
world",
best lack all conviction, while the worst are full of passionateintensity....(Arendt,
1984: 36).'

It is in times of historical crisis that thinking ceasesto be a marginal affair,
because by undermining all established criteria and values, it prepares the

individualto judgefor him or herselfinsteadof beingcarriedawayby the actions
and opinions of the majority. As Arendt puts it:

Wheneverybodyis sweptawayunthinkablyby what everybodyelsedoesand
believes in, those who think are drawn out of hiding becausetheir refusal to

join is conspicuous
becomes
thereby
and
a kind of action.The purgingelement
in thinking, Socrates' midwifery, that brings out the implications of
unexaminedopinionsand therebydestroysthem- values,doctrines,theories,
and evenconvictions- is political by implication.For this destructionhas a
liberating effect on anotherhuman faculty, the faculty of judgment, which one

maycall, with somejustification,the mostpolitical of man'smentalabilities.It

The last lines are from W. B. Yeats,who was one of Arendt's favorite modem poets.
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is the faculty to judge particulars without subsumingthem under generalrules
which can be taught and learneduntil they grow into habits that canbe replaced

by otherhabitsandrules(Arendt,1984:36. Cf Gray,1977:47).
The secondway in which Arendt connectedthe activity of thinking with that of
judging is by showing that thinking produces conscienceas a by-product. This
conscience,unlike the voice of God, gives no positive prescriptions; it only tells
us what not to do, what to avoid in our actionsand dealing with others,as well as

whatto repentof. Arendtnotesin this contextthat Socrates'dictum"It is betterto
do
than
to
suffer wrong
wrong", and his proposition that "It would be better for

methat my lyre or a chorusI directedshouldbe out of tuneandloudwith discord,
andthat multitudesof menshoulddisagreewith me,ratherthanthat 1,beingone,
shouldbe out of harmonywith myselfandcontractme", derivetheir validity from
the idea that there is a silent partner within ourselves(Arendt, 1984: 29-30,35).

What we fear most is the anticipationof the presenceof this partner,i.e., our
Thus,asArendtputsit:
conscience.
A personwho doesnot know that silent intercourse(in which we examinewhat

we areandwhat we do) will not mind contradictinghimself,andthis meanshe
will neverbe eitherableor willing to accountfor what he saysor does;nor will
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he mind committing any crime, since he can count on its being forgotten the
next moment. Bad people... are not "full of regrets" (Arendt, 1971, Thinking:
191).

She goes on to note that thinking "is not a prerogative of the few but an everfailing
faculty
in
by
is
inability
the
think
token,
to
present
everybody;
not a
same
of the many who lack brain power, but an ever-presentpossibility for everybody"
(Arendt, 1971,7hinking: 191). For those who do engagein thinking, however,
conscienceemergesas an inevitable by-product, since "the self .. must take care

not to do anythingthat would makeit impossiblefor the two-in-oneto be friends
and live in harmony... Its criterion for action will not be the usual rules,
recognizedby multitudesandagreeduponby society,but whetherI shallbe able
to live with myselfin peacewhenthe time hascometo think aboutmy deedsand
worde'(Arendt, 1971, Ainking: 191).

Conscience
asthe side-effectof thinkinghasits counterpartin judgmentasthe byproductof the liberating activity of thought.If consciencerepresentsthe inner
check by which we evaluate our actions, judgment represents the outer
manifestation of our capacity to think critically. Both faculties relate to the

questionof right and wrong, but while consciencedirect attentionto the self,
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judgment directs attentionto the world (Cf Bernauer,1987:43-50). In this respect,
judgment makes possible what Arendt calls "the manifestation of the wind of
thought" in the sphereof appearance.As Arendt put it:
If thinking - the two-in-one of the soundless dialogue - actualizes the
difference within our identity as given in consciousness,and thereby results in

conscienceas its by-product,then judging, the by-productof the liberating
effect of thinking, realizes thinking, makes it manifest in the world of
appearances,where I am never alone and always too busy to be able to think.
The Manifestation of the wind of thought is not knowledge; it is the ability to
tell right from wrong, beautiful from ugly (Arendt, 1971,Thinking: 193).

Judgment and Arendt's Kant

Thepreviousaccounthasexploredthe way in which Arendtattemptedto connect
the activity of thinking to our capacityto judge. This connectionof critical or
Socraticthinking andjudging seemsto operatein crisis, in thosemomentswhere
individuals,facedwith the collapseof traditionalstandards,must comeup with
is,
however,
There
newonesandjudge accordingto their own autonomous
values.
a secondview of judgmentwhich doesnot restrict it to momentsof crisis, but
which identifies it with the capacityto think representatively,
that is, from the
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standpointof everyoneelse. Arendt called this capacity to think representatively
an "enlargedmentality", adopting the sameterms that Kant employedin his Third
Critique to characterizeaestheticjudgment. It is to this work that we must now
turn our attention, since Arendt basedher theory of political judgment on Kant's
aestheticsrather than on his moral philosophy. At first sight this might seema
puzzling choice, since Kant himself basedhis moral and political philosophy on

practicalreasonandnot on our aestheticfaculties.Arendt,however,claimedthat
the Critique ofJudgment containedKant's unwritten political philosophy,and that

the first partof it, the 'Critiqueof AestheticJudgment',wasthe mostfruitful basis
on which to build a theoryof politicaljudgment,sinceit dealtwith the world of
from the point of view of the judging spectatorand took as its
appearances
starting point the faculty of taste, understood as a faculty of concrete and

embodiedsubjects(seeArendt, 1968b:219-220)."The Critique of Judgement",
she argued,"is the only of [Kant's] great writings where his point of departureis

the World andthe sensesandcapabilitieswhich mademen(in the plural)fit to be
inhabitantsof it. This is perhapsnot yet political philosophy,but it certainly is its

conditionsine qua non. If it couldbe found that in the capacitiesand regulative
traffic andintercoursebetweenmenwho areboundto eachotherby the common
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be
it
(the
then
there
would
possessionof a world
earth)
exists an a priori principle,
provedthat man is essentiallya political being" (Arendt in Beiner, 1983: 15).
For Arendt the capacity to judge is a specifically political ability insofar as it
individuals
judge
in
the
to
to
themselves
the
enables
orient
public realm and
phenomenafrom a standpointthat is relatively detachedand impartial. Shecredits
Kant with having dislodged the prejudice that judgements of taste lie altogether
outsidethe political realm, since they supposedlyconcern only aestheticmatters.
Shebelieves, in fact, that by linking taste to the wider mannerof thinking which
Kant called an "enlarged mentality" the way was opened to a revaluation of

judgmentas a specificpolitical ability, namely,as the ability to think in the place
of everybodyelse.As sheput it:

In order to see the faculty of judgment in its proper perspectiveand to
it
implies
that
understand
a political rather than a merely theoretical activity, we
must shortly recall what is usually consideredto be Kant's political philosophy,

namely,the Critique of Practical Reason,which deals with the lawgiving
faculty of reason.The principle of lawgiving, as laid down in the "categorical
imperative" "always act in sucha mannerthat the principle of your action can
-

becomea generallaw" is basedupon the necessityfor rationalthoughtto
-
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insisted
Kant
Critique
however,
itself
Judgment,
In
the
upon a
of
agreewith
..
different way of thinking, for which it would not be enoughto be in agreement
in
being
"think
but
the place of
to
able
with one's own self,
which consistedof
(Arendt,
he
"enlarged
therefore
mentality"
everybodyelse7'and which
called an
1968b: 219-220).

Moreover, as Arendt noted in her Lectures on Kant's Political Philosophy, it is
judgment
idea
for
in
find
Critique
Judgment
Kant's
that
the
that
we
room
of
only
is not the faculty of noumenal selveslegislating for mankind as a whole, but the
faculty of concrete subjects operating in a worldly space of appearances."In

"does
Kant
Critique
Judgment)",
[of
the
the
two
of
shewrites,
neitherof
parts
intelligible
being
first
[Critique
The
of
a
cognitive
speakof man as an
or
part
...

AestheticJudgment]speaksof men in the plural, as they really are and live in
societies;the secondpart [Critiqueof TeleologicalJudgment]speaksof the human
species". Thus, "the most decisive difference between the Critique of Practical

Reasonandthe Critiqueof Judgmentis thatthe morallawsof the formerarevalid
for all intelligible beings,whereasthe rules of the latter are strictly limited in their
validity to humanbeings on earth" (Arendt, 1982: 13).
Lastly, it is only in Kant's Critique of Judgment that we find a conception of
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judgment as the ability to deal with particulars in their particularity, that is,
but
the
searching
them
actively
subsuming
under
universal,
a pre-given
without
between
distinction
formulated
that
Kant
this
as
universal out of the particular!
determinantand reflective judgments. For him judgment in generalis the faculty
(the
If
the
universal
of thinking the particular as containedunder the universal.
judgment
law)
is
then
the
given,
which subsumesthe particular
rule, principle, or
is determinant.If, however,only the particular is given and the universal hasto be
found for it, then the judgment is reflective (Kant, 1952: 18). For Kant

determinantjudgmentswere cognitive, while reflective judgmentswere nonjudgment,
kinds
distinguished
Kant
two
then
aestheticand
of reflective
cognitive.
teleological:the former is dealtwith in the 'Critique of AestheticJudgment'and
beauty,
latter
is
dealt
the
the
to
property
of
concemobjects which we attribute
in
with the 'Critique of TeleologicalJudgment'and concernthe attributionof
finality to nature.In neither type of judgment, the universal is given in advanceor

For
Kant,
is
to
the
generalrule
subsume
particular.
provided under which
therefore,reflective judgment is seenas the capacity to ascendfrom the particular
' Arendt stressesthat Us capacityto judge the particularqua particular is not to be found in
Kant's moral pMlosophy.As sheputs it:
"For judgment of the particular TWsis beautiful, This is ugly; TWs is right, This is wrong - has
no place in Kant's moral pWlosophy.Judgmentis not practicalreason;practicalreason"reasons"
and tells me what to do and what no to do; it lays down the law and is identical with the will, and
the will commands;it speaksin imperatives.Judgment,on the contrary,arisesfrom "a merely
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to the universal without the mediation of determinantconceptsor of generalrules
in
given advance;it is reasoningabout particularsin their relation to the universal
ratherthan reasoningabout universalsin their relation to the particular.In the case
of aestheticjudgment this meansthat I can understandand apply the universal
predicateof beauty only through experiencinga particular object that exemplifies
it. Thus, upon encounteringa flower, a unique landscape,or a particular painting,
I am able to say that it is an example of beauty, that it possesses"exemplary

validity".
It is important to note in this context that this notion of examples, or of the

exemplaryvalidity strikes Arendt as the fruitful solution to the problem of
mediating the particular and the universal. "Examples", she says quoting Kant,
cc
are the go-cart of judgmente' (Arendt, 1982: 76). They permit us to discoverthe

universal in and through the particular,insofar as they embody a universal
meaning while relating their particularity. Thus, "one may encounteror think of

sometablethat onejudgesto be the bestpossibletableandtakethis table as the
exampleof how tables actually should be: the exemplarytable C'example"comes
from eximere, "to single out some particular"). This exemplar is and remains a

contemplativepleasureor inactive delight7 (Arendt, 1982: 15).
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in
its
that
very particularity revealsthe generality that otherwisecould
particular
not be defined" (Arendt, 1982: 77).

For Arendt this notion of exemplary validity is not restrictedto aestheticobjects
Achilles
figure
(she
individuals
the
of
to
uses
who exemplified certain virtues
or
in
the
Rather,
to
this
to
events
notion
extend
shewants
as an exampleof courage).
here
is
happening.
beyond
It
that aesthetic
their
that
sheer
carry a meaning
past
judgment joins with the retrospectivejudgment of the historian or spectator.The
American and French Revolutions, the Paris Commune,the RussianSoviets,the
GermanRevolutionary Councils of 1918-1919,the Hungarian uprising of 1956,

kind
the
these
of exemplaryvalidity that makesthemof general
all
eventspossess
by
Thus,
their
own specificity and uniqueness.
significance, while still retaining

is
historian
in
judging
the
to
their
these
spectator
particularity
or
attending
events
illuminate
to
their generalsignificance.
able

It is important to note that Arendt doesnot value the fact that Kant beginswith the

is
Arendt
in
it.
law
justifies
This
terms
why
moral
and
government
of
republican
dismissesKant's political writings (Terpetual Peace', 'What is Enlightenment?'

Critique.
),
in
Third
"unwritten
the
etc. and seeks an
political philosophy"
However, Arendt returns 'What is Enlightenment?' and refersto Kant's attitude to
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the FrenchRevolution, since Kant, in this essay,praisedthis event for arousinga
from
disinterested
the
the
although
spectators,
sympathyon
universal yet
part of
the standpointof the actorsit was an illegitimate act. "We are here concernedonly
in
itself
it
"as
Kant
the
the
public
reveals
attitude of
outlookere',
with
writes,
is
for
drama
they openly express
taking
the
place;
changes
political
of great
while
for
disinterested
sympathy
one set of protagonists against their
universal yet
disadvantage
be
to
that
their
the
could
of
great
partiality
adversaries,even at
risk
themselv&' (Kant, 1970b: 182).

The sympathy that the French Revolution evoked in the spectatorsindicates for

Kant a "moral disposition7'sharedby mankind.Thus, evenif unsuccessful,
the
FrenchRevolution "can never be forgotten, sinceit has revealedin human nature

an aptitudeandpowerfor improvementof a kind which no politiciancould have
thought up by examining the course of events in the past" (Kant, 1970b: 184).

Indeed,"the occurrencein questionis too momentous,
too intimatelyinterwoven
with the interestsof humanity,andtoo widespreadin its influenceupon all parts
of the world for nationsnot to be remindedof it when favorablecircumstances
presentthemselves,
andto riseup andmakerenewedattemptsof the samekind as
before" (Kant, 1970b: 185).
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Arendt interprets this passageas an affirmation that the importanceof the French
Revolution lies for Kant exclusively in the opinions of the spectatorsrather than
in the deeds of the actors. The spectator,becausethey are not involved, can
perceivethe ultimate meaning of the event, the meaning that the actors, blinded
by their partiality and their lack of disinterestedness,
are not awareof
Only the spectatoroccupiesa position that enableshim to seethe whole; the
actor, becausehe is part of the play, must enact his part - he is partial by
definition. The spectatoris impartial by definition no part is assignedto him
(Arendt, 1982: 55).

Hence, she concludes,"withdrawal from direct involvementto a standpoint
outside the game is a condition sine qua non of all judgment7'(Arendt, 1982: 55,

Furthermore,
my emphasis).
what the actor is concernedwith is doxa, fame - that is, the opinion of
others... For the actor, the decisive questionis thus how he appears to
others...the actor is dependenton the opinion of the spectator;he is not
autonomous(in Kant's language) The standardis the spectator.And this
...
standardis autonomous(Arendt, 1982:55, my emphasis).

By viewing judgmentas the capacityto be impartial and disinterested,Arendt
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locatesit on the side of the spectatorsratherthan that of the actors.Only the
disinterested,
judgments
free,
and
can
autonomous,
spectators
produce
which are
impartial. They can thus understandthe meaningof eventsbetter than actors:
What counted in the French Revolution a phenomenonnot to be forgotten,
...
were not the deedsand misdeedsof the actorsbut the opinions, the enthusiastic
involved
themselves
not
were
approbation, of spectators, of persons who
(Arendt, 1982: 65).

Therefore,"what constitutedthe appropriatepublic realm for this particular event
were not the actorsbut the acclaiming spectators"(Arendt, 1982: 61).

It would be a mistake,however,to take thesepassages
as indicatingan absolute
separationof the actorsfrom the spectators.Arendt in fact seeksto reconciletheir

differentperspectives
by noting that the "critic and spectatorsits in every actor
andfabricator;withoutthis critical,judging facultythe doeror makerwould be so
isolatedfrom the spectatorthat he would not evenbe perceived"(Arendt, 1982:
63).

For Arendt it is the spectatorswho havethe privilege to judge impartially and
disinterestedly.
It is not simply becausethey are detachedfrom the doings of
actors,but also becausein their judgmentthe spectatorshaveto appealto two
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faculties,
imagination
crucial
and common sense.
Imagination is the faculty of representingin one's mind that which is already
imagination
Through
to
the
one can represent objects that
appeared one's senses.

impartial
for
longer
distance
thus
the
necessary an
are no
present and
establish
judgment. Once this distancing has occuffed, one is in a position to retlect upon
these representationsfrom a number of different perspectives,and thereby to
judgment
As
Arendt
the
says:
a
of
an
object.
reach
about
proper value
Only what touches,affects, one in representation,when one can no longer be
affectedby immediatepresence... can be judged to be right or wrong, important

in
between.
irrelevant,
Onethen speaksof
beautiful
or
or ugly, or something
judgment and no longer of tastebecause,though it still affects one like a matter

of taste, one now has, by meansof representation,establishedthe proper
distance,the remoteness
disinterestedness,
is
that
or uninvolvedness
or
requisite
for approbationand disapprobation,for evaluatingsomethingas its proper
worth. By removing the object, one has establishedthe conditions for
impartiality (Arendt, 1982: 67).

The faculty of judgment thus dependsupon two mental operations:there is the

operationof the imagination,in which one representsobjectsthat are removed
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from immediate senseperception and therefore no longer affect one directly, and
then there is the operationof reflection, in which onejudges theserepresentations.
This twofold operationestablishesthe most important condition for judgment, the
condition of impartiality, or of "disinterestedness".As Arendt puts it:
By closing one's eyes one becomes an impartial, not a directly affected,
spectator of visible things... Also: by making what one's external senses
perceivedinto an object for one's inner sense... one is in a position to "see" by
the eyesof the mind, i. e., to seethe whole that gives meaningto the particulars.
The advantagethe spectatorhas is that he seesthe play as a whole, while each

of the actorsknowsonly his part or, if he shouldjudge from the perspectiveof
acting, only the part of the whole that concernshim (Arendt, 1982: 68-69, see
Arendt,
1971, Ihinking: 94-96).
also

The other faculty that spectatorshave to appealis common senseor sensus
communis.Kant himself declaredthat "In mattersof taste we must renounce
ourselvesin favor of others In tasteegoismis overcome"(Kant in Arendt,1982:
...
67). By this he meant that for our judgments to be valid we must transcendour

privateor subjectiveconditionsin favor of public and intersubjectiveones,and
we are able to do this by appealingto our sensuscommunis.In this respect,
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Arendt notes:
Judgment,and especially judgments of taste, always reflects upon others and
is
This
into
judgments
necessary
their taste, takes their possible
account.
becauseI am human and cannot live outside the companyof men. I judge as a
member of this community and not as a member of a supersensibleworld
(Arendt, 1982: 67).

The term sensuscommunis is used by Kant to indicate not merely the common
human
into
fits
have,
but
that
a
us
a special sense
sensewe expect everybodyto
i.
is
humane
because
It
communication, e., speech,
sense
a specifically
community.

dependsupon it. Arendt remarksthat in Kant this communitysenseor sensus
her
individual,
in
his
is
that
to
the
or
every
communis contrasted
sensusprivatus

in
is
definition
Kant's
of sensuscommunis given
singularity,possesses.
own
kind
Critique
Judgment,
'Taste
40
the
of sensus
entitled
as a
paragraph
of
of

he
having
distinguished
it
from
Here,
sense,
communis'.
after
mere common
writesthat:
By the namesensuscommunisis to be understoodthe ideaof a public sense,
i. e., a critical faculty which in its reflective act takes account (a priori) of the

by
is
This
modeof representation
of everyoneelse...
accomplished weighing
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the judgment, not so much with actual, as rather with the merely possible,
judgment s of others,and by putting ourselvesin the position of everyoneelse,
as the result of a mere abstraction from the limitations which contingently
affect our own estimate (Kant, 1952: 151).

Kant then offers three maxims of "common human understanding":(1) think for
oneself (the maxim of unprejudiced thought); (2) think from the standpoint of
everyoneelse (the maxim of enlargedthought); (3) always think consistently,be
in agreementwith oneself (the maxim of consistentthought). Arendt notes that
these are not maxim of cognition, strictly speaking, since "truth compels, one

doesn'tneedany "maxims". Maxims apply and are neededonly for mattersof
opinion and in judgmente' (Arendt, 1982; 71). In the caseof secondmaxim, that

of enlargedthought, it indicatesfor Arendt one's quality of thought "in the
woeidly mattere' (Arendt, 1982:7 1). Or asKant put it:

Howeversmall the rangeand degreeto which a man's naturalendowments
extend,still [it] indicatesa manof enlargedmind if he detachedhimself from
the subjectivepersonalconditionsof his judgment,which crampthe mindsof
so many others, and reflects upon his own judgment from a universal [general]

standpoint(which he can only determinedby shifting his ground to the
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'
(Kant,
1952:
153).
standpointof others)
Judgment and the Vita Activa

As I remarked at the beginning of this chapter, Arendt presenteda model of
judgment in the essays'The Crisis in Culture' and 'Truth and Politics' which
far.
In
these
far
be
the
than
so
one
presented
more political
could characterizedas
"the
judgment
is
as
viewed as a specifically political ability, namely,
essays,
in
but
from
the perspective
one's own point of view
ability to seethings not only
fundamental
being
"one
be
happen
the
to
of
presenf', and as
of all those who
in
himself
him
insofar
it
being
to
orient
as enables
abilities of man as a political

the public realm, in the commonworld" (Arendt, 1968b:221). Indeed,in this
both
judgment
identifies
Arendt
the
that
are
on
grounds
with phronesis
model
She
in
both
that
rooted
communis.
are
sensus
capabilitiesof political actors,and
saysthat:

The Greeks called this ability [to judge] phronesis, or insight, and they
in
distinction
it
the
the
considered
statesman
principalvirtue or excellenceof
' It shouldbe notedthat Arendt consistentlysubstitutes"general" wherethe standardtranslations
have"universal". One important reasonfor this changeis suggestedin Arendt's essay'The Crisis
in Culture' (1968b: 221), where shesaysthat "judgment is endowedwith a certain specificvalidity
but is neveruniversallyvalid. Its claims to validity can never extendfurther than the othersin
whoseplace thejudging personhasput himself for his considerations.Judgment,Kant says,is
valid "for every singlejudging persorf', but the emphasisin the sentenceis on 'Judging7; it is not
valid for thosewho do not judge or for thosewho are not membersof the public realm wherethe
objectsofjudgment appear".Thus Arendt's choiceof terms in the Kant lecturesis quite important
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from the wisdom of the philosopher. The difference between this judging
insight and speculativethought lies in that the former has its roots in what we
Common
latter
transcends.
the
usually call common sense,which
constantly
sense... disclosesto us the nature of the world insofar as it is a common world;
we owe to it the fact that our strictly private and "subjective" five sensesand

their sensorydata can adjust themselvesto a nonsubjectiveand "objective"
if
is
have
in
Judging
not
one,
which
world
we
common and sharewith others.
the most, important activity in which this sharing-the-world-with-otherscomes
pass(Arendt, 1968b:221).

Moreover,in discussingthe non-coercivecharacterof judgment,the fact that it
can only appealto but never force the agreementof others, she claims that "this

64wooing7
or persuading
corresponds
closelyto whatthe Greekscalledpeitein,the
convincingand persuadingspeechwhich they regardedas the typically political
form of peopletalking with one another" (Arendt, 1968b:222). Shethen goes on

to claimthat:
Culture and politics belong together becauseit is not knowledge or truth
...

which is at stake,but ratherjudgmentand decision,the judiciousexchangeof

in relation to her reading(SeeBeiner, 1982: 163).
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decision
life
the
the
the
opinion about
sphereof public
common world, and
and
what manner of action is to be taken in it, as well as to how it is to look
henceforth,what kind of things are to appearin it (Arendt, 1968b:223).
Now, all these statementswould seemto indicate that for Arendt judgment is the
ability most closely associated with political action. The identification of

judgmentwith phronesiswould seemto confirm this, sincewhat is requiredin
matters affecting the political community is precisely that form of practical

reasoningthat Aristotlesoughtto discriminatefrom both epistemeandsophia,as
well as from techne.Arendt's treatmentof political judgment, however,constantly

make referenceto Kant"s idea, in particular those discussedin the previous
sectionunderthe headingof aestheticjudgment.Sheclaimsthat both aesthetic
andpolitical judgmentare concerned
with particulars,that they can only claim a
subjectiveuniversalvalidity, sincethey are reflectiveand not determinant,and
that they rest ultimately on the potential agreementwith others. Interestingly,

Arendtalsoclaimsthat Kant wasthe first philosopherto discoverthe importance
ofjudgment, and underlinesthe fact that:
What is quite new and even startlingly new in Kant's propositions in the
...

Critiqueof Judgmentis that he discoveredthis phenomenon
in all its grandeur
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hence
he
the only
taste
the
and
of
phenomenon
precisely when was examining
kind of judgments which, since they concern merely aestheticmatters, have
domain
been
lie
the
of
to
the
political realm as well as
always
supposed
outside
"
(Arendt,
221).
1968b:
reason

What becomes clear, therefore, is that in her discussion of judgment from the
but
ideas
Aristotle's
Arendt
to
also
appealsnot only
standpointof political action
to those of Kant. Arendt emphasizedto a great extent the representativenature of
judgment, the fact that it always has to take into accountthe opinions of others,

in
in
it
be
the
faculty
tested
public,
that
and
exercised
can
only
as a political
and
free and open exchangeof opinions in the public sphere.The emphasisis
in
her
"enlarged
Kant's
treatment
mentality',
of
notion
of
an
particularly evident

from
Arendt
he
to
think
the
the
standpoint
else.
of
everyone
ability
which sawas
this notionasfollows:
elaborates
The power of judgmentrestson a potentialagreementwith others,and the
thinking processwhich is activein judging somethingis not, like the thought
itself
finds
but
dialogue
between
processof pure reasoning,a
me and myself,

10Cf. "Kantwasthefirst andhasremainedthelast,of thegreatphilosophers
to dealwith
judgmentasoneof thebasicmentalactivitics"(Arendt,1971,Thinking:95);"Not till Kant's
CritiqueofJudgmentdid thisfacultybecomea majortopicof a majorthinkce'(Arendt,1971,
Thinking:215).
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in
in
if
I
an
mind,
always and primarily, even
am quite alone making up my
finally
know
I
I
come
must
anticipatedcommunicationwith others with whom
to someagreement.From this potential agreementjudgment derivesits specific
itself
liberate
judgment
hand,
This
that such
must
validity
means,on the one
from the "subjective private conditions", that is, from the idiosyncrasieswhich
naturally determine the outlook of each individual in his privacy and are
legitimate as long as they are only privately held opinions, but which are not fit
to enter the market place, and lack all validity in the public realm. And this
its
judgment
knows
how
to
transcend
thinking,
own
enlargedway of
which as

individual limitations,on the otherhand,cannotfunction in strict isolationor
in
it
the
solitude; needs presenceof others whoseplaceit must think, whose
it musttakeinto consideration,
perspectives
andwithout whomit neverhasthe
opportunity to operateat all. As logic, to be sound, dependson the presenceof

the self, so judgment,to be valid, dependson the presenceof others(Arendt,
1968b:220-221).

For Arendt, therefore,the validity of political judgment dependson our ability to

think "representatively",that is, from the standpointof everyoneelse,so that we
are able to look at the world from a numberof different perspectives.In this
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it
formation
is
the
respect
process of opinion
never a solitary activity; rather,
issue
different
that
may
a
requires genuineencounterwith
a particular
opinions so
be examinedfrom every possible standpointuntil, as sheputs it, "it is flooded and
(Arendt, 1968b:242).
madetransparentby the full light of humancomprehension7'
The capacity to enlargeone's perspective,is indeed crucial to the formation of
hold
individuals
that
than
may
opinions
can claim more
subjective validity;
personal opinions on many subject matters, but they can form representative
opinions only by enlargingtheir standpoint.As Arendt says:
Political thought is representative.I form an opinion by considering a given

issuefrom differentviewpoints,by makingpresentto my mind the standpoints
of thosewho are absent;that is, I representthem. This processof representation

doesnot blindly adoptthe actualviewsof thosewho standsomewhere
else,and
hencelook upon the world from a different perspective;this is a question
neither of empathy... nor of counting nosesand joining a majority, but of being

andthinking in my own identity whereactuallyI am not. The more people's
standpointsI have presentin my mind while I am pondering a given issue,and

the betterI canimaginehow I would feel andthink if I werein their place,the
strongerwill be my capacity for representativethinking and the more valid my
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final conclusions,my opinion (Arendt, 1968b:241).
Truth, Opinion and Judgment

The representativecharacterof judgment and opinion has important implications
for the question of validity Arendt always stressedthat the formation of valid
opinions requires a public spacewhere individuals can test and purify their views

througha processof mutualdebateandenlightenment.Shewas,however,quite
opposedto the idea that opinions should be measuredby the standardof truth, or

that debateshouldbe conductedaccordingto strict scientificstandards
of validity.
In her view, truth belongs to the realm of cognition, the realm of logic,

mathematics,
andthe strict sciences,andcarriesalwaysan elementof coercion,
since it precludesdebateand must be acceptedby every individual in possession

his
of
or her rational faculties.Against the plurality of opinions,truth has a
despoticcharacter:it compelsuniversalassent,leavesthe mind little freedomof
movement,eliminatesthe diversityof views and reducesthe richnessof human
discourse.In this respect,truth is anti-political,sinceby eliminatingdebateand
diversity it eliminatesthe very principles of political life. As Arendt writes:
The trouble is that factual truth, like all other truth, peremptorily claims to be

acknowledged
andprecludesdebate,anddebateconstitutesthe very essence
of
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if
deal
life.
truth,
The
that
with
political
modesof thought and communication
don't
domineering;
take
from
they
the
seen
political perspective,are necessarily
hallmark
is
into
the
taking
these
account
accountother people's opinions, and
of all strictly political thinking (Arendt, 1968b: 241).

For Arendt, a truth "whose validity needsno support from the side of opinion
233).
(Arendt,
1968b:
the
strikes at
very roots of all politics and all governments'
She cites the famous statementof Jefferson in the Declaration of Independence

that says"We hold thesetruthsto be self-evident,that all menare createdequal,
that they are endowedby their Creatorwith certainunalienablerights", and argues

that by saying"We hold thesetruthsto be self-evident"Jeffersonacknowledged
that thesetruthswere not self-evident,that they stoodin needof agreementand
"All menarecreatedequar'wasa matter
consent,andthereforethatthe statement
of opinion and not of truth. "That all men are createdequal",Arendt writes,"is
is
freedom
it
be
hold
because
We
this
not self-evidentnor can
proved.
opinion
free
believe
joys
the
that
possibleonly amongequals,andwe
andgratificationsof
company are to

be preferred to

the doubtful pleasures of

holding

domination thesearemattersof opinionandnot of truth" (Arendt,1968b:247).
...
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Arendt also quotes the remark by Lessing - "Let each man say what he deems
truth, and let truth itself be condemnedunto God" - and interprets it as saying
"Let us thank God that we don't know the truth". For Arendt this expressedthe
insight that "for men living in company, the inexhaustible richness of human
discourseis infinitely more significant and meaningful than any One Truth could
ever be" (Arendt, 1968b: 233-234). "Lessing's greatnessý',Arendt writes, "does
not merely consist in a theoretical insight that there cannot be one single truth
within the human world, but in his gladness that it does not exist and that,
therefore, the unending discourse among men will never ceaseso long as there

are men at all. A singleabsolutetruth, couldtherehavebeenone...would have
spelledthe end of humanity" (Arendt, 1968a:27, my emphasis).

The appealto Lessingis meantto vindicatethe power and dignity of opinion
againstthosethinkers,from Plato to Hobbes,who saw it as mereillusion, as a
confusedor inadequategraspof the truth. For Arendt opinion is not a defective
form of knowledgethat shouldbe transcended
is
in
left
behind
or
as soonas one
possessionof the truth. Rather, it is a distinct form of knowledge which requires
the use of imagination and the capacity to think "representatively".it is important

to stressin this contextthat Arendt doesnot want to dismissthe philosophers'
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but
to
knowledge
find
cognition,
and
of
universalor absolutestandards
attemptto
human
impose
affairs,
desire
the
of
to
those
sphere
their
upon
standards
check
fact
is,
that
the
its
that
sincethey would eliminate plurality and essentialrelativity,
it is composedof a plurality of individuals who view it from different perspectives
"
imposition
The
to
of such a standardwould
each other.
which are all relative
judgment,
be
longer
their
individuals
to
exercise
required
would no
mean that
developtheir imagination, or cultivate an "enlarged mentality", since they would
debate
demonstration,
than
in
Strict
deliberate
Icnger
rather
common.
need to
no
"
discourse.
form
legitimate
become
the only
then
of
would
and argumentation,

Now we must be careful not to impute to Arendt the view that truth has no
legitimate role to play in politics or in the sphere of human affairs. She does

indeedassertthat "All truths- not only the variouskindsof rationaltruth but also
factualtruth - areopposedto opinionin their modeof assertingvalidity" (Arendt,
1968b:239), sincethey all carry an elementof compulsion.However, she is only

former
(i.
truth)
the
rational
the
e.,
of
consequences
negative
preoccupiedwith
" Arendt reproachesKant for having proposedan absolutestandardfor morality in the form of the
categoricalimperative.This standardfor Arendt is inhumane,becauseit "is postulatedas absolute
and in its absolutenessintroducesinto the interhumanrealm - which by its natureconsistsof
relationships- somethingthat runs counterto its fundamentalrelativity" (Arendt, 1968a:27).
12It is importantto note that for Arendt persuasionis the only truly political form of speech.It is
that form of speechdesignedto "woo the consentof everyoneelse in the hopeof coming to an
agreementwith him eventually" (Arendt, 1968b:222). Becauseof this it is very different from
demonstrationor logical proof, which restson compelling argumentsthat requirethe assentof
every rational being.
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factual
importance
defends
the
of
when applied to the sphereof politics, while she
for
the
for
the
very
the
truth
and
past
of
preservation of an accurate account
"is
"Factual
trutW',
always related
writes,
she
existenceof political communities.
to other people: it concernseventsand circumstancesin which many are involved;
it is establishedby witnesses and dependsupon testimony It is political by
...
nature" (Arendt, 1968b:238). It follows, therefore,that:
Facts and opinions, though they must be kept apart, are not antagonisticto each
inform
Facts
belong
to
the
they
opinions, and opinions,
same realm.
other;
inspired by different interests and passions, can differ widely and still be

legitimateas long as they respectfactualtruth. Freedomof opinionis a farce
in
facts
factual
information
is
the
themselves
are not
guaranteedand
unless
dispute.In otherwords,factualtruth informs political thoughtjust as rational
"
informs
(Arendt,
1968b:
238).
truth
philosophical speculation

The relationshipbetweenfacts and opinionsis thus one of mutualentailment:if
opinionwere not basedon correctinformationandthe free accessto all relevant
facts they could scarcely claim any validity. And if they were to be based on

13Arendt is fidly awarethat facts are theory-ladenand that historical inquiry is alwaysframedby
interpretivecategories.Nevertheless,shebelievesthat facts cannotbe changedat all and that the
historian must alwaysrespectthe line separatingthe interpretationof facts from their manipulation
or distortion. Seeher commentson this issue,Arendt, 1968b:238-239.
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fantasy, self-deception, or deliberate falsehood, then no possibility for genuine
debateand argumentationcould be sustained.Both factual truth and the general
habit of truth telling are therefore basic to the formation of sound opinion and to
be
14
if
to
debate.
flourishing
Moreover,
the
the record of
past were
the
of political
destroyedby organizedlying, or be distorted by an attempt to rewrite history (as
the caseof Stalinist historiographywas), political life would be deprivedof one of
its essentialand stabilizing elements.As Arendt writes:
The liar, who may get away with any number of single falsehoods,will find it
impossibleto get away lying on principle. This is one of the lessonsthat could

be learned from the totalitarian experimentsand the totalitarian rulers'
frightening confidence in the power of lying - in their ability, for instance,to

line7'
history
"political
the
to
the
to
past
of the
again
adapt
write
againand
did
fit
ideology
data
The
their
that
to
results
not
presentmomentor eliminate
...
of suchexperimentswhenundertakenby thosein possession
of the meansof
There
but
lasting
deception
is
them.
terrible
violenceand
not among
enough,
always comes a point beyond which lying becomes counterproductive.This

14Indeed,theyarcthebasicpreconditions
for theestablishment
of self-identityandof anadequate
senseof reality.As Arendtobserves:
"Theresultof a consistent
andtotal substitutionof liesfor factualtruthis notthatthelieswill now
beaccepted
astruth,andthetruthbe defamedaslies,but thatthesenseby whichwetakeour
bearingsin therealworld- andthecategoryof truthvs. falsehoodis amongthementalmeansto
this end- is beingdcstroyed7'
(Arendt,1968b:257).
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forced
is
is
lies
to
the
to
the
are addressed
point reachedwhen
audience which
disregardaltogetherthe distinguishing line betweentruth and falsehoodin order
to be able to survive...truth that can be relied on disappearsentirely from
in
life,
it
factor
the ever-changingaffairs of
the
public
and with
chief stabilizing
men (Arendt, 1972:7. Cf Arendt, 1968b:257-258).
In this respect,Arendt notes:
Not the past - and all factual truth, of course,concernthe past - or the present,
insofar as it is the outcome of the past, but the future is open to action. If the

pastand presentare treatedas part of the future - that is, changedback into
their formerstateof potentiality- the political realmis deprivednot only of its
force
but
main stabilizing
of the starting point from which to change,to begin

somethingnew(Arendt,1968b:258).
In sum,both factualtruth andthe practiceof truth-tellingareessentialto political
life. The antagonismfor Arendt is betweenrationaltruth and opinion, sincethe
formerdoesnot allow for debateanddissent,while the latterthriveson it. Against
PlatoandHobbes,who denigratedthe role of opinionin political matters,Arendt
the valueandimportanceof political discourse,andthusof a politicsthat
reasserts
differenceandthe plurality of opinions.
acknowledges
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3. Conclusion

Is there a "flagrant contradictioif ' (Bernstein, 1986: 23 1) in Arendt's thought on

judgment? I think not. Of course, the faculty of judgment looks different
dependingon whether we take the perspectiveof the actor or the spectator.But it
is simply not the case that Arendt recommended"common sense", persuasion,
in
for
impartiality,
those
the
thinking,
and
consensus
game,
and
critical
and
does
it.
for
Arendt's
historical
those
not
autonomy
who were out of
understanding
dichotomies.
back
If
we step
permit such clear
and relate the account of
representativethinking in 'The Crisis in Culture', and 'Truth and Politics' to

Arendt's accountof critical or Socraticthinking in 'Philosophyand Politics',
'Thinking and Moral Considerations', and her Kant lectures, we see the

"
in
her
judgment.
thought
underlyingcontinuity
on
One reasonwhy critics like Bernstein (1986) and Beiner (1982) seean irreducible

between
Arendt's early, actor-centered
gap
accountof judgment and her later,
critical or historicalone is that they fail to take sufficient accountof Arendt's
narrative about the destruction,loss, or decline of the public realm in the modern
age. This narrative, developed in detail in Ae Human Condition, makes any
To be fair, Bernsteinpoints in the direction of "independentthought" in his essay,but tendsto
restrict its hcrmeneuticalimportanceto thinking about Arendt's own activity as a writer and
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appealto community-basedjudgment, whether Aristotelian phronesis or Kant's
judgments of taste,highly complex.
Furthermore, when we put Arendt's various statementsabout judgment in the
context of the "crisis in judgment" implied by the narrative in 7he Human
Condition, they are revealedto be highly conditional." From the very beginning-

indeedas far back as Me Origins of Totalitarianism- Arendt emphasized
the
dissolution of modem Europe's moral groundwork, the "break in our traditiorf'
and the "loss of common sense7'.Phronesis, representativethinking, and an
44enlarged
mentality", their basic conditions of possibility have been destroyedby

"the moralandspiritualbreakdownof occidentalsociety"(Arendt 1994:315),on
the onehand,andthe riseof massculture,on the other.
Arendtwrites aboutjudgmentin a historicalsituationparallelto the one Socrates
confrontedin Athens.There,too, traditionalmorality had fragmentedto yield a
morality of success.The way out of this situation, for Arendt as well as Socrates,

is no return to a shatteredtradition, nor a simple call to action, but a radical
questioningof all the old "yardsticks" for action and judgment. What is called for
political thinker. SeeBernstein, 1986:234.
16Arendt also explicitly addressesthis crisis in the
essay'Understandingand Politics' and 'The
Crisis in Culture'. In the former essay,Arendt emphasizesthe difficulties
confronting
understandingandjudgment in the wake of the "growth of meaningless"and the "loss of comnion
sense' (Arendt, 1994:3 1); In the latter essay,sheunderlinesthe "inability to judge' of massman
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in such situations is not activism, but independentjudgment, "thinking without a
bannister" ( Arendt, 1979: 336). It is important to remember,in this regard, that
Arendt wrote 7he Human Condition, her considerationof the vita activa, not in
doing7
but
in
help
"think
to
to
are
we
order
stimulate activism,
order
us
what
(Arendt, 1958: 5).

It is becauseof the modem crisis in judgment, of the staggering growth of
Socrates
inability
judge,
Arendt
to
turns
the
to
that
as a
stupidity and
explicitly
in
in
Consideration',
'Philosophy
'Thinking
Politics',
Moral
and
model
and
and
the Lectureson Kant's Political Philosophy.In thesetexts, sheposesSocratesas a

model of "critical thinking", a model which capturesthe negativeand public
dimensionsof how thinking preparesfor independent,impartial judgment.

In all threetexts, Arendt emphasizes
the purifying quality of Socraticthinking.
Socratesdid not teachanything;rather,he exposedunexaminedprejudgments
to
the "wind of thought",dissolvingprejudicesbut puttingno "trutW' in their place
(Arendt, 1990: 81; 1984: 23; 1982: 37-39). Hence "critical thinking7 is an

essentiallydestructiveactivity. It has a "destructive,underminingeffect on all
for good and evil, in short on those
establishedcriteria, values,measurements

(ArcndL 1968b; 199).
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(Arendt,
24).
1984:
in
treat
and
customs
rules of conduct we
of morals and ethics"
The Socratic dialogue can hardly be characterized as deliberation aiming at
decision and action. Socratic thinking is a public exerciseof reason,yet this kind
of thinking prepares for judgment by suspendingall "fixed habits of thought,
in
her
it
As
Arendt
ossified rules and standarde.
work
put at a conferenceon
1973:

I think that this 'thinking"... - thinking in the Socratic sense- is a maieutic
function, a midwifery. That is, you bring out all your opinions, prejudices,what
have you; and you know that never, in any of the [Platonic] dialogues, did

Socratesever discoverany child [of the mind] who was not a wind-egg.That
you remain in a way empty after thinking ... And once you are empty, then, in a

way which is difficult to say,you are prepared to judge. That is, without
havingany book of rulesunderwhich you can subsumea particularcase,you
have got to say"this is good", "this is bad", "this is wrong7, "this is beautiful",

and"this is ugly''... we are now preparedto meetthe phenomena,
so to speak,
headon, without any preconceivedsystem(Arendt in Young-Bruel, 1982: 452,
my emphasis).
It is the negative preparationthat thinking provides for judgment which Arendt
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be
"byJudgment
the
can
or
event
valued aboveall.
of a particular phenomenon
but
direct
because
it
is
in
thought,
the
thinking,
result of
product" of
any sense
not
(Arendt,
1984:
it
because
thinking
the
rather
clears
spacewhich makes possible
36). The testing and examinationof opinions that is the heart of critical thinking
by
Kant, creates the mental space
by
Socrates,
as practiced
and articulated
necessaryfor independent,impartialjudgment (Arendt, 1982:38-39).
In fact, as the Kant lecturesmake clear, "representativethinking" and "enlarged
mentality" are not just models for public deliberation. They are, rather, the
drawing
imaginatively,
They
thinking.
on
proceed
necessaryvehicles of critical
the possible standpointsand opinions of others in order to "abstract from the
limitations which contingently attach to our own judgment" (Kant in Arendt,
1982:43). As Arendt puts it in the Lectures:
The "enlargementof the mind" plays a crucial role in the Critique ofJudgment.
It is accomplishedby "comparing our judgment with the possiblerather than
the actual judgments of others, and by putting ourselvesin the place of any
other man". The faculty that makesthis possibleis called imagination... Critical
thinking is possible only where the standpointsof all others are open to
inspection.Hence,critical thinking, while still a solitary business,doesnot cut
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itself off from "all others". To be sure, it still goes on in isolation, but by the
force of imaginationit makesthe otherspresentand thus movesin a spacethat
is potentially public, open to all sides To think with an enlargedmentality
...
42-43).
imagination
(Arendt,
1982:
that
to
trains
means
one
one's
go visiting

Dialogue in the agora, or the public use of one's reason, are good ways of
But
imagination
44
"training
to
visiting7.
go
one's
enlarging" one's mentality, of
neither representativenor "enlarged" thought have decision or action as their
limitatione'
from
dWre.
The
"abstraction
enables the
contingent
raison
attainmentof a "general standpoinf, which Arendt characterizesas "a view point
from which to look upon, to watch, to form judgment, or as Kant himself says,to
"
human
(Arendt,
1982:
44).
It "does not tell one how to act";
reflect upon
affaire'
rather,it enablesoneto judge, impartially, independently
What links Socraticdialectic and Kantian enlargedthought for Arendt is the way
both yield not the truth, but a more impartial, and hence more valid, each
individual's doxa, his or her "it appearsto me" (Arendt, 1990:80-81; 1968b:241242; 1982: 37-40). If we view Arendt's thoughts on judgment in terms of a
broaderperspectivism,the standpointsof the actor andthe spectatoremergenot as

171 disagree mith those u ho Niew Arendt's
notion of representative thinking as similar to empathy.
See, for example, Disch, 1994.
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two radically different kinds of judgment (engagedand political vs. detachedand
historical), but rather as two poles of independentjudgment. To be sure, the
"general standpoint" of the impartial judge is different from the seeminglymore
dora,
Kant's
Yet,
"it
to
the
great
standpoint
as
%igorous
of
citizen's
appears me.
enemyNietzscheremindsus, "the moreaffectswe allow to speakaboutonething,
the morecyM different eyes,we canuseto observeone thing, the more complete
will our -concept- of this thing. our -objectivity", be (Nietzsche, 1989: 12).
Impartialjudgment, as conceivedby Arendt, remainspcrspcctivalin charactcr,it
is opinion in its highestform.
Now, I u-ant to concludeby bricfly consideringthe political implications of her
controversialthesisabout the "banality of evil" as a exampleof judgment. In the
fifleenth ch3pter of Dclunmui hi Jenmlem, Arendt closes her description of
Eichmannuith thesewords, "the fearsome,word-and-thought-defyingbanalioýof
evir (Arendt, 1965: 252). Twenty years later she urrote that by the "banality of
e%il" she meant "no theory or doctrine, but something quite factual, the
phenomenonof e%rildec(N committed on a gigantic scale, which could not be
in
tracedto any particularity of %%ickcdness,
ideological
pathology,or
conviction
the doer. %%hosc
only personal distinction was a perhaps extraordinary
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shallowness7(t%rcndt,1984:7).
While the furor surroundingthe Eichmannbook was largely the result of Arendt's
hcr
bricf discussionof the complicity of somc Jc%kish
leadcrs
Nazis,
with
ghctto
conceptof the banality evil was also controversial.Many found her descriptionof
between
Eichmann
The
the
too
thoughtlm
gap
much.
a
patently undemonic
crimes and the man seemedsomehowto diminish the horrors and the guilt (sec
Young-Bruchl,1982-347-355).

Both the novel, paradoxicalquality of Arendt's conceptand the outragedresponse
to herjudgment are of interesthere."The Banality of evil" is, first of all, a perfect
example of detachedjudgment, the judgment of the spectator.A particular Eichmann- is not subsumedunder ready-to-handideasabout the natureof evil;
rather, Arendt practiced a form of reflective judgment, ascending from the
particular (Eichmann in the flesh) to a concept.This concept, "the banality of
e%il".enabledher to disclosenot only the specific natureof Eichmann'sevil, but
also the increasinglyuidespreadphenomenonof evil detachedfrom wickedness,
mil committedby the most ordinary or "normal" of men, men who were neither
ideological fanaticsnor beastsin humanform (Arendt, 1965:25-26; 48-52). The
preconditionor this disclosurewas the purging of a traditional theoretical and
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in
deep
the
thinking
roots
ways
of
with
philosophical
about c%ilas a phenomenon
sinrul chmcter

or the docr. Only then, when the concept or evil had been

is
It
the
unfrozen.
recognition and naming of a ne%vphenomenoncould occur.
importantto note th.2t, as a judgment of a particular,the "banality of evil" is not
intendedasa global redefinition of the natureof evil tout court.
Wc must not forget, however,that this very judgment evokedthe most outraged
responses.Follo%ing Kant's dictum, Arendt had resistedenormouspressureand

m3deher judgmentpublic (see Young-Bruchl,1982: 347-348).The price of
'&publicitý"was not "testing and purification", but %irtualexcommunication.Her
judgment revealedher moral sense,her moral "tastc7,yet this was not the caseof
"wooing the consent" of others (Arendt, 1968b: 222). The philosophical and
moral challengeimplicit in Arendt's judgment was too much. Her independence
of mind was regarded,in GershomScholem'sword, asa "perversity" (Scholemin
Arcndt, 1978:243), the rdection of a lack of "Ahabadi Israel, love of the Jewish
People (Scholemin Arend%1978:241).
Indeed,in making her judgment, Arendt self-consciouslytook the standpointof
the outsider a nonparticipantin the triaL to be sure,but also an outsiderwhen it
cameto the immediatepolitical stakesof the process.In her view, it was far more
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importantto focus attention on "thc central moral,legal, and political phenomena
of our century" than to align herself in solidarity Aith the narrative and the tactics

of the prosecutionin the case.But, like Socrates,Arendt was not vcry good at the
perunsivc speechthat convincesthe =ny

To this day, Eichmaim in Jerusalem

renuinshermostcontrovcrsialbook.
Just as Socrates' public performanceof thinking led him to be chargedwith
"corrupting the yout1r. so Arendt's public judgmentwas seenas a betrayalof her
people.This is the risk run by anyonewho daresto truly think andjudge in public,
a risk %hich is glossedover by the neo-Aristotelianpresentationof judgment as a
form of deliberation,as well as by the liberal Kantian formula of "the public use
or one's reasoe (Kant in Arendt, 1982:39). The more genuinejudgment is, the
lessit respectsthe pregiven"yardsticW (Arendt, 1994:321) that are appealedto
by 'common sens-c".Independentjudgment "brushes history againstthe grain7
(Benjamin, 1999:261). As a creativeacti%ity,-,%hichArendt sharedemphasiswith
Kant on the role of im3gin3tion in judgmcnt, it %%illmost likely be misunderstood

andresentcd.
This is not to s3ythe truly indpendent judge mustbecomea mart)Tlike Socrates.
it uill be difficult to avoid becomingsomethingof a pariah, especially
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ir one has the courage to make one's judgments public. Indeed, for Arendt,
looking at things from "the pariah's point of view" was a lifetime vocation.
in
her
is
best
Arendt's o%%m
the
understandingof
pariah perspective
expressed

Ictterto Scholem:
%%Iutconfusesyou is that my argumentand my approachare different from
%hat)vu are usedto; in other words, the trouble is that I am independent.By
this I me3n, on the one hand, that I do not belong to any organizationand
always speak only for myself, and on the other hand, that I have great
confidencein Lessing's selbsidenl-en[to think for oneselo for which, I think,
ideology,
no
no public opinion, and no "convictions" can ever be a substitute.
Wi3tever objectionsyou may haveto the results,you won't understandthem
unlessyou realize they are really my o%%m
and nobody else's (Arendt, 1978:
250).
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Chapter 7 Conclusion
Reflections on Foucault and Arendt's

Work and Life: From the

Pariah's Point of View
Now, I want to conclude with a reflection between their life and work, between
their political commitments and theoretical detachment, reviewing the overall
theoreticaltensionsin the point of pariahthey distinctively hold.

1. Modernism/ Postmodernism, Kant/ Nietzsche

It is-my contention that Foucault and Arendt are situated within a tradition of
critical theory running from Kant to Nietzsche. The opposition between

modernismand postmodernism,betweenits philosophicalsources,Kant and
Nietzsche,hasbeenwidely overstated,for example,in the polemicalstancetaken
by Habermasin ThePhilosophicalDiscourseof Modernity (1987).1 think that
this way of mapping doesFoucault and Arendt an injustice.

While Foucaultand Arendt haveprefiguredand influencedpostmoderntheory,
they cannotbe wholly assimilatedto that rubric. They are subtle,sophisticated,
and complexthinkerswho draw from multiple sourcesand problematicswhile
aligning themselveswith no single one. If there are privileged figures in their

work, they arecritics of reasonandWesternthoughtsuchasNietzsche.Nietzsche
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ideas
impetus
Hegelian
Arendt
Foucault
to
the
and
attack
and
and
provided
with
Marxist philosophies. While Foucault and Arendt give Nietzsche a political
democratictwist, they did accept Nietzsche's claims that systematizingmethods
is
knowledge
historical
that
produce reductive social and
analyses, and
perspectivalin nature, requiring multiple viewpoints to interpret a heterogeneous,

fragile,andhazardous
reality
Foucault and Arendt do not appreciate Kant's official philosophy, i. e., an
analytical philosophy of truth, a philosophy derived, in deductivefashion, from an
in
later
Yet
their
absolute.
work, they appropriate Kant's reflection on the

Enlightenmentand revolution (Foucault)and his aestheticjudgment (Arendt).
Arendtbasesher theoryof politicaljudgmenton Kant's aestheticsratherthan on
his moral philosophy It is an interestingchoice, sinceKant himself baseshis
moral and political philosophyon practical reasonand not on our aesthetic
faculties.Arendt,however,claimsthat Kant's practicalandpolitical writings fail
to addressthe questionof actionin the realmof plurality andappearance,
andthat
the Critique of Judgment contains what she calls Kant's "unwritten political
philosophy" (Arendt, 1982: 61). She does not deny that Kant begins with the

morallaw andjustifies republicangovernmentin termsof it. But her point is that
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Kant's politics of truth brackets the realm of opinion, plurality, and appearance
from the outset, and so denaturesthe political. In order to appropriateKant for
ignoring
Critic,
the systematic
Arendt
third
to
the
turns
while
politics of opinion,
intent that governshis political writings, his politics of truth.
Like Arendt, Foucault also acknowledges that Kant has founded the two
the
the
truth,
the
other,
traditions,
of
analytical
philosophy
one,
philosophical
himself
Regarding
the
as a critic and
presentand of ourselves.
critical ontology of
in
Enlightenment
Kant's
Foucault
the
and
reflection
on
sees
an ontologist,
leading
Nietzsche,
Hegel,
through
the
and
revolution
origin of a critical ontology

Weber,to HorkheimerandAdomo.
Foucaultholds that our modernitybeginswith Kant's attemptto make reason
limits
legitimate
i.
the
to
and
critical, e.,
use of reason.But Kant's
establish
attempt to show that this critical use of reason is its true universal nature is not

is
is
important
for
does
deny
Kant
Foucault.
Foucault
that
what original and
not
attemptingto preservethe normativerole of reasonin the face of the collapseof
metaphysics.But Rather than seeing Kant as announcing a universal solution,
Foucault usesKant's essaysas a diagnostic of a particular historical conjuncture.
What Foucault finds distinctive and insightful in Kant's essaysis a philosopher
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is
his
for
first
thinking
the
time
that
an attempt to
qua philosopher realizing
his
historical
to
respond
situation.
Although Foucault and Arendt end up by affirming Nietzsche, I find it useful as
an initial approximationto view Foucault and Arendt as an idiosyncratic synthesis
of their two predecessors,Kant and Nietzsche. Viewing them from this
is,
lying
both
"betweerf' and "beyond" Nietzsche
that
them
perspective,
seeing
as
and Kant, enablesus to understandmore clearly the tensions and complexity of
their work.

Along with the selectivity of their interpretationof Kant, they also embrace
postmodernitynot as an absolutegiven but as an attitude in a historical
conjuncture. By "attitude", Foucault means a way of thinking and acting, the

discontinuity
the
consciousness
of
of time, of a breakwith tradition,a feeling of
novelty This is the samewith Arendt. Ratherthan seekingto distinguishthe
modernera from the premodernor postmodern,they try to find out how the
attitude of modernity has found itself struggling with attitudes of
"countermodemity" (Foucault, 1984: 39). Arendt's turn to Socrates and

Foucault'sturn to Kant shouldbe understoodin this light. Foucaultwrites about
knowledge, power and the self, and Arendt writes
about action, thinking and
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judgment in a modernity-crisis when a taken-for granted understandingof reality
as well as the conventional categories of interpretation ceasesto function as a
sharedbackground. In other words, the breakdown of the traditional virtues in
Athens at the time of Socrates,the end of metaphysicsat the time of Kant are
parallel to the one Foucault and Arendt confronted after Auschwitz and Gulag. In
this sense,for Foucault and Arendt, postmodernity is not a terminus of critical
inquiry but an inescapableelementof our historical experience.
Consideringtheir way of acceptingpostmodernitynot as an absolutegiven but as
an attitude as well as the selectivity and idiosyncrasy of their interpretation of

Kant, the mappingof modernism/postmodernism,and of Kant/ Nietzscheis
inadequate
to readFoucaultandArendt.This invitesa new reading,placingthem
within a tradition of critical theory running from Kant to Nietzsche.Critical
thought, which is experiment as well as problematization (Foucault, 1992; orig.
1984: 8-92 13; Arendt, 1968b: 14-15), must live within a field of tension. In this

light, I arguethat thesetensionsbetweenpremodern,modem,and postmodern
perspectivesas well as between Kant and Nietzsche provide the elementsfor the
uniquenessand coherenceof their work, and that viewing these tensions as a
sourceof contradiction fundamentallydistorts their intentions.
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2. The Political and the Personal: Tensions and Continuity

Arendt insistedthat "thinking and acting are not the same",that "they occupy two
distinction
different
(Arendt,
304-305).
This
1979:
existential POsitione'
entirely
between thinking and acting underlies her phenomenologyof human activities,
providing the basic architecture for her consideration of the active life in Me

Human Condilion and the mental activities in Ihe Life of the Mind. Arendt
believedthat action took place in the world, with others,while thinking involved a
into
from
the
the solitude of an internal "dialogue betweenme
world
withdrawal
...
and myself' (Arendt, 1971: 185). This formulation of the gap betweenthinking

andactinghasfrustratedmanytheoristswho want to link theoryandpractice,and
has driven her sympatheticcritics to her fragmentaryand
unfinishedwork on
judgment (Habermas, 1983; Benhabib, 1992b; Gray; 1979; Miller.

1979;

Bernstein, 1986; Beiner, 1982; 1983). Their paths are diverse, but their hope has

beenthat her analysisof this faculty would providethe missinglink betweenthe
life of the citizen and the life of the mind. Arendt encouragedsuch hopesby
referring the faculty of judgment as "the most political of man's mental abilitiee'
and "the political faculty par excellence" (Arendt, 1984; 36). Furthermore, her
descriptionof political or representativethinking in severalessaysfrom the 1960s,
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between
kind
bridge
faculty
judgment
to
the
of
as a
certainly seems show
of
thought and action. Yet Arendt remained adamant about keeping them distinct.
Shecontinuedto insist upon the distinction betweenthinking and its "by-product"
judgment, as well as distinction betweenjudgment and action (Cf Arendt, 1971:
69,70; 1984: 37).

On the surfaceof Arendt'swork, thereis the shift from the vita activato the vita
contemplativa, and there are two different accounts of judgment, which
correspondto two distinct phaseof her thought. As Beiner suggests,it is quite

plausibleto speakof not one, but two theoriesof judgment in Arendt (Beiner,
1982:91). The first, earlier theory considersjudgment from the perspectiveof vita

activa;the second,later theoryconsidersit from the standpointof the life of the
mind. Thusaswe movefrom Arendt'sessaysof the 1960sto her writings of the
1970s,the emphasisin her accountof judgment"shifts from the representative
thought and enlargedmentality of political agents to the spectatorshipand
retrospectivejudgment of historiansand storytellers" (Beiner, 1984: 9 1).
Is there a "flagrant contradiction" (Bernstein, 1986: 231) in Arendt's thought on

judgment?I think not. Of course, the faculty of judgment looks different
dependingon whether we take the perspectiveof the
actor or the spectator.But it
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is simply not the casethat Arendt recommendedcommon sense,persuasion,and
consensusfor those in the game, and critical thinking, and autonomy for those
who were out of it. If we step back and examine the earlier work and the later
work in context, and relate them to Arendt's account of critical thinking, we see
the underlying continuity in her thought on judgment.
It is becauseof the modem crisis in judgment, of the growth of inability to judge,
that Arendt explicitly turns to Socratesas a model. SheposesSocratesas a model
of critical thinking or Selbsidenken[self-thinking], since he exposedunexamined

prejudgmentto the wind of thought,while putting no truth in their place.Hence
critical thinking is an essentially destructive activity. The Socratic dialogue can

hardly be characterizedas deliberationaiming at decisionand action. Socratic
thinking is a publicuseof reason,yet this kind of thinking preparesfor judgment
by suspending
all fixed habitsof thought,ossifiedrule andstandards.
The testing and examinationof opinionsthat is the heart of critical thinking is
practicednot only by Socrates,but alsoby Kant. In fact, asthe Kant lecturesmake
clear, "representativethinking" and "enlarged mentality" are not just models of

ic deliberation.They are, rather,the necessaryvehiclesof critical thinking.
publ,,
They proceedimaginatively, drawing on the possible standpoints
and opinions of
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in
others order to "abstract from the limitations which contingently attachto our
own judgment' (Kant in Arendt, 1982: 43).

What links Socratic dialectic and Kantian enlargedthought for Arendt is the way
both yield not the truth, or an Archimedeanstandpoint,but a more impartial, and
hencevalid, each individual's doxa, his or her "it appearsto me" (Arendt, 1990:
80-81; 1968b: 241-242; 1982: 37-40). If we view Arendt's thoughts on judgment
in terms of a broader perspectivism,the standpoint of the actor and the spectator
emergenot as two radically different kinds of judgment (engagedand political vs.

detachedand historical),but rather as two poles of spontaneous,
independent
judgment.To be sure,the "generalstandpoint"of the impartialjudge is different
from the seemingly more vigorous standpoint of the citizen. Yet, the

representativethinking made possible by disinterestedjudgment is crucially
dependentuponperspective.As Nietzscheremindsus, its objectivityarisesfrom
being able to use "more" and "different" eyesto judge and to interpreta thing
(Nietzsche,1989: 12; cf Arendt, 1968b:241).
The shift from the political to the private is also found in Foucault's thought. On

the surface of Foucault's work, there is the third major shift, from the
archaeologicalfocus on systemsof knowledge in the 1960s,to the genealogical
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focus on modalities of power in the 1970s,to the focus on technologiesof the self,
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work
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revaluationof
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his
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the
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presentera and
of
own work with a trajectory of
critical theory running from Kant to Nietzscheto the Frankfurt School. The
secoadmajordifferenceinvolvesa qualifiedturn to a problematicof the creative
subject,which was previously rejectedas a humanist fiction, along with the use of
the vocabulary of freedom, liberty, and autonomy, previously eschewedby the
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theorist of the deathof man.
Is there a flagrant contradiction in Foucault's thought? I think not. I do not want to
deny the shift in emphasis.But this doesnot meanthat Foucault abandonshis past
conceptsand methods,for all three axes of his studies- the axis of knowledge,
the axis of power, the axis of ethics (Foucault, 1984: 48) - overlap in his later
works on techniquesof self (seeFoucault, 1984: 47-49; 1992; orig. 1984: 11-13).
The archaeologyof problernatizationsintersectswith a genealogy of the ethical
practices of the self. Nor is it that the turn to analysis of techniquesof the self

representsa rejectionof his earlier political positions,sinceethicsfor Foucault
suggeststhe struggleof individualsagainstthe forcesthat dominate,subjugate,
andsubjectifythem.
Foucaultstill rejectsessentialistliberationmodelsthat assumethe self is an inner
essencewaiting to be liberatedfrom its repressionor alienation.He contrasts
liberationwith liberty, anddefinesthe later as an ongoingethicalpracticeof selfmasteryand care of the self. He seesliberty as "the ontologicalcondition of
ethice' and ethics as "the deliberateform assumedby liberty' (1988a: 4).
Similarly, the return of the subject in Foucault is not
a return to a prearchaeological- i. e., humanist or phenomenological concept of the subject
-
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practice of freedom through techniques of the self. What Foucault suggests,

therefore,is a tensionalrelationshipbetweenan active and creativeagentand a
constrainingsocial field.
3. Pessimistic Faith in Action and Resistance

The cumulativeeffect of Foucault'sarchaeologiesand genealogiesis perhaps
enervating.For, in his description,power is diffusedthroughoutthe social field
and individuals have been caught within a complex grid of disciplinary,
normalizing,panopticpowers.Thereare no spacesof primary liberty in society,
power is everywhere.As he says,"What I am attentive to is the fact that every

humanrelation is to some degreea power relation. We move in a world of
perpetualstrategicrelations" (Foucault, 1988e:168).

Despite this intense vision of oppression, it is a mistake to see Foucault as a

fatalistwith respectto socialandpolitical changefor his work canbe readanother
way. Indeed, Foucault's own interventions into political struggles and debates
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would make little senseif he felt that the deadlock of power was unbreakable.
Foucault's optimism issuesfrom his belief in the contingency and vulnerability of
power: "There's an optimism that consistsin saying that things couldn't be better.
My optimism would consist rather in saying that so many things can be changed,
fragile as they are, bound up more with circumstancesthan necessities,more

arbitrarythan self-evident,more a matterof complex,but temporary,historical
circumstancesthan with inevitable anthropologicalconstraints" (Foucault, 1988e:
156).

Misinterpretationsof Foucault turn on a conflation betweenpower as omnipresent

and as omnipotent. While power is everywhere,it is indissociablefrom
contestationand struggle: "I am just saying: as soon as there is power relation,

thereis a possibilityof resistance.We can neverbe ensnaredby power: we can
always modify its grip in determinateconditionsand accordingto a precise
strategy" (Foucault, 1988e: 123). The common argument that Foucault presents

subjectsashelplessandpassivevictims of powerfails to observehis emphasison
the contingencyandvulnerabilityof power andthe placesin his work wherehe
describesactual resistanceto it (see Foucault, 1991a;
orig. 1975: 273ff.; 1990a;
orig. 1976: 101).
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The pervasive effect of Arendt's fragmentary historiography is also enervating.
Me Human Condition is a narrative about the decline of action and the public
historical
"The
the
throughout
the
analysis", she
modem age.
purpose of
realm
tells us, "is to trace back modem world alienation, its twofold flight from the earth
into the universe and from the world into the self' (Arendt, 1958: 6). The story
sheunfolds is not an optimistic one. The modem "rise of the social" promotesthe
faber's
by
household
homo
the
realm
absorption of
public
concerns, while

instrumentalization
in
"the
of the whole world andthe earth"
utilitarianismresult
(Arendt, 1958: 157).In addition, the developmentsof modem scienceprovoke the

tendencyto view the earth, which Arendt calls "the very quintessence
of the
humanconditiOrf'(Arendt, 1958: 2), as merely one more object, and technological

automationleadsto the transformationof work into a form of labor.The overall
loss
resultis pervasiveandradicalworld alienation.Worldlessness,
a
of the world,
is "always a form of barbarisnf'(Arendt, 1968a:13), andthe forcesreleasedby
modernityare,accordingto Arendt,directlyresponsiblefor this stateof affairs.In
otherwords,the forcesof capitalistexpropriationandaccumulationof wealth,of
modern science, and of technology have contributed intensively to the

underminingthe world,theneventuallyto an alienationfrom the world.
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Misinterpretationsof Arendt baseon the unquestionedassumptionsthat shestands
for the recovery of a single, institutionalized public sphere. Rather, her
pronouncementabout the end of the common world in the modem age implies
that the prospectfor a comprehensivepublic sphereis obscure and dark. Indeed,
from the standpoint of her critique of modernity, action in the strict senseis no
longer possible. It is precisely the impossibility of a genuine public sphere in
postmodernity that leads Arendt to stress "the unending discourse" (Arendt,
1968a:27) over consensus,resistanceover docility, and the "defeated causes"of
the "revolutionary spirit" over the normalizing politics of representative

democracy.
Her faith in actionand her pessimisticprospectsfor a public sphere
reflectsa continuingwonderat the fact that political actionpersistsin the various
"defeatedcauses".
Foucault'shistoricalanalysisaswell asthat of Arendt manifestsgrim pessimism
and despairpenetratinghistory.As Foucaultputs it, "the fear of ridicule or the
bitternessof historypreventsmostof us from putting sideby side:revolutionand
happiness or indeed, revolution and pleasure' (Foucault, 1990a;
1976:
7).
orig.
...
Arendt is also aware of how the energiesof modernity,
which initially open the
possibility of a groundlesspolitics, end in intensifying the paradox of revolution
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The despairarisesfrom the "bitternessof historý', but if thereis no resistance
despairleadsonly to political depressionand
that bitterness,the one-dimensional
theoreticalclosure.Similarly, if the hope is not groundedfirmly in that same

' "If foundationwas the aim and the end of revolution, then the revolutionary spirit was not merely
the spirit of beginning somethingnew but of starting somethingpermanentand enduring;a lasting
institution, embodyingthis spirit and encouragingit to new achievements,would be self-defeating.
From which it unfortunatelyseemsto follow that nothing threatensthe very achievementsof
revolution more dangerouslyand more acutely than the spirit which hasbrought them about.
Shouldfreedomin its most exaltedsenseas freedomto act be the price to be paid for foundation?"
(Arendt, 1963:232).
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bitterness of history, it becomesjust a one-dimensionaland silly expressionof
optimism. As Arendt argues, "progress and doom are two sides of the same
medal" and "both are articles of superstitions,not of faitW' (Arendt, 1951: vii).
For some,this stateof affairs may be a sourceof despair,for Foucault and Arendt,
however,it signifies both loss and hope.
Arendt's point as a critic of liberalism and modernity is similar to Foucault: it is
not that everything is bad, but that everything is dangerous(seeFoucault, 1983b:
231-232). This includes those modem political innovations for which she - and

we - arenecessarily
grateful.Arendt'stheoreticalwork aswell asthat of Foucault
demonstrates
how man as a political being must refuseboth "the blackmailof
Enlightenment" (Foucault, 1984: 42) and the appeal to a religiosity as well as

"political double bind, which is individualizationand totalization of modem
...
power structuree' (Foucault, 1983a:216).

4. Reflections on Work and Life: From the Pariah's Point of View

Along with theoreticaltensions,the life andwritings of FoucaultandArendt also
presenta paradox. As Habermaspoints out, "in Foucault the stoic attitude of the

observerwho keepshis precisedistance,obsessed
with objectivity,wascombined
with the opposite elementof passionateself-consumingparticipation in the reality
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of the historical momenf' (Habermas, 1986: 103). Foucault sharesthis tension
is,
is
Arendt.
That
there
the tension in Foucault and Arendt, which resists
with
form
in
between
the
the
easycategorization,
scholar striving objectivity - whether
of genealogicalobjectivity or the Arendtian objectivity achievedby distanceand
imagination - on the one hand, and, the politically vital, morally sensitive

intellectual,on the other.In fact,this is an issuewhich is so closeto the centerof
their work and life that they were not often clear about it. In an interview
publishedshortly before his death,Foucault speaksfor himself.

The role of an intellectualis not to tell otherswhat they haveto do. By what
right would he do so?And rememberall the prophecies,promises,injunctions,
and programsthat intellectualshavemanagedto formulateover the last two
centuriesandwhoseeffectswe cannow see.Thework of an intellectualis not
to shapeothers'political will; it is, throughthe analysesthat he carriesout in
his own fields, to questionover and over again what is postulatedas selfevident,to disturbpeople'smentalhabits,the way they do andthink things,to
dissipatewhat is familiar andaccepted,to reexaminerulesandinstitutionsand
(in which he carriesout his specifictask
on thebasisof this re-problematization
as an intellectual)to participatein the formationof a political will (in which he
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hashis role as a citizen to play) (Foucault, 1988e:265, my emphasis).
This quotationpoints to the tension betweenFoucault's work and life, betweenhis
political commitmentsand theoreticaldetachment.This is the samewith Arendt. I
want to conclude by examining this issue in the point of the pariah they
distinctively hold. As I will seek to show, for Foucault and Arendt, looking at
things from "the pariah's point of view" was a lifetime vocation. It is an

admirablevocation,but one which cannotprovide a theoreticalapparatusas a
guiding thread nor a bridge betweentheory and practice. If we desire,then, to do

justiceto FoucaultandArendt'sinsightsconcerningthe interrelationsof what we
are thinking and what we are doing, we must avoid the twin temptationsof
political commitmentandtheoreticaldetachment.For, in the end,what Foucault
andArendtteachus is the irreducibleneedto be both in andout of the game.
Let's go back to Foucault's first major book, Madiiess and Civilizatioti, here. In

this book, Foucaultfollows the imagesof woe-begottenyet holy lepers with
equally compellingdescriptionof the Ship of Fools, Narrenschiff.During the
Renaissance
the madwereloadedontothe shipandsentoff to sail downEurope's
riversin searchof their sanity.On this subject,Foucaultwrote:"He [the madman]
is put in the interior of the exterior, and inversely He is
in the midst of
a
prisoner
...
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the Passengerpar excellence:that is, the prisoner of the passage'(Foucault, 1989;
have
1961:
As
11).
orig.
we
already seen, in this description, the madman's
is
passage no other than the odysseyof Foucault's thought, from the seato the
ship of the sea, or rather precisely, from "the thought of the outside" (power) to
"the inside of thought" (subjectivation)(seeDeleuze, 1988). But, there is more. It
is, to someextent, an analogyof his life as a pariah.
I seeFoucault as a pariahnot only becauseof his sexuality but also becauseof his
ethos, his philosophical life. According to Young-Bruehl, "a self-conscious

but also the
pariah" is not only the themeof Arendt's book, Rahel Varnhagen,
theme of her life (Young-Bruehl in Hill, 1979: 3). Furthermore, "in Hannah

Arendt's lexicon...real peoplewere pariahs"(Young-Bruehl,1982:xv). This is
the samewith Foucault.I think that the pariahperspectiveis not limited to an
actual condition -a

Jew or a homosexualand so on - but linked to the

philosophicalquestion,i.e., the ontology of human beings. In this sense,the
personalideal of pariahdom,which Foucaultand Arendt framedin their youth,
wastransformedin their later yearsinto the intellectual'sraisond'Etreaswell as
political ideas.
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Arendt borrowed the term pariah and parvenu from the Frenchjournalist Bernard
Lazare (Arendt, 1978: 68-69). While the pariah is the one who is cast aside,
marginalized,andtreatedwith contemptby society becauseof his or her otherness,
the parvenudeniedhis or her othernessso as to becomeacceptedby the dominant
society.Arendt's own understandingof the pariah's perspectiveis best expressed
in her letter to GershomScholem:

What confusedyou is that my argumentsand my approachare different from
in
to;
other words, the trouble is that I am independent.By
what you are used

this I mean,on the one hand,that I do not belong to any organizationand
always speak only for myself, and on the other hand, that I have great

confidencein Lessing'sselbsidenken[self-thinking] for which, I think, no
ideology,no public opinion, and no "convictions" can ever be a substitute
(Arendt, 1978:250).

Thepariah'stask,in Arendt'sunderstanding,
to
wasto be alertto the unexpected,
look at how things and event appearwithout preconceptionsabout history's
courseor pattern,to avoid sacrificing the outsider's perspectivefor the parvenu's

comforts.Arendt's solutionto her own Jewishproblemwas not to repudiateher
Jewishness
nor blindly affirm it, but to adoptthe stanceof a consciouspariah,an
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own
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was
outsider among non-Jews,and a rebel among
this marginal position that she was able to gain critical insights into both the
Jewishand non-Jewishworld.
It is possible to seethat Foucault had to give sexuality a central position in his
his
last
books
in
in
his
life,
it
that
or
someways constitute
work, since was central
the personalethics he imposedupon himself by force of will. Nevertheless,one
is
by
his
homosexuality,
Foucault's
that
explained
as
entire work
cannot pretend
certainacademicsdo (seeMiller, 1993;Lila, 2001), imagining, moreover,that this

it.
be
discredit
to
would enough
It is interestingto seehow an intellectualproject is born in an experiencethat
shouldperhapsbe describedas primary.However,it is much more importantto
in
how
intellectual
is
the struggleof individualandsocial
created
see
an
adventure
life, not to remainstuckin them,but to think themthrough,to go beyondthem,to
ironically
doing
Foucault
In
them.
turns the questionback on
problematize
so,
those who level it. Do you really know who you are? Are you so sure of your
reason,of your scientific concept,of your categoriesof your conception?

Foucaulttries to performthe philosophicaltask as a pariahby taking the double
detourof literatureand theory. On the one hand,there is his fascination
with
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writers who deal with "transgression",the "limit experience".By readingBataille,
Maurice Blanchot, and Klossowski, Foucault seeksto discover the possibility of a
mad philosopher(seeFoucault, 1977a,'A Prefaceto Transgression').On the other
hand, there is his examination at a historical level of the scientific status of
psychological disciplines, the medical gaze, and then the established human
sciencesas a whole. "Every time I havetried to do a piece of theoreticalwork7, he
in
has
been
1981,
"it
said
on the basis of elementsof my own experience:always
in connectionwith processesI saw unfolding around me eachtime was partly a
...
fragmentof autobiography"(Foucault, 2000: 458).

Exile is one of the saddestfates. In premoderntimes, banishmentwas a
dreadful
particularly
punishment.There has always been an associationbetween

the ideaof exile andthe terrorsof beinga leperor a madman,a socialand moral
And yet, it is true that in the ideaof exile, thereis, in a self-tortured
untouchable.
way, the irresistibletemptationof not following the prescribedpath. Originally,
exileis an actualcondition,but it is alsoa metaphoricalcondition.In otherwords,
the condition of exile is producednot only by the social and political trimming but
also by the censorship of conscience. As Foucault describes, the exile is put
"across a half-real, half-imaginary geography", from "a visible fortress
of order"
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to the "castle of our conscience"(Foucault, 1989; orig. 1961: 11).
In Presentationsof Me Intellectual (1994), Edward Said explores the role of the
intellectual. He seesintellectual as an exile, whose spirit is "in opposition, rather
than in accommodatioW'(Said, 1994: xvii), whose challenge is to be found in
"dissent againstthe statusquo" (Said, 1994:xvii). His diagnosisof the intellectual
in exile is derives from the social and political history of dislocation and
migration, for example, the widespread territorial rearrangementsof the postWorld War Two period, but his observation is not limited to it. Said arguesthat

even intellectualswho are lifelong membersof a society can be divided into
insidersandoutsiders:those,on the one hand,who belong fully societyas it is,
those who can be called yea-sayers;and on the other hand, the nay-sayers,the

individualsat oddswith their societyand thereforeoutsidersand exilesso far as
privileges and power are concerned (Said, 1994: 52-53). Said derives some

positivethings from exile and marginality,that is, the pleasureof restlessand
unsettledlife:
An intellectualis fundamentallyabout knowledgeand freedom. Yet these
acquiremeaningnot as abstractions... but as experiencesactually lived through.
An intellectual is like a shipwreckedpersonwho learns how to live in
a certain
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is
it,
land,
like
Crusoe
Robinson
to
the
not
on
goal
sensewith
not
whose
colonize his little island, but more like Marco Polo, whose sense of the
marvelousnever fails him, and who is always a traveler, a provisional guest,not
a freeloader,conqueror,or raider (Said, 1994: 59-60).
In this book, Said does not deal with Foucault and Arendt as examples,but his
diagnosisof the intellectual in exile explainsFoucault and Arendt very well. It is a
matter of thinking of the intellectual vocation as maintaining a state of constant
alertness,of a perpetualwillingness not to let the one and only truth or accepted

ideasdominate.It alsoinvolvesa senseof the present,an almostathleticrational
energy,anda complicatedstruggleto balancethe problemsof one'sown selfbood
againstthe public demands,an everlasting effort, constitutionally unfinished and

necessarilyimperfect.The exile seesthings both in termsof what has beenleft
behindandwhat is actualhereandnow, thereis a doubleperspectivethat never
seesthingsin isolation.Also, the exile intellectualdoesnot respondto the logic of
the conventional but to the audacity of daring, and to representing change, to
moving on, not standing still. In a very Deleuzian passage,Foucault speaksfor
himself. "I dream of the intellectual who destroys evidence and generalities, the

one who, in the inertiasconstraintsof the presenttime, locatesand marks the
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doesn't know exactly where he is heading nor what he will think tomorrow for he
is too attentive to the presenf' (Foucault, 1988e: 124).

What Foucault shareswith Arendt is a peculiar critical sense,a senseof being
line,
formulas,
to
or ready-madeclich6s, or orthodox party
accepteasy
unwilling
belief
in
dogma.
both
fixed
They
a theoretical god or a political god
are against
or
of any sort. Of course,there is no real pariahdom, even for the exile who tries to
inbetweenness
itself
become
the
of
a rigid
state
can
remain suspended,since
ideological position. Furthermore,for the intellectual in exile, there is always a
danger of being irresponsible and flippant under the disguise of marginality.

is
important
how to keepa spacein
Nevertheless,
what strikesme as muchmore
the mindopenfor doubtandfor the partof analert,skepticalirony,alsoself-irony
It is "the ethics of discomfort" that consistsin revising certaintieswithout
renouncingconvictions,in managingto changeone's opinion and at the same
time to remain faithful to oneself It is Foucault's urging that one is "never to
consent to being completely comfortable with one's own presuppositions"
(Foucault,2000: 448), which brings to mind Arendt's letter to Gershom Scholem
(Arendt, 1978:250), and her confidencein selbadetiken [self-thinking] rather than
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fixed opinion or unmovablethought.
5. Summary and Conclusions

In this work, I presentan interpretation of Foucault and Arendt. Recognizing the
focus
Arendt,
I
labels
Foucault's
that
to
on the
and
of
work
problemsof attaching
tensions and complexity of their work. My reading develops under following
contentions.
First, Foucault and Arendt are fascinatedby history and the relationship between
personalexperienceand those events of which they are a part. Particularly, the

disease
Stalinism,
they
totalitarianism
see
of modem
as
a
which
and
experience
of
is
haunts
This
their
not to say their
critique of modernity as a whole.
power,

writings on history are only concernedwith actual experiences,whether
contemporary
or historical.Becausetheir writingson history are intertwinedwith
41anexercise of oneself in the activity of thought", which constantly undoes its

own construction.Furthermore,a tensionbetweentheir profoundcommitmentto
political reality and the senseof detachmentfrom the subjectmattercontinually
complicatestheir work. However,thesetensionsin theory aswell as in practice, in

thetechniqueof life aswell asin the political choicesprovidethe elementsfor the
uniqueness
of theirwork.
andcoherence
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In this sense,a new historiography performed by Foucault and Arendt is neither
is
it
imagination,
Rather
an
unusual
combination
of
subjective nor objective.
forget
Yet,
that they were very wary of
should
we
not
analysis,and commitment.
the analytic link betweena "philosophical conception7'and the "concrete political
is
between
"what
one thinking and saying" and "what one is doing". For
attitude",

them, this ideal is chimeraand a dangerousone, becauseit grows out of and
enforcesan instrumentalconfiguration of theory and practice.
Bearing these questionsin mind, we should read Foucault and Arendt not only

through their ideas,but also through Foucault's"ethosPand Arendt's "moral
taste'. We should perform the two readings,which are, on the one hand, a
scientific analysis of their work, the ability to decipher Foucault's "ethos" and

Arendt's"judgmenf',on the other.
Second,thereare three dimensionsof Foucault'swork: power,knowledge,and
self. Also, there are three dimensionsof Arendt's work: thinking, action, and
judgment. Thesedimensionsare irreducible, yet constantly imply one another. A
philosophy, especially one so subtle and complex such as Foucault and Arendt,

must always be understoodat a distance.We should not allow ourselvesto
becometoo caughtup in a certainphaseof their thought.We shouldrather
step
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back. NVeshouldreadthe earlier work in relation to the later. Although there is the
focus
focus
the
from
the
Arendt,
to
the
in
Foucault
the
on
political
on
and
shift
(i.
in
three-fold
terms
e., non-totalizing)
circular
a
of
personal, when viewed
it
is
in
In
thought.
this
their
regard,
reciprocity, we seethe underlying continuity
Punish
Discipline
decenter
the
and
to
of
and
place
one of the goal of this work

Ae HumanCondition.Only when readDiscipline and Punish and YheHuman
Condition in the light of the historical developmentof their thought as a whole,
indeed
beyond
Arendt,
them.
Foucault
then
can
go
and
we canunderstand
Third, questioning the adequacy of the mapping of

modernism and

Arendt
do
Foucault
I
fout court,
as postmodernists
and
postmodemism, not read
but rather as theorists who combine premodern,modem, and postmodern
between
in
Foucault's
There
thought
totalizing/
tensions
are
perspectives.
detotalizing impulses, discursive/ extra-discursivetheorization, macro/micro
between
domination/
as
well
as
ethicalrelations
perspectives,and
resistance
detachment.Thereare alsotensionsin
political commitmentsandarchaeological
Arendt's thought between creative rupture and exercise in retrieval, between

agonism and consensusas well as between existential engagementand
philosophicalwithdrawal.
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More importantly,Foucaultand Arendt embracepostmodernsensibility not as an
inviting
be
Nietzschean
but
the
that
risk of
must - at
as an attitude
absolutegiven
scorn- constantlycheckedand examined.For them, critique is basedon a serious
it
is
historical
interrogation
experience
on a
of
as
much
as
and sustained
deconstructionof metaphysicalphilosophy. This is why they cannot be wholly
understoodby a stark oppositionbetweenmodernismand postmodernism.
Fourth, focusingon the selectivity and idiosyncrasyof their interpretationof Kant,
I place Foucault and Arendt within a tradition of critical thought running from

Kant to Nietzsche.Indeed,what bindsFoucaultandArendt togetheris the effort
to link Kant and Nietzsche in order to overcome the analytics of truth without

Foucault'sturn to Kant in his later work
abandoningphilosophicalseriousness.
enableshim to identify the threadthat connectsKant with Nietzschewithin a
critical thought.The critical ontology of ourselvesand of the present,which
Foucault seesthat Kant formulatedby reflecting on the Enlightenmentand
revolution,is Foucault'sKantianversionof Nietzsche'sontologicalsupportof the
momentagainstthe flux of time. Also, Arendt's turn to Kant's aestheticjudgment
in her later work-enablesher to identify the thread to connectKant with Nietzsche,
the thread running from Kant's objectivity, the objectivity arises from being able
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to "think in the place of everybody else" to Nietzsche's perspectivalobjectivity,
interpret
judge
born
"different"
to
"more"
to
the objectivity
and
eyes
of using
and
judgment
by
disinterested
The
a thing.
representativethinking made possible
through a free play of imagination is Arendt's Kantian version of Nietzsche's
perspectival objectivity Their challenge to Kant and Nietzsche or rather their
Nietzscheanismwith a Kantian twist opens the possibility of genuine dialogue
betweenpostmoderntheory and critical theory.
As we have seen,Foucault and Arendt are profoundly subtle, sophisticatedbut not
in
is
in
However,
this work,
tensions.
thought
thinkers
whose
well-conceptualized

the tensionsof their work arenot the targetof criticism but the positiveworking
in
live
is
Arendt
Foucault
What
teach
that
thought
us
must
and
critical
concept.

the field of tension.Far from vindicatingoneagainstthe other,this work is also
by
interpretative
deep
in
field
force
these
tensions
the
created
situated
which run
in this work.
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